You'll find versatile drawer space in this double dresser. And the convenient night tables have many uses. Bed comes in double and single sizes also.

Contemporary furniture...to give your home a light, spacious beauty!

AN IMPORTANT PART of Heritage-Henredon quality is unusual attention to detail. In this new collection, gleaming touches of brass add sparkle and distinction. The tall china deck has a muted pattern of herringbone parquetry on the doors.

Each piece is made of genuine walnut, and you have a choice of light beige or a rich sable finish. Lovely, useful furniture like this gives your home quiet beauty you'll enjoy in the years to come.

This 44" x 64" table extends to 118". The buffet (can be used without china deck) has three linen trays behind center doors. Walnut door panels optional.
NEW COFFEE SET BY TIFFANY

The Blackberry. Tiffany sterling silver, combining the simple grace of oriental with modern design. Coffee pot with ebony handle, holds one and one half pints, one hundred forty five dollars. Cream pitcher, fifty five dollars.

Sugar bowl, thirty five dollars. Tray, not shown, eleven and one half inches diameter, eighty five dollars. Prices include federal tax.

TIFFANY & CO. NEW YORK
The new medium of opulence—

Craig's "Carina" cotton

So lustrous, it might be mistaken for silk—its colors a brilliant winter release. In the collection—a fitted, quilted coverlet: single, 37.50 double, 45.00 Shirred bed petticoat: single, 22.50; double, 25.00

All, in Indian turquoise, pink, aqua, light blue, mauve, chamois, ivory, white, gold, burnt almond, coral, brown, hyacinth, ruby and moss.

Lord & Taylor 424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, New York
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Whether it's a present for your own home (a mighty good idea) or for someone else, a Lightolier lamp is a perfect gift. It's beautiful. It's practical. It's different. It lasts. And it bears a name that means fashion-flavored quality to millions of Americans. Take the ceiling lamp to the right. You’ll love it for its grace and charm ... the way it compliments any setting. It's made of pleated washable Mylar® accented with shimmering brass. He'll like it because it hangs anywhere, needs no ceiling outlet, plugs into the baseboard, lifts and lowers. And you'll both be delighted with the evenly diffused, glare-free light it sheds. Price? An astonishing $24.95*. Others as low as $14.95*. See all the lovely Lightoliers, now, at the nicest stores everywhere.

A. Walnut, brass, grasscloth. Raises, lowers, turns from side-to-side, telescopes in and out from wall.
B. Desk lamp has new eye-ease diffuser. Choice of several color combinations.
C. Adjustable contour shades in two-tone brown, two-tone green, white, ebony or gunmetal and flamingo. All accented with brass.
D. Shades swivel in any direction, lowerers end glare.
E. Reading lamp raises, lowers, tilts, turns in a circle. Lowered diffuser ends glare. Choice of colors. $25.00* without optional tray.
F. Walnut and brass base, linen shade, eye-ease diffusers above and below bulbs.
G. Trim floor lamp has exclusive Perfulux® diffuser. White and brass, brown and brass, all-brass or all ebony. $21.95* in ebony.
H. Wall lamp also stands on table, serves as TV light. Green, white or ebony with brass. $9.95*.

*A bit more in the west.

LIGHTOLIER Dept. HG-116
Box No. 368, Jersey City 5, N. J.
Please send me your free brochure showing me how to select the right lamp for every room, every eye-task.
NAME ________________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________________

HOUSE & GARDEN
LIGHT

THE LAMP DIVISION OF LIGHTOLIER

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING • RESIDENTIAL FIXTURES • PORTABLE LAMPS
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LACE IS A LADY...

LOVELY...WAITING

Fingertip finery that fits milady's budget like a glove. Prices range from $4.95 to $54.95; exquisite patterns and many colors are available in modern or traditional design. For the very special occasions that demand the very best, Quaker Lace cloths are lovely... and waiting... for the lady.

Pattern No. 7726
Pat. appl'd for.
Orlon* About $22.95

A Du Pont Trade Mark

QUAKER LACE TABLECLOTHS
PHILADELPHIA 33, PENNSYLVANIA
For Designing Women...

Entertaining Ideas!

These are Dansk ideas...for entertaining in today's mood of leisurely living.

These are Dansk Designs...created in the spirit of a fine artist...hand finished by European craftsmen...with the idea that entertaining can be fun...at moderate prices.

Shown here: Kobenstyle Enamelware; Staved Teak; Variations Forgedware; Fjord Stainless Table Accessories.

When you look for a Dansk Design, look for a fine store first.

DANSK DESIGNS

INC.

GREAT NECK NEW YORK KOBENHAVN DANMARK
What a wonderful gift—let's have it tonight!

The golden glamor of Taylor New York State Champagne says "from me to you" so perfectly. Its sparkling aura of friendliness makes it so right at holiday time—or any time of year. For any occasion when your good taste and good wishes should speak for themselves—let Taylor Champagne, beautifully gift-packaged, say it for you—graciously!

WHEN YOU DINE OUT, say these three wise words, "Taylor Wine, please." Choose from famous Taylor New York State Champagnes, Sparkling Burgundy, or superb Taylor still wines for cocktails, with your meal, and after. Write us, Dept.HG116, for our Champagne Booklet. The Taylor Wine Company, Inc., Hammondsport, New York.

It's Taylor Champagne...and you'll love it
This is Videorama—the world's finest television.

The magnificent

Magnavox

Here is exciting new Stereosonic Sound—the sound that surrounds you from four high fidelity speakers and the only dual channel amplifier in television. Here, too, is a living picture—none clearer, none finer. This is Videorama, real as life.

Now Magnavox gives you the most thrilling achievement in fine television instruments—the first and the only high fidelity television. The Videorama shown here is housed in a distinctive fine-furniture cabinet that represents a smart new idea in horizontal design. The large 21” picture (diagonal measure) has a chromatic optical filter and reflection barrier which eliminate washout from lights and glare.

Top-tuning controls are concealed by a sliding panel. An optional feature is the superior Magnavox remote control that controls everything from where you sit—channel, on-off, volume, brightness, fine tuning. You will be delighted by this truly memorable experience in both sight and sound—the Videorama. In hand-rubbed Syntex mahogany color finish, $329.50 (VHF).
Give a lifetime of loveliness...

Kensington

Forever lustrous ... without polishing

Kensington always stays the same... beautiful, pricelessly lovely. It wears well... takes hard use without showing it. Doesn't need pampering... its lustre lasts a lifetime without polishing or buffing. Give Kensington... for a lifetime of loveliness. Kensington is on display at leading department, jewelry and gift stores. Write for the name of the Kensington dealer nearest you.

Beautiful Zodiac Plaque, for canapes, sandwiches 18” diameter. $20.00

Gently flared Savoy Round Tray. Many uses 12¼” diameter. $6.50

Man-size Coldchester Tumblers. 5¼” tall; 14 ounce capacity. $3.50 each

Classically simple Mayfair Pitcher. 8½” tall; 2-quart capacity. $15.95

Cortez Platter with polished brass feet. 12” diameter. $15.75

Canterbury covered casserole with covered glass baking dish. $18.95

Cambridge Serving Dish. Modern design. 8¾” x 10¾”. $10.00

Graceful, distinctive Shell Canape Plate. 10” diameter. $5.95

Raleigh Salt and Pepper Shakers, stately design. 2¼” high. $6.50 pair

Generously proportioned Dover Bread Tray. 13¼” x 6¼”. $6.50

Division of the Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co., Inc.
Of New Kensington, Pennsylvania
RWAY... designed with distinction for gracious living

MODERN PERIOD PROVINCIAL

Visit an RWAY showroom where you can leisurely browse through 50 individual rooms of beautiful bedroom, dining, and living-room furniture.
Sold through dealers, decorators, and architects.

For further information write Rway Furniture Co., Dept. (G-A), Sheboygan, Wisc.
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BUTTONS are bothersome on mattresses, too . . .

Sealy
NATURAL REST

BUTTON-FREE mattress now gives you a new kind of smooth sleeping comfort

What a Bed Time Story Sealy can tell with this sleek Button-Free triumph . . . and the "plot" is so simple! No more rest-robbing mattress buttons . . . no more dust-catching tufts! Instead . . . a top that's luxuriously smooth, yet firm as a mattress should be for natural rest and comfort. For value . . . for modern living, choose the superb Sealy Natural Rest . . . "like sleeping on a cloud"!

$5950
Matching box spring $5950

Sealy
NATURAL REST mattress
Lamps give your home all the beauty, warmth and flexibility you desire

The most important accessories in your home are lamps. Decoratively, they enhance the beauty of all other furnishings and provide a dramatic setting for every furniture grouping. Functionally, they are a must for specific lighting purposes . . . lighting tasks which can only be accomplished with the flexibility of lamps.

Pictured above is a master bedroom with the good cheer and air of being lived in . . . because lamps are properly distributed, not only for beauty but for dressing, reading and sewing. Is your home effectively equipped with lamps for living?

brighten your home with new lamps . . . they do so much . . . for so little

Send for your free copy of "Lamp Light," a guide to improved home lighting. It is fully illustrated with wonderful ideas on room treatments.

NATIONAL HOME LAMP COUNCIL
10 South LaSalle Street, Chicago 3, Illinois
Endorsed by the Lamp and Shade Institute of America

Live Better Electrically with Light for Better Living.

National Home Lamp Council
10 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Illinois
Please send me my copy of "Lamp Light." Enclosed find 10c in coins (or stamps) to cover cost of handling.

Name: ______________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________________ State: ________
A distinguished group of over 50 correlated pieces for the bedroom, dining room and living room. Designed by Bert England of Cannell and England. Send 50c for Forward Trend Brochure.

Johnson

JOHNSON FURNITURE COMPANY
JOHNSON-HANDLEY-JOHNSON CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN

Sold only thru fine stores and accredited decorators

Showrooms: NEW YORK • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • INDIANAPOLIS • MINNEAPOLIS • ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES
Some things an architect can’t specify

An architect can build many things into a house—but the real home is up to you to build. The furnishings you select to complete your home, just like the materials that go into the very foundation of the house, should be chosen with the future in mind. In your selection of tableware, for instance, it is false economy to invest in anything less than fine solid silver. For sterling silver is one purchase you never have to make twice—a precious, yet practical, treasure that will beautify your table and enhance your way of life—forever!

When you do buy sterling, you will be wise to select a pattern by Gorham—the name that has stood for the finest in solid silver for the past 125 years. Not only are there more designs to choose from in Gorham than any other make, but a Gorham pattern carries the assurance that it can be matched or added to even years and years later.

Complete Gorham place-settings (knife, fork, spoon, salad fork, soup spoon and spreader) from $29.75.* Settings for eight in a handsome wood chest, from $238.* And, most authorized Gorham jewelry and department stores have convenient budget plans that give you up to a year to pay.

*Prices, while quantities last.
A. **Fluted Georgian Tea Set from England**

Sheffield Silverplate in famous 18th century design, beautifully crafted, and at a very special price. Coffee Pot, Tea Pot, Sugar and Creamer. 4 pieces complete, 62.50. Matching Kettle 50.00. Gloucester Tray, 20", 32.50.

**B. The Lamplighter Salt and Pepper Set**

Authentic adaptations of the romantic street lamps of old London. For use with traditional or modern appointments...with practical, removable glass liners. About 3", 5.00 pair.

**C. Serving Pieces from England**

Fine reproductions of authentic early Georgian. Punch Ladle, 17", 10.00. Dressing Spoons, 13", 5.00 each.

**D. Set of 3 Swedish Travyets**

Heat and chill resistant mats with scratch resistant surface. Special insulated base won't scratch your table. 6", 3½", 8¾", all 3 for 8.95.

**E. Italian Silverplated Wire Basket**

Perfect for bread, rolls or fruit. 8", 8.95. 9½", 11.95. Lovely simple design that will harmonize with contemporary or period settings. Complete with 6¾" tray, 10.00.

**F. Swedish Sugar and Cream Set with Tray**

Eat and chill resistant mats with scratch resistant surface. Special insulated base won't scratch your table. 6", 3½", 8¾", all 3 for 8.95.

**G. Elegant Epergne from England**

A graceful centerpiece for buffet or dining table with silverplated frame and strawberry glass insert. 9 x 14", 27.50.
Create a home that sings with Happy Mood colors in carpets by MASLAND
These are colors that interpret your tastes, your feelings about yourself, your family and your friends—in beautiful Masland carpets for your home.

These are, truly, your "happy mood" colors for two very important reasons: one, they blend naturally with the colors in your home and with wall coverings and fabrics you plan to buy—two, they are colors that delight the eye and lift the spirit. Every Masland carpet has subtle, sunny undertones that you may not even see and a weave designed to catch the light in a special way. Everything Masland does in creating your carpet is planned to make your home a happy place to be!

Shown here are five of the many famous Masland weaves. These and many others are available right now in the exclusive new Happy Mood Colors at fine stores according to the keyed listing on the following page.

A Twist Weaves—shown in Mist Grey  
B Textured Velvets—in Icelandic Green  
C Embossed Wiltons—in Aztec Gold  
D Tufted Textures—in Moresque Beige  
E Loop Pile Wiltons—in Corsage Green

All fabrics by Everfast  
Paints by Martin-Senour

...make every room
say “welcome”
with Masland Happy Mood colors
See the
Masland
Happy Mood
colors at these fine stores

Masland carpets are woven in a variety of patterns, textures and price ranges and you can have a Masland carpet tomorrow for as little as $2.75 a week for an average room! Different stores feature different Masland carpets, as shown in the key listing opposite. All these stores feature the exclusive new Masland Happy Mood Colors. See them soon at the store nearest your home.

**Easy-To-Do Decorating Book—only 25¢**

Never have you seen such helpful color-planning information as in this 36-page book! It shows, in full color, hundreds of decorator harmonies, with unique do-it-yourself pages, you can try your own combinations of carpets, wall colors and fabrics! Only 25¢ at the stores listed or write to C. H. Masland & Sons, Carlisle, Pa.
### Msaler's Happy Mood colors at these fine stores

**ST. CLAIR SHORES**
* Lasky Carpet Co., Inc. - A Executiv, B Kipplelon, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**MINNESOTA**
* Truman Carpet Co. - C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**MISSOURI**
* Famous-Barr - C Stratford, E Westride

**NEW JERSEY**
* New Jersey Furniture Co. - C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**NEW YORK**
* The May Co. - E Stratford

**NEW YORK CITY**
* M. O'Neill Co. - A Executive Twist, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D President, E Star Point

**NEW YORK STATE**
* The May Co. - E Stratford

**OHIO**
* Albert & Tredinnick Co. - A Executive, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**OKLAHOMA**
* John R. Van Sciver Co. - A Mill Time, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**OREGON**
* McEwen's - C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**PENNSYLVANIA**
* The Ware Co. Furniture Co. - A Executive, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**RICHMOND, VA**
* Rittenhouse Carpet Crafters - A Ashley, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**SOUTH CAROLINA**
* Edward Allen Co. - A Executive, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**SPRINGFIELD**
* Central Rug & Lino Co. - B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**VERSAILLES**
* R. H. Macy & Co. - C Stratford, D President, E Mill Time

**WISCONSIN**
* Walburger and Co. - A Executive, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**WISCONSIN CITY**
* Rarar Floor Covering - D Star Point, E President

**WASHINGTON**
* S. Dao Furn. Co. - A Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**WISCONSIN MORTON**
* Hardiman Furniture - A Tellite, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D President, E Star Point

**WISCONSIN SHORES**
* M. F. Crawford Co. - A Executiv, B Kippleton, C Mill Valley, D Star Point, E Palmolive

**WINTHROP**
* C. Anelliili, D Saranette, E Waybrank

---

**See the Msaler's Happy Mood colors at these fine stores**
The things that money can't buy come into your home with a Steinway

The Steinway ‘pays its way’ in values that are exclusive with the Steinway. The world’s great artists constantly demonstrate these values to their audiences, in the golden tone and sensitive response that only the Steinway yields at their touch. The Steinway in the home, with its impressive presence, teaches the student music and helps him discover the fun in accomplishing, and the satisfaction in rising above push-button living. The Steinway stresses, in an age of plenty, the values money can’t buy—and the values money can. Built to resist depreciation, the Steinway is over the decades the most economical of pianos, and the wisest investment.

Steinway, the piano of great artists. The list includes RUDOLF FINKUSNY (left) and Cherkasky, Dorfmann, Lynsamy, Abbey Simon, Vronsky & Babin, Barzin, National Orchestral Association, Leonard Pennario, etc. ... also nearly all of the nation’s leading orchestras, radio and television stations.

Your Steinway dealer is a piano authority. Let him help you invest wisely. Ask him “What makes the Steinway superior?” He will demonstrate important differences on the Steinway Contemporary Grand above, one of the magnificent line of Steinway Grands and Verticals. Liberal terms are available.

Our booklet, “How to Choose Your Piano,” will be sent free if you write Steinway & Sons, 45-02 Ditmars Blvd., Long Island City, N.Y.
The most talked-about flatware in years...

CONTRAST
sterling with ebony handles

...now, in exciting

gift ideas, too!

Lunt
STERLING

Available everywhere at better jewelry and department stores. For information write: Lunt Sterling, Dept. HG-4, Greenfield, Massachusetts.
There's still time to DRESS UP
your home for Christmas!

Surprise Santa with refreshing new slipcover and drapery fabrics, carpets, wallpapers.
Ask your decorator to show you Schumacher's modestly priced collections that fit even pinched Christmas budgets.

"Quality is a Schumacher Tradition"

Letters to the Editor

Denver devotees
Sir:
I enjoyed the Denver and Colorado features on How They Live in Denver (September), especially Robert Stapp's article, Perils of Living in Tourist Land. We know from first-hand experience what descending tourist friends can mean. In one instance, some people we had only barely met arrived to spend four days with us.

w.m.j., Colorado Springs, Cola.

Sir:
House & Garden is to be commended for a great service to Denver and the Rocky Mountain region.

Chester M. Alter, Chancellor
University of Denver,
Denver, Cola.

Sir:
Much to our regret we note that you have omitted Loretto Heights College from your list of colleges in the article How They Live in Denver.

Loretto Heights College is the only senior woman's college in the Rocky Mountain area, and we feel that there is no institution whose history, both from the chronological and cultural standpoint, has contributed more to the development and growth of Denver than has Loretto Heights College.

Sister Frances Marie, President,
Loretto Heights College,
Loretto, Cola.

In citing the "crewcut look" seen in Denver on weekends, H.G. neglected the pony-tail look supplied by students from nearby Loretto, which is indeed an outstanding women's college. Ed.

Sir:
We all think the House & Garden coverage of Denver was simply wonderful. I have heard nothing but enthusiastic approval, and that from everyone with whom I've talked.

r.m., Denver, Cola.

Returns on the Low Look
Sir:
Regarding your story, The Return of the Low Look (September), may I point out that the women shown in ancient illustrations of well-run Roman banquets were not ladies, nor did they dine. They were merely part of the floor show.

f.m.l., New York, N.Y.

Sir:
Do you really think the new Low Look in dining is in harmony with the current styles for women?

Sir:
I'm all for the Low Look, but I would remind you that eating in a reclining position, as most of the Romans did, is not feasible in a civilization where cutlery is used. Our modern buffet is simply for "fork foods" or one-handed eating.


An elusive spirit
Sir:
In the excellent editorial, The Gift of the Provinces (September) it is stated that neither foreign visitors nor American artists have managed to capture America's "whole spirit with a few broad brush strokes." True, but Alexis de Tocqueville, one of the most respected of all foreign visitors, came close over a century ago when he wrote: "America is a land of wonders, in which everything is in constant motion and every change seems an improvement. The idea of novelty is there indissolubly connected with the idea of amelioration. No natural boundary seems to be set to the efforts of man; and in his eyes what is not yet done is only what he has not yet attempted to do."

l.e.w., New York, N.Y.

Sir:
It may be that ours is an over-labeled civilization in which too many people have forsaken the art of contemplation. But the prevalence of labels themselves doesn't mean we're all becoming cretins. After all, a good storytelling label can carry a much stronger message than many long-winded Victorian novels.

b.m., Milwaukee, Wis.

Untruncated storage
Sir:
We are a family frequently on the move (my husband is a civil en-
gineer), and we all suffer the pinches of storagitis. Thank you for ironing out some of these kinks in your article on storage (Is There Really a Place for Everything?—August).

Yet I feel you have left out the solution to one of our most pressing family needs: storage for steamer and wardrobe trunks. Our trunks stick out like bulkheads in every unlikely place a rented house offers. What can you suggest?

E. S. D., Helena, Montana

Only the stoic acceptance of an insoluble problem grown worse in a trunkless age of two-suiters.

Sir:

I am sick and tired of reading your praises about the subject of Hagg’s Bookshelf (France’s Infant, Still Prodigious, September). Instead of setting up as an example to our younger generation an intelligent, high-principled young writer who brings a morally refreshing message to his readers, you go out of your way (and out of your country) to praise French authoress Sagan, whose descriptions and antics are no more wholesome and refreshing than any of the lowest trash to be found in the paper-bound booklets on some of our newspapers. It’s time we woke up from this idolatry of “literature” which owes its success solely to the unhappy fact that it serves to incense our emotions and seems to gratify immorality. Surely our youth of America needs finer examples if they are to be the literary artists and critics of tomorrow.

Mrs. N. W., Philadelphia, Pa.

Comme ci comme Sagan

Sir:

I have enjoyed your book reviews of recent months and particularly liked your comments on Mlle. Sagan’s new book. In saying, however, that she has 50 years of creative work ahead of her, “barring disillusionment.” I think you fail to recognize the uniqueness of this young artist. Anyone who has learned so much of human nature at so early an age is not likely to be destroyed by disillusionment.

L. B., Hartford, Conn.

Luxurious comfort is made to last with U.S. Koylon Foam

Note the perfect tailoring, the smoothly defined lines in these sofas by Dunbar. And because they’re made with U.S. Koylon Foam, their beautiful lines are as long-lasting as their matchless comfort. For Koylon smooths itself out sitting after sitting, year after year... is self-ventilating, non-allergenic. Yes, for your assurance of quality, look for the U.S. Koylon label on fine furniture.
No unsanitary film on silver that touches children's lips

NEW FOR YOUR ELECTRIC DISHWASHER!

Sanitary, sparkling silver, dishes and glasses with new DISHWASHER all®

With new DISHWASHER all® in your electric dishwasher, you can be sure everything will come out free from unsightly film and spots that can harbor germs.

The special sparkle to dishes, silver, glasses washed with DISHWASHER all® is more than a tribute to your good housekeeping...it's your assurance that dishes are really clean...sanitary clean...important protection for your family's health.

Now! DISHWASHER all® contains DC-T (controlled chlorination) to help protect your family's health.

Ordinary dishwasher detergent leaves glasses spotted or streaked. They look unsightly and unsanitary.

DISHWASHER all® leaves glasses spotless, sparkling! They look clean. They are clean...sanitary clean.

DISHWASHER all® is a PRODUCT OF MONSANTO

WHERE CREATIVE CHEMISTRY WORKS WONDERS FOR YOU

all® is a registered trademark of Monsanto Chemical Company

Gift ideas on the cover

1. French brass birdcage holds two mechanical birds which sing for 45 minutes. $265. Georg Jensen.
2. Parchment leaf from a 15th century Italian missal. $25. Walter Schatzki.
3. Austrian 19th century brass company battle award. $50. Black, Starr & Gorham.
4. Stuffed penguin, 30" high, of soft mohair plush. $45. A. O. Schwartz.
12. Waste basket with Spanish equestrian design by Fornasetti. $25.50. Bergdorf Goodman.
15. Stuffed penguin. 30" high, of soft mohair plush. $45. F. A. O. Schwarz.
17. Italian gilt pill boxes with jewel-like tops. $7.50 each. (Boutique gift p. 76).
22. Single strand of jet beads. $60.50. Lord & Taylor.
23. Italian gilt jewel box. $60.50. Lord & Taylor.
25. "Mysterious" 18k. gold clock (prismatic face disappears at certain angles), 1½" x 3". In red leather case. $1,350. Cartier.
27. Italian gilt paperweight. $7.50 each. (Boutique gift p. 76).
29. Baccarat crystal 8-oz. bottle of Hermes Eau de Cologne. $15.95. Lord & Taylor.

Westmoreland has been making fine glassware by the same meticulous hand methods and in the same manner—without interruption—for sixty-seven years. The same consistent fidelity to detail and craftsmanship distinguishes Westmoreland handmade glassware today.

Send 10¢ in coins for booklet of Westmoreland Reproductions

WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY
GRAPEVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
Contemporary Hide-A-Bed sofa—streamlined as a thoroughbred, from a sleek, low backline to the slim, tapered legs and provincial walnut base. Many fabrics to choose from in the $200 range.

Berkeley-arm Hide-A-Bed sofa—with charming, uncluttered lines, a graceful curve to its arms and a trimly tailored skirt. As shown in toast metallic linen, $279.50.

Modern Hide-A-Bed sofa—light in scale—contemporary in line and tailoring. As shown in sage green booth, $249.50.

What could be more perfect than the Hide-A-Bed® sofa you design yourself! Now this dream comes true . . . with Simmons’ brand-new custom service.

Hundreds of possible combinations in Hide-A-Bed sofa. It’s easy and fun to select the features you want! Your dealer shows you 32 graceful styles—modern, traditional, provincial and hosts of others. Many sizes—full, apartment, some loveseat and some extra-long sizes.

The perfect seat cushions, too—rubber or Beaulyrest cushions. And a superb Simmons mattress—Deepsleep® or the famous Beaulyrest.* Then to top it all off, there are 170 fabulous fabrics—nylons, piles, tweeds, prints and novelty weaves . . . in 17 new decorator colors!

Now Simmons makes your Hide-A-Bed sofa just as you design it

A new “customer tailored” service! You choose from literally hundreds of combinations!

Traditional Hide-A-Bed sofa—poised and attractive whenever you place it . . . smartly sculptured arms, a flounce at the floor. In turquoise brocade. From $299.50 depending on fabric selected.


Simmons insures long wear and luxury comfort. Your Hide-A-Bed sofa, carefully tailored and built just for you, is delivered in most areas within three weeks!

It will have Simmons' famous quality features, too. Low, just-right seating height. Relaxing new pitch to the back. Deep, comfortable cushions. Lifetime steel frame construction. And the luxuriously thick Simmons mattress, full-length and full-width, pops out at a finger tip's touch!

Remember—Simmons makes more sofa-beds than anyone else . . . and gives you the most for your money.

See list of leading stores offering Simmons' new service →
These leading stores offer Simmons' new custom service... and other Hide-A-Bed sofa "specials"—as low as $229.00.

On the previous page—you read about the wide, white choice of fabrics for your Hide-A-Bed sofa. Now here's where you'll find this new service in your community.
Paul Hollister, who tells a travel story in contrasts (page 50), has been an unsuccessful lumber salesman (circa 1915), and a successful vice-president (B.B.D.&O., CBS, R.H. Macy & Co.), author and editor. A native of Michigan but long a New Yorker, he is a graduate of Harvard, a Sunday painter and an honorary member of the Storey (Nevada) Volunteer Fire Department. Portrait is by the late James Montgomery Flagg.

Designing furniture has occupied most of Edward J. Wormley's time since he graduated (an honor student) from Chicago's Art Institute. Examples of his latest work for Dunbar Furniture Corporation can be seen on pages 92-99. An exhibit of his designs of furniture and accessories for three houses is now touring the United States.

Clever packaging and toys are Marion and Harry Zelenko's business; their imaginative designs can be seen on pages 78-91. They live and work in New York surrounded by one daughter, seven parrots, 30 finches, a dog, three turtles and an array of awards.
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DAMASK TABLECLOTHS

for your holiday setting

Imported traditional damask tablecloth and napkin sets for formal and informal dining. Loomed of the finest combed cotton and lustrous rayon yarns. French hand hemmed for the final gracious touch.

A. Dining room table size 64" x 84"; 8 matching napkins 18" x 18" $12.95 set
B. Extra long dining room table size 64" x 104"; 12 matching napkins 18" x 18" $15.95 set
C. Dinette table size 54" x 72"; 6 matching napkins 15" x 15" $8.95 set
D. Round table size 70" in Chrysanthemum pattern; 6 matching napkins 18" x 18" $12.95 set

B and C: Lily of the Valley pattern. Colors: White, ivory, pink, gold, turquoise.

ABROAD WITH SOME

The always lively Frederic Wakeman, who made "hucksters" a painful byword on New York's Madison Avenue, gives us a new novel this month, Deluxe Tour (Rinehart, $3.95), which will curl the lips of the pros when they read it in secret behind stacks of Sartre and de Beauvoir. (Prog, as defined by A. P. Herbert: "A prig who calls himself a progressive.")

In his slapdash but readable and vivid style Mr. Wakeman follows a mixed bag of characters on a circuit of glittering European watering places. Rich, bored Dolly Blanchard, 53, of Greenwich, goes along "for the laughs". Tough Joe Weir, of Chicago, free-wheeling dealer in souls and corporations, as usual has a bit of conniving in mind. His beaten down wife, Mimi, seeks to recapture the golden glow of her days as an applauded chanteuse in Paris. Frank and Ethel Sampson, though their drab hearts would stay in Akron look for perfect retirement haven, where the sun always shines and living is cheap. Arturo Lazia ("he was a real count in Italy, my dear") is in pursuit of an easy mark, like Dolly. Michael Drayton, sensitive museum director from St. Louis, must face the ultimate struggle with himself over marriage to Cathy. Phillip Wharf, avant garde publisher by courtesy of his father's money, has to decide whether to go down with his artistic flag flying or to begin publishing books a sensible person might want to read. His amorous wife, Diana, is always ready for the next adventure.

Mr. Wakeman's ribald satire examines, one by one, these representative specimens of our new society of easy living, vague cultural yearnings and casual morals, but the focus sharpens on the charming Wharfs. As might be expected of a novelist whose huge audience is more at home on the commuting trains than in the cloistered academic hall, Mr. Wakeman looses his most savage humor on the recondite outpourings of Phillip's stable of esoteric writers. His adroitly told story revolves around the education of Phillip Wharf under the impact of Diana's adultery, association with the common people in exotic circumstances and a sobering brush with tragedy.

To place a group of characters in unfamiliar surroundings and watch them adapt to a new environment is hardly an original approach to novel writing, and Mr. Wakeman is not to be classed among our most profound thinkers. But in these days of literary pretentiousness and cloudy vision, his
NOT-SO-INNOCENTS

clear view through the haze is welcome, and his jovial irreverence refreshing. *Deluxe Tour* is agreeable reading.

From England this month, trailing critical encomiums, we have a new novel by Angus Wilson, *Anglo-Saxon Attitudes* (Viking Press, $4.50), which though the suggestion would horrify his cultivated admirers, makes illuminating collateral reading with *Deluxe Tour*. The intellectual plane which Mr. Wilson frequents is above the one Mr. Wakeman occupies, but they seem to look down upon strikingly similar societies.

An archaeological discovery some years previous to the opening of his story is the device Mr. Wilson has selected to link together the assortment of characters he puts under the microscope. Gerald Middleton, a distinguished historian whose wealth has sapped his scholarly energy, knows a secret about the discovery, but his indecision keeps him from exploring it. The same irresolution has spoiled his life. He cannot bear to live with his stupid and selfish wife, Inge, but he could not bring himself to divorce her for the mistress he loved, Dolly. He sees the pattern repeating itself in one son; the other son is a shoddy homosexual television personality. Subtle associations tie the family's destinies with the Melpham Tomb discovery and with people from every stratum of English society. Eventually they bring Middleton to face his own tragically wasted life.

The design of Mr. Wilson's book, its multiplicity of characters and its moral tone recall the pattern of the great Edwardian and Georgian novels. The knowledgeable Cyril Connolly says we have not seen the like of *Anglo-Saxon Attitudes* since Aldous Huxley's *Point Counterpoint*, and V. S. Pritchett credits Mr. Wilson with having revised the conventional picture of English character. Either Mr. Wilson's writing does not travel well, or his clique has forgotten, in the drabnesses of Britain's post-war years, the richness of the great Victorians and Edwardians, the hard brilliance of the early Huxley. Mr. Wilson's competence is evident throughout *Anglo-Saxon Attitudes*, but this reviewer finished it without having experienced any great burst of revelation.

It is heartening, however, to detect in Mr. Wilson, as in Mr. Wakeman, a dissatisfaction with things as they are in the intellectual and literary lives of our countries. The cult of the new, at the expense of the good, may be fading, at last.

J. H. D.
Point for Point... your carpets enjoy greater protection

with OZITE CARPET CUSHION

1. OZITE never loses its resiliency—even after decades of wear.
2. OZITE is permanently mothproofed—actually kills moth larvae.
3. OZITE more than doubles the life of your carpets.
4. OZITE is fire resistant, has actually been known to prevent spreading of fires in homes.
5. OZITE is porous...your vacuum can draw air all the way through the carpet.
6. OZITE provides insulation against heat, cold and noise.
7. OZITE safeguards your carpet against heel and foot impact.
8. OZITE cannot trap moisture...spilled liquids offer no problem.
9. OZITE contains no dye. Cannot stain your carpets.

For almost a century the makers of OZITE have been developing a master's skill in the selection and blending of the finest cattle hair, creating an excellence in quality which has made Genuine OZITE the standard by which all other carpet cushions are judged.

Art

THE NEW VITALITY

By Emily Genauer

To many Americans—the words "British art" suggest for the most part the 18th-century portraits of languid patricians with which our turn-of-the-century tycoons, generally men of modest origin, filled their great mansions, in the hope of acquiring for themselves and their socially ambitious wives a kind of gilt-by-association. As houses grew smaller and decoration less pretentious, most of these pictures, the Gainsboroughs, Romneys and Reynolds, entered our museums, where their easy, long-limbed grace, their elegance, and their dazzling brushwork have made them great popular favorites.

They are not the whole British art story, of course. There was Holbein, court painter to Henry VIII—but then he was German. There was Van Dyck, court painter to Charles I—but he was Flemish. There were two other court painters, Sir Godfrey Kneller (German) and Sir Peter Lely (Dutch). There was the illustrious second president of the British Royal Academy, Benjamin West but he was American. And now there is a brand new book exploring the whole subject, The Englishness of English Art, it's called, and its author, one of England's most eminent art scholars, is Dr. Nikolaus Pevsner—born and trained in Germany.

The English long have had some justifiable misgivings about their art. In the first place, all through history the field has been over-run with foreigners. And even with this support from the outside, results were not spectacular. The English, for example, have not a single figure of the stature of Titian, Durer, Velazquez, Rembrandt. Even the most glittering 18th-century man was no match for the French Fragonard or Watteau. The English temperament simply doesn't express itself in plastic terms. It is, as one scholar says, "form-blind". Germany has its Beethoven, Italy its Michelangelo, and England has its Shakespeare—which even things up nicely.

It now begins to appear, however, that the British are catching up. Before the year is over, the evidence will have been spread all over America. New York's Museum of Modern Art, which generally goes all out for American, French or School-of-Paris art of the late 19th and the 20th century, is presenting as its major exhibition of the winter a survey of British painting from 1800 to 1950. After the New York showing the 119 pictures in the exhibit, mostly sent over for the occasion from England, will travel to St. Louis for a two-months' visit at the City Art Museum there. Then they will move across the country to San Francisco for display into May at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor. Concurrently, "An Exhibition of Contemporary British Art" will be touring the country as a benefit for the British Council Fine Arts Collection.

Why all the current emphasis on British art? Two reasons. The first is that England is one of the few major countries whose modern art has not yet, as the boys say, got the Full Treatment. The French, after all, are always with us. The art of post-war Italy has been applauded up and down America. Last year the spotlight began to focus on the Germans.

The second reason is that British artists have been developing remarkable vitality. They have come, in fact, to occupy a significant place on the international art stage. Henry Moore must be counted among the two or three most important living sculptors. The Museum of Modern Art's curator of painting and sculpture, Andrew C. Ritchie, who directed the present exhibition, goes so far as to call him "England's first real sculptor of note since the Middle Ages".

How and when did all this happen? Up to now people aware of this curious void in England's cultural history have simply accepted the theory that just as the German genius is primarily for music, and the Italian for painting, so the English is for literature. The English temperament simply doesn't express itself in plastic terms. It is, as one scholar says, "form-blind". Germany has its Beethoven, Italy its Michelangelo, and England has its Shakespeare—which even things up nicely.

Every square yard proudly bears the name

Genuine OZITE
Whatever the explanation, the picture seems to be changing. The war is generally accepted as responsible. British artists found themselves thrown back on their own resources. In the battle for survival, in the community terror and uncertainty they shared, there was a vastly stimulating excitement. The government caught it, too, and began to award public commissions to its more artistically adventurous native sons, men like Graham Sutherland and Henry Moore. The most fascinating thing that comes out in the new exhibition—and it's ironic although appropriate that we must resort to a French quotation to make this point about English art—is that plus ça change, plus c'est la même chose.

The new British art is, to be sure, good enough to take its place alongside anything being done in Europe or America today. But it is more than ever the kind of art we have always associated with the British tradition, the art which Ruskin, England's great 19th-century critic, said must and would always be intellectual and moral rather than sensuous, an art not practiced because "the delight of the workman is in what he does and produces", but because of "what he interprets or exhibits". And then Ruskin enjoined English artists to "Cast away with utter scorn geometry and legalism... seize hold of God's hand, and look full in the face of his creation...".

Now that is exactly the opposite of what most artists of the rest of the world have been doing in recent years. As painters have relied more and more on intuition, have taken greater and greater delight in the physical qualities of paint and in the mere act of painting, the British, even in their abstractions, remain full of intellectual and moral good intentions. Their art continues to have the metaphysical overtones of Turner, the love of nature of Constable, the sentimentalism of Blake. A British artist may go utterly and antiseptically abstract, like Ben Nicholson, but his very precision and delicacy, the purity and tastefulness of his arrangements, not only remain closer to the linear style of Elizabethan miniatures than they are to the cold geometry of a Mondrian, but they somehow add up to the sweet freshness of the English air, the neatness of its villages, and even, if it is not reading too much into them—and I don't think it is—the balance and reticence of the English character. British artists may paint the looser, more sensuous types of abstraction, as does Ivon Hitchens, but in the fluid interweaving of color and shapes the work still relates with immediate impact to the natural forms which inspired the painter. Sutherland may paint thorny, expressionist constructions à la Picasso, but they turn out to be sermons in stones lifted right out of the English countryside.

There are a couple of very young painters not even included in the exhibition—since its official title is "Masters of British Painting"—Middleditch and Jack Smith, who deliberately reverse current art tendencies and arrogantly but with immense vitality paint the grubby kitchens of the poor. And these more than ever recall the words of Ruskin, whose prissiness, I am certain, they would be the first to disown. Art, said Ruskin, must be devoted "humbly and self-forgetfully to the clear statement, record the facts of the universe", so it is "helpful and beneficent to mankind". And that, whether consciously or no, is the effect of the Middleditch-Smith school.

What, then, is the explanation for the great swath being cut by British artists today when they are so much apart from the main field? The answer could be that they are filling a vacuum. Their pictures rise above the merely sensuous and the material to touch something universal and eternal. Their success suggests that the brain is beginning to count again, as well as the spirit, and romantic tenderness, and poetic imagination. These have always been the essence of British art. Remember that today there is no equivalent of Velazquez, or Cézanne, or Goya, or Titian. And in the absence of grandeur, intimacy is more welcome than ego, communion with nature more satisfying to share than neurotic frustration, order more agreeable to wit than chaos. The British have not suddenly become top painters. It is rather that the rest of what is around is beginning to be unsatisfying, and the British offer us such peaceful promise. END
Choosing Sides

THE KARAJAN CAREER

By Irving Kolodin

A bout 1928, when Arturo Toscanini appeared in Vienna as conductor of its celebrated Philharmonic, the audience included a young piano student from Salzburg who decided then and there that it was his destiny to be a conductor also. At least, the legend goes, that was the impulse for the career that has brought Herbert von Karajan to America for the second time as director of a tour by the Berlin Philharmonic.

The path Karajan has pursued since 1928 has established him, at 48, as music's "man most likely to succeed." When Wilhelm Furtwängler died of a heart attack on the eve of the Berlin Philharmonic's first American tour in 1955, Karajan was selected to succeed him. When Clemens Krauss and Erich Kleiber passed from the scene in more recent months, Karajan was chosen to succeed Dr. Karl Böhm as artistic director of the Vienna State Opera. This position carries with it direction of the Salzburg Festival, to which Karajan will succeed for 1957. Whether he succeeds to the direction of the New York Philharmonic-Symphony or the Boston Symphony (he has rejected the honor of succeeding Alfred Wallenstein in Los Angeles) depends most on his personal timetable.

It is a long time since any conductor has had so many choice plums in one basket (he has a working arrangement with La Scala in Milan for a number of operatic appearances each year, and was, until other commitments interfered, principal conductor of the London Philharmonia). It is much longer since Central Europe's musical picture has been so dominated by one conductor.

Make no mistake about his talent. It is a sizeable one, founded on a solid knowledge of the basic orchestral literature—Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, Schumann, and Richard Strauss—plus a command of sufficient modern repertory (Bartok, Debussy, Sibelius, Ravel, and Benjamin Britten) to give him rank as an eclectic. Karajan began his career, in the classic German way, as an apprentice in the opera houses of Ulm and Aachen, and has a firm grasp of opera from Mozart to Richard Strauss. He is a first class associate in the solo concerto literature (the two best disc versions of the Schumann concerto are those in which Walter Gieseking and Dinu Lipatti are the pianists, with Karajan conducting), and he can also provide a discriminating hand for such an intricate score as Mozart's Sinfonia Concertante.

Karajan's prominence in America can be related to a long series of phonograph recordings that marked him, sight unseen, as the "man most likely to succeed". In the beginning, they were ventures (out of Vienna) for the Columbia label supervised by Walter Legge, in which the able soprano Elisabeth Schwarzkopf was often prominent. Mrs. Schwarzkopf is also Mrs. Walter Legge. When the American Columbia Company decided to drop its affiliation with the English company, the Legge-Schwarzkopf-Karajan combination, beer passed the fundaments of a record catalogue now celebrated as Angel.

Slight, swarthy, black-haired, Karajan has a protean platform personality as well as a malleable musical one. He has assimilated much from close study of his formidable predecessors and can produce the abstraction of Toscanini, the flamboyance of Stokowski, the devotion of Furtwängler at will. He can assume a humble air in the face of audience approval, but it would be an unwise orchestra that would presume upon such humility.

The only thing that Karajan has been unable to present is a musical profile unmistakably his own. He has to his credit dozens of fine recordings and several superfine ones. Among the latter may be noted Strauss's Ariadne auf Naxos, Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, Bartok's Concerto, the recent Schumann piano concerto with Gieseking, a superb Sibelius No. 4, and a very respectable Casi fan tutte of Mozart. Each is firmly organized, surely controlled, meticulous in detail—but not, to my perception, particularly illuminating as to the musical content.

A venerable gentleman who has seen several generations of conductors come and go recently summed up the Karajan career: "Yes, I'll agree. Karajan is a professional." This may appear as a qualified commendation. But where mastery is rated in terms of years, to be a "professional" at 48 is at least a prerequisite to distinction. END
Announcing Reed & Barton’s sweetest, simplest sterling—

AUTUMN LEAVES

Can a sterling pattern be as sweet as a love lyric, yet simple enough to be correct with anything? We say yes, triumphantly yes, with AUTUMN LEAVES—Reed & Barton’s newest design. Here is a pattern that fits in as gracefully with your most delicate china as it does with your modern breakfast set. Here is a pattern you can live with, and enjoy. Not just for company dinners, but every day of your life. And when you set your table with AUTUMN LEAVES, you’ll be proud. Because you know this solid silver is made by America’s foremost silversmiths—with a shining-eyed girl like you in mind.

See AUTUMN LEAVES now at finer silverware stores, or write for literature to Reed & Barton, Dept. A64, Taunton, Mass.

Price per 6 pc. setting (place knife, place fork, teaspoon, butter spreader, salad fork, place spoon) $34.75 Federal Tax included.
Once in a long time, a totally new design expression emerges in furniture. Sophisticate by Tomlinson is such an expression. It is not modern in the cliche sense, nor is it a period piece. Sophisticate is utterly casual, yet discreetly elegant. It is thoroughly American — planned for today’s kind of luxurious living — without ostentation. It is magnificently crafted in the finest tradition of the cabinetmaker’s art. Five rare woods are skillfully matched in parquet and inlay treatments. All are blended beautifully by the mellow Emberglow finish. The specially designed hardware adds a final magnificent touch. Even fabrics are exclusive to the collection. Sophisticate was designed for the discriminating homemaker. And we’re sure you’ll agree when you visit the large gallery displays installed by the distinguished stores listed below.

A MAJOR MILESTONE IN

OPHISTICATE
by TOMLINSON

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
Relax... Wunda Nylon can take it!

Even rough and tumble treatment by the most rambunctious family can't mar the beauty of Wunda Nylon broadloom. The loom-woven pile fibers have an extra resiliency that makes them bounce back after crushing... eliminates those troublesome "wear areas" that prematurely age most carpets. So easy to care for, magic Wunda Nylon can't absorb stains. For carpets with the carefree life, choose Wunda Nylon. At better stores.
AN UNLIKELY ISLAND:

SABA

By Alec Waugh

I f one cannot trust The Encyclopaedia Britannica, where can faith begin? Because of a reference to it in that august authority, I had long been anxious to visit the Dutch West Indian island of Saba. The reference is brief, but how it whets the imagination! Saba, I was informed, produced the finest boatmakers in the Caribbean, but since it has no beach, the boats had to be lowered over the side of the cliff. I was most curious to observe this industry.

Saba was, however, hard of access. Small as it is and a Dutch colony, there is no economic reason why the British and French islands should maintain contact with it. Unless you were a yachtsman, the only way of getting there was from St. Kitts—itself a little off the map—in a 35-ton two-masted schooner, the Blue Peter, which made a weekly five day tour of the Dutch Windward islands to deliver mail. I had often seen Saba, shadowy on the horizon, a single cone-shaped mountain like Vesuvius, but I had failed to fit a visit there into my schedule. So when I wrote a comprehensive book about the West Indies, and came to Saba, I had to content myself with copying from the Encyclopaedia.

To my surprise I received a letter from a correspondent assuring me that there was no truth whatsoever in that paragraph and calling my attention to an article contributed by Charles W. Herbert to The National Geographic magazine in November 1940. "Saba", Mr. Herbert wrote, "has no natural timber and if the material was imported, it is hard to believe that men would struggle to carry the massive timber 1,500 feet up to the top and then be faced with the colossal task of getting the completed schooner down to the salt water." It was very clear that whatever else I might miss on my next trip to the West Indies, I must not skip Saba.

Now having kept that promise to myself, I am convinced that Mr. Herbert was right and that the Encyclopaedia was wrong. I asked a number of the oldest men and women in the island if they could remember a time or had heard their grandparents talk of a time when boats had been lowered over the cliff by ropes. Nobody could, though one man did recall that in recent years a film company had arranged an exhibition re-creating for the screen the scene as it had been described in the Encyclopaedia. Having been all over the island and examined its remarkable geological configuration, I doubt whether boats have ever been built on Saba. It seems far likelier that they were built on the neighboring Dutch island of St. Eustatius and sailed across.

That may sound a very negative result for a visit that involved considerable planning, but in fact I have rarely spent five days more profitably. Saba is unique, and the life that has been built up by its thousand or so inhabitants on this barren rock with its area of less than five square miles has no counterpart in my experience.

From a distance it looks like several other islands, Nevis in particular, but as you approach you see where the difference lies and why Père Labat two and a half centuries ago described it as a natural and impregnable fortress. It has no forest, no flat cultivated land at the mountain's base. It seems uninhabited; and it is not until you are quite close that you see high in the hills a red smattering of roofs. Saba is an extinct volcano, and the Sabans have perched themselves round the lip of the crater. There are many uninhabited islands in the Caribbean, and it must be assumed that the only reason why a settlement was made here was because as a natural fortress it presented complete immunity at a time when the Caribbean was the cockpit of constant conflict. At that time the settlements round the crater could be reached only by a single narrow passage cut in the stone, too narrow to admit more than one person at a time, and the Sabans heaped stones over the passes in such a way that by the pulling of a string, they could be catapulted onto an invader. Saba was able to survive, and built up its own personal way of living while all its neighbors were the victims of attack and siege and plunder.

When the danger of invasion passed, that narrow passage was replaced by a flight of steps, traces (Continued on page 57)
**If You've A Taste For Luxury**

then, by all means, see "Beverly," the handsome, new swirl pattern in dinnerware by Jaeger of Bavaria.

A refreshingly smart effect is achieved by the sprays of wind-tossed pastel rose blossoms along the edge, trimmed in platinum, on pure white china.

Five piece place setting: ten dollars. Available in open stock.

Ask to see "Beverly" at your favorite dealer. If he does not carry "Beverly," write to Dept. HG-11 for an illustrated leaflet and the name of your nearest dealer.

---

**Home Screen**

**GIVEAWAYS:**

By John Sharnik

The last official word I've heard on the future of giveaway programs came several months ago from my favorite television executive, a man whose turns of phrase amount to total upset. "Radio," he once told me, "is still doing some exciting things. If radio had pictures, it would put us out of business." On the subject of quiz shows and related forms of TV entertainment, he was no less strong-minded. "The giveaways have had it," he announced. "Give them another 13 weeks and money will be a drug on the market."

I don't think it's any special discredit to my man that in the ensuing 13 weeks the market for money has continued so bullish that at least a half dozen new giveaways have been announced, two by his own network. The giveaway, after all, has outlived most estimates of its life expectancy. Since it was last dealt with in this department, it has taken on several new forms of existence, like an amoeba perpetuating itself by fission. It demands notice, and I doubt that this account is going to be the last word on the subject, either.

It's sociology

According to the latest returns from the field—an area ranging from Rockefeller Center to the information-packed vaults of the Manufacturers Trust Company—at least 13 variations on the easy-money theme are now either fixtures on the air, have had recent tryouts, or are about to get them. The giveaway has become so firmly established as a form of popular amusement, and its participants as an element in our public life, that—as old Mr. Ochs used to say about crime news in his August New York Times—it comes under the heading of sociology.

Sociologically speaking, I guess you could say that the giveaway show represents some sort of climax in the age of the common man. By no previous device that I can think of have the shoemaker, the schoolteacher, the civil service clerk and other representatives of the breed been raised to such heights of distinction. Out of their ranks television has created a new elite—a group of nationally, and even internationally, recognized personages. Their presence is courted, their advice solicited; they get fan mail, accept plaques, dedicate buildings, endorse political platforms and party candidates. All this and the money, too.

An interesting point to us students of sociology—one that may have been overlooked by those who sold the giveaways short—is that it has taken a lot more than big money to create these heroes. They are the product of a whole repertoire of dramatic devices, of which cash is only one. I venture to think that none of these would have succeeded if the producers hadn't evolved along with them an attitude of greater respect for us people.

Degrading, embarrassing

In its aboriginal form, you may remember, the quiz show was a pretty degrading affair. Little was required of a contestant except the luck of being called to answer questions that were usually embarrassing in their simplicity or utter irrelevancy. In one of the early refinements—or rather, coarsenings—the only thing more valuable to a candidate than luck was bad luck. Contestants were drawn on the basis of whatever personal tragedy they might be able to offer up to the public gaze.

A few of these vestigial forms, incidentally, still survive. To reassure myself about how far things had come, I made a point of catching one of them not long ago, an abomination visited on the housewife every afternoon. On this exhibit a woman who had qualified as expert by having been swindled out of the family savings failed to identify The Blue Danube waltz. (I would have given odds that you couldn't find a person who didn't know The Blue Danube, if you set out to look for one.) Naturally, she got paid off. It was just like old times.

On one daily giveaway, Queen for a Day, even the pretense of questions has been eliminated. The prize is simply awarded to the woman whose story of misfortune, usually told by the master of ceremonies while the contestant supplies nothing but her mute pres-
LITTLE MEN, BIG MONEY

ence, is the most unashamedly personal.

Carrying-ons like these are undoubtedly peculiar to the age of the common man—they reflect an acute interest in him—but their net effect, of course, is to debase him. They have produced no heroes, only freaks who, after being paraded and then rewarded for having permitted the ultimate invasion of privacy, have been hustled back to anonymity.

What has lately rescued the common man from this debasement is the exercise of selectivity by the giveaway shows producers. Contestants on today's shows are not just chosen—they are cast. By patently careful choice, they are individuals capable of surviving closer acquaintance. Yet the acquaintance is not pushed too far. However you may feel about quiz shows as a form of entertainment, it takes effort to dislike the people you meet on them nowadays. With few exceptions they share the quality that is so especially remarkable in an age of easy familiarity and easily-surrendered privacy—the virtue of dignity.

Above all, they are individuals, and they are represented to us that way, as men and women owning some special talent or distinction, however slight or narrow, that they themselves have earned. They are, in other words, respectable enough examples of us common people, and you don't feel embarrassed or resentful when they walk off with their considerable loot.

No place for coffins

If it happens that you do feel a little queasy about even the most elevated of the giveaway shows, I submit that it's because TV is trying to make too much of a good thing. In dramatizing the special virtues of the common man, it is coming awfully close to melodrama. The elements of suspense and continuity that are supplied by having contestants return on successive weeks can be justified as legitimate and effective devices. But the eerie stage effects and the pans of fretful faces in the audience strike me as unseemly and superfluous. It is provocative enough that, with a small fortune at stake, a likeable and apparently well informed gentleman is unable to recall the name of a single 19th-century Vice President. Expose him, during the process of frustration, in the key-lighted solitude of an up-ended coffin, and it becomes macabre and slightly cruel.

There is also something disturbing about the extremes to which television is now driving itself in the search for quiz show material—that is, for casts of distinguished ordinary people. An expert on Babe Ruth (The $64,000 Question), however young and female, is no expert but a mere curiosity. And a talent for memorizing obscure news items out of the week's papers (the chief requirement on High Finance) seems overpriced at $75,000 (the show's ultimate prize).

It might be a good idea to keep in mind just what it is that we are buying at these awesome prices—"we" including both the public, which applauds the winners, and television, which pays them off. Personally, I think the power of analytical reasoning is a commodity of some value. I'm impressed when a pair of quiz show entrants are able to exercise it to tell, for example, the difference between an obscure early Braque and a Picasso of the same period. But what the contestants are often called on to produce is no more than accumulated facts, a commodity that certainly has some value but is not the absolute end in intellect. Ability to absorb and reproduce facts, many critics believe, is already too much emphasized in our educational system and our whole cultural scheme, at the expense of real thought.

I happen to have, right here in my attache case, an idea for a quiz show that answers all of criticism and really puts the common man on his mettle. It has a payoff not just for baseball batting averages, lists of political candidates and old stock market quotations, but for true creative knowledge. The big moment comes when we send a department store shipping clerk into an adjoining room and give him 15 seconds—without music—to come up with a plan to break the East-West stalemate on atomic disarmament, write a concerto, or produce a practical solution to the unified-field theory.
not a spot!
in a dishwasher full

...she used new, non-spotting Calgonite
in her electric dishwasher. Not a streak. No film or chlorine odor, either. Glasses sparkle as if hand-polished. Silverware gleams and dishes smile right back at you after a spotless cleansing with Calgonite in your dishwasher. Calgonite dissolves in a flash, washes tableware and sticky pots and pans slick as a whistle. Dishes dry without streaking or spotting. Calgonite keeps your dishwasher clean and fresh, too. Try the new Calgonite today!

All these leading electric dishwasher makers recommend Calgonite! Many include a box of Calgonite in their dishwashers: American Kitchens • Crosley General Electric • Hotpoint • Kenmore Kelvinator • Kitchen Aid • Westinghouse • Youngstown Kitchens.

calgonite
is made by the makers of Calgon®—the water conditioner that prevents washing film in laundering.

Antiques

QUESTIONS &

This column is devoted to questions about old things. Letters will be answered either on this page or by mail. No attempt at evaluating antiques will be made.

I have an antique piece of furniture, 5'x3'x2', with a center drawer and door above. Please tell me the country of origin and period. Can you tell if it is an original from the picture?
W.S.F., New York, N.Y.

The design of this piece resembles a type of French cupboard or credence of the late 15th or early 16th century. They were almost always made of oak. One can never tell from a photograph alone whether a piece is genuine or otherwise.

I have an antique piece of furniture, 5'x3'x2', with a center drawer and door above. Please tell me the country of origin and period. Can you tell if it is an original from the picture?
W.S.F., New York, N.Y.

Each of those marks was used by one of three potteries at Burslem operated by Wood & Son. The potteries were operating in Staffordshire at the end of the 19th century.

The mark is that of the Unicorn Pottery at Tunstall, Enoch Wedgwood & Co. Your Melton decoration was registered for pottery January 30, 1881, as revealed by decoding the diamond-shaped registry mark.

During the last war I purchased a pair of figurines in England. They bear the enclosed marks. I have been unable to find their dates or history.
C.A.H., Silsbee, Texas

Your 13 inch figures of a man playing a mandolin and a girl holding a tambourine come from the Dux Porcelain works, founded in 1860. Formerly Austrian, it is now in Czechoslovakia, at Doschkov.
**ANSWERS**

By Felicia Marie Sterling

I bought a porcelain tea box at a recent Paris auction. Can you interpret these marks? Is there a book on porcelain hall-marks which would list major symbols for Europe?

A.G.D., Paris, France

The shape of the tea caddy suggests a China trade object of about 1800. Since your P B and wheel marks as used by several factories in Europe depart sharply from this date, we conclude they are apocryphal on this piece. You can obtain the Tary books on marks in Paris: *Les Porcelaines Francoises: Caracteristiques Marques* and *Les Poteries-Faiences-Porcelaines Européennes*, at 104, Rue du Temple.

Our silver marked S. Richards has been in my family for generations. Please tell me about it.

L.W., Kalamazoo, Mich.

This is the mark of Samuel R. Richards Jr., who worked in Philadelphia from 1793 until 1818.

We picked up recently a matched pair of porcelain-cloisonné vases worked with brass wire. Can you tell me about them?

G.F.K., San Bernardino, Calif.

It is likely your vases are enameled porcelain or pottery. See the 1951 edition of *The Encyclopedia Britannica* article on enamels, also the article in *Antiques Magazine*, November, 1923, called “A Gateway to Walled Enamels” by H. Bedford-Jones.

Please identify the marking on my cup plate. It matches an unmarked cup and saucer, all part of the wedding china, 1830, of my great-great-grandmother.

J.K.M., Waukegan, Illinois

The compound rose and thistle design has long been a favorite in German porcelains. The H-shaped mark is ascribed to the Sitzendorf factory, dating from 1845 into modern times. Is it possible that the china was an anniversary gift to your great-great-grandmother?

We have been unable to identify a dinner set that looks as if it came from Normandy. We would appreciate your help. P.A.F.P., The Hague, Netherlands.

Your mark is that of John Ridgway who operated the Cauldon Place Pottery at Stoke-On-Trent, Staffordshire, England from 1815 to 1839. The floral design has the character of 1835-45.

End
**Give her kitchen magic**

**KNAPP MONARCH**

**Multi-Speed Liquidizer**

Speed for smooth fresh juice from the fruit in seconds.

Speed to chop or puree family foods for baby.

Speed for making and grinding such as Pillsbury Kist Cake.

Speed to chop or pulverize vegetables and other vegetable tubers for tasty salads.

Speed for smooth creamy mix to salad dressing.

Speed for better texture to smoothies...perfect for Pillsbury's Pancake Mix and others.

*Home Bartender's Favorite...Beautiful mixes...and it shaves ice cubes in seconds.*

**More Speeds for More Uses**

Not just two speeds, but a COMPLETE MULTI-SPEED RANGE giving more speeds for more uses. A speed for each specific use. Slide the Dial-A-Speed control to liquifying, pulverizing, chopping, grating or to any other of the many liquidizer functions.

Proven in Pillsbury's Kitchens

**You can bake at the table with**

**KNAPP MONARCH Automatic, Electric Redi-Baker**

Bake these famous Pillsbury Buttermilk biscuits or hot rolls right at the table. Has cooking and baking tray for meat loaves, etc.

$24.95

**H&G's Newsletter**

**WHAT'S IN STORE FOR YOUR HOME:**

**NEW PRODUCTS, IDEAS, AND TRENDS**

**PREDICTION:** Electronic surface cooking units soon will be available (ovens are now) for the next big victory over kitchen drudgery. Since high frequency waves heat food only, not container or oven, potholders will be retired and wash-up time reduced. Even Heat Products, Chicago, have a REVERSIBLE ELECTRIC COOKER with one side that bakes or fries, the other for grilling; it takes up shelf space of only one appliance. DESIGN AND DO-IT-YOURSELFERS can make 4 styles of contour chairs in walnut, maple or mahogany and wrought-iron legs with ordinary tools and a kit from Keller Products, Manchester, N.H. for under $13. PIPES SWEAT YEAR 'ROUND unless insulated. Armstrong makes a new flexible foamed plastic covering for iron pipes and copper tubes that prevents condensation. RATTLEPROOF WINDOWS THAT CAN'T STICK are guaranteed by R.S.C. Corps., Joliet, Ill. Metal angle pieces attach to windows...
ARE YOUR CARPETS DEPRESSED?
Carpetmates, the little Bakelite plastic supports for furniture legs, separate the pile and save that fiber. Three will hold a grand piano...REARRANGING

FURNITURE IS NO HAZARD when double electric plugs are placed at 30" or 60" intervals. The Wiremold Co. of Hartford makes a combination steel baseboard, outlet, and wiring system that permits more wiring to be added to the steel tracks without ripping plaster walls...TAKE THE STRAIN OFF THE FUSE BOX with one built-in fuse case large enough to handle power for all household appliances. Case is made by Clark Controller Company, Cleveland...

G.E.'S NEW DISHWASHER has a disposal unit. Forget rinsing but save those bones for the dog...ORIGINALS BY GRANDMA MOSES sell for thousands, but Easy Apply Co. sells her wall covering designs for under $40....

G.E.'S NEW DISHWASHER has a disposal unit. Forget rinsing but save those bones for the dog...ORIGINALS BY GRANDMA MOSES sell for thousands, but Easy Apply Co. sells her wall covering designs for under $40....

Now! A blind to make your room

NOT JUST DIM

-BUT DARK!

New Flexalum TWI-NIGHTER keeps out 6 times more daylight*

Only the new Flexalum Twi-Nighter gives you such complete light control, privacy, ventilation — and at no extra cost! New Flexalum design keeps out 6 times more daylight than conventional blinds — turns day into night with the flick of a cord. Lets you sleep later in the morning. Helps along baby's nap. And no one can see in, from any angle. All the other famous Flexalum features, too! *Independent laboratory test

Wipe-Clean Plastic Tapes.
A damp cloth is all you need to wipe them clean. Even sticky jam vanishes right off the non-porous surface. These Flexalum tapes won't fade, fray, shrink or stretch.

H&G's Newsletter

Cont'd

PREDICTION: Wall paint that kills strep germs and viruses for two years but is harmless to people and animals will soon be marketed in America. England has had it for years. PLAY THREE SPEEDS without making any adjustment. Webcor's Musical Coronet Fonograf resets itself for 33, 45, or 78 rpm, no nudging needed...Emerson's 3-in-1 portable TV, phonograph and radio offers two EXTRA DIVIDENDS: A special jack for under-the-pillow-listening in hospital rooms and dormitories, and an adaptor for use in the car...BATTERIES THAT LAST 13 YEARS are guaranteed in G.E.'s new transistor pocket radio. They are re-charged 200 times when set is plugged into an AC house outlet overnight. ARMLESS WONDER is the way to describe the Venus portable 45 rpm record player. The records are played from the bottom, reducing damage...For windowless rooms Reddi Cool portable air conditioners are the answer. NO SPECIAL WIRING is needed. It can be plugged into your car lighter...

CABIN CRAFTS bedspreads with the AVISCO® Integrity Tag

AVISCO

INTEGRITY

TAG

MACHINE WASHABLE

AT HANG TEMPERATURES

are found at these and other fine stores:

| ALABAMA | Montana
|--------|--------|
| Birmingham
| Moulton
| J. Reilly Co.
| 
| ARIZONA
| NEBRASKA
| Phoenix
| R. H. Riggs
| 
| NEVADA
| Cheyenne
| Sparks
| 
| NEW MEXICO
| New Mexico
| Albuquerque
| J. J. Bandy
| 
| COLORADO
| New York
| Denver
| J. L. Lindley
| 
| OKLAHOMA
| New York
| Oklahoma City
| J. C. Penney
| 
| PENNSYLVANIA
| New York
| Philadelphia
| J. B. Moore
| 
| RHODE ISLAND
| New York
| Providence
| J. W. Rankin
| 
| SOUTH DAKOTA
| North Dakota
| Sioux Falls
| J. W. Staken
| 
| TENNESSEE
| Ohio
| Knoxville
| J. B. Moore
| 
| MONTANA
| Ohio
| Missoula
| J. W. Root
| 
| Michigans State House & Garden
| 
| Make Christmas fun for everyone.

ACT NOW! MAIL COUPON BELOW

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
DeKalb, Illinois, Dept. MG-1136

Please rush complete information about the Wurlitzer Piano Lesson-Loan Plan for Christmas.

NAME
STREET
CITY ZONE STATE
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Richer color for your bedroom—and less linting

AVISCO is the reason

The chief charms of this beautiful bedspread—its warm coloring and its virtual freedom from lint—come from the Avisco rayon fibers that are woven all through it, and that form the rich, thick, velvety coin dots and border.

No other fiber gives you quite such luxurious color depth. No other fiber gives you such practical freedom from the annoyance of linting.

And no guarantee gives you quite such assurance as the Avisco Integrity Tag attached to every spread. It backs up the quality with countless tests, from basic fiber to the beauty on your bed. (Those tests include washing, too.)

Ask for Cabin Crafts spreads with the Avisco Integrity Tag. Eleven Woodland tones, single size about $15.95; draperies about $12.95.
There's all the difference between day and night in her mirror of Parallel-O-Plate!

During the day, her mirror sparkles as a dramatic and decorative part of the living room. The true reflection makes this room seem larger . . . more luxurious.

At bedtime, her room is turned into a gorgeous sleeping room. And with her lovely mirror, it's a dressing room, too.

When you buy a mirror, remember . . . there's also a "day-and-night" difference between Parallel-O-Plate Glass and ordinary plate glass. The blue-and-silver label pictured below is your assurance of the most distortion-free plate glass made in America. Look for it on mirrors in your department and furniture store, or mirror dealer's.

For a copy of our 12-page, full-color mirror book, send 10¢ to Dept. 20116. Name of furniture manufacturer on request.

LIBBEY • OWENS • FORD GLASS COMPANY, TOLEDO 3, OHIO

PARALLEL-O-PLATE GLASS
Twin Ground for the Truest Reflection
Moucheté... from France

THE FRENCH TOUCH FOR YOUR HOME

Discreetly different...
the Moucheté lamp base is "French artistry personified" in handcrafted glass with a delicately flecked translucency. Styled in California...

home accessories by the Los Angeles Lamp Company complement your home with an air of tasteful luxury in a budget price range.

White, Pink, Green or Amber bases come with hand tailored shades of drapery fabrics (wired to permanently hold shape) in over 500 color combinations...

style-coordinated to blend perfectly with Provincial and Colonial settings.

All lamps are fitted with Underwriters Laboratory approved 3-way lighting.

Available throughout the United States. Write for name and address of your nearest dealer.

LOS ANGELES LAMP COMPANY, INC.
6816 TROOST AVENUE • NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Moucheté lamp bases made in France by The French Glass Co., Inc. of Paris and New York
For that poured-on look wall to wall

LUSH KARA-LOC® WEAVE CARPETING BY

Picture a solid sea of carpeting from wall to wall . . . with no seams showing. Picture a deep, lush wool pile with more yarn to the square yard. That’s Tableau by Karastan, a Kara-loc weave that’s made with every tuft locked in place so it can’t pull out ever. Even cut edges won’t ravel. And pieces can be joined almost invisibly so problem-size rooms are no problem. Isn’t this the luxury you’ve always dreamed of owning? Square yard, $15.95.
NOVEMBER, 1956

of which you can see today beside the steep, winding road that, built since World War II, runs from the crater to the one point in the island where landings can be effected all through the year. On the northern side, a flight of 530 steps connects the crater with a second beach, Ladder's Bay, but the seas there are generally so rough that it is rarely used.

Landings at Saba are notorious for their discomfort if not their danger. The beach is narrow, and between it and the open roadstead where you anchor there is a line of rocks. Myself, I arrived shortly after sunset; the sea was moderately rough, there was no moon, and I did not find it easy to trans-ship from the schooner into the rowing boat that bobbed beneath it. When I was finally settled in my seat, the boaterman wrapped a tarpaulin round my shoulders. I could not think why, as it was not raining, but I was soon to discover the reason. In the dark I could not see how the boat was maneuvered between the rocks, but suddenly the keel struck on pebbles; as it did, a wave went right over the boat. I scrambled over the side into the water and reached the shore soaked to the waist. It was in very much that way that Père Labat landed there two and a half centuries ago.

Much has been changed since then, but the main changes have all taken place since the second war and it is easy for the visitor to reconstruct for himself the curious existence that was led on this barren rock during the 18th and 19th centuries.

In Labat's day Saba was inhabited by 40 to 50 settlers and some 150 Negro slaves. The plantations, he tells us, were small and well cultivated, and the white-washed houses very pretty and well furnished, the settlers living as it were in a large club and frequently entertaining one another. He was, he said, received there very kindly. In essentials Saba is not so very different now. Today the visitor to the island will be met at the beach by the Dutch Administrator in person. He will be treated as a guest. He will be driven in the Administrator's jeep to the government Rest House. Though he will pay $5 a day for excellent meals, service and accommodation, he will have the sense of visiting in a private house. No record is kept of his raids upon the ice box. When he leaves, a rough calculation is made of his consumption of beer, Coca-Cola, Dutch gin and dessert wine. The Administrator will ensure that he is "shown the island."

There is a great deal to be shown that will interest and amuse and at times surprise him. It is surprising, for instance, for a village that you have reached by a climb of 800 feet to be called "The Bottom", but as far as Saba is concerned the administrative center of the island is situated on the floor of the crater whereas the other villages are perched round the lip. Though Saba is a Dutch colony, the purest English in the Caribbean is spoken there; though there is a genuine feeling of loyalty for the Dutch royal family, scarcely a Sabaan has any links with Holland. The young men go to the oil islands, Aruba and Curacao, to earn their livings. In New York there is a Saba colony at Richmond Hill, and the island is supported by the savings sent back to it by emigrants. Though few new settlers come to Saba, though practically all the old inhabitants are inter-related, there has been no intermarriage between the descendants of the original settlers and of the original slaves. Sabans are pure African or pure European. The two races live on terms of the greatest amity, dividing the cooperative duties of administration; but they live in different sections of the island.

The Africans live for the most part in The Bottom since they prefer the warmer air inside the crater, while the whites chose the outer, exposed edge of the crater, where the air is cooler. There are curious customs in the island: a family in one of the villages, for instance, is allowed the highly prized privilege of burying their relatives in their own backyard.

The island's life has developed calmly and peacefully in terms of the islanders' own needs and wishes. In general appearance the island probably does not look very different from what it did in Labat's day. There are no plantations, but the streets are clean, and the houses now, as then, are white and trim; the Sabans with their sailor training are experts in the use of paint, and the red shingle roofs look as though they were tiled.

The houses on Windward Side are built so close together, and on so steep a slope, that it has been said that you step from the front door of one house onto the roof of the house below. That is an exaggeration, but it gives an idea of what the village looks like.

The West Indian climate is on the whole the most equable in

**Continued from page 45**

**Continued on page 256**
FLORIDA
Since the days of Ponce de Leon's journey to the shores of Florida in search of his illusive "Fountain of Youth", every visitor to this sun drenched land goes home only to proselytize all his friends and immediately start planning his next visit. Do you swim? From Jacksonville right down to the coast—Palm Beach, Boca Raton, Miami—to name a few, and around the Keys to the Gulf coast, Sarasota, St. Petersburg and up on, there is the best of winter swimming you can find on the longest coast of any state.

Do you fish? The east coast has many spots for surf casting and boats can be chartered for deep sea fishing, but don't forget the wonderful lakes where you can have great sport. Make your plans to visit this land of sunshine today!

NEW JERSEY
Hotel Dennis

NEW YORK
St. Moritz on-the-Park
Manhattan's choice year-round location is best of all in the Falls, with Central Park providing a crimson carpet at the door. "New York's only truly Continental Hotel" provides luxuriant accommodations and sensible prices. Close to the concessions, shopping and entertainment. World famous food in the Cafe de la Palm and Rumpel.' Homes for lease. Write direct for booklet V New Central Park South, Charles G. Taylor, Pres.

LARCHMONT

NEW YORK

SARATOGA SPRINGS
The Cloister

Gideon Putnam Hotel
Hop a cloud to the gorgeous Gideon, where life is taken lightly! Relax and rest in pine scented air—do what you like to do. Next door . . . the world famous Saratoga Spa where ballets of bubbling mineral water and on deck, The Coffee Shop off boardwalk. Mediterranean American and European plans. Reservations: Phone Atlantic City 4-4111.

GEORGIA
SAINT SIMONS ISLAND
King & Prince Hotel. Year round resort, E. P., directly on ocean, pvt. beach & pool; dancing, fishing, riding, golf. Near Brunswick, Georgia.

NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC CITY

COLORADO
ST. PETERSBURG

THE SOUTH MEANS LUXURY...of sun and same nights, of beauty established in ease, of welcome everywhere.

PENNSYLVANIA
HERSHEY

HOUSE & GARDEN
BERMUDA

Nassau, Cabo Verde Island

The Castle Harbour


CUBA

HAVANA

Hotel Vedado. Havana's newest city resort Hotel. Swimming pool and completely air conditioned. Color brochure and rates sent upon request.

VERADERO BEACH

Hotel Kawama & Villas, Fabulous beach resort. Your travel agent or write for color brochure, 53 E. 77 St., N. Y. 21. Reference 5523.


JAMAICA, B.W.I.

MONTEGO BAY

Hotel Casa Blanca

Overlooking the blue Caribbean is beautiful Montego Bay, the Casa Blanca is recognized the world over for its cosmopolitan atmosphere, cuisine and service. Wonderful beach bathing, sailing, fishing, golf and tennis are yours to enjoy. Music, dancing and a variety of exciting native and continental entertainment nights. Represented by W. P. Wolfe, 560 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

MONTEGO BAY

Hotel Beach Club


ST. THOMAS

Virgin Islands, U. S. A.

Hotel Virgin Isle

For those far from home and seeking a change of pace, consider the Virgin Islands, U. S. A. Good weather insured by Lloyd's of London. Good food, excellent service. Fiesta, beach parties. Excellent cuisine. Beautiful, luxurious, and only 4 hour air from New York. Fabulous beaches, swimming pool, golf, tennis, music and entertainment. Continental food, sightseeing, shopping. For information and reservations, contact your travel agent.
With speed and style, a New Yorker retraces

A PIONEER TRIP TO SOUTH AMERICA

By PAUL HOLLISTER

On 84-day trip in 1915, author passed through Panama Canal on S.S. Kroonland. He retraces the route in two weeks by plane.

Early in January of 1915, during the economic blockade of the Western Hemisphere by Europe’s belligerent nations, two young American entrepreneurs set out from New York on the steamer Kroonland. Their mission was the commercial conquest of the entire continent of South America. The journey, conducted by sea, rail and tramcar, established a brand of slapstick tourism scarcely to be equalled in later years by the Cohens and Kellys in Scotland or Laurel and Hardy in the Foreign Legion.

The two young business associates in Brooks Brothers town wear, and bearing impressive calling cards, first disembarked at Lima with a vision of riches and an inordinately heavy steamer trunk. They represented a small lumber mill in Norfolk, Virginia, and their aim was to sell dressed North Carolina short-leaf pine to the Brazilians. The heavy steamer trunk, which was subsequently to be hauled from Lima to Santiago to Buenos Aires to Rio de Janeiro, was filled with slabs of sample pine. The mission, even at the point of conception, was destined for gaudy failure. Nobody had told the ebullient salesmen that Brazil had then, as it has today, more timber than any nation on earth except, perhaps, Russia.

The head lugger in the venture happened to be my cousin. I was his helper. It may be noted that a few Brazilians, prompted by sheer incredulity, called on us. But in 84 days of hauling that sample trunk endless miles through the great trading centers of South America, we never got an order. This was Planned Enterprise, U.S.A., 1915 style.

Suspecting through the years that there is more to South America than can be seen while peering from beneath a steamer trunk, I resolved not long ago to retrace the course inspired by youthful impulse, this time unhampered by fanciful illusions or an oppressive trunk. I would board a swift, four-engine airliner, hopefully to telescope an 84-day ordeal into a relaxing two-week holiday.

On a murky Saturday evening at New York’s International Airport our DC-7, called El Interamericano by Panagra-National, rose through the overcast and turned southward. We paused briefly for refueling at Miami, resumed our flight and, eight and a quarter hours after leaving New York, settled gently on the paved runway of Panama’s new Tocumen Airport. The customs formalities were painless, and a 25-minute drive through the aromatic tropical darkness brought me to El Panama, surely one of the most pleasant hotels on earth. It is an upended, air-conditioned honeycomb

(Continued on next page)
of open corridors and balconies, with a cuisine of distinction and a rooftop gaming room that inspires philosophical losing. For union and millionaire alike, no hostelry can offer a more simpatico introduction to either American, North or South. Like both, El Panama is ambitiously alert.

Sunday in Panama City. In 1915 our liner Arosland, the first ever to traverse the Canal, got stuck in Culebra Cut and I slumped down a hatch and up over the bank to an Army post where I found the pitcher of my college freshman nine dishing them up for the infantry. This time, for nostalgia’s sake, I had to look once more at the Canal. Up in the control room at Miraflores Lock, I “superintended” the locking up and down of four freighters; the operation was so silent you could hear only the creak of gulls, the low snarl of electric mules that heard only the creak of masts. The lock was so silent you could hear only the creak of gulls, the low snarl of electric mules that heard only the creak of masts. The lock was so silent you could hear only the creak of gulls, the low snarl of electric mules that heard only the creak of masts.

Now the overcast parts. Yonder below is the Pacific shore, a blue forest. We are over Colombia. The clouds close. When they part we are coasting down into a brilliant blue-green upland valley cradled between the central and western ranges of the Andes. At Cali airport we pause, take off again and pass high above woodlots and hilltops broadened with scarlet-blossoming trees beyond counting. Now the overcast again, and into the late-forenoon sun for an hour, until we slant down through the clouds above cruel ridges and arroyos, bleak mesas, their tops packed with adobe houses and tiny gardens. A flash of a winding blue road down in the big canyon is the Pan-American Highway which runs—technically, at least—from Alaska to the Strait of Magellan. Five minutes later we settle beside the maize fields of Quito at 9,000 feet, amidst five guardian volcanoes. The next modern airport is bustling with priests in transit and features a lively bar. Fifteen minutes later we are again airborne over the capital’s block-house pattern of stone and are hurling 15,000- to 20,000-foot passes to the shore plains and the city of Guayaquil, once a plague spot, now a pleasant, healthy, busy port.

At a modest shop in the dingy airport, you may buy a Monte Cristi “panama” hat woven in Ecuador (as are all good panamas) for about $12. On Chicago’s Michigan Boulevard it would cost around $100. Up and over the dull river flats, out into the Pacific, and we relax for an hour or two until we see the rocky Peruvian coastline frothing below us. We veer inland and soon are circling over lush ranches and onto the grassy upland of the prettiest new airport of them all, Limatambo, at Lima.

You can stay at a very fancy suburban hotel or downtown. I am prejudiced in favor of downtown, anywhere, for here one can most profitably prowl about and soak up the local mood. The Bolivar, on Bolivar Square, is an Edwardian kind of place where the head porter seems to run the staff, the guests, and probably the government.

When in Lima, spend a good part of your forenoon tramping the shopping street, Jiron Union, to see what they have. Jiron Union is 18 feet wide, 6 blocks long but not closed to motor traffic. Walk to the cathedral, the architectural crown jewel of Lima. Here lies the great Conquistador Pizarro himself, under glass, in full view—slain by his friends only seven years after he had seized a continent and killed God knows how many Incas and others. And by all means visit an extraordinary nearby villa, Quinta da Presa, a superb little baroque palace of a former viceroy who entertained therein a celebrated local actress, La Perichole. She had so much dynamite that Prosper Merimee, Offenbach, Ricardo Palma, and Thornton Wilder immortalized her in plays, stories, and operas.

Back in 1915 I had met the curator of the Peruvian State Museum. He was sad because the state, lacking funds, was about to close the museum. (There had (Continued on next page)
been a revolution that night but we slept through it.) The curator, an archaeologist named Dr. Julio C. Tello, and I became friends, and he showed me some mummies he had just exhumed.

So this day, I took a taxi and headed for the Museo Arqueológico, hoping to pick up my friend's trail. The museum is smart and new, built around two patios. An assistant curator told me Dr. Tello was buried in the backyard and that the museum is named for him.

The assistant showed me with great pride a display of 70 trepanned skulls and a case of bronze hand-chisels. These, he said, were used to cut holes in live human skulls without the benefit of any known anaesthetic. The recovery, he said, is now reckoned to have been 60 per cent. What's more, he said, a team of brain surgeons in 1954 performed a trepanning with the very instruments before us, just to prove it could have been done a thousand years ago. The patient survived.

This visit took place exactly three days from the time I left Park Avenue, N. Y. We took off at dawn from Limatambo on a non-stop El Interamericano DC-7 to Santiago, capital of the republic of Chile. Nothing can startle an old Pan-American exile more than to note the roaring growth of the cities. The Lima of 1915 was a town of 150,000; it now has a million inhabitants. Santiago, in a great, green plain guarded by the highest Andes of all, had been a town of 250,000; now its population is a million and a half. We coasted into Santiago with the four-miles-high snowpeaks of the Cordillera on our left and were passed through customs with perfunctory civility.

On the hotel roof I dined in an open-air swimming pool, dried and relaxed on a terrace facing the prairies of Santa Lucia and San Cristóbal and a mountain range crowned by the tallest peak in the Western Hemisphere, Aconcagua, which wears a year-round mantilla of snow.

Back in my room, I received a note that Santiago was about to have an air-raid drill. Orders were stern and specific. I was figuring how to get under the bed when I read the postscript: "These orders do not apply to the guests of the Hotel Carrero." I went to the dining room and the air raid commenced. Boom. I peeked through the curtains. A neon sign was still flaring. The lobster, from Robinson Crusoe's island, was even better than it had tasted in 1915.

When the siren sounded all clear, I went back to the roof garden. The tiers of mountains were in their dark woollens. A glow like a far, faint altar light marked the snowcap of Aconcagua. The city went to sleep; I followed its sensible example.

The next morning, Thursday, we were five days from home. We pass the forenoon on foot, up and down the street and down the next, observing the close resemblance between the Santiago girls and their Manhattan counterparts. The gift-merchandise in the stores; the universal worried look of the financial people; the universal boredom of the clerks. The air is glorious. We have lunch of the famous Chilean fish and get to the airport.

El Interamericano bore southward from Santiago's airport and upward over the ranching plains, swung east, and in 25 minutes was over the backbone of the Andes at about 23,000 feet, with a coachdog-pattern of summer snow in all the prak-pockets below, the Pacific horizon visible behind, the dim Argentine Llanos ahead, and northward the pearly peak of Aconcagua and her towering bridesmaid-summits. Exactly two hours and seventeen minutes from Santiago the plane came to a stop in the darkness at Buenos Aires. 1915 time: 49 hours; 1955 time: 137 minutes.

Buenos Aires in 1915 was a young American's idea of Paris. It still is, since both Paris and America have grown. The Plaza in 1915 was one of the best hotels on earth. It still is. I took what I believe was the same leather chair in the same air-cooled bar where Kermit Roosevelt and Tex Rickard and I had guessed about Jack Johnson's chances against Jess Willard on Easter in Havana. We dined in the same Delft blue-tiled grill, under the same flapping red-plush punkah. We ate the same pedigree of superb filet from the estancias. The Plaza is in fact a super-Ritz.

Now we have three days to relax and sight-see. What shall we do in this Paris-in-the-Spring? We shop the grand luxe stores along the Florida and Santa Fe streets. A few specialties are bargains: vicuna and chinchilla, small leathers; the Argentines also make an unusual fake-cashmere sweater. Harrod's is a nice watered-down Argentines. The American Waterers: the Argentines also make an unusual fake-cashmere sweater. In this Paris-in-the-Spring? We shop the grand luxe stores along the Florida and Santa Fe streets. A few specialties are bargains: vicuna and chinchilla, small leathers; the Argentines also make an unusual fake-cashmere sweater. Harrod's is a nice watered-down Argentines. The American Waterers: the Argentines also make an unusual fake-cashmere sweater.
great, flat, wooded parks are not only beautiful bois as in Paris; they are hippodromes of athletics. The track and stands at Palermo know no superior. Vast soccer stadium stud the city. Polo and pato fields abound, tennis courts and golf courses are filled, bridle paths busy, bowling lawns boiling, the great open-air pools happily crowded. Rent a car and drive out the boulevard northward: swarms of cycling clubs will charge past you on a sabbath road race.

Presently you'll traverse an elderly suburb with the world's foremost exhibit of Moorish-Hispanic countrylease villas. A few miles on and you'll park next to a dock at a suburban railway terminus marked Tigre. Hire a long canopied launch, for less than a dollar. Your steamer will glide through a maze of canals between the low grass-lawns of hundreds of casas, cottages, villas, mansions, castles, and huge boat-club buildings. No roads. Water traffic only. Chesty boys in skittery speedboats, wherries. Mr. and Mrs. in mahogany canoes along the willow-lined jungle banks. Lawns and gingerbread docks and gazebos crowded with sun worshippers. City corporations maintain large company clubhouses here for the staff. Now and again you'll pass one of the squat limboats. the Diesel-driven grocery stores that supply these thousands of houses on these hundreds of miles of wandering canals which bear the silt of Paraguay sands of houses on these hundreds of flowering aromatic golden locust trees, are yours on a three-day visit.

It's only a five-hour flight to another of those formidably tallied airports. This is Congonhas at Sao Paulo. When I was at Sao Paulo before, it was an upstairs coffee town of say 200,000, with no airport. It is now the 10th largest city in the world. The drive into town might have been a drive from Ingleside to most any suburb of Los Angeles, late in the evening. Through the jalousies of my window, the girls of Brooklyn and Memphis. The boys, who had generally worn black fedoras and severe jackets in 1915, were now hatless and cottlees, and some tended toward sport-shirtism.

From Sao Paulo, I flew to Rio in a DC-3. After an hour aloft we were circling necklaces and festoons and loops of ground lights, and then we were at Santos Dumont airport in the heart of one of the world's most spectacular cities.

Rio is San Francisco with jungle, Naples with orchids. It was as it had been in 1915, only indoors on fair weather Sundays. In town visit La Prensa, the foremost newspaper in South America, muzzled by Peron, now free again. Drop down the river-bank to "Toughtown", at La Boca, and see the street of houses painted by the artists, wildly and charmingly. On the way you'll see gun and bomb scars on The Pink House, and you'll pass the permanently unfinished Greco-sky scraper of the Eva Peron Foundation. On your way to the city you'll pass the young girls' school in which Juan Peron took such a special interest. All these, plus parks full of flowering aromatic golden locust trees, are yours on a three-day visit.

DUSK ... hand-blown crystal, depths of twilight green

Original creations of compelling beauty . . . unmistakably Orrefors

Send for name of dealer nearest you and free illustrated Orrefors booklet

U.S.A. Representatives
East: FISHER, BRUCE & CO., 221 Market St., Phila. 6, Pa.
West: ZACHO, 3157 Wilshire, Los Angeles 5, Calif.
more so. New glass skyscrapers had risen. Sanitation had vastly improved. The population still moved six-deep on the running boards of the trolley, and in head-long jinneys and death-dealing hacks. But the palms waved, the vast harbor shimmered, and the wooded mountains loomed as always.

Though it is not compulsory, it is good to have a niece in Rio. Mine showed up at about eleven in the morning at my hotel, the Gloria, and drove me up a serpentine highway to the summit of Corcovado, which is 2,370 feet directly above the city. Here, in the cool shadow of a 100-foot statue of the Christ, you are at the top of a world of unbelievable natural splendor. Below is gleaming Guanabara Bay. Its gateway to the Atlantic is guarded by Sugar Loaf, a tall whale's tooth of rock accessible only by a suspended cable car which operates like an old fashioned cash-carrier. Then the ocean, and its pink sand beaches of Leme and Copacabana and Gavea.

Rio has everything: great people, great food, great diversion, unbeatable natural beauty. It can be hot as the hinges, but it is learning the mechanics of air-conditioning. A fellow of simple tastes, I asked my niece to take me to the Botanical Gardens. We had the place to ourselves except for 400 perfectly marshaled and behaved school kids. We explored the orchidarium, the facsimile jungle, the primary avenue of royal palms, and we discovered hibiscus schizopetalus.

There is a flower market hidden downtown where you'll pay $6 for an arrangement of 40 or 50 orchids. There are innumerable Rio shops where you'll find the stones of the country: from emerald to tourmaline to aquamarine to peridot to topaz. There is the carnival of Mardi Gras, at which time the second largest city in South America goes completely bats for three days in a most attractive manner. Your stay in Rio, during Mardi Gras, or any other season, is never long enough. Certainly mine wasn't.

I went aboard the PAA plane late in the evening for the first leg of the journey homeward. At 5:00 A.M. I woke for a bleary moment of the journey homeward. During the past couple of decades, perhaps no sport has gained more ground in America than skiing. And Sun Valley, with pardonable pride, is pleased over the part it has played in this progress with such features as more chair ski lifts than anywhere else ... America's largest Ski School ... the well-lined Ski Patrol ... and the development of many of skiing's great competitors.

There's one way to know—and that's to go, so why not make your plans now?

South America (Continued)
solve your christmas puzzles

with FRANCISCAN WARE

How to get a different gift for every single friend in just one trip... to just one store with "just so much" to spend?

Don’t fret, don’t pout... just start right out to solve this Christmas care with these and other shapely gifts in famed

FRANCISCAN WARE!

PRODUCT OF GLADDING. MCMANUS & CO., LOS ANGELES
Dream a room with a new outlook—let rayon make it real

Begin with windows!

1. A pull-up shade-curtain. Tawny gold print with a tapestry look provides its own decoration. New all-rayon weave “Pawins” by Decorama Division, D. B. Fuller & Co. Approx. $3.00 yd.

2. Panel draperies, depth-tailored with inverted box pleats, in two colors of the same spun rayon, cotton and acetate tweed. “Milford” by Shulman Fabrics, Inc. Approx. $2.50 yd.


4. Short café curtains paired with long hangings provide pattern and filtered light in a sheer sprinkled with roses. “Sahilina” all-rayon by S. M. Hexter Co. Approx. $8.00 yd.


6. Cut pile carpet with the luxury texture that blooms from rayon blends. “Honolulu”, rayon and nylon blend in 12 colors, by Bigelow Rugs and Carpets. Approx. $7.95 sq. yd.

Room for imagination—with Rayon

These, or similar fabrics and floor coverings, are available throughout the country. For store names, write American Rayon Institute, Inc., 350 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
Easiest-to-clean KenRoyal Vinyl Tile

adds resilient comfort, new color style to modern floors.

Unsurpassed in fine floor elegance, beautiful KenRoyal vinyl comes in "crown-jewel" colors ideal for your proudest rooms. It's glowing, grease-proof, wearproof vinyl from the satin-smooth top clear through to the back of each rugged tile! You'll love its extra-resilient, step-comforting beauty; its exclusive glare-free luxury finish; its easy-to-care-for loveliness that stays fresh, new looking for years.

Remember, grease, dirt, grime wipe right off this non-porous vinyl. See KenRoyal vinyl tile plus beautiful matching colors in KenFlor vinyl countertops by-the-yard, now at your Kentile Dealer's. He's listed under KENTILES in your Classified Phone Book.

You can self-install your own KenRoyal vinyl floors...an average 8' x 10' floor in economical Standard Gauge KenRoyal costs approximately $46.25.

KENROYAL Vinyl Tile

by the makers of KENTILE FLOORS
FOR IMPORTANT GIVING...A GENUINE

Heirloom

Magnificent reproduction of a priceless museum piece of the Elizabeth I era. The great center medallion and intricately detailed border are permanently puffed... with the lasting quality and rarity that characterize true heirlooms. Preshrunk, washable and richly fringed, it comes beautifully gift boxed, in single or double size, 29.50 (slightly higher in the West)

Only Bates makes Heirloom bedspreads, the most treasured patterns you can own or give. Faithful replicas of rare masterpieces, uniquely woven for a lifetime of beauty and wear. When it must be the best, be sure it's an Heirloom by Bates. In very limited editions at better stores for your early Christmas ordering.

*Bates is a registered trademark applying to Bedspreads, Blankets, Sheets, Tablecloths and other quality textile products made solely by Bates for your home.
The gift
goed taste 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Scheme (810.00)</th>
<th>Custom Color Scheme (810.00)</th>
<th>Standard Color Scheme (7.50)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COLOR SCHEMES BY MAIL

To: HOUSE & GARDEN COLOR SCHEME SERVICE
THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC.
GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

Please send House & Garden STANDARD Color Scheme to:
(See Print)

NAME ____________________________

STREET __________________________

CITY ___________ ZONE ___________ STATE ________________________________

Give kind of room for which color scheme is desired (e.g., living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, etc.)

Give name of H&G color on which scheme is to be based:

I enclose $7.50 for each room color scheme ordered.

**Please send Color Chips at once**

To: HOUSE & GARDEN COLOR SCHEME SERVICE
THE CONDE NAST PUBLICATIONS INC.
GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

Please send House & Garden CUSTOM Color Scheme to:
(See Print)

NAME ____________________________

STREET __________________________

CITY ___________ ZONE ___________ STATE ________________________________

Give kind of room for which color scheme is desired (e.g., living room, dining room, bedroom, kitchen, etc.)

I enclose sample of fabric, wallpaper, paint or carpet to be used on:

____ Walls
____ Floor
____ Large seating pieces
____ Small seating pieces

My House & Garden Color preferences are:

I enclose $10.00 for each room color scheme ordered.

**Please send Color Chips at once**

---

**H&G’s INTERIOR COLOR SCHEMES BY MAIL**

For a fresh start in decorating, H&G offers you two types of color schemes by mail. A Standard Color Scheme ($7.50) is based on any one of the H&G colors you designate as your preference. A Custom Color Scheme ($10.00) is created around a fabric, wallpaper, paint or carpet you have already selected for your room, and your H&G color preference. (Order forms are below.) You receive a chart with swatches of fabrics for upholstery and curtains, floor coverings, paint samples, prices and a list of stores where you can buy the materials. A purse-size set of H&G color chips is included with each chart. If you would like to see the 1957 colors before stating your preferences, please indicate this on the order form and we will send your chips at once. Enclose your check or money order, and we will wait to develop your scheme until we hear what colors you prefer. Since all materials are individually selected, please allow at least three weeks for delivery.

**The girt of good taste...**

Your choice of K-V fixtures is a compliment to every well-dressed man and woman on your Christmas list. Their distinctive quality shows your good judgment, earns you a lifetime of appreciation for your thoughtfulness. K-V fixtures are precision made, finished in sparkling chrome... designed to be a proud addition to the finest homes. And the wide choice of K-V closet and kitchen fixtures makes it easy to select exactly the right size and style. Right now is the time to select smart K-V fixtures for Christmas gifts. And wrap up a K-V closet or kitchen for yourself, too!

You can choose from more than 40 K-V fixtures—displayed at leading hardware and department stores like these...

**K-V 3 Brackets**

- $3.49
- $4.99
- $5.49
- $8.99

---

**K-V 5 Brackets**

- $10.99
- $12.99
- $14.99
- $19.99

---

**K-V 7 Brackets**

- $17.99
- $21.99
- $25.99
- $32.99

---

**K-V 10 Brackets**

- $23.99
- $28.99
- $33.99
- $41.99

---

**K-V 14 Brackets**

- $30.99
- $36.99
- $42.99
- $51.99

---

**K-V 18 Brackets**

- $37.99
- $44.99
- $51.99
- $63.99

---

**K-V 24 Brackets**

- $50.99
- $59.99
- $67.99
- $84.99

---

**K-V 30 Brackets**

- $60.99
- $71.99
- $79.99
- $96.99

---

**K-V 45 Brackets**

- $90.99
- $105.99
- $119.99
- $144.99

---

**K-V 60 Brackets**

- $120.99
- $140.99
- $159.99
- $192.99

---

**K-V 72 Brackets**

- $150.99
- $175.99
- $194.99
- $232.99

---

**K-V 90 Brackets**

- $200.99
- $220.99
- $244.99
- $288.99

---

**K-V 120 Brackets**

- $256.99
- $296.99
- $324.99
- $384.99

---

**K-V 180 Brackets**

- $360.99
- $410.99
- $444.99
- $519.99

---

**K-V 240 Brackets**

- $480.99
- $544.99
- $594.99
- $696.99

---

**K-V 360 Brackets**

- $680.99
- $784.99
- $844.99
- $984.99

---

**K-V 480 Brackets**

- $880.99
- $1004.99
- $1084.99
- $1284.99

---

**K-V 720 Brackets**

- $1480.99
- $1704.99
- $1884.99
- $2164.99

---

**K-V 1080 Brackets**

- $2380.99
- $2704.99
- $3084.99
- $3564.99

---

**K-V 1800 Brackets**

- $3800.99
- $4204.99
- $4784.99
- $5564.99

---

**K-V 3000 Brackets**

- $6500.99
- $7264.99
- $8484.99
- $10164.99

---

**K-V 4800 Brackets**

- $10080.99
- $11324.99
- $13084.99
- $15964.99

---

**K-V 7200 Brackets**

- $16080.99
- $17924.99
- $20184.99
- $24164.99
Crane's FOR CHRISTMAS

CRANE'S FINE PAPERS • MADE IN DALTON, MASSACHUSETTS • SINCE 1801

100% RAG PAPERS FOR SOCIAL AND BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE • CURRENCY • SECURITIES • CARBON • TRACING

HOUSE & GARDEN
INVENTORY OF A CIVILIZATION

If you will turn back through sixty-nine pages of the magazine, you will come upon a most useful and, too often, neglected feature of this and other publications—the table of contents. It will show you at once just what you have bought for fifty cents and where to find it. When the pages of this issue were going to the printers, we were impressed by something else as we read the table of contents: how diverse are the pursuits and how rich the rewards of this home-centered civilization of ours.

Each year H&G’s November issue is largely concerned with suggestions for Christmas giving. This year the cover and more than a hundred other pages are given over to gift ideas. For this reason, November H&G reflects perhaps less than other issues the universe of today’s home. Yet the variety of your interests suggested in our pages this November strikes us as both dramatic and meaningful.

Among other things you will find: some expert advice on transplanting shrubs and trees and a discussion of the influence of the English painters Turner and Constable on French impressionism; a display of handsome new materials for floors and a guide to entertaining more people than your house will hold; an explanation of what is behind the new popularity of the lilac and a novelist’s account of a visit to an almost inaccessible and almost unspoiled West Indian island; a primer on providing water for the house built beyond the limits of a town’s water pipes and some practical ways to use big ideas in decorating small rooms; an example of the influence of the East Indies in home furnishing and a review of two new novels; a Cocktail Party Cook Book and an appraisal of the musicianship of a rising German conductor; some more than adequate architectural answers to the challenge of the “impossible” lot and a new look at the durable give-away tv shows.

Included among the hundreds of gift ideas in the issue are a wood sculpture of an antelope for $500 and the stone figure of a bull for $6; a small gold table clock for $1,350 and a brass sardine can opener for $2; a $16 table loom on which you can weave your own towels and scarves and an airline ticket for a round-the-world cruise for $2,000.

From this inventory there emerges the profile of a civilization of mature people who have developed a demanding degree of discrimination, who have learned to distinguish between taste and price, who see no conflict between beauty and practicality and who would rather create than imitate.

W. H. L. Jr.
A gallery of gifts
to inspire a memorable Christmas

• Giving is more than the mere act of buying a present. It takes talent to choose the perfect gift that will not have to be exchanged later for something more suitable. The secret is knowing what a person wants and where to find it. With this 20-page section of gifts you can shop from your armchair in over 150 stores from one end of the country to the other. A few quiet moments spent studying these pages for ideas will save you tiring and perhaps fruitless hours in search of the right gift for everyone on your list. There are gifts you may not know exist: for example, a new twist on an old idea, like the brass sardine can opener or the ramekins in wooden holders. New shapes run the gamut from such useful items as clocks to frivolous candletrees.

Value is an important consideration. In this section you will find handsome accessories that belie their reasonable price tags: a decanter for $3.75; a teak bowl for $11; a hand-cut crystal cigarette box for $20. You will also come across some wonderful, extravagant gifts that Christmas gives you an excuse to buy, perhaps a piece of furniture or a punch bowl of sterling silver lined in green enamel. A 4-page Christmas Boutique of gifts especially designed in H&G colors opens the gift section this year.

Exclusive gifts in H & G colors

1. Swedish doves of balsa wood may be suspended as a Christmas mobile. In Tangerine, Lemon Peel, Hollyhock, Wild Plum, Peacock Green, Blue Mist, Emerald Green, Cerulean Blue, Hyacinth, Citron Yellow, $2.25 each.

2. Signs of the Zodiac in Dove Gray cast stone composition range in size from 6¾" to 9½". $6 each. Contemporary Collection by Fred Press.

3. Wire pyramid in Bitter Green is inspiration and framework for a centerpiece of large and small fruit. $13. By Helen Cole.

4. Gemini and Aries statues from the Zodiac series, $6 each.

5. Enamel on copper bowls, 6¼" in diameter, in Maple Sugar, Cantaloupe, Citron, Tangerine, $7.50 each.

6. Glasses striped in Hyacinth, Citron, Siamese Pink are made in two sizes: highballs, 8 for $4.95; old-fashioneds, 3 for $5.95.

7. Porcelain drawer pulls for furniture. In Carnation Pink with Tangerine dots; Citron Yellow with Tangerine and Green Olive flower; Carnation Pink with Green Olive and Tangerine sunburst; white with Bitter Green, Hollyhock and Hyacinth stars; black with Larkspur Blue dots. Box of six, $10.75. By Yale & Towne.

8. Foreign stamp motifs are hand-embroidered on pot holders in Larkspur, Lemon Peel, Tangerine, Carnation Pink. With loops for hanging. $2 each. By G. Fakler.

9. Green Olive and brass eight-day watch clock has a stand-up easel back. $36. By Warren Kessler.

10. Ballpoint quill pen comes in Siamese Pink with Carnation Pink leather holder, white with Bitter Green leather holder. $4.50 each. By Barbros, Ltd.

11. Christmas tree cut out of Bitter Green felt covers a gift bottle of liquor or wine, $1.98.

12. Tangerine duck of Mexican tin is a candlestick, 7" high. $5.

13. Decorative tray 25½" in diameter, covered with Peacock Green burlap with hand-painted American eagle, may be hung on a wall, $23. For stores carrying a selection of Boutique gifts, see page 251. Prices for gifts are approximate and include Federal tax. (Continued)
1. Wire egg holder with toast tray is pale Cerulean Blue, $15.
2. Hand-bound covers decorated with French paper are made to fit any telephone book, $8.95, and TV program, $3.95, in Deep Night, Tangerine, Green Olive.
3. Sky Blue pitcher, $7, and Blue Mist casserole with electric heating stand, $17, are ceramic. By Gilley.
5. Sunburst clock has spokes of Sky Blue, Cerulean Blue, Bitter Green, Mustard, $30. By Howard Miller. Ceramic tureen set in Citron, $14.50.
6. Flame plastic salad bowl, $5, has individual bowls, $1 each, servers, $1.25. Fruit and flower place mats in Lemon Peel, Wild Plum, Tangerine, $6 each with Emerald Green napkins.
7. Irish linen boudoir cases are hand-printed in tulips in HaG pinks, $7 pair. By Pauline Komichtsdtein. Tangerine ladybug cushion, $3.95.
8. Baskets in Blue Mist, Siamese Pink, Bitter Green, Cerulean Blue are $3 each. Metal bowl lined in Tangerine enamel, candlewarmer, $10.50.
9. Swedish candleholder is hung with halls in HaG colors, $7.60.
10. Tin wastebasket in Citron or Hyacinth is $6.50. Bamboo-handled feather dusters in Cerulean Blue, Peacock Green, Siamese Pink, Citron, $2.95.
11. Bitter Green candlestick, $5, Citron or Cerulean Blue planters, $4.50, are made of Mexican tin.
12. Snack tables in Bitter Green, Tangerine, Mustard, $9.95 each.
14. Siamese Pink iron garden light has removable hurricane chimney, $5.
17. Matching toilet kit, pajama-robe, $5.
To round out H&G's Christmas gallery, introduced with the exclusive Boutique gifts in H&G colors, the following 14 pages are filled with a bounty of ideas to satisfy the most utilitarian of wishes or excite the most princely of tastes

Gift boxes you can make

With paper, paste and paint you can make these amusing gift boxes that will stand on their own under the Christmas tree long after the presents are opened. A complete set of full-size patterns for angel, king, lion, reindeer, cockatoo, dragon (shown here) and mouse may be ordered from H&G's Reader Service (mailing coupon on page 251). They require no more decoration than a spray of broom-straw or copper-wire whiskers, sequin eyes or a pipe-cleaner halo. Designed by Harry and Marion Zelenko.

(Continued)
Often a gift that brings the greatest pleasure is one that cannot be wrapped or photographed. To spread the spirit of Christmas a little further, you might make a donation in a friend's name to his favorite charity.

1. Globe on a hand-rubbed walnut stand designed by Ed Wormley is a welcome accessory for a study. 16" globe, with stand, is 33" high. Brass-plated feet, ring. $250 illuminated, $230 unilluminated. Rand McNally.


3. Set of pottery kitchen canisters has an unusual design of wild ducks in natural colors on white. The canisters hold 1 to 4 lbs. Set, $25. The Piazza.

4. Desk accessories are handmade Swedish pewter. Woman's hand paperweight with brass trim. 5" long, is $22.50. Baby's hand paperweight, 3½" long, is $15. Heart-shaped stamp box.
with motto border is $15. Plummer's.

5. Graduated vases, striped in Cerulean and white, can be grouped together for massed flower arrangements or used separately. The vases are 4", 6", 8", 10" high. $10 for the set. By Stangl.

6. Ceramic planter in natural tones with black wrought iron stand is designed to blend with the simple lines of contemporary architecture indoors or outdoors. The planter bowl is 21" in diameter, with stand, 20" high. $30 plus $4 crating charge. Robert Barber.

7. Decorative stand, 36" high, is excellent to display special plants or a collection. The three shelves are white Carrara; the iron frame (available in black or a choice of colors) has a bamboo-like pattern. $100. Doris Dessauer.

8. Outsize coasters will fit decanters or double old-fashioned glasses. They are imitation malachite or lapis lazuli with brass gallery. $4.50. Lord & Taylor.

9. Fruitwood end table which opens to reveal four folding snack tables tucked inside is a space-saving piece for a small house or apartment. End table is 26" x 19" x 24" high, snack tables, 21" x 13" x 17". $124.50. Hekman.

10. Sterling silver powder box with lipstick holder is a fitting evening-purse accessory for romantic gowns. In black suede case. $43.45. Bonwit Teller.

11. Duncan Hines barbecue set in special stand can be carried around, set on terrace or table. It consists of a fork, spatula, scoop spoon, basting brush, four skewers, salt and pepper shakers. The tools are 22" long with stainless steel shanks, Formica woodgrain handles. $24.95. The John Shillito Co.

12. Bag watch of 18k. gold is no larger than a pill box but has all the virtues of a traveling clock (it stands upright in its case, folds for carrying). Top is decorated with starfish design. Designed by Schlumberger. $325. Tiffany.

13. Table loom imported from Sweden is large enough to weave place mats, guest towels, or scarves. It comes with instruction sheet. $16. Golden Shuttle.

14. Hammered brass waste basket, 25" high, is sturdy enough to double as an umbrella stand. $37.50. Lord & Taylor.
1. Brightly colored toy bug powered by battery scoots across the floor. It is 9" long, 6" high. $5.30. F. A. O. Schwarz.
2. Terra cotta planter, 6" high, 14" in diameter, will set off ferns, African violets (a group of six varieties in different shades is effective), green-leafed house plants. For winter bloom plant it with forced lily of the valley or forced early tulips. $10. Erkins Studio.
3. Junior telescope adapts to any tripod, unfolds from 12" to 18", has 40-mm objective diameter, 20-x magnification. $44.75. By Bausch & Lomb.
4. Madeira willow basket is fitted with half a dozen bamboo-handled fruit dessert knives. $10. Merrill Ames.
5. Enameled cast-iron pot in HaG's Citron Yellow has a 3-quart capacity, is suitable for any oven-to-table casserole from baked beans to boeuf à la mode, $9.95. Hammacher-Schlemmer.
6. Japanese silk floor pillows to use as extra seats in front of a cocktail table, fireplace or TV, are 19" square, 8" deep. $16 each. Penthouse Gallery.
7. Two classic gadgets that are invaluable, nutcracker and lobster cracker, are made of stainless steel with hand-buffed walnut handles. $5 and $7.50 respectively. By Royal Crown Derby.
8. Baby lambskin slippers for women are hand-sewn and are lined in blue, pink, beige. $8.95. Abercrombie & Fitch.
9. Skin diver’s mask in bright blue has a double snorkel, fits comfortably. $8.95. Abercrombie & Fitch.
10. Red and green blocks, stacked in crates that double as toy chests, are made of pressed wood chips. Crate of 24, $9.95. Rappaport Toys.
11. Woman's writing case, black Madagascar crocodile is as compact as a briefcase. It is compartmented for letter paper, envelopes, stamps. $76.45 including Fed. tax. Leu. de Paris.
12. Pocket-size ner for the peripatetic gardener is chrome with leather case, $10.95. Max Schling Seedsmen.
13. Cigarette holder of 14k gold is designed like a slender bocce stem. $51 ing. Federal tax. Kay & Co.
15. Plush toy tiger striped in amber and black with green eyes is 36" long, 15" tall. $40. Saks Fifth Avenue.
16. Brass opener for sardine cans may be used over and over. It has a spring release. $2. Black, Starr & Gorham.
17. Travel flask with double compartment holds fifths of two liquors. Suede covered, $41.50. Abercrombie & Fitch.
H & G's Gallery

of Gift Ideas continued

HOUSE & GARDEN. NOVEMBER, 1956
1. New version of the weathervane registers the velocity of the wind (up to hurricane speeds) on a gray plastic meter installed in any room. Vane may be mounted on a TV antenna or roof-tree. $19.95 complete. Abercrombie & Fitch.

2. Swedish hand-blocked linen tea cozy has a removable lining which makes it easily washable. $12. Bloomingdale's.

3. Battery-controlled toy bus can be put through traffic by remote control. From Japan. 13" long. $19.95. Bloomingdale's.

4. Amusing pencil holder from Sweden is made of oil-finish teak. $7.50. Bonnier's.


6. Copper and brass wine cooler may also be used as a container for flowers or greens. $19.50. The Brass & Copper Shop.

7. Tall cranes from a Japanese collection made of brownish-black iron look effective when silhouetted against white walls. $19.98 each. Macy's New York.

8. White china egg cup is the base for a whimsical handmade flower tree with pastel-colored blossoms. $12. Soapsop.

9. Women's scarves from the Far East are made of rough-textured mulberry silk, $6; Siamese silk stripe, $8; Indian silk (36" square), $7.50. Far Eastern.


11. Hurricane candlestick of alabaster, glass has elegance. $25. Lord & Taylor.

12. Brass bank keeps up to $5 in pennies under padlock and key. $7.50 with 2 keys. 3½" high. Black, Starr & Gorham.

13. Portable flower arranging center in a wicker basket includes floral clay, wire, flower cutters, a variety of holders. $15. Flower arranging manual by Matilda Rogers. $2.75. Max Schling Seedsmen.

14. Polished steel fire tools are from a collection of antique English sets. $35 for this three-piece set. Lord & Taylor.

15. Black wood serving cart with removable trays can be folded up to store in a closet. Trays have white washable surfaces. $36.95. Bloomingdale's.


17. Copper and brass coal hod or planter. $56. Hammacher Schlemmer.

18. Ice bucket finished in gold leaf with motif of bottles and labels holds 150 cubes for 24 hours. $30. Americraft.


20. Toy crane has revolving base, extends 24" to 40". $9.98. Bloomingdale's.
H & G's Gallery of
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HOUSE & GARDEN, NOVEMBER, 1956
1. White bisque pyramid, 21" high, of fruits and vegetables is a striking original centerpiece. $37.50. Bonwit Teller.

2. Electric coffee grinder for the connoisseur on your list is small (6" high) and compact. $22.50. The J. L. Hudson Co.

3. Men's slippers with an easy fit are made of black suede lined in yellow calf, imported from Italy. $18.50. Bronzini.

4. Stainless-steel garden tools have rosewood handles attached with metal pins. Set includes marking line with reel and skewer, small cultivator, 3-prong cultivator, trowel. $15. By Vos Bros.

5. Brass crumber set has a hook for hanging up. $15. Black Starr & Gorham.


7. Swivel bar stool with loose cushion of foam-rubber is as comfortable as an open-arm chair. Made of walnut with brass stretchers. $290. By Dunbar.

8. French bread slicer has a special serrated blade for cutting through crisp crust without crumbling. $9.50. Soupgon.

9. Wood bowls with an antique patina may be used for hot breads or as individual bowls for salad. $10 each. Soupgon.

10. Slim 8-pound "Royalite" portable typewriter with standard keyboard fits into a briefcase or desk drawer. Vinyl plastic case in red, green or beige has double handles; you can carry it slung over your arm. $69.95. By Royal.


12. Ramekins for shirred eggs or hot custards have wooden holders, simplify serving. Set of six in different colors, wooden tray. $9.98. Bloomingdale's.

13. Cut crystal cigarette jar with brass trim from Germany is 4½" high, 3½" in diameter. $19.95. W & J Sloane.

14. Plants make memorable gifts. H&G recommends these varieties: dieffenbachia amoena (shown); anthurium cristallinum; aglaonema oblongifolium. Through florists or Julius Roehrs.

15. Amusing brass tree imported from Austria holds multicolored candles the size of a golf ball. $15. Extra candles 25¢ each. Black Starr & Gorham.

16. Accent table has mosaic top of iridescent Tiffany glass, sculptured walnut base. $199. From Dunbar's "Janus Group" designed by Edward J. Wormley.

17. Complete games set in simulated leather case contains 400 large poker chips, 100 small poker chips, chess, set of dice, poker dice, put-and-take dice, chuck-a-luck, checkers, backgammon, horserace game, roulette, cribbage, a dice cup. $75. Abercrombie & Fitch.
1. Walnut planter with legs, steel lining, is 20" sq., 9½" deep, designed by George Nelson. $49.50. Raymor.
2. Flower arranger kit for green thumbs has five pieces; hardwood handles, fabric case. $19.95. Penthouse Gallery.
3. Small wicker baskets for pets are 10" to 13" in Mist Blue, Saffron Yellow, Bitter Green, Siamese Pink. $5-$8. Larger sizes: 18"-22"; $10-$12. Helen Cole.
5. Set of six Italian-inspired plates have fruit and vegetable designs by Fornasetti. $18. Bloomingdale's.
8. Iron fish fountains for garden pools have tube and attachment plate. Small, $25. Large, $37.50. Japan Folk Craft.
10. Bowl of East Indian teakwood, 24" long, is handsome used for fruit, flowers or bonbons. $11. At Dayton's.
12. Six ceramic playing cards form ash tray for a games table; white with black, red trim. $3. Saks Fifth Avenue Gift Shop.
13. Generous cigarette box of alabaster has harlequin pattern. $17. Peter Boyle.
15. "Bridgeasy Table Cover" has point and honor count bidding printed at each place. Washable plastic, fits 30", 34" table. Booklet on bidding systems included. $4.95. Abercrombie & Fitch.
16. Motor scooter with electric starter, 3-speed gear, luggage carrier, spare wheel, will run up to 106 miles on a gallon, goes 50.3 m.p.h. NSU-Prima. $469. Abercrombie & Fitch.
18. Table has removable top, brass tripod folding legs: 14½" high, 14" diam. Fornasetti design. $35. Bonwit Teller.

Store directory, page 254. (Continued)
For your wife the ultimate gift would be an architect's blueprints for the house she has been dreaming of. If you are satisfied with the house you have, a landscape architect's plan for the perfect garden would make a fine present (and a more modest one). Be sure the architect's telephone number is plainly printed on the blueprint. Woman's right to change minds (others' as well as her own) is universally recognised when it comes to designing her domain.

1. Chrome tape measure, 6' long, stays in place without being held. Has marking wheel, dial showing measurements, cowhide case. $5. Kent Luggage.
2. Brass bath tray has mirror, book rack and telescopic arms. $73.32. Macy's.
3. Hand-carved cocks are vividly painted. 10" high. $5 each. Temptations.
5. Miniature workshop for hobbies is 15½" long, operates 10 power tools on 1 base at speeds from 375 to 9,200 rpm. $156.50. Abercrombie & Fitch.
7. Faience breakfast set from France has "Marseille Fleurs" pattern in pinky-red. $50. Mediterranean Shop.
8. Bedroom clock is brushed silver on brass. 4½" square. $90. Tiffany.
9. Hand boarded hide case for shirts is a boon to travelers. $82.50. Mark Cross.
10. Swivel-topped hassock, minus cushion, becomes a table. It has wrought iron legs, ebony-finished top, brass handles, cushion in beige, green or persimmon. 20" in diameter, 15½" high. $19.98. By Hettrick. At Ed. Schuster & Co.
11. Brass and wood astral and terrestrial globes are antique design, from Italy. 6" high. $125. Bergdorf Goodman.
12. Hickory and laminated plastic skis for true enthusiasts have tension mechanism that adjusts camber (bend of ski) for snow conditions from powder to "blue snow." In blue. $150. André Ski Shop.
13. "Dai-Jobi", a Balinese game for 2, 3 or 4, is won by player who first succeeds in moving his four pieces around clock-shaped board. $2. Jordan Marsh.
14. Child's ice cream parlor set has black metal frames, pink chair seats and table top. $16.95. Bloomingdale's.
15. Portable power horn is safety measure for small boat mariners. In brass and aluminum. $20. Refill cans, $1.50 each. Abercrombie & Fitch.
16. TV or buffet set has gold sunburst pattern on white. Brass cup holder clips to plate. $5.50. Saks Guest & Gift Shop.
17. Cowhide log holder rolls for storage. $11.50. Hammacher-Schlemmer.

Store directory, page 254 (Continued)
1. Lacquered straw epergne, 14" high, is made in H&G's Siamese Pink, Bitter Green or Hyacinth. $5.60. Helen Cole.
2. Desk or table lighter in rosewood and chrome is 3½" high. $8. Merrill Ames.
3. Lamp, 33½" high, is a good shape for end table. Shade and shaft are Dove Gray, brass base. $54.50. Bloomingdale's.
4. Brass chestnut roaster, is shaped and perforated like an old-fashioned bed warmer, lacquered to prevent tarnishing, 22½" long, $22. Hammacher Schlemmer.
5. Ceramic "bird" bottles in black and white have brown beaks. 11", $3.50; 8¾", $2.75; 5¼", $1.75. Van Keppel-Green.
6. Fruitwood chest for traditional room has 16 drawers, measures 14½" x 19" x 27", $378. Vanleigh Furniture Co.
7. Covered chocolate mug is a generous size, 4½" high, 2¾" in diameter, and has an Italian design in black and white by Fornasetti. $10.50. Bloomingdale's.
8. Desk thermos jugs of processed goat skin from Milan have a sleek surface, pale beige color. ½ pint, 11" high, $45. 1 pint, 14" high, $65. Alfred Dunhill.
9. Handblown crystal vase with square base, 7½" high, is good size and weight for massed arrangements. $8. By Fostoria.
10. Log tender is handy to have by the hearth. Wood handle has leather thong for hanging. $8.95. Hammacher Schlemmer.
11. Swedish kitchen set has 7 workman-like tools of stainless steel with wood handles. The stained wood board can be hung on the wall. $19.50. Bonnier's.
12. Comfortable bar stool has rush seat and back, wood frame with either black or walnut finish. $25. Bordelons North.
13. Brass rooster heads top bottle corks, $7.50 a pair. Black, Starr & Gorham.
14. Brass cocktail shaker has star design, sleek lines. $35. Bonwit Teller.
15. Gold St. Christopher key can be cut for front door or car lock. $26.50. Tiffany.
16. Smoked Virginia Smithfield ham, black pepper cured, is always welcome around Christmas time. Hams run between 14 and 16 lbs. Uncooked, $1.26 a lb. Cooked, $2.08 a lb. E. Joseph Inc.
17. Japanese bamboo cocktail picks are packaged in gay paper and gift boxed. 50 cents a box of 25. The Golden Shuttle.
18. Ceramic salt shaker and pepper grinder, decorated with salad vegetables, are from Italy, $13.95 a pr. La Cuisiniere.
19. Tiny wooden scoops are just the right size to dip into narrow-necked jars. 89 cents for a set of 6. Bloomingdale's.
20. Thermos flasks shaped like wine bottles are of anodized aluminum in blue, gold or pink. Spring tops fit tightly, cannot get lost. Large size is $12.50, small, $9.50. Saks Fifth Ave. Guest & Gift Shop.

More gifts, page 232.
Store directory, page 254.
Proportion is the secret

How to use big ideas in decorating small rooms

The secret of choosing furniture to fit a small house and at the same time to suit an unusual, even an exotic, decorating scheme depends on two things: scale and simplicity. Furniture may be of standard size but will be more suited to limited space if the pieces are lightly scaled with little superfluous ornamentation. One of the virtues of good contemporary design is its extreme simplicity of line. Well constructed pieces with graceful proportions are at home in any setting. An illustration is to be found in the small Briarcliff, New York, house shown on these pages. (It was designed by architect Edgar Tafel for Mr. and Mrs. Dean Woodbury.) Furniture from Dunbar’s new “Conversation Group,” designed by Edward J. Wormley and available in department and furniture stores, is used throughout, mixed with Spanish antiques. The color scheme of the living-dining room is concentrated in upholstery and rugs. H&G 1957 shades (Tangerine, Siamese Pink and Hyacinth) are mixed against a neutral background of Tawny Beige walls, natural brick and ceramic tile. The effect is warm and exciting without being garish. Since all major pieces of furniture are of the same contemporary style, the room has unity. Variety is achieved in the upholstery fabrics, different wood finishes and accessories.
Hot colors, bold patterns in a South-of-the-Border mood

(Continued)
How to entertain more people than your house will hold

In planning indoor parties, hospitality wars with caution and often wins. Reason warns that few houses today have facilities for more than six or eight at dinner, 24 for cocktails. (Hence, the rise of the barbecue, the hostess's fair weather friend.) But there always comes the time when you find yourself inviting more people than you seem to have room for and attempting too ambitious a party.

Whether your big party turns out to be fun or a fiasco depends in large part on a realistic analysis of the space at hand (usually the living room) and on pre-party strategy to eliminate bottlenecks, overcrowding and nervous strain for the host and hostess. Space, service, menu and decoration are the basic points to consider. On these pages, you will see how H&G organized two parties, a cocktail party for 50 and a supper dance for 24 in the 28' x 15' living-dining room shown on page 93. The existing furniture was used for seating, service and supper. For each party the initial step was to take up the area rug, leaving a large open space of tiled floor for dancing or conversational maneuvering. (Rugs have a fatal attraction for ashes, spilled drinks and slithering food. The wise hostess removes them.)


Table in dining area, 42" in diameter, seats four comfortably.

With leaves, table extends to 78".

Tea cart, open, is extra table.

A room cleared for a party needs color and decoration to keep it from looking bare and cold. Yet too much decoration hampers service and movement when the party gets under way. For a dance (opposite, top), H&G made the garden the decorative focal point by hanging Japanese lanterns in the trees, continued the outdoor mood in table accessories. For a cocktail party (opposite, bottom), the maximum effect was achieved in a little space by concentrating brilliant Mexican colors at points around the room. Paper and gilded tin flowers on bar and buffet, real flowers on hearth, matching napkins on serving cart carry out the theme. Accents of real and make-believe gold add to the party mood. The make-believe: lustrous casseroles, brass canapé servers. The real: punch bowl, pitchers, flatware and bar tools of rosé-gold vermeil. (This recently revived silver-gilt process of 18th century France has special virtues; it never tarnishes, is cleaned with soap and water or, more esoterically, champagne.)

The choice of the party: furniture that gets around

Service was simplified to spare the party-givers. Appetizers were arranged so that the guests could help themselves. The drinks were limited to Scotch, bourbon and one mixed drink, such as a champagne punch or cocktail, and a pitcher of fruit juice for the teetotalers. To eliminate the constant chore of making cocktails to order, martinis can be mixed ahead of time, chilled in the refrigerator. If you like martinis really dry, try frozen martini cubes instead of ice. Mix two parts gin, two parts water and one part vermouth; freeze at the coldest point of a deep freezer until solid.

Sparing but brilliant decoration, mainly kept to the service tables, is best for a big party. It gives a colorful effect to begin with and is not crowding or distracting when the room is full. H&G’s choice of decorations was easy: the dominant Mexican colors (hot pink, orange, red, mauve and purple) of the living room color scheme were repeated in Mexican paper flowers, real flowers, and linens.

For the supper-dance, most of the furniture was removed from the living area. Only the couch and two small armchairs were left. (A built-in hi-fi system supplied recorded dance music.) Supper was set in the dining area on the round dining table. The tea cart (with flip top open it measures 40" x 34") and two small snack tables in the foyer supplemented the dining table. This arrangement allows six couples to eat at a time. The main casserole dish may be kept hot at the table, salad and rolls served from the kitchen. Later, when dancing flags, guests may help themselves to dessert and coffee from the buffet.

With little furniture and a room that must be kept free for dancing, the problem of decoration had to be approached from a different angle. H&G created a gay, informal outdoor mood by opening the curtains to reveal trees hung with Japanese lanterns. (It would be equally effective to floodlight a beautiful garden view.) Tables were set with checked tablecloths, leaf-green napkins, white hurricane lamps and ivy-patterned casseroles to carry out the feeling.

Mobile cart keeps appetizers circulating, collects empty glasses

Hosts love those who help themselves. A tiered canapé server and a cart help to promote self-service. Plates, forks and napkins supplied with the hot appetizers are a kindness to the cocktail dress. One cart can do the work of many hands in keeping guests supplied with food and glasses filled. Tables are placed at permanent seating groups of heavy upholstered pieces. Light, canebacked chairs from the dining area are used for extra seating because they take up little floor space, can be moved around easily. Refreshments for the dance are set up in the foyer (left) on a 60" long console.
Floor plan for dance (right) shows the living area cleared except for a couch and two armchairs. Tables are set in the dining area and the foyer, which also is near kitchen. Floor plan for cocktail party (far right) shows how L-shaped seating arrangement keeps most of the party away from entrance and serving tables in dining area. Cart can move freely from kitchen to groups of guests. For a list of records suitable for dances at home, see page 266.
Any bedroom can take on the character of a sitting room with the right selection of furniture. With the exception of the bed itself all the furniture in the bedrooms of this house are useful pieces that can play double roles. The beds in both the master bedroom and guest room are footless; this helps to make small rooms look larger. Benches placed at the foot can also be used as luggage stands. Both rooms have a comfortable place to lounge with a book and cigarette. In the master bedroom a pair of restful lounge chairs and small round table make a corner sitting area. In the guest room is an armchair with ottoman placed near the window. The household desk has been moved into the master bedroom, a quiet place for uninterrupted contemplation of bills and checkbook. A shelf between two chests makes a dressing and writing table in the smaller bedroom. The scale of this furniture is well suited to limited bedroom space, but storage capacity is not diminished. Chest drawers are large enough to hold laundered shirts. The wood pieces look lighter because they have no overhang, projected moldings or chunky leg details. The legs are straight rather than tapered (an extra operation that adds to the cost), in keeping with the group's simplicity. Unadorned hardware of solid polished brass is used throughout. The group is made of walnut in a natural oil finish, honey-toned lacquer finish, or a peat-brown lacquer finish.

Two moods are created for two bedrooms with furniture in different finishes.

Decoration in bedrooms is simple and understated. In the master bedroom (above) cool H&G blues and greens are used in contrast with warm honey-toned walnut furniture and dark stained floor. A basic striped material is repeated on bed and lounge chairs. Note the unusual way the stripes are blocked out to give interest to the spread. An unobtrusive leaf motif is introduced in the curtains and, on a smaller scale, the bench and desk chair. Furniture from the same group but in a peat-brown lacquer finish gives a different character to the guest room. It is silhouetted against light, bright colors. Walls and room-size rug are Antique White. Printed curtains, spread and plaid benches echo the warm colors of the living room.
The exciting challenge of the odd lot

Choice building sites, like fine fabrics, are often found in odd lots. Some of the most refreshingly designed houses are being built these days on plots that to most eyes seem too narrow, too irregular, too steep or too rocky. The two houses shown on these pages are distinctive largely because they have been adapted with unusual planning skill to apparently impossible sites.

SUBDUING A WILD SITE

To most land-seekers the site would have looked forbidding, if not altogether hopeless. But a young Seattle artist was able to see through the psychological underbrush. It was a heavily wooded, wedge-shaped slice of land on a severe, uphill grade, high above Lake Washington on Mercer Island, less than a half hour from the city. The artist felt that a house could be fitted on the plot without sacrificing the towering trees and rugged terrain which represented a small, personal segment of Northwest beauty. His architects confirmed his view by designing the dramatic hillside house shown here. Paradoxically, several of its finest features—a two-story, glass-walled stairwell, a spacious sun deck with a lake view off the living room, and a secluded rear terrace adjacent to the dining area—all are the imaginative results of accepting the challenge of building on a difficult site.

*Towerling stairwell,* open and brilliantly accented by night lighting, conveys an impression of great height which is in harmony with the many 200-foot trees surrounding the house. In keeping with Northwest expansiveness, rooms of the second level are overscaled with high ceilings, broad window walls. Front entrance is beneath living room, adjacent to carport area. Opening in roof overhang admits light to stairwell.

*Anchored in hillside,* the two-story house fully utilizes its steeply pitched triangular site, below. It looks out on a sweep of woodland and a lake.

OWNER: Roy F. Miller Jr.
ARCHITECT: Richards and Carmin
LOCATION: Mercer Island, Washington

(Continued)
To achieve a sense of belonging to its densely wooded site, this hillside house is walled, both inside and out, with rough vertical cedar siding, which is stained a soft sage green to match the bark of the young Madrona branches nearby. All cabinets, doors, trim and upper-story ceilings are stained the same color. Logically, the lower level consists of two bedrooms, a bath and a large laundry-utility space, while the upper level, which is high enough to command a view of Lake Washington beyond the trees, is the main living area. Across the front of the living room, a floor-to-ceiling window wall, 24' long, opens to the sundeck, which turns a living-room corner and continues along the side of the house. From his bedroom-studio, the owner may enjoy the same sight of the lake to the southwest that he has from the living room. The site rises so sharply that a rear terrace may be reached directly from the dining area on the upper level. At one end of the kitchen, separated by cabinets, is a bright breakfast room with built-in corner seats.

A rectangular house, the architects decided, would suit the site, reduce costs. The front entrance is reached by a walk beneath the living room and alongside the carport. With four bedrooms, the house is family-sized. There are two bedrooms and bath on lower level. The others, on upper level, are well removed by hall and stair from living-dining area.
Great fireplace hearth is scaled to suit room size.

The living room is a study in rich textures. The natural tones of cedar walls, walnut stained floors and red brick fireplace are strikingly accentuated by the rust, black, blue and off-white in fabrics and accessories. The kitchen has a center aisle, with wall oven, countertop and storage cabinets on one side and the sink, surface burners and additional countertop on the other. Cabinet wall separates the kitchen from breakfast room. The dining terrace in back of house is convenient to both dining room and kitchen. Surrounded by dense, natural plant growth and great trees on the hillside, the terrace is solidly screened for outdoor privacy. The dining area, with view beyond deck, is a handsome segment of the L-shaped living room. Meticulous workmanship evident throughout house is illustrated here by perfect alignment of wall and ceiling boards.

An interior inspired by Northwest woods

Rear terrace extends dining area.

In dining area, as in rest of house, fine modern paintings add color.
A HOUSE THAT EXPLOITS THE UNEVEN CONFINES OF A SMALL CITY LOT

Untempted by the lure of suburban living in Southern California, architect Anthony Thormin and his wife decided to build a house in mid-town Los Angeles. They found a corner site that was geographically pleasing, but geometrically perplexing. It measured 55' at the front, bowed somewhat toward the middle, then dwindled to 24' at the back. The highest point of the lot was 13' above the lowest. Mr. Thormin, who designed the house himself, says, "To include all the rooms we wanted and still insure privacy for each of them, the house had to be planned to fit the angles of the lot lines and the grades." The Thormins achieved both space and privacy by facing principal rooms on three sides toward an inner terrace. The terrace is screened from the street on the fourth side by a high wall. At the front, the house is one story high, but at the back it is two stories. The lower level is planned for garage, laundry and storage. Because both Mr. and Mrs. Thormin have business careers, their home is designed for servantless housekeeping.

Enclosed terrace is restful extension of living room. All furniture except the chairs was designed by owner-architect.
Irregular shape of the house is dictated by five-sided site. House is two stories high at the rear where the land slopes down. Terrace court, enclosed by house and wall, is key to use of the lot.

Using whole site the plan extends the width of the lot. A guest room suite adjoins the front entrance. Study and living-dining room are separate areas on opposite sides of a terrace. Master bedroom is at the rear.

Ribbon windows along main level protect side-street privacy. House entrance at front of lot has effective plant screen.
Study has a long wall of built-in shelves and cabinets for TV, music and storage. Glass-topped desk, clock and cabinets were designed by owner. The flooring is cork.

Louvered wall admits light to the study from glass wall opposite stairway. Desk below louvers runs the width of room. Overhead fixture lights sofa and pictures on wall.

An automatic kitchen for a career-minded couple

Efficient kitchen, 18' by 11', is planned “with as many automatic devices as we could install.” At far end, left, is a storage wall with sink and broad work surface. Looking beyond cabinet island at right, Mrs. Thormin can enjoy a view of the terrace. A second cabinet section at right angles to the range provides a convenient work surface while preparing food. Easy-to-clean materials in the kitchen were considered essential by owners. Walls are covered in yellow ceramic tile, cabinets are gray, and the ceiling is of acoustical tiles in an irregular perforated pattern. The wall clock is part of the decorating motif of colored ornaments secured between tiles. The hood above range is scaled to match room dimensions.
New view for an old house on Telegraph Hill

What the creative eye can see in unlikely material is illustrated in these views of designer-importer Lowell Groves' remodeled top floor apartment in a narrow old two-story house on San Francisco's Telegraph Hill. Until architect Roy Starbird and Mr. Groves went to work on it, the upper floor was a cramped railroad-type flat walled off from the Hill's matchless view. Now front walls of glass and a deck open it to San Francisco's hills and bay. The restrained decorating treatment of stark white walls and dark bare floors composes the most effective setting for the owner's fine collection of antique Dutch East Indian furniture and Far East art objects.

Of interest in the decorating scheme are the vertically striped blinds in navy and white to draw over the window walls at night, an accent of color in the simple living-dining room. Though the apartment is small, adroit use of niches and corridor and kitchen walls for storage contributes to the illusion of space. An uninterrupted view through the living area from the deck emphasizes both the dramatic qualities of the possessions Mr. Groves has collected and the serenity of the setting.

The simple scheme is a perfect setting for fine antiques

The interior walls are painted white, against which the dark woods and brass trim of the furniture stand out in sharp relief. The cool effect is reminiscent of colonial houses in India. Textured beige silk covers the sofa and natural linen is used on the chairs. The 18th century highboy was made in Ceylon by the Dutch and based on English designs of the period of William and Mary, modified with native Indian brass work. The dining table, a family heirloom, was once a sewing table. It is in perfect scale with the Regency chairs upholstered in navy blue tweed. Rickshaw lamps flank the 19th century Chinese oil painting of Park Street, Calcutta.

(Continued)
Bookcase wall in corridor between kitchen and bath: Counter contains hi-fi phonograph and speaker and holds unhung framed Chinese paintings.

Mirrored niche for dressing chest reflects collection of Cambodian sculpture in another corridor put to ornamental use.

Old Dutch chest, an antique toy horse. Siamese candlesticks against teak and ash shutters dramatize downstairs entry.

Luxurious look of the bathroom depends in part on the gold plated and lacquered hardware (towel bar incorporates tissue holder) and gold framed collection of Rajput miniatures and mosque drawings.

Bathroom window is large for good lighting and frames a dramatically silhouetted view of the Coit Tower, a Telegraph Hill neighbor.

The choice view is matched inside by a connoisseur's taste

Though no house on Telegraph Hill can be taller than 40 feet, the open topped deck crowned with Indian hand-carved teak finials gives the impression of a sky-scraper terrace overlooking Russian Hill. The low terrazzo tables (two together) have dark blue metal frames, are set for curry supper with old blue Chinese plates. The condiments are in odd dishes from Ceylon. The mangoes in the centerpiece are porcelain. The wide floorboards are redwood. The plants are mock orange, lime, lemon, fatshedara, Australian flux, phlox, geraniums, and carnations.

Walls of the narrow kitchen have serried rows of shallow shelves for storage and a felt, elastic-strapped note board.
NEW MATERIALS
bring beauty to
WALLS AND FLOORS

There's a wonderful choice of materials for the surfaces inside your home today. Here is a selection of 14 new products and patterns, textures and tones that are as beautiful as they are durable.

1. **Silk Paper** for walls is a Japanese product in excellent, clear colors. It has a variegated, slub texture and the silk, laminated onto a strong fiber backing, can be cleaned with a vacuum cleaner. *Terry & Moore, architects.*

2. **Hand split cedar boards** make a richly textured wall. The striated surface of the boards is finished with pigmented sealer in a dark color, eliminating the problem of occasional repainting. *Tucker & Shields, architects.*

3. **Light Tone Birch**, in handsomely grained panels, enhances a fireplace of veined, white marble. The raised panels, attached to the framework of the wall, form a grooved, rectangular pattern. *Tucker & Shields, architects.*

4. **Wallboard** (4' x 8' panels) covers wall and closet doors in playroom so children can tape or tack up art or souvenirs. Acoustical ceiling quiets noise; flagstone floor takes hard usage. *Eliot Noyes, architect.*

5. **Cedar Siding** lines living room walls and ceiling, has an appealing warmth. Narrow boards, about 4' wide, have a pigmented finish which enlivens but doesn't change natural silvery tone. *Richards & Carmin, architects.*

6. **Hemp Cloth**, a rough but rich textured material heavier than grass cloth, covers sliding closet doors. A durable covering, it will take the brunt of hard use and it blends well with a wood ceiling. *Richards & Carmin, architects.*

7. **Sen**, an elm-like wood, has a finish almost as dark as ebony. The boards are random width and a striking foil for a white rug and white furniture. The ceiling is covered in straw colored grasscloth. *Bain & Overturf, architects.*

8. **Cork tile** flooring (in 9" squares) has a rich, tobacco tone, is warm and resilient underfoot and absorbs sound. A bleached white finish is available, as well as vinyl-cork in a wide choice of colors. *Henry Hill, architect.*

9. **Ceramic tile**, glazed or unglazed, is fireproof, can be wiped clean with damp mop. Countless patterns are possible, such as this variegated design in dark red, and the range of colors is infinite. *George Hickey, designer.*

10. **Vinyl tile** in stock sizes, is ideal for a custom floor pattern. Pre-cut, in 9" black and white squares of varying design, the tiles can be assembled in as many as 200 different, individual floor patterns. *Amtico “Customoils.”*

11. **Walnut Parquet** floor in 19" squares has inset divider strips of white maple. Squares are made up of 16, 4¼" x 4¼" blocks which can be applied (with mastic) directly to concrete, wood, plywood. *Harris “Bondwood.”*

12. **Marble Mosaic Tile** ("Fulget") is a new floor or wall material which incorporates vari-colored Italian marbles in many textures or patterns. They are pressed into concrete tile then cut and polished or left in natural form. *Tucker & Shields, architects.*

13. **Magnesite Terrazzo** is formed by mixing marble chips into concrete when it is poured; color can be added and the surface is polished as smooth as fine stone. It lasts a lifetime, is easily cleaned. *Tucker & Shields, architects.*

14. **Sandstone** has the virtues of masonry flooring; it needs no replacement, repair, refinishing and will take hard wear. In large squares and warm stone color, it forms an attractive pattern underfoot. *Tucker & Shields, architects.*
The proud new

Many gardeners who say they can best kinds or the way to produce

The common lilac, with single florets, is the kind that blooms in mid-spring under scores of names and in shades of pink, blue, magenta and purple as well as white. It is usually fragrant, sometimes too fragrant. It may grow to a 15 ft. height with many stems. It is a hybrid of Syringa vulgaris, which was the lilac of Whitman, probably Browning, too. Especially fine varieties include Vestale, left, best white; President Lincoln, blue; Lucie Baltet, clear pink.

Common lilac, double flowered (opposite, with floret detail above right) has the same origin as the singles. For nearly a century the Lemoine family of France has been responsible for most of the hybrids listed in catalogues. A few doubles at the top of the quality list are Leon Gambetta, lilac (illustrated); Ellen Willmott, white; Paul Thirion, purple; Katherine Havemeyer, pink. This last variety is “new” (1922). Newer still is creamy Primrose.

Species and hybrids include, in a convenient category, a score or more of beautiful lilacs of widely divergent types and flowering habit. Outstanding but representative of these is Isabella, left, best of the prestoniae race created by crossing Syringa ciliosa, hardly “late” lilac, with S. reflexa, which has pink trusses but is not too hardy. Floret (detail) differs among species, is unlike common types. For more about species and hybrids, see text.
After a century spent as a sentimental symbol of the vanished American dooryard, the lilac has fallen into the disrespected lot of all clichés, and it is almost a wonder that lilacs are grown any more. That they are grown, under whatever conditions of confusion or neglect, speaks both for the hardihood of the lilac as a bush and for its universal acceptance as a synonym for spring. There have been, still are in parks, arboretums, and old gardens around the world, almost a thousand lilac species, hybrids and varieties. Of them all, perhaps a couple of hundred represent real differences in form, color, flowering time, or growth characteristics. Only within the last few years have lilac fanciers in this country winnowed the choice among named varieties down to a hundred, and the choice among species and hybrids worth growing to a few dozen or more. And of that number H&G believes you could count the outstanding ones on the fingers of two, at most four, hands. Choose the best, plant them well, care for them with respect, and the rewards will be great.

Until recent years, lilacs have been relegated to the status of weeds in many gardens, partly because there are too many varieties too much alike, partly because the lilac is basically a one-season plant, attaining its peak of fragrance and flower effect in May, declining to a mass of dull gray-green foliage by August. They have often been left unpruned and unchecked because of a mistaken belief that since they can survive almost any neglect, they need little care. As with all neglected plants, inferior performance has been the inevitable result. Many nurserymen have abetted the decline of the lilac as a garden plant by shoddy propagating methods and lack of interest in culling undesirable or superseded varieties from their lists. Now everybody is beginning to see the light. Connoisseurs are rigorously separating the sheep from the goats (Continued on page 260)

**Good pruning** has more to do with keeping the gardener satisfied with his lilacs than any other one thing. Start young plants branching low, remove 3 of every 4 suckers that start from base; shorten remainder to induce good branching below cut (dotted lines). Prune after flowering, before next year's buds start to form.

**Rehabilitation** may be all a good but neglected old lilac clump needs to restore it to full vigor; it can lead to spectacular flowering effects that would require 10 years for a new plant to develop. If overgrown bush at left above were simply whacked down to point shown by dotted line A (and this butchery too often passes for pruning), the result, in a season or two, would be broad fan of thin, crowded stems, inferior flowers (A' center). Prune and thin same bush near ground, as shown by lines at B, left, and the result, B', right, will be one sound old stem, well branched, two or three healthy and low branching sucker stems, as much new growth from old stumps as you wish to retain for balanced form, strong flowering shoots.
Gardener’s Month

First weekend

Northern states: Among the best laid plans of mice are those for gnawing the bark of young fruit trees the moment cold weather cuts off the normal supply of food. Counter-plan for men (against rabbits, too): erect circling guards of quarter-inch mesh hardware cloth 18 inches high. In snow country, try to keep barriers above crust level, lest trunks be girdled above the wire. Two mice or one rabbit can kill a tree at a single sitting. . . . Buckwheat hulls, chopped sugar cane, other light summer mulches should be removed from rose beds before bushes are moundcd with earth for the winter. Incorporating quantities of such mulches into beds yearly may make good loams too light.

Mid-south: Outdoor window boxes gain winter neatness if you plant them with cut branches of hibiscus, fr., spruce thrust in soil. Avoid naturalistic effects in favor of strong close-textured masses. For living plants: invest in dwarf Japanese holly. Water boxes when earth around roots is not frozen.

Southwest: The majority of garden plants, especially shrubs and trees, are approaching maximum dormancy, but look out for the minority group: poinsettias. For instance, and the innumerable masses. For living plants: invest in dwarf Japanese holly. Water boxes when earth around roots is not frozen.

Third weekend

North and northeast: First frosts induce most deciduous shrubs to drop their leaves and prepare for winter cold—also for the whims of gardeners in transplanting mood. Point to remember when moving a shrub or tree after growth has stopped: it is not necessary to retain earth around roots so long as roots themselves are retained with minimum of cutting. Soil should be packed firmly around roots in new location and watered well. . . . Recipe for a basic bushel of tailor-made soil for use in potting and repotting house plants, starting seedlings indoors: 1 peck peatmoss or leafmold, 1 peck sand, 2 pecks garden loam. As and if needed, add powdered sulfur to acidify soil; ground limestone to sweeten it; fertilizers for special nutriment.

Northwest, northeast, mid-south: For both winter protection and year-round food for rhododendrons and most other broadleaf evergreens with shallow roots, leave or apply a 6-inch layer of dry leaves. A constant light leaf cover represents all the ground care these plants will ever need.

California coast: Best insurance against harmful erosion or washing out of plants in the rainy season is provision of a surface mulch over roots. This is especially important after fall transplanting. Mulches also keep lower foliage free of spattering mud, conserve moisture if winter rains come late.

Fourth weekend

North and east: Failure to prepare power tools for winter lay-up may halve effective life of even the best equipment. If machines are not to be checked and overhauled by professionals, minimum home care should include: emptying fuel tank and feed lines by letting engine run itself out of gas; draining and refilling of air filter; inserting ounce of oil in cylinder through spark plug hole; wiping all exposed unpainted metal with oil-soaked rag; oiling or greasing all bearings normally requiring lubrication. Flush and refill crankcase of 4-cycle engines with new oil. This ignoble chore could take an hour, save $25 or more. . . . No garden investment is less well protected than good trees. Have a reliable tree surgeon check condition of big shade trees if you have had heavy wind storms. . . . Mark in the flower border spots where cool blues of perennial asters would have been welcome among bright chrysanthemum colors and tie a string to your order-writing thumb.

Mid-south: For best flowering next spring, shorten side shoots of climbing roses to 10 to 12 inches. At ground level, or just above point where vigorous shoots have developed, remove all stems 3 years or more old. Respace and retie remaining growth to facilitate balanced development of new “lateral” or side shoots. It is on these alone that next season’s flowers depend.
TAKE A CLOSE-UP LOOK AT

everlasting
kitchen beauty

No piece of equipment in your kitchen is used more often than your sink. That's why, when you plan a new or remodeled kitchen, your sink should be selected with the utmost care.

And that's why you should see Carlton Stainless Steel Sinks. They provide so many time-saving features that kitchen chores actually seem like fun! A Carlton Sink, of course, can never wear out. Its lustrous finish actually improves with use. Keeping it spotlessly clean is as easy as washing a glass. Yet beneath its everlasting stainless steel beauty is a built-in efficiency that can only be fully appreciated through everyday use.

For example, Carlton's extra resilience reduces dish chipping and breakage; helps to keep silver from scratching. Carlton's exclusive narrower wall between bowls reduces splash from a swinging faucet. Carlton's more generous bowl depth permits a full gallon more water capacity. Carlton's special rubberized undercoating cuts dishwashing clatter; transforms garbage disposer growl to a gentle purr.

Carlton Stainless Steel Sinks come in a wide variety of standard sizes that require no custom fitting. And no matter how often you change your kitchen color scheme, Carlton's silvery sheen blends perfectly.

Ask your Master Plumber, Builder or Architect to show you how much extra Carlton offers at no extra cost. Send today for Folder No. 146: Carrollton Manufacturing Co. (Sink Division), Carrollton, Ohio.

"We give this seal to no one—the product that has it—earns it."

The bright spot in your kitchen.

Carlton Stainless Steel Sinks

cost not one penny more

NOVEMBER, 1956
Belrose...
The Windsor Rose enriched by raised scrollwork and silver-finish palladium trim on the purest of fine translucent china. 5 piece place setting, $11.80*

DUDEE with rich coin gold trim, at the same price.

PASCO BAVARIAN CHINA
by Lorenz Hutschenrath - Since 1856
* Slightly higher South & West
Write for illustrated literature and name of dealer nearest you.
PAUL A. STRAUB & CO., INC. 19 EAST 26TH ST., DEPT., 11-11, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

66 Years of Exquisite Reproductions

introducing our new Rollabout Serving Table
Solid Honduras mahogany with antique brass rail and copper well for ice or hot dishes.
Height 33 inches, length 36 inches, depth 19 inches. About $289.00 east of the Mississippi.

Write for new 1956 Biggs' Catalogue and name of Dealer near you. Please enclose 50c to cover cost of mailing and handling.
Dept. HG 4
900 W. Marshall St.
Richmond, Virginia

SEATTLE HOUSE (Continued from page 103)

Downhill view of the Miller site shows the steepness of grade. Some of the large trees undisturbed during construction are only a few inches from the house.

Entrance beneath carport is completely sheltered. Wild ferns and other plants abound on the site, which required little formal landscaping. Carved beam extends beyond carport roof.

Stairwell glass wall, flawlessly joined in vertical cedar siding, is two stories high. House walls inside and out are of varying widths of tongue and groove siding. Fixed glass panels butt against wood wall without any sash frame.
America's favorite Christmas "shop-by-mail" center

H & G's

SHOPPING AROUND

Packed with the new, the unusual

in gifts and gadgets . . .

entertaining accessories, fashions for your house and garden . . .

a world of ideas for your family and friends . . .

easy-to-order by mail . . .

from shops across the country!
German. $12.50 postpaid. Order from T. Anthony, Department H81, 751 Madison Avenue, N. Y.

A colossal head calls for this king-size aspirin. You can have fun giving one to the friend who imbibed a bit too freely. Actually it is a very useful bath sponge made of "aspirin-white" rubber. 4" in diameter, it comes in a box labeled "Condolences." $1 postpaid for one. Order from The Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Ave., HG11, Washington, D. C.
AROUND

with Ann McLaughlin

order, as few of them handle c.o.d.'s. You may return for refund any item not personalized if you return it promptly by insured mail and in an unused condition.

A perfect circle will be made of his initials when you order the handsome sterling silver cuff links and tie bar shown here. Heavy silver is used to make the distinguished monogram on each of the three pieces, $3.30 for the tie clasp; $6.60 for the swivel-back cuff links. Ppd. Tax incl. Order from The Elmcrofters, Department HG11, Briarcliff Manor, N. Y.

Tree ornaments. We think that these are among the most beautiful Christmas ornaments we have ever seen. Hand-blown glass balls contain lovely figures modeled in wax. Shown is a Madonna and Child and a crèche but there are nonreligious subjects too. $2 postpaid for one, $9.50 for six. From Gina and Selma, Dept. HG, 1048 Lexington Ave., New York.

The Sillyes are enchanting stuffed toys. Miss Tilly Silly is covered with orange and white checked gingham and wears a yellow skirt, a black and white apron. Mr. Willy Silly is done up in red, green and white cotton plaid, blue overalls. Each is 43" high! $12.98 ppd. for one. Do order the pair! Family Fun Center, 5524 Lakeside Ave., Richmond, Virginia.

Finnigan of Bond Street is famous for fine leather goods. Shown here is a handsome bag made of top grain coach hide. The leather is polished to a satin smoothness and the color is typical of well cared for saddle leather. 12½" high x 10" in diameter. Note outside pocket. $37.50 ppd. tax incl. From General Standard, 17 Battery Place, New York, N. Y.

Gift Box Ornaments

Pretty little gift boxes that double as eye-catching tree ornaments! Each gold-colored foil box is covered with exquisite Scandinavian designs in brilliant color. 2½" square, these are perfect for small gifts—or you can fill them with candy and nuts for the kids. Tar-nich and flame-proof. Order No. 9737-6, Gift Boxes, 8 for $1.00.

BABY BATH SET

Almost as sweet a package as a new baby! Here, in a beautifully wrapped gift package is a big 36" square bath blanket made of softest, super-absorbent terry cloth, two matching washcloths, bib with plastic liner and a toy terry-covered foam rubber puppy. All are in golden yellow to cast a halo of sunshine all around the angelic cherub they will shelter. No. 2411-6, Set, $3.98

CHRISTMAS TABLE RUNNER

In gay linen print, will make a Holiday affair of any tablecloth. A charming centerpiece, it's a perfect setting for dinners or buffets. On a Christmas green, snow-flecked background, are brilliantly colored prints of jingling sleighs, frolicking folk, scurrying shoppers, tree laden tots. Linen print, it's washable, and the edges are neatly bound in red, 22" x 48". Order No. #X13. $2.50 postpaid

Religious Art Guild

Choose a Greek God and Goddess for a classical note on a mantel, end table, book shelf, Apollo, god of the sun, and Diana, the moon goddess. We picked chalk white for against chocolate walls in our showroom. They also come in gold-speckled black or bronze finish, 9½ high, on felt padded pedestals. Pair $8.95 ppd. Large 15½ pair $16.95

In the city? Visit us.

MONO ART Dept. G-11
50 Delaware St., New York 2, N. Y.

CHRISTMAS TABLE RUNNER

Beautifully hand-painted—wings, musical instruments and snow white robes are all accented with touches of gold. Each figure 7" high. Sat. of 4; $1.25 ppd.

CELESTIAL ORCHESTRA

Exquisitely detailed in fine china, these adorable little angels endear themselves to the hearts of young and old alike—at Christmas time, in the nursery or for figure collectors. Their enchanting blue eyes, rosebud lips, blonde hair and natural skin tones are delicately hand-painted—wings, musical instruments and snow white robes are all accented with touches of gold.

Each figure 7" high. Sat. of 4; $1.25 ppd.

No C.O.D.'s please.

Write for new free catalog.
This Christmas, give America itself!

AMEERICAN HERITAGE
the magazine of history in book form

6 BOOKS A YEAR. EACH 8 1/2 x 11 INCHES. 120 PAGES. CASE-BOUNDED

EDITOR: Bruce Catton, 1954 Pulitzer Prize Winner

SPONSORS: The Society of American Historians and
The American Association for State and Local History

For as Little as $10.70, a Gift that Grows in Meaning Through the Years

What more glorious gift for Christmas than one which rekindles in a friend the faith and love of America ... that constantly reveals the riches of his fabulous American heritage. AMERICAN HERITAGE captures in words and pictures the rich art, the magnificent architecture, the exciting events, the fabulous individuals, the dauntless spirit that have made this land of ours so great.

CRITICS ACCLAIM AMERICAN HERITAGE, saying "it will give the reader a fuller knowledge of the American story and of the democratic foundations on which our government rests, thus making him a better American." It is "a Christmas gift that's certain to evoke the aha-and ohh..." "a wonderful gift to a whole family"... "a truly impressive addition to a family's heirloom library (your own included)!" Interesting?—it is "by far the most interesting and strikingly beautiful magazine in book form, bringing you the American past 6 times a year in rich, vivid, true detail. Every issue is a fine book for permanent enjoyment ... a big 8 1/2" x 11", casebound between beautiful, durable board covers. Every issue is also a fine magazine ... containing 14 varied articles by top writers and 25 or more full color pages of old maps, prints, photographs, art treasures and unusual Americans ... with no advertising to intrude. A year's 6 issues make a wonderful gift—a gift that honors the good taste of you who give it and those who receive it—"an ideal present to give to the person who has everything. No one has ever had anything like this. Just the thing to send, for Christmas, to that person for whom you are seeking the unusual.""

"Turnabout" is a versatile accessory. Made of hand-blown crystal it is composed of two pieces. Use it as a covered jar, as an open bowl, as a low compote, as a footed vase. Colors: amber, amethyst, sapphire, smoke or opaque white. The two pieces together measure 71/2" high. $3.95. Postpaid. Order from Dunhaven, 4115 Lafayette, Dallas 4, Texas.

A special fisherman deserves the Presentation Rod set shown here. The matched rods are magnificent: one is a 6 1/2-foot three-piece fly rod, the other is a spinning rod. Both come in a handsome case lined with green felt and fitted with brass locks, hinges and corners. Sterling name plate is included. $200. Exp. coll. Orvis, Manchester, Vermont.

Louvered chest. This excellent piece of furniture is made of solid cherry finished in antique brown. It is perfect to use in a French Provincial, 18th century or contemporary setting. Over-all dimensions: 27" high x 32" wide x 15" deep. $119 express prepaid. Order from Greenbaum Brothers, Department HG11, 101-105 Washington Street, Paterson, N. J.

A pretty woman likes pretty things! For that living doll of yours we suggest that you get the Petit Point jewel case shown here. The background is worked in black, the flower design in multi-colors. Machine made, it is an appointment she will enjoy using. 5 1/2" x 4" x 1 1/2", it has a three-sided zipper closing, $5. ppd. Kimball, Kimball Bldg., Oshkosh, Wis.

A Meerschaum pipe is the Kohinoor of pipes. We show here a pipe made from a block of Turkish Meerschaum. Bisque white in color, it will gradually change to a golden brown as used and cared for. Mouthpiece is amber color. The pipe comes in a sat-in-lined case. $15 ppd. with 3-letter monogram. Ehrlich Company, 207 Washington Street, Boston 8.
Wouldn't you know she'd choose a Bigelow... She may be buying pedigreed mink for a coat... an exquisite period piece for her drawing room. Each time her taste will be superb. When she buys broadloom, too, how well this instinct for elegance serves her. She chooses Bigelow broadloom. Designed by leading carpet stylists, loomed of finest yarns, Bigelow is the most prized of all broadlooms.

Bring quiet and lasting comfort to your home. Carpet it with beautiful Bigelow... the kind that stays beautiful for so long.

From top to bottom: Dracoll, Beauvais® and Contemporary. See these and other luxurious Bigelow carpets at leading stores now. Costume by Larry Aldrich.
For an Enjoyable Occasion... or Occasional Enjoyment

“Pick Piper for Pleasure.”
Throughout the world, PIPER-HEIDSIECK is regarded as the outstanding French Champagne.

Choose REMY MARTIN, the magnificent Cognac Brandy, “Beyond Question the Finest”...

And for “the Crowning Touch to a Perfect Dinner,” make it the world-renowned cordial, COINTREAU LIQUEUR.

REMY MARTIN 80 PROOF • RENFIELD IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK, N.Y. • COINTREAU 80 PROOF
COINTREAU PRODUCED AND BOTTLED BY COINTREAU LTD., PENNINGTON, N.J.
Made by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company…

the world’s finest insulating glass

“TWINDOW”

- Gives rooms greater beauty, wider views
- Adds to year-round comfort
- Reduces heating and cooling costs
- Minimizes window fogging
- Serves as storm sash in permanent form
- Two types and many standard sizes to choose from

With TWINDOW—Pittsburgh’s twin-glass windowpane with insulation built in—you experience a new and exciting feeling of “at-home” comfort and pleasure. For in picture windows, TWINDOW lets you enjoy fully the beauties of the outdoors from your easy chair. And in every room in your home, TWINDOW reduces cold air downdrafts which may affect your family’s health.

Moreover, TWINDOW cuts down window icing and steaming. It keeps rooms quieter by deadening outside noises. It actually saves you money on heating and air conditioning. And, since TWINDOW is a permanent installation, it provides the most convenient form of storm sash. This means freedom from the twice-a-year chore of putting storm windows up and taking them down.

Made by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company—a firm that is world-famous for its high-quality, dependable products—TWINDOW can be relied upon to give your rooms excellent window insulation protection, clearest vision and added beauty.

When you consider all of TWINDOW’s advantages, it is a pleasant surprise to find that its cost is no more than that of single-pane windows plus storm sash. Consult your architect or builder about TWINDOW and the various types of sash in which it can be used.

FREE BOOK. Illustrated in full color. Gives complete information on TWINDOW. Shows how you can make your home more attractive, more livable and exciting. Why not send for your copy right now?

PLEASE PRINT

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
Room 6341, Fort Duquesne Blvd.
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Without obligation, please send me your free booklet on TWINDOW, “the world’s finest insulating glass.”

Name
Street
City
Zone
State

If you live in California, Oregon or Washington, send to W. F. Fuller & Co., Room 322, 331 Mission Bldg., San Francisco 11, Calif.
Elegant and sophisticated?

Modern and outdoorsy?

Feminine and sentimental?

Which Royal Doulton pattern expresses you?

With so many exquisite Royal Doulton patterns to pick from, you’re sure to find just the bone china that fits your home and your personality. So choose royally. Choose the matchless craftsmanship and perfect whiteness of fine Royal Doulton. Shown above, a few of the delightful designs awaiting you at $19.25 to $24.75 a five-piece place setting.

Write us for name of your nearest Royal Doulton dealer.
A good copy of an old French cup and saucer is shown here. Bisque-like in finish, it comes in assorted pastel colors. Gold touches high-light the base and handle of the cup. And the set comes with a bracket which holds the saucer in an upright position. Cup is 3" high; saucer is 3" in diameter. $1. ppd. Florida Gifts, HG11, Box 950, Sarasota, Florida.

Hard to find. Provincial mirror sconces are coveted but not many people succeed in locating them. These beauties have tole backs, concave tole reflectors; each is set with 128 pieces of mirror. $16.95 postpaid the pair, electrified; $12.95 postpaid as candle holders. And wonderful either way! Order from Jeff Elliot, Dept. HG11, Statesville, N. C.

Silk brocade is used to make the elegant purse appointments shown here. The compact case is capacious enough to hold lipstick, emery board, perfume flacon as well as the compact ($3.95). Eyeglass case comes in two ways: single ($3.50) and double ($3.95). Turquoise, royal blue and cherry red background. Ppd. Clarion, Box 488HG, Highland Park, 111.

Tray-table. Here is the practical, good looking serving piece you have been looking for. Made of antique finished brass, it can be used with the legs as an individual table at buffet suppers or without the legs as a tray. Note the pierced brass gallery, the sturdy handles. Legs fold for storage. 13" diam. x 20" high. $5.95 ppd. Kimball, 100 Bond Street, Oshkosh, Wis.

A stylish dog for a teen age room is Persis, the Poodle. If your youngster is the mundane type she will like Persis in the gray version: gray poodlecloth and gray Spanish lamb. If she is slightly fey she will want the dog with a black velvet body and shocking pink fur. Both have jeweled collar and leash. 14" x 12", $4.95 ppd. Hobi, Flushing 52, N. Y.

THE Treasure of Treats

NOT JUST ONE... BUT SIX WONDERFUL GIFTS of California's most tempting delicacies

That package way up high under the cloud of ribbon, is a Mission Pak Fruit Cake — the only fruit cake in the world made with 90% glazed fruits and nuts and only 10% batter.

On the floor below, there are four wonderful surprises. In the center a box of big, juicy, bright red apples. In the left wing box, there are magical Mission Pak Glaced Fruits —cherries, apricots, miniature pineapples, candied black figs —glaced in real orange blossom honey by a process that takes a full year. And in the right wing, a package of fabulous Deglet Noor Dates. In front center, a Christmas tree box of walnuts and almonds.

Down below, holding up this tower of treasure treats is a box of Mission Pak Oranges — so big they look like grapefruit! And the cost is the real surprise — you can send this gift to all the special names on your list. Nothing like it anywhere except by mail from the Mission Folk in California.

Only $7.99, gift wrapped and shipped prepaid anywhere in the U.S. with your gift card enclosed. Specify Gift No. 44. But order early because the supply is limited. Safe arrival and complete satisfaction guaranteed.

JUST GIVE US THE ADDRESS — WE DO THE REST!

FREE GIFT BOOK: The "Treasure of Treats" and 50 other wonderful Mission Pak Fruit gift ideas are shown in full color. Send for a copy today, and Christmas shop in arm chair comfort.

REFERENCE: ANY LEADING BANK

39 years experience making people happy at Christmas time.

THE MISSION FOLK

124 East 33rd Street, Los Angeles 11, California.
Giant Crystal Box

Keeps Delicate Sweaters and Lingerie Fresh and Lovely

A wonderfully practical polyurethane case that prevents harmful dust particles from damaging delicate fabric. Handsome and durable, the case and cover are crystal-clear so its contents can be seen at a glance. It is 13" x 8 1/8" x 8" high—large enough to hold a dozen sweaters or blouses, or a dozen slips and nightgowns, or several knitted quits. Fits easily on closet shelf, perfect for off-season storage.

An ideal gift for the Christmas holidays.

$5.95

No C.O.D.'s or Stamps, Please.

National Hanger Company
Dept. H, Dept. R, 15 W. 18th St., New York 11, N.Y.

All Imported

Jewel Basket Fixture HB90

Cuckoo Clock

From German Black Forest

Now $3.95 only

Postpaid—duty-free

Shipped Direct To You from Europe

This low price possible only through our unique direct import plan. Genuine German CUCKOO CLOCK, with weight and pendulum movement. Excellent timekeeper. Cuckoo decro in every quarter hour in clear pleasant voice. HAND CARVED in traditional design by the famous Black Forest wood carvers. Antique walnut finish. Perfect for den, bedroom, above, child's room or kitchen. Shipped direct from Free Europe in expert packing with strange foreign stamps. Order as given, use each directly. (Not more than one addressed to the same person.) Send only $3.95 for each. No C.O.D.'s.

Paulen Crystal Co.
76 Broadway, Dept. HG18, N.Y. 7, N.Y.

Give a Garden for Christmas

What more could you wish to give, than a sure way to the most beautiful garden in the neighborhood: bigger, better flowers and vegetables; lush green lawn. Anyone can use a Sudbury Soil Test Kit—It's as easy as reading a thermometer. In 10 minutes they'll know just how to make everything grow better. They'll depend on it year after year, and never forget your thoughtfulness. Neither amateur nor expert can have as good a garden without one—over 500,000 now in use.


Send No Money—Order today C.O.D.—send check and save $1.24 to $2.81 in delivery fees.

Money-Back Guarantee

Sudbury Laboratory, Box TFR, Sudbury, Mass.

Available Again! Famous Party Room Favorites

"Wee Musicians". The four pictures shown here will make good decoration for a child's room. The baroque frames are finished in chalk white and touched with gold highlights. The subject of each is a child playing a musical instrument. Each is 3 3/8" x 4 1/4", $2.25 plus 25c for the set of four. Maymac Co., HG11, 79 W. Grand, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

"Poker Dog" Pictures

"Harvest Maple Frames"

Choice of 8 Subjects

CuckOO Clocks

"FAMOUS PARTY ROOM"

"HARVEST MAPLE FRAMES"

$3 each

Shipping Extra

WEST COAST PICTURE

4221 N.E. Cully Blvd., Portland 13, Ore
A musical alarm in the form of a Swiss music box is fitted to the charming clock shown here. Reproduced from a fine antique, the clock has a metal case finished in antique ivory decorated with multi-color flowers. The tune played by the music box is very appropriate: Night and Day, 5⅝" high, $9.95 plus 25¢ from Page & Biddle, HG11, Haverford, Penna.

A patio wall needs the Chanticleer planter shown here. The silhouette of the rooster is made of black finished aluminum (about 10" x 12"). Two iron flower pot rings are attached to the silhouette by an iron bar. These, too, are finished in black. Over-all size: 16" x 12". $9.95 ppd. Add $1-50 for ring. 413 Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

present your name attractively... with

DAY-n-NIGHT Markers for Mailboxes • Lawns • Posts • Gates, etc.
and engraved DESK-n-DOOR Markers at home and in the office
PERFECT FOR GIFTS—ANY WORDING YOU WANT

DAY-n-NIGHT Markers guide your friends—beautify your home
Your name gems in permanent reflector letters on your DAY-n-NIGHT Marker shines brightly in headlight, softly in moonlight. It helps your friends find their way—helps the doorman, mailman and delivery men. Its graceful proportions and quiet good taste make your home more attractive.

The letters are treated with the same material that makes highway signs shine in your headlights, and they are permanent because they are embossed in the background plate.

• Letters shine bright at night
• Easy to read DAY-n-NIGHT
• 1-sided raised letters on both sides
• Background—lifetime aluminum throughout because it's personal
• Permanent embossed lettering—raised in solid plates
• Baked enamel finish—black background—white reflector letters

attractive size—nameplates 2½" x 18", number plates 2½" x 7"

Any wording you want, up to 17 letters and numbers on nameplates, up to 6 on number plates. Some on both sides.

and now—COLOR! Now you can have your DAY-n-NIGHT Markers made in any background color.

ANTIQUE COPPER • BARN RED • KELLY GREEN only $5.00
Baked enamel automotive finish. Some brilliant white reflecting letter colors in black and white styles. extra per marker

engraved DESK-n-DOOR Markers distinctive beauty for your name
At home or in the office, your DESK-n-DOOR marker identifies you with classic beauty and quiet good taste. In helpful guidance—saves time—prevents error in delivery, etc. Agreed design harmonizes with any setting. The letters arc treated as in the same material that makes highway signs shine in your headlights, and they are permanent because they are embossed in the background plate.

• Letters shine bright at night
• Easy to read DAY-n-NIGHT
• 1-sided raised letters on both sides
• Background—lifetime aluminum throughout because it's personal
• Permanent embossed lettering—raised in solid plates
• Baked enamel finish—black background—white reflector letters

attractive size—nameplates 2½" x 18", number plates 2½" x 7"

Any wording you want, up to 17 letters and numbers on nameplates, up to 6 on number plates. Some on both sides.

and now—COLOR! Now you can have your DESK-n-DOOR Markers made in any background color.

ANTIQUE COPPER • BARN RED • KELLY GREEN only $5.00
Baked enamel automotive finish. Some brilliant white reflecting letter colors in black and white styles. extra per marker

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK! WE SHIP WITHIN 48 HOURS
A gift for the weather-wise
Tells relative humidity and temperature

$7.95 Postpaid

Wittnauer WEATHER-KEY
A PRODUCT OF LONGINES-WITTNAUER

A decorative and useful gift is this Wittnauer "Four Winds" Weather-Key Instrument. The glittering gilt metal case with ball-foot base is styled with the subtle beauty of fine jewelry. The elegant dial is richly engraved with the mythological four winds. Twin dials with ornamental hands tell the relative humidity and the temperature. A decorative note for home or office. An articulate gift you'll be proud to give—that will be prized by all. Size 4"x4½".

TOURNEAU, INC.
DEPT. G, BOX 117, GRAND CENTRAL STATION, NEW YORK 17, NEW YORK

PLEASE Send Me
NAME
ADDRESS-
CITY-
ZONE-
STATE-

(If to be sent as a gift, send us gift card and insert mailing address above. We will enclose card and mail direct.) Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

PUT A SONG IN YOUR HEARTH
with the gayest andirons that ever played a supporting role for a log fire. Shaped like ½th musical notes. They are 18" tall with 14" burning iron and weigh 17 pounds.

SOLID BRASS NOTES $25.00
Cast Iron Black satin finish $14.95
Catalog 10 cents Transportation postpaid

TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Ave. HG Nashville, Tennessee

A golden star for the holiday season is shown here. Designed to hang in the picture window or on a mirror wall, it is made of heavy laminated gold foil, 26" in diameter. With it come five other stars of smaller diameter which you can use for decoration. $1.98 postpaid the set of six. Elron Products, Department HG11, 225 West Erie Street, Chicago 10.

What a clown! It holds three pencils in its head, a pencil sharpener where its nose should be and an eraser in its mouth. Three eraser "boos" come with the clown. This imaginative combination should give pleasure to a very young student. The set is modestly priced at only $1.95 ppd. Order from The Added Touch, Dept. HG11, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania.

SHOPPING

His spirits will taste even better if you give him the crystal clear glass decanter shown here. It comes marked with a three letter monogram. And it will look attractive on the sideboard, as it is made of heavy laminated gold foil. 9½" high it will hold 30 oz. $6.95 plus 50c postage. Lowy's Creations, HG11, 260 116th St., Rockaway Park, N. Y.

What a Chintz Sewing Box with removable clear plastic hold-all for spools, findings; space below. Looks like a clever overnight case; flower print on white ground chintz; clear plastic covered top, plastic handle. 12½ x 10 x 6¼" high. Add 35c postage. 5.95

Send for Gift Booklet HG

The Perfect Kitchen Accent!
Recipe and Cook Book
WALL RACK with Dutch Tile Decor

When a handy and practical accent is needed, this charming and unique wall rack makes a fine gift. Suitable for any home, this rack is fitted with 12 pegs, 3 aluminum hooks for hanging and a shelf for books. Looks like a clever overnight case; flower print on white ground chintz; clear plastic covered top, plastic handle. 12½ x 10 x 6¼" high. Add 35c postage. 5.95

Send for Gift Booklet HG

Hammacher Schlemmer
146 East 57th Street New York 22, N. Y.
AROUND

Wonder skates. The roller skate set will be delighted with the revolutionary device shown here. Because the wheels are made of nylon, these are absolutely noiseless! Rustproof, self-lubricating, the skates adjust to youngsters shoe size (8 to 12). Colors: crayon pink or blue with pastel trim. $2.95 ppd. Artisan Galleries, 2100 N. Haskell, Dallas 4, Texas.

Beaucoup de glace. You will have more than enough crushed ice for the largest party if you are lucky enough to own the crusher shown here. The tub is made of pine fitted with copper finished hoops. The hopper is cast iron. A few twists will crush three trays of ice cubes. $16.95. Add $1.50. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York.

Natural beauty: soft chambray sport shirt. Made of the finest leather which has been oil-tanned in England, this man's shirt is a lifetime investment! Expertly cut, it has roomy sleeves, a large pocket, a convertible collar, pearl-buttoned closing and sleeve tabs. Sizes 36 to 46. $45 plus 50c postage. Order from Brandalic, HG 157 Fulton St., Peoria, Ill.

The Lighted Church Greeting

Telling the story of everybody's Christmas night, the lovely scene is pictured in azure set against a background of deep blue. Windows are cut out so the bright yellow shines from them. Generous 3¼' high by 9' long. Fine white envelopes. 25 Cards—$4.95; 50—$8.75; 75—$12.45; 100—$16.00; 200—$30.20. Postpaid. Money-back guarantee. Order: Lighted Church Greeting, No. 28.
Luxurious 24 carat goldplated bath and powder room fixtures
at Utility prices... silverplated to order
BASIN SETS complete with standard plumbing parts... handles, escutcheons; mixer spouts
$119.50 per set, express collect. Decorated bowls $75.00

SEA HORSE (illustrated), DOLPHIN, SNAIL
Dolphin available in matching tub set

For Your Cat-Owned Friends
The perfect gift is CATS Magazine... Each month it’s filled with helpful articles on care and feeding, poems, pictures, features, and news—all about all kinds of cats. Standard magazine size, it will delight every cat lover twelve times in the year. Send only $3.50 for the first subscription, only $2.50 for each additional one. Special cat-design gift card will be sent to arrive just before Christmas. (Samples, 35c.)

Hale’s lowest prices ever!
contour style
ELECTRIC BLANKETS
HEART WARMING GIFT FOR BIG BED OWNERS
Big blanket for big beds—that’s the big idea! Unavailable before, they’re now at Hale’s. Two styles, wide color choice. Two controls cater to each sleeper. Limited quantities... Order Now!

NEW CONTOUR STYLE
Made to order for mattresses 66" to 84" w. & up to 80" 89.95 Specify length and width of your mattress. In green, rose, pink, blue, gold, turquoise, flamingo. Please specify second color choice when ordering.

310 S. FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y.

SHOPPING

A collar for the dog! It doesn’t have to be Best of Breed to look festive during the holidays. Any pooch will add gaiety to the occasion if it wears a white felt collar like this. Lined with red leather-like fabric, it is decorated with the dog’s name worked in red sequins. S, M, L. $2.95 postpaid. Order from The Sea Horse, 727 Sheridan, Evanston, Illinois.

Sterling silver set which will please the men: the Scotch thistle decorated cuff links and tie clasp. The design is beautifully wrought in very heavy silver. This is a set which will give lifetime pleasure. $5.00 for links; $5.00 for clasp; $9.00 the set. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Jamaica Silversmiths, 79-32 164th Street, Jamaica, New York.

Metamorphosis: your plain Jane candlesticks into sparkling beauties. Do get a set and deck your unadorned candlesticks. One set consists of: imported crystal bobeches and eight brilliant prisms. Prisms are 3½" long. $2.25 for bobeches with prisms; $4.50 for two sets. Get several! Ppd. Order from Paulen Crystal Co., 296 Broadway, N. Y.

MAKE KITTY HAPPY WITH HER OWN KATNIP KARPET
Cats love it! Cattinip makes them roll on it... sleep on it... scratch it. And you’ll love it, too, because kitty will sharpen her claws on it rather than on your furniture upholstery. Heavy pile, all-wool carpet, 16½" x 12", overcast edges. Cattinip in zipper pocket of canvas bottom permeates entire rug. Comes with generous supply of freshly ground cattinip.

Send for Only
$2.50 postpaid
No C.O.D.’s, please

SALVADOR-CRAFT CO.
P.O. Box 1426, South Miami, Florida

from native craftsmen of San Salvador...
AROUND

Bisque birds. A pair or all twelve of the birds which come in this series will delight most of the women you know. Handpainted in soft pastels, the birds are beautifully modeled. Each is 4" high and 4" wide at the base. $2.95 postpaid for two different birds; $8.50 for six. Add 60c. Order from The Bowman’s, Dept. HG, 2477 Lombard, San Francisco 23, Calif.

Tom Thumb camera. This cunning device will take good pictures. Designed to carry in a pocket, it is 2" long x 1½" high x 1½" wide. And it is amazingly low priced at $1.98. Six rolls of film are only $1. extra. Give all the children you know one of these for Christmas. Please add 15c postage. Bancroft’s, Dept. 316, 2170 So. Canalport, Chicago 8, Illinois.

Holiday dinners are special events! You go to great lengths to make sure that every step of the dinner is perfect. To add an extra fillip why don’t you get the gilded wicker wine basket shown here? It comes trimmed with cones and red satin ribbon. The Château d’Yquem will look festive. $3.95 ppd. Frederick’s, 40 Highland Terrace, York, Pa.

We Pay $16
for only 59 Lincoln Pennies

Send $1 for a Lincoln cent album (to hold the 59 required cents). Return COM PLED album and receive $16 (plus $1 for cost of album) by return air mail (total: $17). Save other sets worth hundreds of dollars! All information sent FREE with your order. Send $1 to

BYBYMAIL, BOX 488, DEPT.B-35, HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.

for cost of album) by return air mail (total: $17). Save other sets worth hundreds of dollars! All information sent FREE with your order. Send $1 to

Helen Gallagher
415-A-11 Fulton St., Pearl, Ill.

Kimball Printers
50-8 Bond St. - Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Helen Gallagher

The Verse
Initials
Spill
Your Own
Name

We will write a warm, sincere verse with the initials spelling your own name, as "THE JOHN MASON'S" is spelled downward by the verse pictured. Last two lines call attention to initials spelling your name. There’s room for up to 23 lines (besides those spelling "first"). Your address (or, if you prefer, "Christmas 1956") is on cover. All in raised foam white on soft green antique finish paper. French-folded to 4½" x 5¼". With white envelopes, 25—$3.45; 50—$5.95; 75—$8.45; 100—$10.95; 150—$15.45. Postpaid. Order: Acrostic Verse Greeting, No. 50-8.

The Jamaica Silversmith
79-8 164th St., G-11, Jamaica 2, New York
10 Years of Mail Order Service

New Constance Spry Exclusive!

Miniature Oriental Hawthorne Trees
Forever “In Bloom”!

Clipper ship Captains in the Tea Trade first brought these dainty flowering Hawthornes to America. Now Constance Spry reproduces them in hand-wrought sterling silver: $7.25 each, and the bonnie bracelet sells for $4.50. Complete set only $10.00. Matching necklace with thistles encircling neck (not shown), $9.00. Buttons $1.25 each. Men’s Tie Clip or Cuff Links ea. $5.00. Complete set plus 35c shipping $9.00. Buttons $1.25 each. Men’s Tie Clip or Cuff Links ea. $5.00. Set $9.00. Cuff links suitable for ladies, too, 40c each. For included; postpaid. E.R.A.

The Verse
Initials
Spill
Your Own
Name

We will write a warm, sincere verse with the initials spelling your own name, as "THE JOHN MASON'S" is spelled downward by the verse pictured. Last two lines call attention to initials spelling your name. There’s room for up to 23 lines (besides those spelling "first"). Your address (or, if you prefer, "Christmas 1956") is on cover. All in raised foam white on soft green antique finish paper. French-folded to 4½" x 5¼". With white envelopes, 25—$3.45; 50—$5.95; 75—$8.45; 100—$10.95; 150—$15.45. Postpaid. Order: Acrostic Verse Greeting, No. 50-8.
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50-8 Bond St. - Oshkosh, Wisconsin
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We will write a warm, sincere verse with the initials spelling your own name, as "THE JOHN MASON'S" is spelled downward by the verse pictured. Last two lines call attention to initials spelling your name. There’s room for up to 23 lines (besides those spelling "first"). Your address (or, if you prefer, "Christmas 1956") is on cover. All in raised foam white on soft green antique finish paper. French-folded to 4½" x 5¼". With white envelopes, 25—$3.45; 50—$5.95; 75—$8.45; 100—$10.95; 150—$15.45. Postpaid. Order: Acrostic Verse Greeting, No. 50-8.
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A good book
to buy if you intend to travel to Europe is the paperbound vol- 
ume shown here. The title Europe in a Suitcase does not 
convey the amount of practical information contained in this 
small book. Besides discussing clothes, it has chapters on tipping, 
on foreign customs, on renting cars. $1.25 ppd. Muriel Scudder, 
230 Abbey, Manhasset, N. Y.

The Parties’ Emblems.
The velvet pin cushions shown here are beautifully made of pastel 
pink or blue velvet. You will have a lot of fun giving one or the 
other to an ardent partisan. Either 
will make amusing decoration in the guest room, lavatory or nur­ 
sery. And they make practical 
Christmas gifts. $3.95 ppd. for one. 
Fairfield, Box 15, Bethel, Conn.

Check your heels if you want to be well groomed. The 
shoes which have scuffed heels can be given a new lease on life by 
Century Shoe Repair Factory. Leather will be perfectly matched, 
heights can be the same or differ­
ently styled. This is a service you 
will like! Send for free mailing 
box. Century Factory, Dept. HG11, 
207 Park, Baltimore, Maryland.

A MOST UNUSUAL CLOCK
Replica of an artist's palette with 3 real brushes, gold-
plated hour, minute and second hands. The clock face 
is black polyurethane and the numerals are gobs of 
lucent pastel colors. Has non-scuff feet or can hang 
on wall. Guaranteed Sessions movement for AC cur­
rent. 9" high. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money 
refunded.

A good book to buy if you intend to travel to Europe is the paperbound volume shown here. The title Europe in a Suitcase does not convey the amount of practical information contained in this small book. Besides discussing clothes, it has chapters on tipping, on foreign customs, on renting cars. $1.25 ppd. Muriel Scudder, 230 Abbey, Manhasset, N. Y.

The Parties’ Emblems.
The velvet pin cushions shown here are beautifully made of pastel pink or blue velvet. You will have a lot of fun giving one or the other to an ardent partisan. Either will make amusing decoration in the guest room, lavatory or nursery. And they make practical Christmas gifts. $3.95 ppd. for one. Fairfield, Box 15, Bethel, Conn.

Check your heels if you want to be well groomed. The shoes which have scuffed heels can be given a new lease on life by Century Shoe Repair Factory. Leather will be perfectly matched, heights can be the same or differently styled. This is a service you will like! Send for free mailing box. Century Factory, Dept. HG11, 207 Park, Baltimore, Maryland.

LOMYER'S

260-M 116th St., Rockaway Park, New York

LOWYER'S

Creations

STORE & GARDEN
A Junoesque girl has trouble finding beautiful lingerie. The beguiling designs seem to be made exclusively for the junior figure. But this elegant nightgown made exclusively for the junior Briinnhilde. $25 ppd. Order from The House of Harris, Box 7140, Elkins Park, Philadelphia.

Feminine purse: the character plate holder fitted with a key chain and the pocket comb. All women will be pleased to receive one or both. Gold-tone metal, embellished with fake jewels. $1.95 for plate holder; $2.25 for comb; $5.95 for cigarette case (not shown). $12.75 the set. Ppd. House of Harris, Box 7140, Elkins Park, Philadelphia.

Hand-carved foal. You'll love this exquisite little figureine! The finest Gaboon ebony from Portuguese West Africa is used in making it. The artist, Brasher, is a well known authority on animals and he has executed this carving to perfection. Over-all size 3½" x 4". Give this to a sportsman on your list. $14.75 ppd. Brasher, Kent, Connecticut.

Jeweled trinkets for a feminine purse: the charag-plane holder fitted with a key chain and the pocket comb. All women will be pleased to receive one or both. Gold-tone metal, embellished with fake jewels. $1.95 for plate holder; $2.25 for comb; $5.95 for cigarette case (not shown). $12.75 the set. Ppd. House of Harris, Box 7140, Elkins Park, Philadelphia.

Fishnet Curtains of imported spray white cotton need no ironing, starching, or stretching and may be dyed any color. Decorative detachable scalloped shells included. 60" length Pr. $6.95 72" length Pr. $6.49 90" length Pr. $9.95 Fishnet Table Cloth...of imported spray white cotton net with Spanish cork decoration. 72" x 104" $10.96 72" x 90" $8.96

Bench: In 12 Kt. Gold Filled ea. $3,50 In Sterling Silver ea. $4,00 Round Lockets, 1" dia. which open and hold two pictures. First name and birthdate engraved in script. In Sterling Silver ea. $3.50 In 14 Kt. Gold Filled ea. $3.50 In 14 Kt. Solid Gold ea. $4.00 Wayne Silversmiths 546A SQ. BROADWAY • YONKERS 5 N.Y.

Housewife solves mystery...Free Catalog Ends Search After years of searching, Mrs. B. Billow, 328 House, Chicago, found the solution to her problem. A few inches ended her search for plexiglass. Without it, she couldn't find a protective cover for her fine furniture. But with the help of the new catalog, Mrs. Billow was able to find the answer to her dilemma. The plexiglass cover has no pores to admit dust and dirt. They glide effortlessly, protecting the surface of the furniture from scratches and scuffs. And they're so tough they couldn't even take them off the company! And they're so inexpensive, Mrs. Billow says she'd love to send for the free catalog, as did...

To protect your furniture, while today for the FREE CATALOG showing over 300 styles and sizes of...includes latest 'Barber Morris', HOUSE OF SCHILLER, 180 N. Wacker, Dept. H-7, Chicago 6, Ill.
The crayon bucket will delight the smallest member of the family! It's an old-fashioned kankinik made of pine. The natural lacquer finish, the red and blue decorations make it a gay contain-er for Junior's crayons, pencils, brushes. It comes marked with the young one's name! 5" x 5" high. $3.25 pdd. Gotham Gifts, 67-45 Exeter Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.

A new version of the handsome Spear housemarker is on the market. Made of aluminum, it is finished in wonderful colors; barn red, kelly green, royal blue, cinnamon, antique copper and charcoal gray. The reflecting letters are white, 2½" x 1½" (name plate); 7" x 2½" (number plate). $5.95 pdd. Spear Engineering, Spear Bldg., Colorado Springs.

A chic dickey to wear tucked into the open neck of a sport shirt, of a jacket, of a jumper, is the stylish "Turtle Necker". And it comes in sizes for the whole family. The red or white version is for the women and children ($2.95); the navy one is for the men ($3.95). Ppd. Order from Johnny Appleseed, Department H61, Beverly, Massachusetts.
AROUND

Long stem beauty. This is the bar stool you have been looking for. The frame is wrought iron finished in weather-resistant black. The seat and back are natural-color rattan. You can use this stool on the outdoor terrace or in the indoor family room. It is modestly priced at $6.99. Exp. coll. Order from the Akron Co., 4400 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles 27, Cal.

A small cowboy will appreciate the pistol rack shown here. And his mother will appreciate it even more because it will take care of the lethal weapons, the lariats, the holsters and hats which litter a boy's room. About 19" wide and 10" high, it is made of natural wood. Pegs are red. $3.50 ppd. Poly Sales, 56 Underhill Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Elegant trinkets for a Fair Lady's table: the polished pink shell ash tray and the pink leather match box. Each piece is ornamented with fake pearls and rhinestones. The leather box is gold tooled. Shell (4¾" wide) is $4.75. Matchbox (1¾" long) is $2.50. The set is $6.90. Postpaid. From the Anders Company, HG11, 155 West 72nd St., N. Y. 23.

Foam-Aze Co.
Firestone Foamex

16" x 16" button style
9 Decorator Colors
Fine Pinwale Corduroy
Washable

$2.95 each
2 for 4.99

WIND SPEED
Tells at a Glance Indoors
How Hard the Wind Is Blowing Outdoors

Every gust and lull in the wind is instantly shown on the handsome speedometer inside your home. The 4" polished brass dial registers up to 100 miles an hour. Installation is easy and quick. Simply mount the spinning cups on roof or TV mast and connect the wire to the indoor indicator. Costs nothing to operate because it generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire.

ONLY $49.95 POSTPAID
(AIR MAIL SHIPMENTS IN U. S. 52 EXTRA)
Send Check or Money Order to:
Cape Cod Wind Indicators
Harwichport 6a Cape Cod, Mass.

Flower Lovers

A Lifetime Gift for

Give the perfect gift . . . the New all-steel Vio HOlda plant stand. The original stand with the revolving arms. Simply, heavy gauge all-steel welded, 40" high. Will not tilt or tip. Holds 11 plants, 10 on revolving arms extending outward 6" to 12" from center shaft. Arms movable to any position to enhance beauty of display and allow even sun and air exposure. Light weight. Easily dismantled for cleaning. Antique black, white or green enamel.

ORDER BY MAIL TODAY. Only $14.95 each, plus $1.00 for packing and postage. ($2.00 for Canada)

Specify color desired. Send check or money order. Immediate shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Circular on request.

Herbert S. Mills

TOPEKA, KANSAS
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Holly and berries** natural in color decorate the candles shown here. The decoration is made of fine wax applied to the 12" wax candle. Because these are handmade in Ireland, they are as fine a candle as you can buy. Background is ivory color. A pair will make a nice gift. $2 pr., ppd. Order from Harris Imports, Dept. HG11, 202 Commercial, Portland, Maine.

**The invitation** to the wedding will make the bride and groom a fine gift. Return it to them reproduced on the cover of this handsome cigarette box. Finished in black lacquer, it is decorated with the script of the invitation in black type against a gold background. 4½" x 6¼", $12.50 ppd. Holiday House, 29 Bellevue Bldg., Upper Montclair, N. J.

**Mister Rabbit** will beguile the nursery set. He will also be an incentive in teaching them good grooming. Made of plastic, Mister Rabbit is finished in pink and wears blue trousers. Two nylon bristle tooth brushes make perky decoration on his smooth round head. 6¼" high. $1.25 postpaid. House of Alan Charles, Box 5550, Cobbs Creek Park, Philadelphia.

**Old Fido** deserves a token at the holiday time. Why don't you get this fine leather collar marked with his name to show that Somebody Cares? The colors will please you both: pink or blue. It comes in two girths: 14" and 16". You can add a hole if he is on the small side. $2.75 ppd. Order from Miles Kimball Co., HG11, Kimball Building, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

**Habitant slipper**. This is the cozy house slipper which is such a favorite in Canada. The moccasin is handmade of fine saddle leather lined and cuffed with cream white shearing. It comes in sizes for both men and women. 4 to 13. Do give a pair to every member of the family. Tan only. $9.95 plus 25¢ postage. Fellman, HG11, 49 West 43rd Street, New York 36.
imported damask gleams on your holiday table

Exclusive with Carsons in Chicago—our elegant damask cloth woven of long staple cotton for strength, lustrous rayon for gleaming beauty. Enriched with a delicate scroll and floral design, French hand-hemmed, beautifully boxed. Bonbon pink, aqua, yellow, ivory or snowy white.

- 54x72" with 6 napkins, 9.95
- 64x84" with 8 napkins, 14.95
- 64x104" with 12 napkins, 19.95
- 64x124" with 12 napkins, 24.95
- 70" round with 6 napkins, 12.95

Santa Claus gambols over our gay Christmas cloth

A droll Santa blowing a golden horn brings Christmas cheer to the table. Hand-printed on delta cloth, a vibrant and durable cotton, guaranteed colorfast. Your choice of red or green predominating.

- 54x54" cloth, 3.95
- 54x72" cloth, 5.95
- 63x90" cloth, 8.95
- 63x108" cloth, 9.95
- 18x18" napkins, each 60c
- matching towel, 16x29", $1
- matching jingly apron, 2.95

Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co., Box AA, Chicago 90, Illinois

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE

Illinois residents please add 3½ tax. Include with cash orders, for Parcel Post outside our free delivery area, 35c for 1 item, 50c for 2 or more.
NEW VOGUE PATTERNS are printed and perforated

always the smartest ...now the easiest*

*easiest to mark—to cut—to use

Available at better department stores and fabric shops.

VOGUE PATTERN 9018
Nothing special except TILE's beauty!

A flower-fresh bathroom like this can be yours, using only standard American-Olean tile shapes and the bright array of A-O colors!

While you're achieving such a special kind of beauty, you're making life a lot easier for yourself, too! Walls tiled from floor to ceiling never need repainting or repapering. Everywhere you use it, American-Olean ceramic tile swishes clean in a jiffy. It never needs waxing or polishing, and can't be faded by sunlight or stained by water.


BEAUTIFUL NEW BOOKLET is packed with color illustrations of stylish and adaptable tile ideas. Clip and mail the coupon, with 10c in coin, today!

American-Olean Tile Company

1142 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pennsylvania

AMERICAN-OLEAN TILE COMPANY

☐ Please send me the new booklet, "New Ideas in Tile". I am enclosing 10c in coin.
☐ Please send me the name of my nearest American-Olean Tile contractor.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ Zone _______ State ________
The hit of the year!

Samsonite Card Table for only $11.95

A sturdy, stunning

It's an amazing value! Samsonite's newest design success...glowing brass-finished corners on an exquisite abrasion resistant top. S-t-r-o-n-g...TOP BRASS is made with Samsonite's exclusive, expensive features that mean longer wear, such simple care. It folds so compactly the table and four matching chairs store in a closet corner. It's quite a table for parties, games, dinner. And—it's quite a buy! Choose from seven decorator colors: Metallic Flame, Grey, Tan, Chartreuse, Antique White, Coral and Green. Exclusive Samsonite Features: Stain resistant top defies spills—wipes clean with a damp cloth. Extra strong tubular steel legs. Baked enamel finish resists rust, scratches, chipping. Won't snag nylons. Legs slide open, glide closed.

Other Samsonite tables from $6.95.

Matching folding chair $7.50

Samsonite

World's strongest card tables and chairs

by the makers of Samsonite Luggage

Shawyer Bros., Inc., Folding Furniture Division, Detroit 29, Michigan

Luggage Division, Denver 17, Colorado
The sleeping coat many men like is the well tailored cotton flannel one shown here. If the Squire dislikes a two-part set of pajamas be sure to get him an Up-pa-Jama. It is made of fine fabric and comes in two main colors: medium blue and sunshine yellow. Sizes: 36 to 50. $3.95 plus $0.25 postage. From H. M. Allison, 175 Rawson Road, Brookline, Mass.

Buy of the month: the deacon's bench. This one is custom-built and faithfully copied from an original. About 60" x 32" x 15", it has a hand-scooped pine seat and hardwood back and legs. Antique maple, light or dark pine, $44.95; in black with polished seat and hardwood back and legs. $48.95. From an original. About 60" x 32" x 15" it has a hand-scooped pine seat and hardwood back and legs. $48.95; in black with polished seat and hardwood back and legs. $48.95.

Modern paperweight, The clean contrast of black and white makes this desk appointment proper for a man's desk. Made of the new plastic Caronite, it is finished in black with embossed white letters. 3½" long x ¾" wide. If you wish you may order it in brown and white. $1.50 postpaid. International Industries, Box 509, Culver City 69, California.
**Personalized Letter Opener**
This impressive letter opener has a shining stainless steel blade that opens letters with a quick slash. It's unbreakably riveted to a wood handle and sheathed in a case made of polished Kashi wood. To add to the distinction, we'll add a full name to the case in white letters. Distinguished desk accessory. No. X482-6, Letter Opener, $1.50.

**STANDING STOOLS from Sweden**
Stack... Seat... Serve

Stack $5.95
Per stool
Add $1.00 per stool for teakwood

Scandicrafts
Dept. G-22, Airdley, N. Y.

**Tony Martin Says, "Friends, here's a wonderful personalized gift!"**

Tony Martin, star of stage, screen, radio and television. Only $5.45

**ANY WORDING**
THE MARTIN • EVE AND JOHN ENTREZ VOUS • RANCHO RIO
For Christmas, Showers, Birthdays, Weddings, Holidays.

BEAUTIFUL DECORATOR COLORS:
Choice of brick red, Garden Green, Jet Black, Powder Blue background. Letters in Ivory only.
7000 RUBBER SCRAPING FINGERS
Self draining, automatic cleaning. Keep dirt off your rugs and carpet years. Make your doorway permanently attractive.

ORDER TODAY — SEND NO MONEY
MITCHELL RUBBER PRODUCTS, DEPT. H, 2122 San Fernando Road, Los Angeles 59, Calif.
Send personalized wordings below in...color (name one background color only).

- Print letters to be molded in 13 letters or less.
- I enclose $5.45 I will pay small shipping charges.
- Send C.O.D. I will pay $5.45 and small shipping and C.O.D. charges.

Ship to... 
Address...
City... Zone... State...

**Handcrafted Knotty Pine Accessories**

Please don't confuse our assembly furniture with that prodigious store product line. This is genuine handmade furniture that will surely appeal to you fully and admirably. Craftsmanship of real knotty pine and hardwood makes a lovely, natural antique finish by Gene and Bob Whalen.


SPRING BACK: 13½" high, 8½" wide. Price, includes freight, $4.95.

LETTER RACK: 13½" high, 8½" wide. Price, includes freight, $4.95.

ORNAMENT STOOL: 13½" high, 14" wide. Price, includes freight, $15.95. Made of Michigan and very sturdy, silver and pewty, properly finished in a natural antique finish.

No. 606-A, (O.D.).

**Flowers of Hawaii**

Real Hawaiian WOODROSES


**SHOPPING**

**A good course** to take when you want to acquire facility in another language is the one developed on records. Fifteen unbreakable records (12"'s) are available for learning French, Spanish, Italian or German. $57.50 for a course in one language. This price includes albums, books and dictionary. From Cortina Academy, 136 West 52nd St., New York, N.Y.

"Short Saunter" is the wallet for your traveling man. Made of natural color pigskin or of black or brown Morocco, it is fitted with an accordion-type file which will hold credit cards, tickets and your photograph. It has pockets, too, for currency, 3" x 4", $9.90 postpaid. Camulier & Buckley, HGI1, 1141 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C.

**Director chair.** If you own a boat you will want this sturdy chair. If you don't you will want it anyway. It's perfect for terrace or patio. Frame is hardwood finished in varnish; seat and back are 1B-oz. vat dyed water repellent canvas. $8.95 for one; $16.95 for two; $32.95 for four. Express collect. Emalot Co., 25 Chauncey Street, So. Weymouth, Mass.
The "cuss box" is the thing to use if you want to break someone of that very bad habit. Make the toll high (twenty-five cents is a fair price) and you will accomplish two things at one time: break a bad habit and save money. The box is hardwood, finished in clear lacquer. 4" high x 2¾" in diam. $1 ppd. From Ett-Barr, 2251 Lincoln Ave., Alhambra 70, Calif.

"Tuffles" are the sturdy shoes to put on children from one to thirteen years of age. Made of fine leather which is permanently treated to resist moisture, they will stand the rough and tumble abuse which most children give to footwear. Brown only. Sizes: $5.95 for 6 to 13; $6.95 for 1 to 5. Ppd. Order from Casco Bay Trading Post, Dept. HG, Freeport, Maine.

Completely Assembled
SHIP MODELS
Handmade by Yankee Craftsmen. Model pictured is the BENV. HALE, sturdy schooner of the romantic sailing days of 1882. Size 16½" x 11" high. Black and red hull - treated cloth sails - mounted on maple finish base. Shipped completely assembled and finished. An ideal decorative piece. $88 Exp. Ppd. in U.S.A.
Handmade Ship Models by
Piel Craftsmen
Newburyport 5, Mass.

Write for FREE CATALOG of other models
— Schooners, Ships, Clippers —

COPY CATS

The Black Cat is a sign of good fortune. You will be fortunate, indeed, if this set of cat andirons graces your hearth. Beautifully cast in iron, each cat is finished in satin black. And each has translucent green eyes through which the firelight shines! 17" high x 17" deep. $15.95 ppd.

TEENESSIE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.
206 Louise Avenue, HG Nashville, Tennessee

NOVEMBER, 1956

AROUND

Rococo frames for a feminine table. Shown are two frames made of white china elaborately embellished with bas-relief rosebuds and gold high-fights. The oval openings will hold pictures 2" x 3". $1.50 for the single frame; $2.50 for the double one. Please add 25c for shipping charges. Foster House, Department HC11, 430 So. Jefferson, Peoria, Illinois.

WIN IN A THROW—$1
New THROW-A-WORD dice game for only $1 is a sure party stopper. Each player rolls 12 dice from the shaker to form words from letters that have turned up. Simplest and fastest word game yet developed. More fun than a spelling bee. Educational, too! A Grand gift idea for kids and adults. You must be pleased or your money back! Only $1 ppd. Order THROW-A-WORD from SUNSET HOUSE, 495 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, California.

PERPETUAL CALENDAR—$1
Carry a key-chain calendar that's never out of date! Tells at a glance the day of the week your birthday will be in any year — and all holidays, too. Plan important dates from now through 1980. Silver dollar size, gold plated and etched in black. Ideal gift for anyone. You must be pleased or your money back! Only $1, postage paid. Six for the price of five. Order PERPETUAL CALENDARS from SUNSET HOUSE, 494 Sunset Building, Hollywood 46, California.

SMARTY NOTES

New...Cheery Personalized

SMARTY NOTES

• 20 notes
• 20 envelopes
only $1
4 sets for $3.75

YOUR OWN FIRST NAME and the names of your clever friends are printed with informal, witty sayings. Newest correspondence sensation! SMARTY NOTES draw attention. They're gay, bright and useful for pen fun. And with inspired gifts they make! Names and quips are artfully printed in blue on high grade, fine quality, heavy white vellum paper. Each sheet is 4½" x 7"... perfect size for quick informal letters. You get 20 notes and 20 envelopes for only $1, postage paid. If any name is not listed below, send your order along anyway — 800 additional names with breezy expressions are carried in stock.

800 Additional Names with Cute Sayings Available

orders by ADELINE
ADELINE's add-a-lines
from ADELINE
doings of ADRIAN

DOROTHY's doings
DOROTHY's dope
from DOLORES

DIANE's direct
from DIANE

clucks from CLARICE
crack from CAROL

call from CARLA
brainstorms from BEVERLY
bits from BETTY
backtalk from BETTE
BERTHA'S brainstorms
from SEA

bits from ANNA
data from ANNA
scanned by ANNE
jots from DOT
conversation from CORA

EDNA'S edition
EDITH's edits

schooners, ships, clippers —

SUNSET HOUSE, 902 Sunset Bldg., Hollywood 46, Calif.

Please send me...Sets of SMARTY NOTES.
$1 each set, postage paid. Enclosed is $...

FULL NAME
ADDRESS
CITY...ZONE...STATE

You MUST BE PLEASED or your MONEY BACK!

Airmail Reaches Us Overnight

Airmail Reaches Us Overnight

W'SO EASY TO ORDER

Just circle names wanted and fill in coupon. See separate sheet for additional names. 2 to 3 weeks delivery
Glorious Yuletide Decorations

EXQUISITE CHRISTMAS TREE BALLS FROM AUSTRIA

Glorious Fantasia in pearlescent colors, designed to grace your Christmas tree:

- Holy Nativity Music Box
- Madonna & Child, Waywiser
- St. Francis of Assisi, Guardian Angel
- Infant of Prague
- Holy Family in Glass Dome
- Christ Child in Glass Dome
- Gloria to God in the Highest Hanging Wax Plaque
- Christ Child in Pear

OLD WORLD WORKS OF ART—specially selected in pearlescent colors. The Christmas gift par excellence! Make your Christmas cheerful and gay with the Holy Family. Madonna & Child in Glass Dome. Christ Child in Pear. The Christmas tree! Big white cotton apron has gay design of Santas, candy canes, trees and snowflakes in indelible ink snugly around the trunk to act as needle protector, too! $2.00 per pair.

HOLIDAY GIFT IDEAS

• Exquisite Christmas Tree Balls from Austria
• Holy Nativity Music Box
• Madonna & Child, Waywiser
• St. Francis of Assisi, Guardian Angel
• Infant of Prague
• Holy Family in Glass Dome
• Christ Child in Glass Dome

DISPLAY YOUR TREASURES

with this lovely French Provincial Cabinet. Truly authentic in every detail, it will add charm and grace to your library or dining room. The cabinet has four drawers, each with pewter hardware for flower arrangements. Priced only $14.50 ppd. Flower Catalog 11.00 ppd. Free Catalog. 'Gifts of Distinction.""
AROUND

A young man or a man young in spirit will be pleased with the barber pole shown here. Made of ceramic, it is finished in red and white stripes. Nickel plated arms securely grip razor and brush and the top has a slot for old blades. 6" high x 2½" in diam., it is a good appointment for the bathroom. $2.50 ppd. Crown Craft, 246 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

The 45 rpm's pose a problem. Where can they be stored? No better or safer place than the Record Nest shown here. Each creation is made of Styrene. each holds fourteen 45 rpm's. A set of four sections make up the unit; rest one on top of the other. Black, red, blue, yellow. $3.95 ppd. the set. Order from Blake, Box 425, Department HG, Gilroy, Cal.

de Torquemada, the Poodle, is fussy about a collar. He wants one made of cowhide in a wide contour design, lined with sheepskin, studded with rhine-stones, stitched with white nylon thread, his name marked on a metal plate and color! Pink, aqua, white. $4.95. Matching leash, $1.50. Ppd. Curtis Creations, Genessee-Hopper Bldg., Utica, N. Y.

ROYAL COPENHAGEN PORCELAIN

The incomparable new all white fluted dinner service, "Georgiana". 5-piece place setting, $11.

WRITE FOR COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS AND PRICE LIST OF 20 PATTERNS

WRITE FOR THE 1956 CHRISTMAS CATALOG

GEORG JENSEN INC.

ROYAL COPENHAGEN PORCELAIN

THE MELODY THAT ELUDED the Songwriter will never be written now. Because two melodious Eighth Notes decided to become buddies. And here they are. made solid polished brass, standing 6½" high on a 4"x4" base. $9.95. In a black satin finish, they're $4.95. Postpaid. TENNESSEE CHROMIUM PLATING CO.

206 Louise Avenue

Nashville, Tenn.

A SHI'FT IN THE WIND FORETTELLS A CHANCE IN WATCH the DI<:ETION o* Pa,|>.'<|(|j At slfMlri'

Indoors! Here's the newest home weather instrument for anyone who likes to keep a sharp eye on the weather. Small brass vane, on your roof, flashes the wind direction to you indoors by lighting compass points on the richly decorative brass dial. Complete with vane, 7½" dial and 50 feet of connecting wire. Fully Guaranteed. Write for FREE Weather Forecaster's Guide. Only $49.95 Postpaid

(Ten Mail Shipments to U. S. 10 Extra)

Send Check or Money Order Today to:

Cape Cod WIND INDICATORS

Horwichport 15 Cape Cod, Mass.

DOWN COMFORTERS

Beautifully Re-Covered

Once-lovely, now-shabby down comforters re-covered like new—quickly—in down-proof satins—Women arie

Alden's exquisite craftsmanship. ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Also re-covered in down-proof satins and satins. Wool comforters re-covered, too. And heirloom featherbeds transformed into cloud-soft, destemmed-feather-fluff comforters. Send today for FREE samples of coverings, testimonials and illustrated folder!

ALDEN COMFORT MILLS-HG

Box 6070, Dallas, Texas

 })( )

Learn French or Spanish
by playing cards!

The easy way to learn French or Spanish—by playing cards! Originally from Berlitz, foremost language school in the country, the pronunciation-at-a-glance system has young and old conversing in a new language quickly and easily. May be played singly or in groups. For a picnic or birthday, a something for a (loving) friend (or husband) will adore you for.

WHEN ORDERING, SPECIFY
SIZE: Letter (10 1/2" x 15 1/2") or Legal (11" x 17"")
STYLE: Modern or Colonial
DRAWERS: 1 or 2 file drawers only (FPT-11)
FINISH: Honey Pine,
sturdily hand-planed—smooth sanding;
Hand-rubbed—$29.95
Unfinished—$22.95
Maize, Mahogany, or Walnut Finish—$34.95

FREE CATALOG

Jeff Elliot Craftsman
6411 S. I-10, Statesville, North Carolina

When ordering, specify the style and size you want. Drawers can be added later for $29.95. For payments by check or money order, $34.95. Allow 2 months for delivery.

FOAM RUBBER 3-WAY PILLOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 17 INCHES | Foam Rubber Through and Through TV Pillows for Christmas Gifts


POSTPAID $9.95

The Foam Rubber Store
1282 E. 17th Street Dept. 82 Cleveland 14, Ohio

SHOPPING

The Guardsmen is a miniature bowling set that the children will adore. Made of polished wood and gayly trimmed with color, it consists of ten guardsmen and two balls. On a rainy day you will be sure to bring it out to keep active youngsters interested and happy. One guardsman is 7½" high, the other nine are 3". 82 p.p.d. Q.T., Box 54, Murray Hill Sta., N. Y. 16.

Modern jewelry for the modern man: sterling silver bars made into a tie clasp, into cuff links. Note the name (up to six letters) or the monogram which distinguishes this set. Tie clasp is 1½" long. Cuff links have swivel backs, $9.90 for clasp; $14.95 for links; $24.50 the set. Ppd. Tax incl. Order from Glasscraft, 920 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

A small girl will be delighted to find this doll under the Christmas tree. It is completely washable because it is made of Vinyl. Even the blonde hair can be washed and curled. 38" high, it is dressed in nylon. And as an added attraction it has a device inside which sounds like a beating heart. $5.98 plus 35c. Living Doll, 352 King's Highway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FASHION CLOSE-UPS

Three magnificent gowns take on the new-optimal shapely—hey's the Sagittarius. (You hold them close to your eyes—off the paper.) Makes Shipsticks women, all model-arist type to read in an elegant manner. Outfit Tables are black, blue, blue gray, white or modern, stand alone, made for men's, in the little little size.

With plain frames $5.95
With jeweled frames $8.95
tax & postage included
Beautifully Boxed and Wrapped.
Your order shipped promptly.
Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Write for catalog.

Aimee Lee
545 Fifth Avenue • New York 17, N. Y.

FOAM RUBBER 3-WAY PILLOW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 17 INCHES | Foam Rubber Through and Through TV Pillow for Christmas Gifts


POSTPAID $9.95

The Foam Rubber Store
1282 E. 17th Street Dept. 82 Cleveland 14, Ohio

House & Garden
AROUND

"Grow-Up Tree" is the costumer every youngster will like. It's made of tubular steel decorated with inch marks. It will be fun for the child and you, too, to measure his growth! It adjusts from 43⅛" to 63". And it is a good aid in teaching the young one to be neat. $5.98 postpaid. Mrs. Dorothy Damar, Dept. HG11, 741 Damar Bldg., Elizabeth, N. J.

De luxe cake to serve at holiday gatherings is this glazed fruit cake. No dried fruits are used in this heavenly concoction. Glazed cherries, whole figs, pineapple and pecans form ninety per cent of the cake. Only ten per cent batter is used to hold the delicacies together. $3.45 for 1½ lbs.; $4.35 for 2 lbs. Ppd. Mission Folk, 135 E. 33rd St., Los Angeles.

"Hi-Jays" are the ideal coasters! Because they are made of absorbent cotton yarn mixed with stretchable Lastex, they blot up the moisture from frothy drinks and snugly fit the bottom of highball glasses. And they come in a set of eight different colors which makes it easy to identify each person's drink; $1 ppd. the set. Kilinger Gifts, Box 488, Marion, Va.

**FREE CATALOG!**
New, Unusual Ideas in Gifts, Toys, Housewares! Write Now For Your FREE CATALOG!

Missouri Customer Writes:
"I feel very proud to own such a beautiful table and chair. To think I waited all this time because I was afraid to order something. I feel that I have an antique for the future."


**Thrilling Snow Skates**
For little "Winter Sports" too small to cope with skis—here are skates that take them skimming over the snow almost as swiftly—and safely! Actually, these are miniature skis, 2½" across, 12½" long of steam-bent hardwood with grooved bottoms and fitted metal heel plates. Skates fit ages 4 to 11. Order No. 3695-6, Snow Skates, $1.79 pr.

**Flying Helicopter**
This ingenious toy from Western Germany actually flies! Rest the Helicopter on the floor and turn the crank on the control. The rotors whirl, the craft slowly rises and as you crank faster it flies around with constantly increasing speed! Helicopter and control are of steel connected with 32" wire spring. Helicopter is 10" long, Order No. 2549-6, Helicopter, $3.98 ppd.

Satisfaction Guaranteed Or Your Money Back!
**JONNY PLANTER for your bathroom**

New idea! Self-watering decorative planter for top of toilet fixture. White molded lid with deep planting area made to fit any standard toilet fixture, replacing the porcelain lid with deep planter to constantly and automatically hangs in water of tank, and across bottom of planter to constantly and automatically water plants. Complete with adaptor to fit any tank. A really new idea in modern decoration. $4.95 ppd.

**THE "TWOEDOR" COMBINATION STORM & SCREEN DOOR**

Most Beautiful, Strongest Wood Door Built Yet the "Twoedor" is priced as low as the common type

$27.95

ALL SIZES COMPLETE ONLY

Also—Large New Catalog, Send 10c at a stamp or coin.

**TILL'S FRUIT CAKE**

A favorite in the South, in the North, in the East, and in the West because it’s filled with the choicest ingredients: fruits, nuts, fresh eggs, flour, fresh butter, sugar and spice. Fresh is only 8% of this cake. $4.00 for the 2 lb. size; $9.25 for 5 lb. Postpaid. Order from Till’s Fruit Cake Company, 2402 St Paul Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

**MADEMOISELLE Shimmering Jet Pen Set—$4.95**

Hitting a new high in smart gifts for the career gal, the glamour pen, for you! Sleek black pen complemented with glittering rhine stones—a Million Dollar Look for only $4.95 postpaid, in Penna. add 15c State Sales Tax. PERFUMED REFILLS $1.00. Send check or money order (Sorry no COD’s) to:

**SHOPPING**

An elegant brooch reminiscent of French court days: the sterling silver feather pin. Hand wrought of heavy silver, it is three inches long, is fitted with a safety catch. $3. The matching sterling silver earrings make a flattering frame for the face. $3. The set complete is $5 ppd. Tax incl. Jamaica Silversmith, HGII, 79-32 164th St., Jamaica, New York.

A treasure from childhood: your youngster’s first sketch or drawing. Send to Young, Rembrandts to reproduce on tile. They will then fit the tile to a handsome leather cigarette box (chestnut or burgundy) which will be your choicest possession. 5" x 5". $7.45 postpaid. Fed. tax incl. Young Rembrandts, Dept. HGII, Loch Lane, Port Chester, New York.
Man or buy he will love you if you give him a pair of these handsome braces! Made of the finest silk, they come monogrammed in contrasting colors. A luxury gift every man longs to receive. Colors: black, navy, white, or red marked in your choice of color. Suspenders $7.75 postpaid. Matching garters, $3.95, Schoenfeld, 50 East 57th St., New York.

A Christmas tree will look most attractive if you use the gay shades shown here on the electric tree bulbs. Made of red Styrene, the shades are heat-resistant. The three lantern panels of each shade are decorated with a holiday design. There are two series: the Nativity theme or the Santa Claus theme. $1.25 ppd. the set of four. Schiller, 180 N. Wacker, Chicago.

Add a Cheerful Spirit to your Home at Christmastime

No. 36 COLORFUL SANTA and REINDEER

Everyone loves this new display. Hand painted, colorful, eye-catching. Four distinctive tan deer, each with a different color bow and bell, red and yellow harness, red sled, 42" high, colorful toy pack. Extends about 16 ft. long. Weather proof wood, complete with harness, supporting stakes. Price only $39.00. Night lighting unit $6.95 extra. Shipped either Parcel Post or Express collect. Wt. approx. 44 lbs.

No. 58 ANGEL OVER-DOOR GREETINGS

A pleasing way to greet your friends and put a touch of Christmas above your doorway. Hand painted angel on light blue panel will look beautiful over any type of doorway. The message "Peace on Earth, Good Will to Men" is appropriate for the Christmas season. Weather-proof wood. 4 ft. long. Price $9.50. Postpaid

Send for Catalog of New Christmas Lawn Decorations Now! 22 New Prize Winning Displays

Leonard Bronolf Johnson
Dept. 6, Smethport, Pa.
OUTDOOR CHRISTMAS DISPLAYS
A young traveler off to Grandma’s for a weekend will feel journey proud if she is equipped with the round hat box and rectangular train case shown here. Made of leather-like composition, each case is white marked with first name in red script. Hat box is 10” in diam. ($2.95); case is 12” x 11” x 6”. ($4.50). Set is $6.95 Ppd. Meredith, Evanston 72, Ill.

Clever combination: the white china cigarette jar with a lighter set into the cover. Limoges-like in feeling, it is ornamented with multi-color floral decorations, gold color scrolls and the inscription “Cigarettes”. About 6” high, it will make a nice appointment on a table. $2.95 plus 25c postage. Order from Jan Jarvis, Department HG11, Princeville, Illinois.

Egyptian bust. The Caryatid head shown here is made of composition finished in three ways: black, chalk white or antique ivory. About 7½” high, it is set on a matching pedestal which is padded with felt to prevent scratching. Use one as an ornament or get a pair to use as bookends. $3.95 for one; $5.95 the pair. Ppd. Mono-Art, 50 Delancy St., N. Y.

SHOPPING

AN ELEGANT PAIR

The elegant pair on the basket is the matching (recommended) wine cooler, with a matching bucket. Both made of solid polished brass, basket in oak lined, and grooved lined. The wine cooler will make a delightful center piece or for plants or wine. $10.95 p.p.d. $17.95 p.p.d.

IN THE MODERN TRADITION

Imaginative wall silhouettes that complement your good table. Hand crafted in metal with wooden frames in your choice of black, gold or white the 4 exotic flower arrangements represent the 4 seasons. Equipped for hanging, each measures 8” x 20” high. Their notable assets add up to impress, with impossible wall décor. Set of 4—only $10.95 p.p.d.

A MAGNIFICENT IMPORT

At a scantly low price! Proud pure white Ironstone China Soup Tureen, gracefully sculptured with the unobtrusive quality of timeless beauty. Masterfully crafted in Western Germany, each piece is a collector’s item you’ll be proud to use for serving or showing on table, sideboard, or china cupboard. Soup Tureen 12” x 12”, holds 3 qts. Complete with ladle and 13” platter $9.95 p.p.d. Plus $3.00 West of Miss.

CHRISTMAS RIBBON RACK

Write for our new 50-page catalogue.

WONDERFUL BUTTERFLY PILLOW

Make hours in bed refreshing, try this amazing new Butterfly Pillow created by Better Sleep Inc. to bring relaxation, restored sleep where conventional pillows fail. Enjoy its patented, air-cushioned, neck supporting head cradle and its two side wings, just the right height and cushioning to ensure neck alignment and soothing sleep comfort. Best of all, you adjust it for height, softness and temperature. Actually stead of your head and hands all night is desired, even in summer. Use it for 10 years and moan yourself with restful, natural sleep again. Excellent for travel and TV. Easier on hair-do’s. Actually cools your head and shoulders all night if you adjust it for height, softness and temperature. Make hours in bed refreshing, try this amazing new Butterfly Pillow created by Better Sleep Inc. ($1.25 p.p.d.

STAMP FEE FREE CATALOG

Write for FREE Catalog.

NOW GROW ROSES INDOORS

ON YOUR WINDOWILLS

All Winter!

The precious Swiss “Fairy” Rose blooms indoors all winter long—just like your house plant. Never no special care. Never grows taller than 8” to 12”. Burst into glorious bloom in the heart of winter with a wealth of beautiful, colorful, perfect miniature roses. What a glorious sight! A thrilling, everlasting gift! May be transplanted outdoors in Spring again!

For Pat. (1082) Yellow (Pat. 407) Pink (Pat. 1292) White (Pat. 409) Yellow (Pat. 1407)

Each $2.50 for 3½” or 4½” for $6

ALL PRICES POSTPAID

Results Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Supply Limited — Order By Mail Now

STERNS NURSERIES

101-116 Rock, Passaic, New Jersey 20, N. Y.

Linguaphone Institute

241-116 Rock, Passaic, New Jersey 20, N. Y.

Each $2.50 for 3½” or 4½” for $6

ALL PRICES POSTPAID

Results Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Supply Limited — Order By Mail Now

Linguaphone Institute

241-116 Rock, Passaic, New Jersey 20, N. Y.

Please send for FREE information on FREE Trial Lesson. Ask for my language interest.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

ZONE:

STATE:

ARE YOU A PRISONER OF LOVE?

LONG-TERMER Pajamas for both men and women. Starting off the first suit strip, including registrations number, is sure to be appreciated. Just like a double wedding ceremony, these materials of pajamas are a definite indication of love and affection. In sanitized Pulpin. Only $1.99 the pair or combination of H.B. and S.H. LONGTERMERs (2 pairs) for only $3.98. Happily married. Sizes: small, medium or large.

ARE YOU A PRISONER OF LOVE?

PORTABLE CAR COVER

Protect Against Rain, Sun & Dust

$9.95

FOR CAR

ARE YOU A PRISONER OF LOVE?

Linguaphone Institute

241-116 Rock, Passaic, New Jersey 20, N. Y.

Please send for FREE information on FREE Trial Lesson. Ask for my language interest.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

ZONE:

STATE:

Extra Heavy Plastic Gauge

FOR CAR

BEA SALES

Dept. TT-27, 125 East 46, New York 17, N. Y.
Festive earrings. Tiny hand carved wood figurines of Santa Claus dangle from crystal and gold plated filigree stars. The small figures are colored red and white and studded with fake pearls. You and the other feminine members of the family will look winsome bedecked with these. $1.95 ppd. Victoria Fleming, 419 Filth St., Mamaroneck, N. Y.

Custom-made luxury: satin pajamas. Give him a pair with a block letter monogram and he will think that you are truly an ever-loving wife. Send his measurements: height, weight and waist. White, red, black, blue, gold. Satin is fine quality, easy to wash. $21.95 plus $2.50 for 3-letter monogram. Ppd. Downs, 816 University, Evanston, Illinois.

Religious members of convents and monasteries are permitted very few personal accessories, but Irish linen handkerchiefs are de rigueur. If you have friends in the religious life to whom you wish to give gifts these are the answer. 14" sq. for women; 19" for men. Names are in black or white. $5 for three. Ppd. Howard House, 106 Warren, N. Y.

DENT ANY SHAPE SAW ANY MATERIAL

Circle-Cutter & Rip Gauge with exclusive new "Arco Jig Saw," with "Arco Stand," $11.85. (Gift No. 8) A versatile tool that does 95% of the work for you about the house or workshop. Holds all the speed & capacity of $10 Jig saw—but at 1/3 the cost. Also 90% of $30 electric saw. Order, ship, hand full 100% satisfaction. Return if not satisfied. Ship 3 or more for $10.50. Includes "How to Use" Easel Chart and booklet "Be Obedient—That Christmas Urge ORDER NOW!

Send check or money order; express charges will be prepaid. No foreign shipments except Canada—add 15% for Canada and west of the Rockies.

NOVEMBER, 1956
WIND SPEED
TELLS AT A GLANCE INDOORS HOW HARD THE WIND IS BLOCKING OUTDOORS
Every gust and fall in the wind is instantly shown on the handsome speedometer inside this box. The 4" polished brass dial register up to 100 miles an hour. Installation is easy and quick: Simply mount the spinning cup on the roof or window and connect the wire to the indoor indicator. Costs nothing to operate because it generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire.

ONLY $49.95 POSTPAID
(Air Mass Shipments in U.S. Extra)
Send Check or Money Order to: Cape Cod WIND INDICATORS
Harwichport 44 Cape Cod, Mass.

ERICA'S APOTHECARY SET
Charming souvenirs from Greece—ideal for modern use. Labelled Anise, Brand-Ald, Gastro and Vitamin, with Crest in jewel-like colors. Handpainted, madetomold gold-trimmed. Will glamarize any bathroom or dressing room. Each just $2.95.

NEW DUPLEX PLANTER
Modern design combined with antiqued mirrors This elegant Duplex Planter is made of high-impact resin-based material in a rich black, antique gold tone or a deep, rich black. The two front panels are beautifully antiqued mirrors. There are two removable troughs for planting—may be lifted out to permit use of artificial long stem flowers or other greens. Size 18" high, 8" wide, 5" deep. Colors: Gold Antiqued or Black. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ONLY $5.95 postpaid Two for $9.95
F. G. ELLERMAN & CO. Dept. 11
Evaston, Ill.

SHOPPING

Monogrammed set for the man in your life. You may order the lined tie, the fringed muffler in either of two fabrics. In nylon the tie is $3; the muffler is $5; the set is $7.50. In silk foullard: $5 for tie; $12.50 for muffler; $15 the set. All postpaid. Black, maroon, navy, brown, charcoal, green, red. HG11, Ruth Brawner, Box 4035, Tucson, Arizona.

A shy feeder will respond to his milk drinking if you serve the nourishing beverage in an interesting mug. We show here a white plastic one which comes marked with a young one's name and a picture of a boy or a girl. Be sure to specify which likeness you want. 4" high, the mug holds 12 ounces. $1.19 for one. Postpaid. From Meredith, HG11, Evanston 23, Ill.

Revival from a gentle age; the barrette. Shown here: a scalloped band of shining metal (gold or silver plated). And each barrette can be marked with any first name or with a three letter monogram. $1.00 for one, or $1.95 for the pair. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Vernon Specialties Corp., Department HG11, 156 Fourth Ave., Mount Vernon, New York.
AROUND

An elegant way to cope with the problem of small type is to carry the pretty magnifier shown here. Made of precision glass, it is set in a gold-plated frame which is decorated with fake pearls and rhinestones. It will do double duty by holding your keys on a sturdy chain. 4". $4.95 ppd. Tax incl. Sibby Harris, Box 95, Midtown Sta., N. Y.

"White Roses" by Van Gogh is a famous still life. Shown here is a copy reproduced on canvas by a new technique called "Brush-Stroke." The brush marks of the original painting are copied and transferred to the canvas reproduction and create an excellent effect. Attached to a stretcher the picture is 18" x 23". $25. ppd. H. Abrams, 10 E. 44th St., N. Y.

"Toykeeper." Both you and the children will admire the nursery appointment shown here. Made of wood finished in gray, it is fitted with sliding plastic doors. These come in red, yellow or pink. With bookshelf attached it is 30" x 15" x 34" ($19.95). Without: 30" x 15" x 22". ($15.95). Exp. Coll. Interior Trends. 56 Underhill Rd., Brooklyn 38, N. Y.

SPICE SET
SUGAR
TOPPED
AND 

WHAT AN INGENIOUS WAY TO PASS THE SALT!

AUGUST 55

THE GLUBUM CO., inc.
Dept. HG-11. P. O. Box 65
Fresh Meadows • Flushing 65, N. Y.

SUGAR

ORDER 100 for $1. ppd.
for Christmas in
Clear Plastic
GIFT BOX

FOUR TIMESAVERS
SELF-ADDRESSING LABELS
100 Gold • 100 Blue • 100 White
All 3 Colors in One Lovely Gift Box
Deluxe, clean cut, gummed, padded —
good to the last label! Personalize letters, enve-
lopes, checks, books, etc. Christmas gift Of-
fer: Six Orders for $5.00. Also 1000 All
White — $2.00 ppd. Free catalog. Print
name, address for each order. Send check,
cash, or m.o. Satisfaction guaranteed.

FREE CATALOG
ON REQUEST

MAIL ORDERS FILLED • POSTAGE PREPAID

THE GLUBUM CO., inc.

Dept. HG-11. P. O. Box 65
Fresh Meadows • Flushing 65, N. Y.

YOUR FAVORITE DESIGN
MOSS ROSE
BUTTER DISH

WE MAIL POSTPAID—Send check or M. O. to save expensive postage and C. O. D. charges. Avoid holiday rush, order today!

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. Nadby Labora-
tory, Box 281, South Sudbury, Mass.

EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS

MAKE MONEY WRITING
...short paragraphs!

You don't have to be a trained author to make money writing. Hundreds now making money every day on short paragraphs. I tell you what to write, where and how to sell; and supply big list of editors who buy from beginners. Lots of small checks in a hurry bring cash that adds up quickly. No tedious study. Write to see if you qualify. Write for free facts.

BENSON BARRETT, Dept. 117-Y, 7464 Clark St., Chicago 26, Ill.

SHEEPSKIN SLIPPERS:
What better way to express Yuletide Greetings than to give them distinctive and meaningful figures that householders will want to wear in and out of doors? Made of choice sheepskin, the classic sheepskin boot is a cheery gift. And we ship all sizes for men and women.

17.75

FREE 64 Page Catalogue


GOLD WITH MATCHED EARRINGS

CULTURED PEARLS GOLDS TO TACK $25
LARGER SIZE $50

CLUSTER EARRINGS

CULTURED PEARLS

PERFECT DIAMONDS $55

LARGER SIZE $100

NOT ILLUSTRATED

FREE GIFT BOX

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED

CULTURED PEARL
WITH MATCHED EARRINGS

Cluster

Larger size.

LARGE SIZE $5
LARGER SIZE $50

BERTRAND MILL."
GIFTS FOR THE YOUNG IN HEART!

CHRISTMAS TREE TIE
This is the ultimate in Christmas ties — The type of cravat that only Mrs. Santa would dare to buy for her favorite husband. It’s made of pine-green felt with bright beaded ornaments attached and an adjustable neck band. Pretty startling and about as “holiday” as you can get. Gals can wear it, too. $2.00 postpaid (No CODs).

WEEK-END GUEST ASHTRAY
Placed strategically in your living room this meaningful gold-rimmed ashtray may save many a friendship and gallons of booze. Made of white china, 7 1/4” x 4 1/4”, with its bright message imprinted in sepia, underglaze: “Week-end guests: If we get to drinking Sunday afternoon and start insisting that you stay over until Tuesday— please remember—We Don’t Mean It!” $3.00 Postpaid (No CODs).

PLAN-AHEAD SIGN
We think this well planned sign is quite amusing — with a subtlety that forbids description. Engraved on a rich looking solid brass plaque (3 1/2 x 6 1/2”); with a quality of permanence, appropriate for any desk or office wall, $1.95 Postpaid (No CODs).

Free Catalog of Light-hearted gifts
the GAME ROOM
1538 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

over-the-shoulder CARRY-ALL
Fashioned from strong fine-weave “navy blue canvas — lightweight and waterproof. Has proven extremely useful for travel, camping, boating, beach and for young folk going away to school or college. Write for Three Initials at no extra cost. Free About 20” high by 12” diameter. Catalogue CHER STUDIOs
Middlebury, 3, Connecticut

MY PRIVATE LIFE
This is your life, girls! Not an old-fashioned diary, but an up-to-date permanent record of your hopes, desires and most cherished memories. Record those Big dates and parties; collect autographs and snap-shot; note your favorite stars, hit tunes, latest “heart-throbs”; jot down your personal thoughts. Compiled by Polly Webster, “MY PRIVATE LIFE” contains tips on how to be prettier, skinner, and how to make a hit with people. Adorably illustrated. Perfect for Teen-Agers. “THIS IS ME” is the little sister written for Precieous Both books make highly prized gifts.

MY PRIVATE LIFE (Teen-Age) $2.95
THIS IS ME (Pre-Teen) $2.95
Postpaid. Xa C.O.D. Guaranteed, at store.
ELRON 225 W. Erie St., Dept. F-137 Chicago 10, Ill.

PLAN-AHEAD SIGN
We think this well planned sign is quite amusing — with a subtlety that forbids description. Engraved on a rich looking solid brass plaque (3 1/2 x 6 1/2”); with a quality of permanence, appropriate for any desk or office wall, $1.95 Postpaid (No CODs).

Hilo DRY BATH
In Gay Christmas Wrapping
A wonderful gift for your cat or dog. Cleans without water! Kills fleas fast! Just puff on, rub in and towel off. No danger of colds. Leaves the coat soft, glossy, and odor-free. A favorite with many breeders for show grooming. Gift-wrapped 10-oz. aerosol can, $1.49 postpaid. Money-back guarantee.

from SOLINGEN, home of fine steel cutlery!
COMBINATION FROZEN FOOD SAW KNIFE
SAW EDGE • Zips through hard-freeze meat or vegetable; cut off just what you need. Saws through bones, too!
CARVING EDGE • Razor-sharp serrated carving edge slices meat and poultry paper thin; cuts cake without crumbling.

Big, heavy 9-inch blade of finest Solingen steel. Beautifully crafted. Belongs in every modern kitchen. $3.95 gift boxed and postage prepaid. No C.O.D.s please.
TOWN & COUNTRY GIFTS
34th Street, Corner 8th Ave., New York 1, N. Y. (formerly 39th Madison Ave.)
AROUND

A lady in the dark hall or vestibule will bless you every time she reaches for her doorknob if you give her the jeweled flashlight key holder shown here. About 2¾" long x ¾" wide. Made of metal finished in gold color, it is sprinkled with fake pearls. Uses standard batteries. $2. ppid. New Orleans, Department HC11, 225 West Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Santa's stocking. You can make the 18" felt stocking shown here in jiff time. The kit includes pre-cut red stocking, white cuff, felt appliques, letters, beads, sequins, floss, yarn, a brass bell. And the diagram and instructions are easy to follow. $1 postpaid for one kit; $2.95 for three. Order from Geneva House, 670 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

"Royal Gift Box." This box of pecan confections is indeed a "royal" gift. The large and luscious nuts for which Georgia is famous are imaginatively handled from Geneva House, 670 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

SELECTED OREGON ENGLISH HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

FOR CHRISTMAS


DEPARTMENT G-11-6
PORTLAND 7, OREGON

HOLLY WREATH CLOTH

Positive Christmas cloth, densely edged in pure white fringe, to use as a setting for holiday hospitality. For your dining table when the plan has neither ... for your coffee table when it's cruising time... is it very special! As a backdrop under your Christmas tree! Red and green Holly and European holly are woven into a stunning cloth which is splashed with sparkling gold and green. Hand-embroidered on white background, machine-washed and ironed, pre-teased, needle fast, ready for use.

All sizes:
60" round... $13.95
60" x 90" oval... $21.90
60" x 108" oval... $23.95

Send for FREE Christmas Catalog

11 E. Washington
Carpentersville 11, Illinois

Selected Oregon English
HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

"DECORATOR'S" BOX

Holly wreath (16-in. dia.) and over a bushel of assorted length sprays (about 2½") pictured on this page. Extra sprays, $3.60 extra. Special price, $3.15 extra. Early Bird Price... if your order, complete - D*lux* Box (15 to 18 pears) ... 4.65

White. 8 oz. mug, $1.95; 14 oz. size, $2.25 postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Luscious, large Comice Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, made unusual and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These world-famous pears are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected individually wrapped. Delivered PREPAID in colorful gift boxes to points in 48 states. Perfect arrival guaranteed. Gift card enclosed. Send list, we do the rest. No stamps, C.O.D.'s or charge accounts, please.

Order on MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

NOVEMBER, 1956
New Idea For Decorating Windows and Mirrors

Christmas Stencils

Make Beautiful Frosty, Lacy Holiday Designs With "GLASS WAX"

Now decorate windows and mirrors at Christ­
time this quick, easy way. Just hold stencil
up to glass and apply "GLASS WAX" with a
sponge. Presto! You get beautiful frosty, lacy
dows, too. For colored designs, just add food
designs. A world of fun for the whole family.

For fast, easy decorating. Just hold stencil
up to glass and apply "GLASS WAX". Easy to remove.
just wipe designs off after holidays. Each
Christmas Stencil Set includes: Christmas
Trees, Bell, Candy Cane, Santa, Snowman and Ribbons.
Stencil sheets are 9" x 12".

New Christmas Stencil Sets only $1.00 plus 25¢ for postage and handling.
Money Back Guarantee. Send check, cash or money order (no C.O.D.'s please).

HOME SERVICE PUBLICATIONS
4510 Lakeview Drive, Dept. HG-116, Minneapolis 24, Minn.

"WILD-WEST"
Calfskin Rug only $12.95 ppd.

Here's an exciting gift—warmly appre­ciated—a genuine "Wild-west" Calfskin Rug. It covers up the fireplace or den­
wall or floor. For boys, girls or grown­ups. Selected patterns—canned for dura­
bility and non­shedding. Soft silky hair­
ured back—won't slip. Specify: black
and white or brown and white. Agres.
sizes: 8' by 10', ft. $12.95; 10 sq. ft. $15.95. Immed. shipment—postpaid. En­
thusiastic satisfaction guaranteed. Order by mail. Free folder.

WES TERN C A L F S K I N P R O D U C T S
430 Market Dept. G San Francisco Calif.

B A B Y B O O T E E H E I R L O O M S

for proud mothers and grandmothers

Bootee bracelet and monogrammed bar pin proudly proclaims the beloved children or
grandchildren...their names and birth dates are engraved on separate %" baby booties. Adorably crafted booties, chain bracelet andaru pin are Sterling Silver or $1.25 Gold Filled. As many booties as you wish may be attached. (What would Drift a Mother or Grandmother more?)

Bootees...$2.50 each
Pin...$2.00
Bracelet...$2.50
Prices include engraving, tax, postage.
WRITE FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG

HOUSE & GARDEN

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

SHOPPING AROUND

Cupola kit. If the Squire likes to make things be sure to
give him this handsome cupola which comes pre-cut ready to
assemble. Lumber, hardware, copper
are included. $32.95. To top his good work include the Chan­
ticleer weathervane kit. $13.75.
He will be pleased with this
work. Exp. coll. Williamsburg
Blacksmiths, Williamsburg, Mass.

The Eight Immortals
are beloved subjects of Chinese art. Shown here are panels made
of parchment paper which are
decorated with excellent repro­
ductions of two of the Immortals.
Reasonably priced at $1 each. The
set of eight is only $6.95. Ppd.
Note cylindrical frames top and
bottom. Order from Art Mart, Box
27648HG, Los Angeles 27, Calif.

A fair lady will give you her most sparkling smile when
you present her with the elegant key
holder shown here. A flexible trian­
gle of silver color metal is set with
beautifully cut, hand set rhinestones. This is the accessory
she needs for her evening purse.
for the “see-through” pocketbook
which is so popular. $3.95 ppd.
Aimee Lee, 545 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Hand Loomed Stoles
From Old Mexico

May I suggest this lovely accessory for your Fall
and Winter wear—year around too.
Made of fine closely woven lightweight wool.(full
size, 72" x 38" with 16" fringe on each end)
offered in the following colors. Pale pink, pale
blue, soft yellow, bottle green, snow white, cinnab­
on, ripe wheat, rich red, turquoise, tangerine and
brown.

$7.95 each postpaid. Please no C.O.D.'s. If not
pleased return in 10 days for refund.

M. D. PRICE
221 East Elmo St.
San Antonio 2, Texas
Picture this lovely SOLID hard maple group by Kling in your own bedroom. The distinctive “Ogee” feet, massive “cannon ball” bed posts, and solid brass pulls are authentic 18th century styling.

A new finish—Cork Tan—gives the effect of aged wood rubbed with oil. It's different—it's colorful—it's beautiful.

Only in Kling wood will you find details like the cut-in design in the center drawer fronts of the Triple Dresser and Chest on Chest of the EARLY CENTURY Group. “Solid” on Kling furniture is like “sterling” on silver. Each is a mark of quality. See EARLY CENTURY soon at your favorite store.

Send 25¢ in coin in stamps, please, for 24 page booklet “Ideas for a Lovelier Bedroom”. Contains color suggestions, bedroom decoration, arrangement and care of furniture. Kling Factories, Dept. HGlI, Mayville, N. Y.
You'll find lustrous beauty and long, long wear in fashion-right upholstery of DuPont Nylon.

There's many a year of rugged wear in beautiful upholstery of Du Pont nylon. Add to the beauty and strength of nylon...the rainbow's sweep of lovely decorator colors...fashion-fresh designs and textures...and the ease of care Du Pont nylon brings to upholstery. Result? Upholstery that takes today's round of casual living with scarcely a thought to care...or wear! You can bring new luxury, new fashion to your home with beautiful, long-wearing upholstery of Du Pont nylon.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

DU PONT MAKES FIBERS. DOES NOT MAKE THE FABRICS OR FURNITURE SHOWN HERE.

LOOK FOR THIS BAKER CHAIR—COVERED IN A NEW FABRIC DESIGNED BY BORIS KROL IN TASLAN® TEXTURED YARN OF DU PONT NYLON—AT THE J. L. HUDSON COMPANY, DETROIT; BLOOMINGDALE'S, NEW YORK AND OTHER FINE STORES.

*TASLAN® is a registered trademark used by Du Pont to designate textured yarns made in accordance with quality standards set by Du Pont.

DU PONT FIBERS OPEN YOUR HOME TO MODERN LIVING
SHOPTING AROUND

Filigree wings made of hand-spun sterling silver are joined to the slender silver body of the exquisite butterfly shown here. An overlay of silver-blue and gold adds highlights. 1 7/8 wide, the pin is priced at $5.50. Matching earrings are $8.85 a set. The three pieces are $9. Ppd. Fed. tax incl. Alpine Imports, HGI1, 305 Fifth Ave., New York 17.

Baby antics at meal time can be controlled with the Safe-T-Plate. Made of plastic, it has a three-section surface, gay decorations and metal base fitted with suction cups. No one will have to dodge the pureed beef hearts, carrots and bananas if this plate is attached to the highchair. Pink, blue, yellow. $4.95 ppd. From the Carmel Products, Carmel, N. Y.

Hold the phone for your own use and give Junior (from 3 to 6 years of age) the sturdy plastic one shown here. It is an educational toy which will satisfy his craving for a real telephone. The dial turns, is marked with numbers. And it is gay and colorful and neatly designed. $1.75 ppd. From J. H. Smith Co., Greenfield Mass.

Dries hair like MAGIC!

Thirsty crystals of silica gel are quilted right into this Magic Hair Dryer Cap. These gently absorb water moisture only from the hair. They have no effect on the natural scalp oils. Now you can shampoo and dry your hair in less than half the time. — from 20 to 90 minutes for depending upon type of hair. To dry the cap out, place in oven.

Order by mail. Be sure to print plainly. Send also for FREE Gift Catalog (No C.O.D.'s please.) Order NOW!

ORDER TODAY! Magic Hair Dryer Cap, $2.98 Postpaid.


PERSONALIZED PET TAG

A word about this bird! He puts the peacocks to shame—so glamorous is he—and he wants to show off his beauty in your tree! Baby birds are in glorious color and frosted with sparkling beaks and gilded hanging strings. Order 9519-6, Glitter Birds, 3 for $1.

Handy Dog Caddy

This handsomc and portable cloak for Rover will keep all his worldly possessions and grooming aids compactly together. Caddy is of heavy gauge vinyl and firmly bound with tape. Six roomy pockets are provided for towel, brush, comb and license. Hooks hold his collar and leash. Metal hanging grommets for installation. Order No. 1783-6, Dog Caddy, $3.98 postpaid.

Miles Kimball

236 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin

IN-A-WALL CLOCK

with Hide-Away Works

Quickly, inexpensively modernize your living room, kitchen, hall or den with sensational new In-A-Wall Clock. Beautify any room. No works show. New rectangular model. 9 3/4" high, 1 7/8" wide. Can be used for drop ceiling. Easy installation. Kit, complete with mounting instructions, Satin Brass or Black finish, Ppd., only $20.95. Copper or Stainless Steel finishes, Ppd., only $21.95.

ROUND MODEL

Diameter can be made as small as 10" or as large as 13 1/2". Satin Brass or Black $19.75 Ppd. Copper or Stainless, Ppd., $20.95. Both models incl. 110 volt A.C.

CRAFT SHOP, INC.

Dept. HG-11 Cambridge, N. Y.

9519-6, Glitter Birds, 3 for $1.

They'll Miss Me If I'm Lost!

SOLD ONLY BY MAIL!

PERSONALIZED PET TAG

Chrome-plated brass. Lasts a lifetime. Also excellent for embalming, luggage, golf bags, etc. Print full information when ordering. We reserve right to abbreviate or substitute larger tag if necessary.

Quality Pet Supplies

Cugley's QUALITY PET SUPPLIES

1254 E. 47th Street
Chicago 13, Ill.

There's never a lack of ash trays—when you use these handsome metal ash trays personalized with your own name or initials! Sent to them about when the owner wants to show off his beauty in your tree! Baby birds are in glorious color and frosted with sparkling beaks and gilded hanging strings. Order 9519-6, Glitter Birds, 3 for $1.

Handy Dog Caddy

This handsomc and portable cloak for Rover will keep all his worldly possessions and grooming aids compactly together. Caddy is of heavy gauge vinyl and firmly bound with tape. Six roomy pockets are provided for towel, brush, comb and license. Hooks hold his collar and leash. Metal hanging grommets for installation. Order No. 1783-6, Dog Caddy, $3.98 postpaid.

Miles Kimball

236 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin

IN-A-WALL CLOCK

with Hide-Away Works

Quickly, inexpensively modernize your living room, kitchen, hall or den with sensational new In-A-Wall Clock. Beautify any room. No works show. New rectangular model. 9 3/4" high, 1 7/8" wide. Can be used for drop ceiling. Easy installation. Kit, complete with mounting instructions, Satin Brass or Black finish, Ppd., only $20.95. Copper or Stainless Steel finishes, Ppd., only $21.95.

ROUND MODEL

Diameter can be made as small as 10" or as large as 13 1/2". Satin Brass or Black $19.75 Ppd. Copper or Stainless, Ppd., $20.95. Both models incl. 110 volt A.C.

CRAFT SHOP, INC.

Dept. HG-11 Cambridge, N. Y.

9519-6, Glitter Birds, 3 for $1.

They'll Miss Me If I'm Lost!

SOLD ONLY BY MAIL!

PERSONALIZED PET TAG

Chrome-plated brass. Lasts a lifetime. Also excellent for embalming, luggage, golf bags, etc. Print full information when ordering. We reserve right to abbreviate or substitute larger tag if necessary.

Quality Pet Supplies

Cugley's QUALITY PET SUPPLIES

1254 E. 47th Street
Chicago 13, Ill.

There's never a lack of ash trays—when you use these handsome metal ash trays personalized with your own name or initials! Sent to them about when the owner wants to show off his beauty in your tree! Baby birds are in glorious color and frosted with sparkling beaks and gilded hanging strings. Order 9519-6, Glitter Birds, 3 for $1.
for gracious living... discriminating giving

BAKED IN WINE
READY TO CARVE AND SERVE

$1.95 LB.

Amber Brand Genuine Smithfield Ham
Slow-baked, wine-basted internationally famous for UNIQUE FLAVOR!

Add $1.00 per Ham to cover shipping. $1.75 per Ham West of the Mississippi River.

For all those who appreciate the finer things, a Smithfield Ham is the ideal gift. They are baked slowly, evenly, basted liberally in wine to bring out all the succulent goodness which a year or more of aging produces. They need no refrigeration. A 300-year reputation for flavor and distinction makes it a Smithfield Ham a graceful gift for business associates, clients, friends, family.

Send check or money order, 7 to 12 pound weights. State weight desired. We'll refund or bill you for difference.

The Smithfield Ham and Products Co., Inc.
Smithfield, Virginia

New Crop! 1956

3 New Delicious Food Flavors
Very Economical, too

Martha Washington's Great Cake—An Historic Delicacy
For Christmas, birthday and other "Great" day celebrations, the Ham and Products Co., Inc., is offering the cake that Martha Washington ordered baked on the old plantation. The original recipe begins: "Take 6 cups..." You can now buy Little Great Cakes. They are delicious, golden brown and made from the finest ingredients including brandy and sherry. Charmingly packaged and a facsimile of the original, recipe goes with each cake. 1½ lb. cake, 2½ lb. cake baked in all vinyl mold, $3.50; 2½ lb. cake baked in all vinyl mold, $.45. Postpaid in the U.S.A., proper and to APO addresses. Greeting card enclosed if requested. To assure delivery, please mail your order list early, with check or money order to: LUCY ANN GRAY, INC. P. O. Box 310 (HG)—Alexandria, Virginia

New Crop! 1956

Three-Ripened Georgia Paper Shell Pecans!
From the red old hills of Georgia, you get the finest full-flavored pecans grown.

Redland Brand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Lb. Basket Mammoth Stuarts</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Lb. Basket Mammoth Stuarts</td>
<td>$8.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Lb. Basket Mammoth Slcles</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Lb. Basket Mammoth Slcles</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Lb. Box Fancy Large Stuart Halves</td>
<td>$9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Lb. Box Fancy Large Stuart Pieces</td>
<td>$8.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send us your gift list

Write for New Brochure

Harvey's Jonesboro, Georgia

FLORIDA'S GOLDEN GIFT

ORANGES AND GRAPEFRUIT

Quality Bushel ($5.00) $6.50

Paper Shell Pecans

$1.95

These housework gloves are different from any other you may have seen. Made from a new kind of plastic called Polyurethane, the gloves are a pleasure instead of a chore to wear. Do get a pair and note how easy it is to work with gloves on the hand. Yellow or green. $1.50 ppd. Order from Elastik Crystal, 1165 East Colorado, Pasadena, California.

Nursery Pillows. The toddlers in your house will love the merman and mermaid pillows shown here. Each is made of cotton fabric stuffed with Kapok. Cunning felt appliqué trim adds color. Merman is decorated with blue stripes, mermaid with pink. $2.25 ppd. for one pillow. Each is 16" high. Order from The Craft Shop, Department 8, Cambridge, N. Y.

PLATE WARMER

Perfect, easy, safe way to heat up to 10 plates, 12 inches in size, for serving good food properly. A distinctive, useful electrical gift. May be used on table. Zippered washable cover of red and white or green and white Chambray. Thermostatic control for AC/DC. Post paid $12.50 in U.S.A. Send check or money order.

Crawford House
Route 1, Box 406
Newfoundland, N. J.
GASCOIGNE is more versatile than Pegasus! This gentle gelding can be used as a rocking horse in the summer and as a ski horse in the winter. Made of plywood finished in weather-resistant paint, Gascoigne is fitted with interchangeable runners and rockers. Seat is 15" from ground. 24" x 24". $13.95 plus $1 shipping. Krebs, HG11, Westerly, Rhode Island.

French plaques. A group of four or more of these baroque pictures will add charm to almost any room. The frames and medallions are made of gilt-finished metal; the background is ruby red velvet. About 4 1/2" x 3 1/2", they are copies of antique pieces. And a pair is reasonably priced at $1.50. Ppd. Prestige Products, HG, 3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles.

Exquisite note for the bridge table: Romance Espanol playing cards. These beautiful cards are copies of antique pieces. And a pair is reasonably priced at $1.50.

BLUE WILLOW SALAD SET

The perfect background for crisp, colorful salads...this lovely seven-piece set is the famous Blue Willow pattern. Each piece a delicately crafted work of art you'll be proud to display at your most important dinners, ensemble includes a large 10" bowl, oil and vinegar cruets, salt and pepper shakers, and serving fork and spoon. $4.95 ppd. plus 50¢ West of Miss. Write for FREE catalog.

SETH AND JED

Dept. G-11

New Marlborough, Mass.

APOTHECARY BOTTLES

. . . attractive many-purpose bottles with ground glass stoppers!

Useful storage containers with full 8 oz. capacity for dried fruit, spices, herbs, shell nuts, both salts, powder, both, nuts, syrup, square, round, etc. Each bottle is 2 3/4" tall x 2 1/4" dia. with 1 3/4" wide mouth large enough for inserting measuring spoon and are the same size as seen in prescription drugs, of drug stores. Contents continually visible, attractively displayed and one heirloom with ground glass, air-tight stopper. Set of 5 including 10 gold-edged gummed labels for quick spotting of "back-side" contents all for the terrific value of price only. . . $4.95 postpaid

CRYSTAL GLASS TUBE & CYLINDER CO.

7312 South Chicago Ave. Chicago 19, III.
VINTAGE WINE
(Smoking alone takes 30 days!)

We guarantee complete satisfaction. Weight $4.05 to $13.00 per lb. (net $1.89 for those you especially wish to keep for weeks and weeks. Traditional for Christmas dinner ... per pound.

 Gordhug, Our hams are prepared to please every discerning palate. We have been in business for over 116 years, and have been able to provide our customers with the finest quality hams available.

Each magnificent ham now hangs for three weeks and nights over hand tended fires, until the juices drip and the dense, pungent hickory smoke permeates and flavors the meat. Then to darkened aging rooms, to hang for 30 days, and turned often. The salt is removed and the ham allowed to mature for three weeks. Next it is rubbed by hand with a thick coat of black pepper. Then it goes into the smokehouse to hang for 30 days, and turned often. The salt is removed and the ham allowed to mature for three weeks. Next it is rubbed by hand with a thick coat of black pepper. Then it goes into the smokehouse to hang for 30 days and to be hand tended fires, until the juices drip and the dense, pungent hickory smoke permeates and flavors the meat.

Your Jordan's ham arrives ready to be enjoyed, needs no heating. It keeps for weeks and weeks. Traditional for Christmas dinner ... perfect for cocktail party or buffet.

A Gift in Good Taste
BROCKLES Special Dressing
For those who have everything. The unique flavor provides new flavor magic, adds much to cooked vegetables, and meat or fish. Delicious spread on warm crackers ... or for canapes. A perfect hostess gift. Brockles Special Dressing is a blend of select spices, selected oil, blue cheese, with a trace of garlic, is recommended by famous food authorities.

SEA-SHELL SHRIMP SERVER
$19.95 (tax included; postpaid)

The silver-plated Sea Shell (11 inches diameter) is filled with shrimp, bedded on crushed ice. The glass-lined bowl at right holds cocktail sauce—glass-lined bowl at right holds cocktail sauce—with holders for hors d'oeuvres picks. (Picks not included.) Can also be used with floating flowers in bowl and cut flowers in cup.

Motel's
6309G Reisterstown Rd., Baltimore 13, Md.

Shrimp on ice!

"Mail Aid" will brighten up the life of the rural mail box owner. It is a specially designed tray which fits the standard R.F.D. box, and is easy to install. It slides in and out and will help you to eliminate the usual groping so necessary to collect the small cards and letters which gravitate to the rear. 

$4 ppd. Order from Mail Aid, 1300 W. 4th St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

The collector of ship models will be pleased if he finds the Nantucket under the Christmas tree. It is an exact replica of the famous lightship situated forty miles off Nantucket Island. 16½" long x 12" high, it has buff color deck and masts, white deck houses and bright red hull. $37.50 postpaid. Order from Piel Craftsmen, HG11, 307 High, Newburyport, Mass.

Treatise box of fine cheese.

And what an assortment! Three dessert cheeses; Camembert, Glarus, and Rexoli. Three firm cheeses: Port Salut, Swiss, and brick. Send this to someone for Christmas and you'll make him happy for a long time. Box, $11.95 postpaid. Order from The Swiss Colony, Department HG11, 1302 18th St., Monroe, Wisconsin.

COMICE PEARS
for Christmas Giving

LOW AS $2.60 DELIVERY PREPAID FROM ROUGE RIVER VALLEY MEDFORD, ORE.

Luxurious, large Comice Pears, creamy in texture, rich in juicy flavor, make unique and appreciated gifts for family, friends and business associates. These wonderful fruits are grown in our own orchards, carefully selected — individually weighed and prepaid in colorful gift boxes at any point in 48 states. Preorder arrival and mailing gift card enclosed. Send list, we do the rest. No stamps, C.O.D.'s or charge accounts, please.

EARLY BIRD PRICE...

Mail Aid* will bring up the life of the rural mail box owner. It is a specially designed tray which fits the standard R.F.D. box, and is easy to install. It slides in and out and will help you to eliminate the usual groping so necessary to collect the small cards and letters which gravitate to the rear. 

$4 ppd. Order from Mail Aid, 1300 W. 4th St., Los Angeles 17, Calif.

The collector of ship models will be pleased if he finds the Nantucket under the Christmas tree. It is an exact replica of the famous lightship situated forty miles off Nantucket Island. 16½" long x 12" high, it has buff color deck and masts, white deck houses and bright red hull. $37.50 postpaid. Order from Piel Craftsmen, HG11, 307 High, Newburyport, Mass.

Treatise box of fine cheese.

And what an assortment! Three dessert cheeses; Camembert, Glarus, and Rexoli. Three firm cheeses: Port Salut, Swiss, and brick. Send this to someone for Christmas and you'll make him happy for a long time. Box, $11.95 postpaid. Order from The Swiss Colony, Department HG11, 1302 18th St., Monroe, Wisconsin.

A Gift in Good Taste
BROCKLES Special Dressing
For those who have everything. The unique flavor provides new flavor magic, adds much to cooked vegetables, and meat or fish. Delicious spread on warm crackers ... or for canapes. A perfect hostess gift. Brockles Special Dressing is a blend of select spices, selected oil, blue cheese, with a trace of garlic, is recommended by famous food authorities.

SEA-SHELL SHRIMP SERVER
$19.95 (tax included; postpaid)

The silver-plated Sea Shell (11 inches diameter) is filled with shrimp, bedded on crushed ice. The glass-lined bowl at right holds cocktail sauce—glass-lined bowl at right holds cocktail sauce—with holders for hors d'oeuvres picks. (Picks not included.) Can also be used with floating flowers in bowl and cut flowers in cup.

Send check or M.O., please, no C.O.D.'s.
AROUND

A folding cup is a boon for the school lunch box or glove compartment. This one is made of plastic, has a pill box in the cover. Colors: red, blue, green, pink. A name or three letter monogram is printed in gold color. $1 for two; $1.75 for four. Add $1 for monogram on 2 cups. Postpaid. Order from International Gifts, Box 509, Dept. HG, Culver City 68, Cal.

Age your whiskey in the barrel shown here! The wood interior and Swiss music box with which this Oriental ornament is fitted will have a mellowing effect on the spirits. The brass hooped barrel and sturdy base are finished in black lacquer and colorful scenes. 6½" x 4½" x 8". $15. Ppd. Order from Margoe, HG11, 216 Spruce, West Hempstead, N. Y.

A reproduction of a New Orleans plant stand makes the perfect container for house plants. Made of cast aluminum, it comes finished in black, white and a range of decorator colors. And it has a water tight liner! Small (23" long x 8" wide x 14" high) $15.95; large (34" x 8" x 29'') $29.95. Postpaid. Moultrie Company, Box 363, HG11, Moultrie, Georgia.

World Wide Personal Cooker

Smart, practical and personally gratifying, this set can go and be used wherever you go. It is a cooker, brews tea and makes coffee to your liking—Carefully nestled in the beautiful, rich Cowhide zippered case to go. It is a cooker, brews lea and makes coffee to your liking—Carefully nestled in the beautiful, rich Cowhide zippered case. You'll want several extra marked "Guest" as well as for "Grandma" and "Grandpa"! You can also engrave with one of your choice up to 13 letters. Single clips are $7.50 each, or a set of 4 for $3.00. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Ask for Free Gift 'n Gadget Catalog, fool from MEREDITH'S, Evanston 22, III.

Napkin Clips

PERSONALIZED for all the family—and for gifts, too! Each napkin with a handsome, softly polished aluminum NAPKIN CLIP that will never discolor or tarnish! Lightweight, so handy for identifying each family member's own napkin. You'll want several extra marked "Guest" as well as for "Grandma" and "Grandpa"! You can also engrave with one of your choice up to 13 letters. Single clips are $7.50 each, or a set of 4 for $3.00. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Ask for Free Gift 'n Gadget Catalog, toll from MEREDITH'S, Evanson 22, III.

FRUIT CAKE

2402 St. Paul Street

Christmas

 FAIR TRADE

FARM j

65

Dear Lobstetrician:

A lady out at St. Louis in Missouri ordered one of our Maine clambakes to set before friends of hers from New England. Hard old audience. "Our guests declared them the finest lobsters ever," she wrote. "Wonderful for me so easy to do." What she's praising up is Saltwater Farm's handy bake, you can enjoy rights at home, indoors or out. Live Maine Lobsters—1½ lb. size for tender, mesty eating—nestled in the traditional clambake rock-wood— with fresh dried steamer clams too, if you will—all together and all Ready-to-Cook in our disposable lobster steamer. Quite a rip. All you do is remove the steamer from the ieced barrel in which it arrives, punch a hole or two in the lid, add a quart of salted water—and let it steam. 15 minutes after the steamer starts, the seafood's all ready to serve. Complete directions come with every Saltwater 'bake. A wonderfully simple recipe for a grand party at any time of year.

Minutes after taking the lobsters out of Maine's cold waters, we have the cooking steamer cushioned in more than 100 lbs. of crushed natural ice. Shipped immediately by fast Railway Express on a careful schedule that lets you select the arrival date you wish. The barrels areiced all the way for added protection. Within 1400 rail miles of this village, Live Delivery is Guaranteed. Has to be or Saltwater Farm wouldn't be in its eighty year of making thousands of home and hostess happy—and giving them time to enjoy their own parties along with the authentic Maine flavor.

No need for us to brag on it because thousands have sent in to tell us so; their repeat orders please us just as much. We think you'll discover a rewarding experience that will delight your friends. Choose now from these four typical clam-bakes, send express (800 miles):

At $14.95, 218: Eight Lobsters and ½ peck Steamer Clams (about 100) OR #23: Ten Lobsters.

At $27.75, 223: Sixteen Lobsters and full peck Clams OR #24: Twenty Lobsters.

Send your order in right off or first chance you get, write for the complete catalogue of our Maine seafoods.

Faithfully yours,

Edward Mayes

SALTWATER FARM

DANARISCOTTA #15

MAINE

Enclosed is $14.95 $27.75

Please ship 'bake circled 1 2 4

for use on

Send catalogue of Seafoods

Name

Address

Town

State

Live delivery guaranteed
This Christmas Give 
...IMPORTED ENGLISH 
Plum Puddings

Gather round—mist and you're sure the family and guests will be merry when imported Peak Fren's English Plum Pudding highlights your table. Talk of excited comments, as your guest savors each and every palate-pleasing morsel. It's the most flavorful one we were able to locate in all Old England... seldom obtainable in this country. And you know, nobody makes Plum Pudding like the English—not even grandmother. A wonderful gift, too! 2-lb. tin, gift boxed. Only $3.50 plus 25c handling.

IMPORTED ENGLISH BISCUITS

Out-of-this-world eating begins when you serve or give this confection from England. The British call them "biscuits", Americans call them "cookies". Whichever you prefer, you'll pronounce them "delicious". Indeed, this is the unique, regal gifts of gifts for your family, special friends. The Oxford Drum enamelled tin, 1 lb., 15 oz. Only $3.50 plus 25c handling.

ALSO AVAILABLE—ROYAL SCOTCH SHORTBREAD

Deservedly famous are these crisp, very short biscuits, that actually melt in your mouth. Packaged in Tartan Plaid tin, 12% oz. Only $3.00 plus 25c handling.

MID-LAKES IMPORTERS
Box 797, Dept. G-11, Evanston, Ill.
We'll ship direct to your Xmas list with holiday greetings in time for Christmas.

5 lbs. 
$6.00
POSTPAID

Send gift list and personal or business cards. We do the rest.

FOR GROUP FUND-RAISING!

Pecan Halves, 1 lb. cello, bags, $1.40, 25 or more. Send for colorful folder, prices, etc.

Giant Terrace Chef

For casual living... handmade by Ozark Mountain craftsmen from small black walnuts. Big 13-inch bowl and eight 8-inch individual bowls with tossing set.

A symbol of hospitality

$22.50

THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER
BOX 388-H
ROGERS, ARK.

"OLD FASHIONED GIFTS"

THE ORIGINAL... WORLD FAMOUS!

Food-of-the-Month Club®

AROUND THE WORLD IN "ATEY-DAZE"

Give friends, family and business associates this passport to a 12-month Epicurean Odyssey. Truly the "Ace of Clubs",... a vivid departure from the conventional. Buffet delicacies, bars d'entrees, savory snacks in taste-testing combinations... each a connoisseur's selection from the finest the world offers.

Beautiful, rich, full color box-covers deliberately designed as collector's items... each a portrait of a fascinating, famous foreign restaurant.

The Food-of-the-Month Club® gives you a parade of thanks throughout the year!
Each exotic package contains a different selection from overseas countries... no two are alike! Each is a hom-ten voyage to a foreign country... premiere class.

3-BOX CLUB Dec., Jan., Feb. ppd. $13.95
6-BOX CLUB Dec., Nov., May $27.75
9-BOX CLUB Dec., Nov., Aug., Feb. $37.75
12-BOX CLUB Dec., Nov., Aug., May $49.95
LEAGUE OF RATIONS Dec. only $6.95

SEND CHECK or M.O.

The Stratified Stall 320 N.E. 7th St.
Dept. 5-G, Miami, Fla.

Send for FREE 24-page full color catalog

SHOPPING

A country cupboard

holds nothing so delicious as the preserves shown here. Each five-ounce jar is filled with a different delight; prune jam with hazelnuts; apricot jam with apricot kernels; wild blackberry; whole strawberry. Try spreading one on hot buttered muffins. $2.95 postpaid for four jars. From Jane Amherst, Box 2024, Portland 14, Ore.

Elegant note

for a traditional room: a graceful baroque three-light sconce. We show one here made of cast brass finished in one of two ways: in antique gold or in natural brass treated to resist tarnish. 15" high x 13" wide, it has three candle cups. $12.50 for a single sconce: $21.50 for the pair. Exp. coll. Radio Center Gifts, 64 West 48th St., New York 36, N. Y.

Revolving Hors D'oeuvres Server "TIVOLI TOWER SUSAN"

It's stunning! It's practical! It's attractive! You'll love this unique Server with its six French glass dishes that are finely enameled on bone. Attach or remove them with a flip of the finger.

Special Introductory Offer

Send me two $1 bills (or check or money order for the same amount) and I will send you my 2% pound box of JUMBO PRUNES, including a generous sample of my Ranch-made Sweets, giant California Apricots, fresh Dates, and honey-sweet white Figs.

These prunes are huge and so soft you'll eat 'em like candy. To new customers only I offer this regular $3.65 box for $2.00 and I pay delivery. I guarantee complete satisfaction or your money back. Send today and I'll ship at once direct from my ranch. Only one to a customer.

Send check or M.O.

to: JUMBO PRUNES

50 VACA VALLEY ORCHARDS
Box G-27, Encino, Calif.

Send your 2 1/2 lb. box Giant Prunes.

Name
Address
City Zone State

Send for FREE 24-page full color catalog

SEND

THE GIFT THAT'S GAY

and Useful Too!

SMALL SUGGESTED GIFTS for Christmas! There's an absolute minimum of confusion, as everyone is sure to get a gift that is really going to be used. These small gifts are ideal for parents, grandparents, teachers, salesmen, neighbors, friends, and others. Prices range from $1.00 to $5.00. See your presenters and let them choose from these many and choice gifts. Send for FREE 24-page full color catalog.

KILLINGER GIFTS, NO.
308 8th St., Racine, Wis.

House & Garden
AROUND

Driving school. This toy is primarily for children but the men in the house will surely monopolize it. Three tiny cars are controlled by a steering wheel. The cars can be driven, parked, and generally manipulated like regular automobiles. School has a gas station, tunnel, streets and garage. 19" x 12" x 6". $4.98 ppd. Jolan, Postertown Rd., Newburgh, N. Y.

Cousin is this what is troubling you: a fat, flabby figure? You won't have to give up the ship of Good Looks if you use a bit of discipline. Don't over-eat, and get the exerciser shown here. A ten-minute routine with it every day will do wonders to tone up the muscles and improve circulation. $6.98 ppd. Healtholizer Co., 331 Madison Avenue, New York 17.

FROM CALIFORNIA WHERE THE FINEST FRUITS ARE GROWN!

No other fruit cake like it in all the world. It took 7 years to perfect the recipe. The flavor is incomparable. No small pieces of dried fruits in this magical concoction... but whole fruits... magical Mission Pak glazed fruits! Great big tender cherries, huge chunks of moist pineapple, crisp, crunchy pecans and walnuts, and luscious, seedless white figs. Wonderful for Christmas gifts... great to have on hand all through the year for unexpected guests. We dare you to try one and be able to resist the urge to order more. Never sold in stores... just direct to you. Only a limited number available, so order today to be sure of getting this wonderful gift.

3 BIG GIFT SIZES from which to choose: Gift No. 11, 1 1/2 lbs., $3.45. Gift No. 12, 2 lbs., $4.35, Gift No. 14, 3 lbs., $5.95.

FROM CALIFORNIA WHERE THE FINEST FRUITS ARE GROWN!
INDIVIDUAL STEAK PLANKS FOR THAT SPECIAL DINNER

Solid seasoned maple carved to catch the tasty juices.
Clear marine finish, 12"x8" Set of 4 $14.95 postpaid

New Large Personalized Steak Plank
Enjoy a Planked Steak with all the trimmings. Solid (not glued pieces) seasoned oak 18"x12"x1/2" thick
Carved with one initial $8.95 postpaid
carved with three initials or with cattle brand $10.95 postpaid
Planks of special sizes and carvings made to order.

CHARLES W. CHASE
5 HADDAM NECK
EAST HAMPTON, CONN.

Write for Free Catalog of Unusual woodwork.

At Last!
SPOON ON A PEDESTAL
Free-standing, split-proof and time-saving, this imported multi-purpose helper is made of rare nickel and chromium...
Positively will not tarnish or absorb flavors Smartly designed to stand firmly on any level surface. Wonderful answer for those handicapped. Room for young mother when holding baby in one arm and feeding him simultaneously...
...from vitamins to medication. Exclusive design enables gentle placement of spoon on lips at comfortable angle. Four-standing feature maintains cleanliness. Easily sterilized. Has many kitchen uses. Teaspoon measurements marked. Useful gift for the Christmas Stocking. $2.85, postpaid. Tax applicable.

CAL MART CORPORATION
San Francisco, California Room Building

There's no finer gift than TEXAS RED BLUSH GRAPEFRUIT

HANDMADE MEXICAN BAMBOO BASKETS
as illustrated, in Red, Green and Natural colors, bamboo, decorative and useful. Straight grapefruit, or variety pack

You have no idea how GOOD and SWEET Grapefruit can be until you have eaten the Tip O' Tex RED BLUSH Variety. Utterly delicious and sweet enough to eat without sugar. It is the Sweet Grapefruit grown anywhere. The color, too, is a vivid Red, very pleasing in its novel appearance and making table settings more attractive.

Other Texas Citrus Varieties
White Grapefruits: large, sweet, naval Oranges; juicy Hamlin Oranges: all free-rinded, finest quality, seedless fruit. Your choice, straight or mixed packs, large or small baskets, cartons or crates—and our nationally famous, popular, handmade Mexican Bamboo Baskets.

PRICES: Range $2.50 and up, plus exact cost of express.

FREE FOLDER
Illustrated in full color with complete information on Texas Citrus, packs and prices, and wonderful recipes and hints to your gift list. Write your name and address to us. Mention Dept. G-50.

PITTMAN & DAVIS
Shippers of Texas Citrus since 1925
Harrlingen, Texas

Pad around the house in a pair of monogrammed terry cloth "Pad-Arounds" if you want to experience sheer bliss. And they are good looking! Made of thick terry, they have a three-letter monogram or a first name embroidered in either red or blue. Sizes for both men and women: small, medium, large, $2.95 ppd. Moosley, HG11, 11 E. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

A shoe shine boy (or man) will be delighted to receive the leather kit shown here. The cowhide case is made like a miniature briefcase. Saddle stitched and fitted with a brass lock and a brass plate marked with three initials, it is an English import, $4.95 for case and two brushes, two polishing cloths and black and brown polish. Cortley, 365 E. 83 St., N. Y.

Treasure chest. This sweet miniature is imported. Made of blonde wood, it has a top decorated with tiny inlaid wood panels, a front with a painted Oriental scene. The three drawers will make a good safe for rings, other jewelry. Mirror door opens onto a secret panel. Girls, young or old, will like this. $1.98 ppd. Cariba's Corner, 800H No. Clark, Chicago.

SHOPPING
AROUND

Luxury cashmere is used to make the monogrammed tie and muffler shown here. The tie is silk-lined and marked with three initials, $6.95. Self-fringed muffler is marked to match, $9.95. Colors: navy with gray marking; brown with ivory; silver with black. Underline last initial. Postpaid. Order from Downs and Co., 816 University Avenue, Evanston, Ill.

The Devil Level is a dial calibrated instrument which uses the semi-floating needle principle. It is ideal for the hobbyist and the homecraftsman. With it you can measure the pitch of a roof, or a drain pipe, or a fence, of a TV antenna. The reverse side is calibrated for pitch or inch rise per foot, $2.04 ppd, R.C. Engineering, 1545 Mendocino, Altadena, Cal.

Like Father like son. Junior will imitate the do-it-yourself member of your house if you give him the Junior Tool Kit. The twenty piece carpenter set is made of sturdy plastic. When Daddy takes up his Phillips screwdriver Junior will follow suit with the plastic version, $1. postpaid the set. Order from Bradlee Products, Dept. HG11, 550 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

BOILED EGG OPENER
No More Burned Fingers!
Crack, they're open! Just like that. Boiled egg lovers—Crax-Ezy, the new household necessity, holds and opens piping hot eggs like magic. No muss. No more risk of burned fingers. Child simple. More than 1,500,000 already in daily use. Made of durable plastic and stainless steel. Money back if not absolutely delighted. Order TODAY! $1.00 per set. SPECIAL GIFT IDEA! Send $2 for a Crax-Ezy's one for each member of family—a $3 value! CRAX-EZY 4002 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles 58, Calif.

Keep Ice Cubes 4 Hours!
LABELS FOR THERMO TUMBLERS

Exciting new Thermo Tumblers keep ice cubes four (4) hours without melting. (Prove it to yourself!) Two layers of crystal clear Lucite with a vacuum between are what turn the trick. They won't sweat, need no coasters, won't moisten hands. Ideal for bridge! Coral fish net and green felt fish design by Peter Hunt. Enclosed in air space, design and cut outs can't be touched, stays clean.

SPECIAL GIFT IDEA! $1.00 postpaid
ALSO AVAILABLE—4 Thermo Tumblers (no decorations) in sparkling cobalt blue, green, red and amber, one each shade, $5.00 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s.

Send for free catalog. N. Haskell, 2100-811 N. Haskell, Dallas, Texas

GLAMOUR AND GOODNESS, TOO!
Every time the coffee is on there will be happy thoughts of you. Old-world skills are combined with modern design in this Coffee Carafe of hand-blown, heatproof glass. Copperplate decor is fired into the glass. Brass warmer has replaceable candle. Filled with finest fancy pecan halves; gaily ribbed. Safe arrival guaranteed. Order No. CC-2. $5.00 Ppd.

Send your gift list. We mail for you, gift wrapped.

BIG PAPERSHELLS! Hacienda hampers, with a great red bow on top—and brimful of our finest 1956 crop pecans. Tastiest flavor in years—also most economical, so give generously. Two sizes, each sent postpaid. Order early.
1 lb. Ppr. $3.95 10 lb. Ppr. $7.75

ROUND AN ROUND the goodies go! Big serving tray a circle of our assorted pecan candies and tropical jellies; inner tray loaded with select pecan halves. A "show-piece" gift—looks awfully expensive—but isn't. Order RS-1. $2.00 Ppd.
Papertshell Pecans in stout kraftboard boxes: 5 lbs. $3.70—10 lbs. $7.50


BOILED EGG OPENER

CRAX-EZY 4002 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles 58, Calif.

A HOSTESS' HEART leaps with joy when you give this smart ceramic-and-brass snack tray. Filled with Stuckey's famous pecan candies and spices. Guaranteed kitchen-fresh. Admire guess the cost to be twice as much! Order No. CT-2. $5.00 Ppd.

Stuckey's Plump pecans and candies are the mostest!

For them and for you!

Stuckey's big ol' plump pecans and candies are the mostest!
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OUTSIDE HOLIDAY DECORATIONS
Realistic natural color Santa and reindeers of molded styron, 12" tall, approx. 5' long. For roof, chimney, lawn. $1.98. ALSO LIGHTED SET; Each team and Santa has floodlight at base. Approx. 22½" tall, 8' to 10' overall when arranged. Cord, bulbs. Complete $3.95 ppd.

CHRISTMAS CARD HOLDER
Prancer, Dancer, Comet, and Blitzen display the beauty of your choicest Christmas cards. Decorative black and gold sleigh and reindeer hold 14 cards on 6 hangers. Really attractive decor for your mantel, wall. Overall size is 41" x 22½" $2.25 ppd.

SEW NICE!
Early American Miniature
Here's a workmanlike, authentic reproduction of a Hutch Table converted into a hand sewing cabinet. Of sturdy New England pine with rounded edges, it is beautifully hand rubbed and finished. 3/4" high by 3/4" wide overall, its drawer is roomy enough to hold most of lady's sewing supplies. Thoughtful gift for the lady with nimble fingers, the lower of Early American costume. $5.98

SCALLOPED QUILTS & MATCHING BLANKET COVERS in Printed NYLON
A continued puff of Nylon filled with Polyester down but warm and washable. Matching blanket covers are finished with embroidered white Nylon organdy. Enchanted bouquet watercolor print on white. Pink, blue or yellow. SCALLOPED Twin cut size 72x90 $14.95 Full cut size 80x90 $17.95 QUILT Full cut size 72x90 $33.95 BLANKET Full cut size 80x90 $31.95 COVERS King cut size 90x108 $15.95 Please specify color when ordering

IMPORTED CUFF LINKS
—the perfect, unusual gift for him or her. One a jeweled, shock-resistant Swiss watch (penny-sized) with an unbreakable crystal, and a YEAR'S written guarantee. The other opens up into a double, two picture locket. (Can be monogrammed, if desired, by your local engraver.) In tarnish-proof, golden finish. Exclusively ours at only $14.95 postpaid.

THE NASSAU CO., Dept. B
200 West 34th Street
New York 1, New York

NEW GUNSTOCK MOUNT FOR ALL CAMERAS
"The Comstock* stands all movie and still cameras, greatly improves home movies and action shots. Ideal for sports and shipboard photography. Also steadies binoculars for aboard ship, birdwatching, etc. (Binocular attachment $2.50 extra.) Guaranteed. Send check or money order for FREE LITERATURE. CAMSTOCK, Dept. G-1, Box 652, Boston 2, Mass.
**AROUND**

A man's gift is hard to find. Here we show two unusually attractive tie pins which even the most conservative man will like. Made of 14K gold, one is designed as a circle with two initials; the other is three Old English letters joined together. Yellow gold only. Each is $8.95 ppd. Federal tax included. Parker Distributors, Box 55, Williams-bridge Sta., N. Y. 67.

**Window decoration** for the family room: the colorful plastic panel shown here. Apply it to the picture window with gummed tape and notice the brilliance of the colors as the light shines through the panel. It will help to bring the Spirit of Christmas into the house. 30" x 40". $4.95 ppd. Religious Art Guild, HG.11, 131 First Street, Peoria, Ill.

---

**WHO'S WHO IN YOUR FAMILY?**

"The Record of My Ancestry"

BAILEY'S PHOTO-ANCESTRAL RECORD

The expert's way of preserving your family records. Endorsed by leading genealogists everywhere. THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTRY—the original volume with the cut-out windows. Glance through the windows of the RECORD and see into your family history. For beginners or experts—compact, complete, easy to use. Full Instructions with each book. In over FIFTY YEARS—now in its SIXTH EDITION, enlarged and improved. Write for FREE illustrated brochure.

FREDERIC S. BAILEY, Publisher

85 Sea Street, Quincy, Massachusetts

---

**HAND-THROWN PLASTIC PANELS**

The perfect horse. Its three-dimensional—a perfect gift. Not only the man of the family, but every member of the household will admire and appreciate this fine horse. Fills any bare wall-space with interest. Made of copper, finished in black or Pompeian green. 30" long, 15" high. Bracket at back for easy mounting. $32.00 postpaid. Polished brass or copper finish $42.00.

---

**PERSONALIZED SERVICE TRAY**

Every home can use another tray, especially one as handsome as this. Made of heavy aluminum, satin finish, with a polished brass monogram. Tray is 19" in diam. 1" deep. Get several for gifts and specify initials desired. $5.80 postpaid.

Write for Free Christmas Gift Catalog

Hagerstrom METALCRAFT STUDIO

Handcrafted specialties since 1923—Teakhamen, House signs, Eastern, Mail boxes, Paul Sayers, etc.

Dept. HG, Old Milwaukee Road, Wheeling, Ill.

---

**RELAX IN PATAKWA MOCCASINS**

Ideal gift for the whole family from the Indian Reservation Country of soft, washed moccasins, flexible slender soles, laced in side heel cushions and insoles. BLUES TO WEAR indoors and out with soles rolled up or down. HANDCRAFTED IN Natural, Turquoise, Brown, Red, Rustic. Golden Corn, Indian White.

FOR MEN and WOMEN in sizes 4 to 5.

In sizes 10 thru 12.

---

**THE PERFECT BRITISH CAP—in DEERSKIN**

The smallish, narrowish, shallowish forward-looking cap—in the proper British manner—now in our own native deerskin, so soft, so smooth, such a delight to wear. One-piece top, back strap, small brim. 467. Men's sizes, 61/2 to 73/4. Women's head-sizes, 21/2 to 221/2 ... $12.95.

Send for our new catalog showing 21 styles in deerskin gloves, caps, shorts, jackets, gift suggestions galore.

**THE VERMONT CROSSROADS STORE**

OFF WATERBURY 9. VERMONT. 9--

---

**STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION**

FOUR MONTHS' PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE

TWO YEARS' INTERIOR DESIGN

Resident Day Classes

Start Feb. 4th. Send for Catalog R

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, droperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course

Starts at once. Send for Catalog C

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

**NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN**

29 East 72nd St., New York 21, N. Y.
Musical Maker
A thrilling new musical toy. Now, any child can play tunes, without musical training. Just put on a music disk, blow... turn... and you make music.

Shown and played on Lawrence Welk's TV shows.
Complete, with 10 music disks, each punched to play different tunes all children love.

$3.00

Please, 20 cents for mailing.

Order from
Hildegarde Studios, Dept. HG
517 Farmington Ave.
Hartford 5, Conn.
AROUND

A child's delight is a colorful ball. We show here a 4" one which is made of sturdy plastic. The smooth background is gaily decorated with bars of music and a fun-loving animal. Easy to keep clean, this ball is perfectly suitable for the crib or playpen. And it is reasonably priced at only $1. Ppd. Walter Drake, HG15 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Col.

"Roll-It" is an educational toy most youngsters will enjoy using. It consists of a collection of wood pieces which are finished in gay color, non-toxic lacquer; nuts and bolts which are made of bright metal. The junior handyman will make wagons, planes, trucks from this clever assortment. $2 ppd. Harvey Sales, HG11. Box 53, Cedarhurst, New York.

Fruit of the Month. These delivery boys shown in the picture are bears of fine fruit. They'll deliver luxuries anywhere in the United States. Do send someone a subscription (from $11.65 up to $63.95 postpaid) and you'll make him happy for three hundred and sixty-five days. Order from Harry and David, P. O. Box 4 E, Medford, Oregon.

Boy's GUN RACK

$4.95 ppd

He may have everything else, but we're sure he does not have a rack for his beloved gun collection. Get him this one which will add a handsome, masculine note to his room, keep his artillery in order (and out under foot!) — and teach him the principle of caring for his prized possessions. 24" long, 16" high, 7" deep on bottom, 2½" on top, it holds 3 rifles and 3 pistols, hangs on wall or stands on table. Solid pine with non-warp plywood sides and back. Pre-drilled (except everything) for easy assembly. $4.95 ppd., unassembled. $5.95 with light natural finish.

Quick delivery. Send check or m.o. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for FREE Catalog!

Jeef Elliot Craftsmen

FREE! DELUXE ITALIAN PROVINCIAL DOLL
SOLD DIRECT FROM FLORENCE
On New Membership Plan Of
WORLD-WIDE DOLL CLUB!

Kiddies and grown-ups will be thrilled with membership in our unique deluxe foreign Doll Club — exciting to have or give! A luxurious Italian Doll arrives first — then a membership in our exclusive club! Each member receives a magnificent doll which arrives from an exotic land — in export packaging with colorful stamps and autograph. Which unboxed and delivered with pride of choice! From Europe, Asia, South America, Africa — and just for you! No membership restrictions, no obligation, no strings. Available in U.S. only on membership. Keep interest in geography.

You're invited. Book free membership plan! You'll pay as low as $57 each — and even more!

Keep Italian Doll Free! If not delighted with free Italian doll money is refunded in full and you keep doll too. Furthermore, you may cancel membership at any time. World-Wide Doll Club.

WORLD-WIDE DOLL CLUB Dept. 365, Greensville, N. Y.

"Sitting pretty" in an EASYBABY

She's a novel child's playmate who elevates and supports the smallest baby. It brings him into the family circle and frees mother's hands for feeding. EasyBaby is the ideal way to keep the infant happy and secure at his mother's side: about the house, travelling. Hand finished wood construction, in pale pink, blue or yellow. Fully assembled, complete with plastic mattress, safety strap and hand holes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order. Postpaid in U. S. A. $9.95.

HARVEST HOUSE, Box 404, ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.

"Let's Pretend" Outfits for Little Pretenders $12.95

Stunning Model's Hat Box holds Costume Wardrobe of 18 items and instructions for combining them into at least 14 "dress-up" outfits for make-believe play. Masquerades, dancing school or club activities. She can be a gypsy, senorita, queen, nursery rhyme character; southern lady, circus performer, ballerina, princess, fairy princess, skater, waitress, prince charming, court page or wear an evening gown. Adjustable sizes fit 5 to 11 yrs. Only $12.95 plus 50¢ to cover postage and mailing costs.

Surprise Shop, Dept. HG-116

542 South Glencoe, Glencoe, Ill.

Marine Life Pillows FIN & HADDIE

Printed water color design. Made of 100% cotton. Fin is Seven inches long. Haddie is Five inches long. Both are stuffed with finest fluffy Kapok.

Complete Marine Group of four, S7.85 plus 50¢ to cover postage and mailing costs.

Dept. HG-II3, J. E. FOSTER, Inc.

CIY___ State___

Address___

"THE PERFECT BABY PRESENT"
A pediatrician approved crib chair that elevates and supports the smallest baby, it brings him into the family circle and frees mother's hands for feeding. EasyBaby is the ideal way to keep the infant happy and secure at his mother's side: about the house, travelling. Hand finished wood construction, in pale pink, blue or yellow. Fully assembled, complete with plastic mattress, safety strap and hand holes. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order. Postpaid in U. S. A. $9.95.

HARVEST HOUSE, Box 404, ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.

Marine Life Pillows

FIN & HADDIE

Draws Millions of Designs!

For boys and girls! MAGIC DESIGNER makes endless designs just by setting the arm and turning the handle! Each time the arm is moved, a new design appears! All-wood, complete with 50 special paper discs, pencil, simple instructions and examples to keep them amused for hours! MAGIC DESIGNER is $3.50 postpaid.

100 Refill Discs are 50¢. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Ask for free Gift 'n Gadget Catalog, too! Order today for gifts from MEREDITH'S, Evanston 22, Illinois.

3-piece Outfit for Your Little Indian

Heads big Indian chief needs head big amount equipment to carry on his tribal duties. This 3-piece outfit will add to his big signs of high command. The multi-colored mats of red feathers, colorful felt vest is gaily decorated. Ceremonial Ceremonial Battle (made by the Indians) is covered with rawhide and hand-painted. Colors are black, tan, medium or $3.50. Postage Prepaid (except on C.O.D.'s). Hunting unusual gifts? Write for FREE Catalog!

CHEROKEE TRADERS, Dept. H-2
P.O. Box 7008, Oklahoma City 12, Okla.
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NEW! 'STOR-WAY' Scenic Train Set-up

A portable folding SCENIC CASE that eliminates all trouble and fuss. Just open ... plug in ... it's ready to operate. Pull out plug ... close ... it's ready to store.

The patented PORTO-TRAIN-PAK is a marvel, yet so simple a child can operate it. All tracks are engaged and disengaged automatically.

Tracks are mounted on SOUND-ABSORBING board which deters sounds of running trains. Wonderful for apartments.

"PAKS" for LIONEL, AMERICAN FLYER or LOUIS MARX TRAINS!

NOW $34.50 Complete

PORTO-TRAIN-PAK CO., (Dept. 1A)
535 Hicks St., Brooklyn 31, N. Y.

A year of Christmas Gifts for Children

100 Animals ... $1.00

Here's a whole zoo of assorted animals to keep the kiddies busy and delighted for days on end. From every continent and in 26 varieties, each is identified on the back and stands erect on individual base. Sculptured in detail and gaily colored, these animals are educational as well as a clever play toy. 100 animals ... $1.00 ppd. Carol Beatty, 219 Beatty Building, Hollywood 46, Calif. Free. Write for BIG NEW GIFT catalog.

130 COLOR TV TOYS $1

Large size in full color. New toy sensation, fun for ages 2-14. Realistic in every detail, this fun packed kit contains enough characters to put on 4 play TV shows at once ... western, circus, variety show, drama, etc. Over 130 actors, actresses, acrobats, circus animals, dancers, clowns, cowboys, singers, TV cameras, scenery and studio props ... ready to cut out of rigid bookstock. Even the youngest children will love TV dolls, recognize favorites. Educational "Director's Kit" explains how to set up shows. Each piece delivers ... average 5" high. FREE-2 funny TV puppets, arms-legs move. Send $1 plus 25c postage and handling (total delivery $1.25) for each set or 4 sets for $4.00 to Studio Models, Dept. B, 129 Madison Ave., Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey.

SMALL FRY CUDDLE BEAR

Most talented teddy we've ever met! Just toss him into the washing machine whenever he needs a bath and he'll come out good as new. Made of Nylas saftey plush pure white plush with a beckoning satin bow. He's 9 ½" tall, has blue eyes and loves to be hugged. Give him to your favorite youngster for Christmas. $4.95 ppd.


SPECIALS!!

LOCH LANE, Dept. G-11, Port Chester, N. Y.

SHOPPING

A fine safe for your house is beautifully designed and made of welded steel. The three-number combination lock will protect your valuable papers, currency and jewelry. It has a velvet lined drawer, and two sections fitted with index cards. Gray. 12 1/2" x 9 ½" x 8". $12.95. Postpaid. Order from Lois Richards, Department HG11, 2424 Euclid, Cleveland, Ohio.

Travel posters. A set of six assorted posters would make a gay addition to the playroom, a college sitting room, or the summer camp. Beautifully colored, these posters create a romantic atmosphere and satisfy wanderlust. Each is 28" x 42". $3.95 ppd. for the set of six; $7.50 for 12. Order from Blue Horizons, HG11, P. O. Box 93, Belmont, Massachusetts.

Signature stamp. Every desk should be equipped with one of these rubber stamps. It is the efficient thing to use to mark your books, your laundry and market lists, the correspondence you have read and want to file. Write your name in ink on white paper and send it to be reproduced. 3.25 ppd. with ink pad. Handy Labels, Box 509, Culver City 17, Cal.

Your own child's drawing drawn for Daddy or Mommy, or grandmother. A child's work of art can achieve immortality. Just fold and mail any size drawing for reproduction in full color on a 7" ceramic ash tray or 5 ½" x 4 ½" cigarette box $6.95 each. Allow 30 days, 50c postage. Write for free brochure.

3 TOYS IN 1

MECHANICAL ANIMAL SET with interchangeable heads—Dog, Monkey & Bear

A lovely threesome! If your youngster has a curious bent and likes to take things apart (and what kid doesn't?) this will fascinate him. Colorfully plush and felt costumed, he beats the drum and clatter the cymbals as he dances and prances. Simple, just put head on wooden bar. 11 ½", gift boxed. $2.50 set, $5.25 so. We pay postage, no cod's. Q.T. Novelty Co., Inc., Box 54, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, N. Y.
AROUND

Martha Washington's Great Cake is now being made in Virginia. And it is THE most deli­cious cake you have ever eaten. Made of the finest ingredients including brandy and sherry, it is a good keeping cake if you hide it away under lock and key. $3 for 1 1/4 lb. (shown): $5.45 for 2 1/2 lb. oblong cake. Pd. Lucy Ann Gray, Box 510G, Alexandria, Va.

Mom, these Creole pralines! We think that there is nothing quite like the flavor of these pecan confections which come from New Orleans. Made of the finest natural ingredients they are a taste sensation. $2.25 for a half of 8. Postpaid. Add 20c West of Mississippi. Order from Creole Deli­cacies, Dept. HG11, 533 St. Ann Street, New Orleans, Louisiana.

A neat appointment for the dinner table: silver footed dishes to hold individual servings of iced seafood, fruit compote, sherbet or ice cream. The cup­shape top is made of crystal-clear glass, the base of sterling silver. Note how the glass screws into the silver base, $3.50 for two. Post­paid, Order from The Croydon Silver Co., 6349 N. Fairfield Ave. Chicago 45, III.

GUARDALL INDUSTRIES

100 Toy Soldiers $1.25

A MOST WANTED GIFT!

Just imagine! A big assortment of 100 plastic Toy Soldiers, up to 4 1/2" high—miniature reproductions of the real arti­cles! Riflemen, Machine gunners, Sharpshooter, Infantrymen, Officers. Bazooka men, Marksmen, Sailors, Waves. Wives and cannon, tanks, trucks, jeeps, battle­ships, cruisers, bombers and jet planes. A complete army for your boy's delight! Order several sets now—only $1.25 per set, postpaid. No COD's please. Free catalog.

Gift Engravers, Dept. HG-2,
6494 N. Fairfield Ave. Chicago 45, Ill.

THE IDEAL GIFT FOR THE CHILD OR COLLECTOR

PROTECT AND GUARD THE LITTLE ONES

Your children will never be better served when they're surrounded by these imported, hand-embroidered cloth dolls. If the child speaks out loud, the doll's mouth opens and closes. A cloth-lined pouch about the size of a quarter is hospitably provided with child's name, address and phone number. The dolls are made of soft plastic to stand, sit, kneel,-prance. Hands painted and polished with real paints. Complete with work chain.

GUARD ALL INDUSTRIES
Box 355 Dept. GH-11 Phila. 5, Pa.

FLEXIBLE PLASTIC

Ideal Christmas Gift For Students

PRECISION 3 TURRET MICROSCOPE

100-200-300 POWER

$7.99
$14.95 VALUE

THE most thrilling gift you can give a student! Bring up your findings $4.14 less than competition price. Triple revolving stages. Three eye-piece objectives. Three eye-pieces. Fully ground polished ACHROMATIC lenses. Fully ground polished ACHROMATIC lenses. Repairable on instruction. Fully ground polished ACHROMATIC lenses. Repairable on instruction. The story goes, must take off her wings whenever a child is naughty. (which we hope will be seldom and for a very short time). This endearing, lovable bundle from Heaven has bloomed ears, pointed pajamas and a rosy cherub face. An enchanting gift for all "little angels".

BIBI (14" high)
We pay postage-money back guarantee.

$9.95

KIDS LOVE KATY KANGAROO!

She's an adorable mother kangaroo with three tiny babies who jump out of her pouch every time you press her feet against floor or table. Katy will spend hours hopping Katy around and watch­ing the little babies spring out, wob­ble as they land, and then flip upright. Katy is 4 1/2" tall, of bright plastic; babies are unbreakable plastic. All orders shipped within 24 hours. Money back if you're not satisfied. Price, complete, is 69 cents postpaid.

L. Walter Drake and Sons, 211 Drake Bidg.
Colorado Springs 9, Colorado
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CHILDREN'S "Yard Boy" is a fine outdoor incinerator. Made of cast iron and heavy gauge sheet steel which is finished with a vitrified porcelain enamel, it will resist alternate heating and cooling, exposure to weather. $49.50 for 1 1/2 bushel capacity; $99.50 for 3 bushels; $99.50 for 6 bushels. Express collect. From J. W. Fiske, 115 Pennsylvania Avenue, Paterson, N. J.

A young artist will have a grand time expressing herself if you give her the gay color twill apron shown here. It has pockets full of crayons (12 in all) and a safe but handy plastic scissors. A rainy day will pose no problems if Miss Muffet can sketch. It comes marked with her name. $1.50 ppd. Carol Beatty, 7410 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Mountain grown fruit is used to make the delectable jams and jellies shown here. And these special treats are reasonably priced! For $5.35 you will receive 6 ten-oz. jars of preserves: strawberry jam, blackberry jelly, elderberry jelly, crabapple jelly, cherry jam and currant jelly, Ppd. Heiserian Orchards, Department HG, Box 741, Wenatchee, Washington.

New Catalog of Christmas Gifts Yours FREE
House of Schilter, Dept. HG
152 W. Market Street, Chicago 6, Ill.

Christmas gifts for children:

**FRANK PAPER DOLLS**

Set 21—Lorette & Baby—2 beautiful dolls ready to dress—real baby-size arms and legs can be moved; two real dresses; with bonnet—$1.00.

Set 22—Bride—a craft of 2 paper dolls; arms and legs beyond words—real satin wedding dress—tulle veil—plus a real flower corsage—$1.00.

**PAPER DOLLS**

Box 1001, White Plains, New York

**KIDDY STOOL**

A little red stool for their very own! An ideal gift—just right to help the youngsters reach sink or toothbrush, for TV time, or just sitting! Bright red enamel with any child's first name hand painted in white! Sturdy. Ideal gift—just right to help the youngsters reach sink or toothbrush, for TV time, or just sitting! Bright red enamel with any child's first name hand painted in white! Sturdy. Ideal gift—just right to help the

**SIMPLE TO BUILD!**

Child of 3 Can Build—

- Frontier Buildings
- Western Stockades
- Life-size Log Cabins
- Stockades. Corrals, Frontier Inns, etc.

Can be rebuilt hundreds of times. Hours of fun. Also child development, develops creativity. 82 piece set contains interlocking giant logs of sturdy brightly colored fiberoard—strong enough to support the weight of any child, and other construction pieces. Send check or M.O. today, express charges collect. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**4 PC. Multi-Play Toy Set**

A brand new imported educational educational construction toy that will keep the younger child busyly occupied and fascinated for hours on end. Teaches fundamentals of rolling (rubber-poly musical barrel); blowing (easy blow musical horn); grasping (perfect size assorted shapes); and building (endless variety of combinations). Harmless and unbreakable, beautifully hand-lacquered wood. Colorful gift box. Loads of joy... only $1.25 the set, 3 sets $3.50. We pay postage, no C.O.D.'s. Money-back guarantee.

**MUSICAL CHURCH**

Imagine the thrill you'll experience when you see this charming white church light up in exciting colors, just play in the yard or the living room, even away from the window. Designed to fit the window, under the tree or on the table as a centerpiece. Only $4.95 postpaid.

**De Luxe DOLL FURS**

COAT, HAT and MUFF of Genuine White Coney Fur—GIFT BOXED

A small girl will love you and these coming real furs for her doll. They're deep-piled striped white Coney, the choicest of bunny fur, for doll's 18" to 20" tall. Set consists of a full hat coat and muff. Made of tough, durable white Vinyl plastic that's waterproof, weatherproof! Four metal grommets in tabs to hold securely to ground or roof. Safe! POSTPAID $19.95

**Giant “all-weather” SNOWMAN will last for years and years!**

What a festive fellow with his coal black eyes, mother-of-pearl buttons and brilliant red nose and mouth! Inflates to a gigantic 5 ft. tall, 54" wide using the blower and of a vacuum cleaner. Made of tough, durable white Vinyl plastic that's waterproof, weatherproof! Four metal grommets in tabs to hold securely to ground or roof. Safe! POSTPAID $19.95

**House of Gnome**

Dept. HG
209 College Ave., Elmhurst, N. Y.
A BASKETFUL of goodies will make a most appealing gift this year. A covered re-usable split-oak basket is fitted with 3 jars of preserve, with a 1 lb. bag of pecans, with two trays and a box of tropical confections. Do consider this for the gourmets on your list. $7.95 postpaid. Order from Cobbs Fruit Co., Dept. HG, Box 1, Little River, Miami, Fl.
30-Foot Coloring Roll
For Young "Artists!"

I'll keep a whole room full of youngsters happily entertained for hours and hours and hours! Roll is actually 30 feet long. 18 inches wide... so more than one child can color at the same time. Non-speaking pictures tell the complete story of "A Day With Harrie Harr." It's an exciting day... filled with children, animals, circus and city life... everything of interest to your kiddies. When it's finished, they'll love it as a wall decor in their room.

Only 49¢ p.p.d.

New "Talking" Animal Book
Meows, Moos, Barks, Ba-aa-s!

Big thrill for little ones! Full-color Animal Book packed with pictures and stories of barnyard favorites... and every animal in it "talks!" Just a light pressure of finger to page, and the cows moo! Sheep ba-aa-a! Ducks quack! Kittens meow! The assorted barks, whines, tweets, chirps, etc., keep youngsters wide-eyed and fascinated for hours. They learn about different animals, too. 8" x 5½". Specially priced for Christmas.

Only $1.00 p.p.d.

FREE! Send for Unique Christmas Catalog—Gifts, Toys and Gadgets

*Sponsor Gifts, 617 Spencer Building, Atlantic City, N. J.

Shooping

A bank of honeysuckle or a drop of Michel Pasquier's Honeysuckle perfume smell exactly the same. And each evokes memories of soft summer nights, of pale moonlight. $6.00 the 3/4 ounce perfume; $2.00 the three ounce cologne. Postpaid. Tax included. Order from Michel Pasquier, Dept. HG11. 7 West 46th Street, New York 36, New York.

Mammoth barrel mounted on a rubber tired cart is the thing to have at hand when entertaining a convivial crowd. The wooden barrel (5 gallon capacity) is finished in walnut and decorated with brass hoops. It can be removed from the steel cart, 18" high, barrel has 36" handle. $84.95 exp. coll. Peddler's Cart, Hubbard Woods Sta., Winnetka, Illinois.

Food for the gods: black walnut pralines, pecan pralines. And when they come from the Old Slave Mart down South Carolina way they are blissful perfection. Made of finest ingredients, they are delicate and delicious. Serve them with your holiday fare. Pecans $1.75, black walnuts $1.45 the dozen. Postpaid. Old Slave Mart, Charleston, South Carolina.
**AROUND**

**Cradle chair.** This is the modern device designed for an infant. It is the ideal thing to use when feeding the baby, when traveling in a car, train or plane. Made of wood, it has a seat set at an angle which is perfect for the youngest baby. Hand-finished, it comes in pink or blue, 11 1/2" x 20" x 10". $9.95 ppd. Harvest House, Box 409, Orchard Park, N. Y.

**Educational aid** to geology: this collection of ore and rock. In it a youngster will find 13 different rock specimens which will make him familiar with the common minerals. The two specimens of uranium will spark his interest in physics. Printed information is included. $1 ppd. for one box; $5 for six. Western Classics, Box 4035, HG11, Tucson, Arizona.

**Bonanza** for the bridge player: a point Count Dial. This chart will give you the step by step system of counting points à la Green. It will also indicate the proper bid to make if you set the arrow to the number of points you hold. Give this as a stocking gift to the members of the bridge club. $1 ppd. Order from Landfair Co., 450 No. Camden, Beverly Hills, Cal.

---

**48 CHILDREN’S RECORDINGS**

$2.98

**HOURS & HOURS & HOURS OF HAPPY MUSIC**

The kiddies will enjoy many happy hours of music (Mom and Dad will recall many of their childhood favorites) with this wonderful music-filled album. The 48 Children’s Recordings are recorded on 45-r.p.m., playing records especially made to play on any standard 78 r.p.m. phonograph. They’re Westerns, Nursery Rhymes, History, Fairy Tales, Children’s Dances and many more. And best of all, each record comes specially made to play on any standard 78 r.p.m. phonograph.

**ALL 48 RECORDINGS ONLY $2.98**

Dept. HG-116

MARY A. YOUNG

738 S. Glasgow Place, Hawthorne, Cal.

---

**ART CRAFT PRODUCTS**

P.O. Box 389

Norwalk 12, Conn.

**HOLIDAY TABLE CLOTH**

Holiday entertaining is truly festive with sophisticated bright red, spun rayon and cotton cloth. Hand-screened with all black designs on white. Cotton with red outlined deer and snowflakes. Plain red napkins. 54"x51", $3.95; 60"x60", $4.95, $6.95. Napkins, 14 x 14 ee. Add 5% to total order for mailing costs.

**ALWAYS HAND MADE**

FOR GIFT TIME CATALOG . . . MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

**430 S. Jeterton St.**

COLORFUL CHRISTMAS CENTERPIECE

. . . or for UNDER THE TREE!

---

**ESQUIRE NAVAL TAILORS**

9883 Hampton Blvd., Dept. H-1

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

---

**THE SEA HORSE**

Dept. HG-11

1ST SHERIDAN ROAD

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

---

**WONDERPANELS**

**HARDWOOD CONSTRUCTION SET FOR TOYS UNLIMITED**

A hardwood construction set designed to stimulate the imagination and creative ability of children. WONDERPANELS dovetail easily and firmly, to construct realistic doll houses, castles, airplanes, boats, docks, wagons, and TOYS UNLIMITED. All are in scale for miniature cars, men, horses, and doll’s furniture. Building is quick, but versatile, training the child to think ahead, as well as training the fingers and muscles of the hands. Each set has full panels, posts, axes and wheels. The Junior set will make any toy pictured above, and countless others.

**JR. SET—$7.95**

**SR. SET—$12.95**

**MASTER SET—$19.95—Prices Ppd.**

**NO C.O.D.'S—Money Back Guarantee**

**CHAPIN CO. 2100 5th Washington St. Newton Lower Falls, Mass.**

---

**WONDERPANELS**

**430 S. Jeterton St.**

FOR GIFT TIME CATALOG . . . MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

---

**30 Hand Painted Metal Figures**

30 HAND PAINTED METAL FIGURES, made to scale, up to 3" in height, exquisite in every detail. So realistic you almost expect them to spring to life! Infinite decoration and entertainment possibilities; use for table decoration—shadow boxes—miniature landscapes and model scenes. Educational and entertaining for school-age children.

**COMPLETE SET, 30 PIECES HAND PAINTED . . . $3.95 postpaid**

**SEND FOR GIFT TIME CATALOG**

**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

---

**HOLIDAY TABLE CLOTH**

Holiday entertaining is truly festive with sophisticated bright red, spun rayon and cotton cloth. Hand-screened with all black designs on white. Cotton with red outlined deer and snowflakes. Plain red napkins. 54"x51", $3.95; 60"x60", $4.95, $6.95. Napkins, 14 x 14 ea. Add 5% to total order for mailing costs.

**TREE SKIRT**

Hides unattractive tree base. Traditional red and green Christmas designs on white. Cotton with snap fasteners. 54" dia. $3.95 ppd.

---

**ESQUIRE NAVAL TAILORS**

9883 Hampton Blvd., Dept. H-1

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

---

**THE SEA HORSE**

Dept. HG-11

1ST SHERIDAN ROAD

EVANSTON, ILLINOIS

---

**30 Hand Painted Figurines**

30 HAND PAINTED METAL FIGURES, made to scale, up to 3" in height, exquisite in every detail. So realistic you almost expect them to spring to life! Infinite decoration and entertainment possibilities; use for table decoration—shadow boxes—miniature landscapes and model scenes. Educational and entertaining for school-age children.

**COMPLETE SET, 30 PIECES HAND PAINTED . . . $3.95 postpaid**

**SEND FOR GIFT TIME CATALOG**

**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

---

**ART CRAFT PRODUCTS**

P.O. Box 389

Norwalk 12, Conn.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Paper** can pose a problem in the home. How do you handle the accumulation of weekly newspapers and magazines? We suggest that you get the decorative frame shown here. It will hold the papers in neat array until it is time for the refuse truck. 18" x 14" x 14". $3. for black finished steel; $4. for brass finish. Ppd. Rand Co., 8303 La Bajada, Whittier, Cal.

**A colored basket** made of Spanish reed is pretty but when it comes with preserves and relishes, with paper shell pecans, with orange pecan stuffed dates, and a 2-lb. branded fruit cake it is something to dream about. However, it will not be available until October 25th. $25.95 ppd. Add $1.50 W. of Miss. Arthur Bauer's, Walterboro, S. Carolina.

**You can use** this piece of hardwood furniture two ways: as a knee-hole desk or as a dressing table. And you can buy it two ways: finished ($20.75 in walnut, mahogany, maple, or blond), or unfinished ($17.50 sanded and smooth). About 44" x 60" x 28". Express collect. Order from Forrest Addition Company, Dept. HG11, Flowery Branch, Georgia.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Paper** can pose a problem in the home. How do you handle the accumulation of weekly newspapers and magazines? We suggest that you get the decorative frame shown here. It will hold the papers in neat array until it is time for the refuse truck. 18" x 14" x 14". $3. for black finished steel; $4. for brass finish. Ppd. Rand Co., 8303 La Bajada, Whittier, Cal.

**A colored basket** made of Spanish reed is pretty but when it comes with preserves and relishes, with paper shell pecans, with orange pecan stuffed dates, and a 2-lb. branded fruit cake it is something to dream about. However, it will not be available until October 25th. $25.95 ppd. Add $1.50 W. of Miss. Arthur Bauer's, Walterboro, S. Carolina.

**You can use** this piece of hardwood furniture two ways: as a knee-hole desk or as a dressing table. And you can buy it two ways: finished ($20.75 in walnut, mahogany, maple, or blond), or unfinished ($17.50 sanded and smooth). About 44" x 60" x 28". Express collect. Order from Forrest Addition Company, Dept. HG11, Flowery Branch, Georgia.
Luxurious!
Superfine
THE FINEST ADJUSTABLE TRAVERSE

HOW TO Win Applause

FOR BEAUTIFUL ROOM EFFECTS

Start at the windows with Kirsch! Take a tip from the decorators. They know that fresh, colorful window effects make the biggest difference in home beauty. That's where you get MOST for your money—and your efforts. Begin with exciting, adaptable Kirsch window decorating ideas. And rely on fine, dependable Kirsch drapery hardware to bring out the beauty of your carefully-selected fabric. Result: the well-deserved "o-o-ohs" and "a-a-ahs" of friends and neighbors.

Make no mistake, drapery hardware is NOT all alike. It costs no more to ensure the lasting beauty of your carefully-planned windows with genuine Kirsch quality rods, track and accessories. For extra beauty, durability, and smooth, reliable performance, always ask for KIRSCH, the name you know... you need NOT be satisfied with anything less!

As a first step—get this big "Idea-Book"
Treat yourself to "Window Inspirations," the big, full-color 32-page Kirsch book that brings you 64 window-effect pictures... solutions for "problem" windows... hints on fabrics and fixtures... and a fascinating, practical slide-rule color guide. Only 50c. At your Kirsch dealer, or write Kirsch Co., 619 Prospect St., Sturgis, Mich.
High fashion

in the mood

for modern living

Here is living room furniture with sweep and symmetry...lavish detailing
tastefully accented by contemporary simplicity in line and form. This latest edition
of Valentine Seaver Originals is furniture that coordinates beautifully
with either modern or traditional decor...setting a new high standard in luxury
for sophisticated modern living. See the "Cosmopolitan" Group soon.

Valentine Seaver

Product of KROEHLER

DESIGNS OF DISTINCTION
Williamstown is filled with Americana! A reproduction of one of the small antiques is shown here. It is the Colonial butter mold. Made of hand-turned maple, it comes marked with your three-letter monogram. Get one and use it to mold your “party” butter patties. About 4” long, it has a leather thong. $2.95 ppd. Handy Gifts, Box 509, Culver City, California.

A good mark to have on your paper napkins and table mats is your own three-letter monogram. We show here a dozen excellent quality white napkins (12” x 12”) and twelve red and white plaid mats. Each is marked with red initials. Priced at $1.50 for a dozen napkins and a dozen mats; $2 for two dozen of each. Ppd. Loomis. 14 T High St., Bozeman, Mont.

Get a flying squirrel! It makes a delightful pet. It appears to fly because it has a parachute-like fold which connects the fore and hind legs, which enables it to make enormous leaps. Children will love one, $15 each; $25 the pair. A cage which will hold from one to four squirrels is $7.50. Exp. coll. Taylor Gifts, Spread Eagle Inn, HG11, Wayne 2, Penna.

PORTRAITS

From photograph or snapshot. As shown 23” x 30” $150
Head and bust, 18” x 20” $150
Three portraits are in oil on canvas, an exhibiting artist. Satisfaction guaranteed.

CHAUMIERE STUDIO
29 Stony Brook Rd. Darien, Ct.

ROYAL CREST GUEST TOWELS

Add new charm and decor to your home with these smartly styled, monogrammed guest towels. Regally monogrammed in silver and black on your choice of pink or white Conway Terry cloth, to reign supreme. Also, they’re a personalized, thoughtfully gift with a little price tag, styled to please the most discriminating. The tops and bottom are fringed and each measures 14” x 18” over-all. Available with any single initial except U, V, $, T, Z, I and Q. Specify white or pink. Set of two, monogrammed, only $1.99 postpaid. Satisfaction guaranteed. Order by mail from L. S. Courts, Dept. HG-3, Box 237, South St., Yonkers, N. Y. (Dept. HG-11)

PAGODA ROOF CUPOLA

Ready-Built, fully assembled PALA ROOF CUPOLA for your garage, breezeway or ranch house that will fit any pitch roof. Made of pine, painted colors white, black, red, white, blue, yellow, green, pink. $14.50. Sold only by mail. Postpaid to any address in the U.S. or Mexico. Made of sturdy wood are carved by hand by the skilled workers of Florence, Italy, then lavishly decorated with real gold leaf and painted with delicate pastels. Gilded hooks, too. A graceful 18” wide, they will not soil or tarnish and may be used for years. Your choice of gold with white, pink or blue painting, $2.50 each. A set of 3 at $6.95 makes a long remembered gift. Postpaid.

ELIZABETH McCaffrey
Dept. HG-11
Orange, New Jersey

GUEST CLOSET HANGERS

of sturdy wood are carved by hand by the skilled workers of Florence, Italy, then lavishly decorated with real gold leaf and painted with delicate pastels. Gilded hooks, too. A graceful 18” wide, they will not soil or tarnish and may be used for years. Your choice of gold with white, pink or blue painting, $2.50 each. A set of 3 at $6.95 makes a long remembered gift. Postpaid.

TEXAS TRAIL SHIRT

A real frontier shirt individually hand-made of genuine Texas tan suede steerhide. Practical for play and outdoor living. The tough durable leather withstands rough wear. Cut full—styled to grow with the owner. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Exchange after Christmas if fit is not satisfactory.

Boys’ & Girls’ Sizes 3-14
Give regular cut size.

$14.50
Postpaid

TEXAS TRAIL PANTS

Individually handmade of genuine Texas tan suede steerhide to match TEXAS TRAIL SHIRT. Zipper fly and roomy pockets.

Boys’ Sizes 3-14
Give waist in inches.
Postpaid

$16.75 to $149. Weathervane shown 19” by 20”

TEXAS TRAIL BOOTS

Made over scientifically correct children’s last. Frontier styling and hand-lasted comfort in practical boots for boys & girls. Tough, pliable, scuff-proof Texas steerhide, Macassar toe, White cushion crepe soles & heel will not mar floors. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Child’s 8-13
Junior’s 1-6
 получения размера и D

$7.95
Postpaid

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

CAPE COD CUPOLA CO.
No. Dartmouth, Mass.

Gilding hocks, too. A graceful 18” wide, they will not soil or tarnish and may be used for years. Your choice of gold with white, pink or blue painting, $2.50 each. A set of 3 at $6.95 makes a long remembered gift. Postpaid.

ELIZABETH McCaffrey
Dept. HG-11
Orange, New Jersey

FRONTIER CLOTHES
from Frontier Land
HANDCRAFTED IN GENUINE LEATHER for BOYS & GIRLS

TEXAS TRAIL PANTS

Individually handmade of genuine Texas tan suede steerhide to match TEXAS TRAIL SHIRT. Zipper fly and roomy pockets.

Boys’ Sizes 3-14
Give waist in inches.
Postpaid

$16.75 to $149. Weathervane shown 19” by 20”

TEXAS TRAIL BOOTS

Made over scientifically correct children’s last. Frontier styling and hand-lasted comfort in practical boots for boys & girls. Tough, pliable, scuff-proof Texas steerhide, Macassar toe, White cushion crepe soles & heel will not mar floors. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Child’s 8-13
Junior’s 1-6

$7.95
Postpaid

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

CAPE COD CUPOLA CO.
No. Dartmouth, Mass.

Gilding hocks, too. A graceful 18” wide, they will not soil or tarnish and may be used for years. Your choice of gold with white, pink or blue painting, $2.50 each. A set of 3 at $6.95 makes a long remembered gift. Postpaid.

ELIZABETH McCaffrey
Dept. HG-11
Orange, New Jersey

FRONTIER CLOTHES
from Frontier Land
HANDCRAFTED IN GENUINE LEATHER for BOYS & GIRLS

TEXAS TRAIL PANTS

Individually handmade of genuine Texas tan suede steerhide to match TEXAS TRAIL SHIRT. Zipper fly and roomy pockets.

Boys’ Sizes 3-14
Give waist in inches.
Postpaid

$14.50
Postpaid

TEXAS TRAIL BOOTS

Made over scientifically correct children’s last. Frontier styling and hand-lasted comfort in practical boots for boys & girls. Tough, pliable, scuff-proof Texas steerhide, Macassar toe, White cushion crepe soles & heel will not mar floors. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Child’s 8-13
Junior’s 1-6

$7.95
Postpaid

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG

CAPE COD CUPOLA CO.
No. Dartmouth, Mass.
For the Skipper on your Christmas list we suggest the cast brass plaque shown here. Designed like a ship's wheel, it is decorated with a winsome prayer in bas-relief letters: "Oh God, thy sea is so great and my boat is so small." About 8" in diameter, it is drilled for mounting. $3.95 postpaid. Mariner's Mart, Maidstone Yard, East Hampton, New York.

A hitching post which is classic decoration on many lawns and driveways is the Jockey Boy. We show one made of cast aluminum finished in red and white. It stands on a black aluminum base. 37" high overall. $46. Available unfinished for $37.50. Ppd. Each is wired for electricity. Order from Tennessee Fabricating, 1900 Grimes, Memphis, Tenn.
The lyric quality of the rack shown here makes it an ideal appointment for your music center. Made of black finished steel, it has rubber-tipped feet. Empire in design, it will fit into any type of decoration. It will hold a large phonograph, 125 LP record albums. 33 1/3, 45, 78 rpm speeds. $21.95 in kit form. Exp..coll. Yield:

Honey pine er, the drafting table. Note the flutes on legs which you can cut you have been looking for to use at the food bar. the kitchen counter. • Made of solid pine, it is the stool you have been looking for to use.

Irish Import — Hand Crafted Christmas "Holly-Glow" Candle— BURNS 50 HOURS—From Ireland ... hand-molded panels of green holly and red berries accented by glowing snow-white background. Only center burners — for full 50 hours. Made by Rathborne, Ltd., of Dublin, proud craftsmen of exquisite candles since 1488. A charming gift or distinguished presentation — handsomely packaged. $1.95 each postpaid ... 6 inches tall.

HARRIS CANDLE IMPORTS
200 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

Irish Import — Hand Crafted Christmas "Holly-Glow" Candle— BURNS 50 HOURS—From Ireland ... hand-molded panels of green holly and red berries accented by glowing snow-white background. Only center burners — for full 50 hours. Made by Rathborne, Ltd., of Dublin, proud craftsmen of exquisite candles since 1488. A charming gift or distinguished presentation — handsomely packaged. $1.95 each postpaid ... 6 inches tall.

HARRIS CANDLE IMPORTS
200 Commercial St., Portland, Me.

A gift to be treasured for life! The time of baby's birth is permanently recorded by the hands of grandma's clock, and birth date engraved below. Handle is neatly hand-engraved in script with baby's name. Stick on handle keeps gift ever these precious moments. Gift list. California and 10 cent sales taxes. Check or M.O. Immediate shipment.

O.K. FAST JEWELRY CO.
Department HG 11, Dinuba, Calif.
What a wonderful way to keep your ties

**Tie Prince... THE PERFECT TIE RACK**

**HANGS ON THE CROSS-BAR OF CLOSET**
**KEEPS TIES NEAT, EASY TO SELECT**
**HOLDS 50 TIES, NONE FALL ON FLOOR**

**Christmas Gift**
in elegant gift box
gold-plated rack, $2

Tie Prince looks many times the price in its handsome white gift box with distinctive gold and black crest. Ideal for out-of-town giving—no breakage in mail, no size problem. With Tie Prince it's almost like a party trick the way you can select any tie—the others stay in place, won't fall on floor.

Ties are easy to hang up, instantly available, stay neat. To order by mail send $2.00 and your Tie Prince will be shipped postpaid immediately in gift box. Money back guarantee.

Mission Industries, P.O. Box A-HG11, National City, Calif.

---

**FISHERMAN'S PRAYER**

God grant that I may live to fish

Until my dying day,

And when I come to my last cast

I'll then most humbly pray,

That in His mercy I'll be judged

As good enough to keep.

**NEW WAY TO SLEEP!**

Tea-PJs resemble a T-shirt, but set over a foot longer. Rib-knit, soft cotton, ad rubber. Gives you morning ease when you dress up when you relax. No buttons, no bunch, no clasp, no buttonhole. If not most comfortable sleeper you've ever worn, return within 7 days for full refund and we send you regular T-shirt FREE!

Size: XL (44-46). $2 ea. 3 for $5

NOW! Tie Prince's available in long sleeves with knit wristlet and in buttery knit fabric for real cold weather comfort.

**MERRY CHRISTMAS TIES**

**Holiday time** calls for a gala appearance for everyone. The men around the table will out-sparkle the Christmas tree with these gay ties. Made of holly-red silk poplin they're hand-decorated with glittering, jewel-tone sequins. (No two alike.) Best order now—supply limited.

Three styles: Regular Bow, $1.50, Western Bow, $2.00, Four-in-Hand 82.00, all ppd. They're an excellent thought for an extra gift. Prompt delivery. Order from

**RED OAKS**

Dept. 161-P • Prairie View, Ill.

---

**THE ORIGINAL MAGIC SHOE MITT**

SHINES SHOES WITHOUT POLISH

Amazing CHEMICALLY TREATED MITT cleans, polishes and preserves leather—just a few brisk rubs make shoes sparkle! No more spoiled hands, no messy rags, no danger of spills or stains. For men's, women's, children's shoes (you may have polished their own). Use it for handbags, luggage, all leather goods... any color but white. Mitt lasts indefinitely. Order several—for home, office, gifts, on future Guarantee Money Back Guarantee

**THOUSANDS OF SHINES FOR ONLY**

$100 

$125 at Harveys

**HARVEY SALES CO.**

Dept. G-11, P.O. Box 53, Cedarhurst, N.Y.

---

**SHOPPING**

**FOR SAFETY'S SAKE**

keep the dog comfortable and secure on the lawn. Use the steel stake ($2.25) and the 10-foot cadmium-plated steel chain ($1.50) shown here. A patented device allows the chain to swivel freely around the stake and prevents it from winding. Add 15c a foot for extra chain. Ppd. From Model Patent, 1019 Cook St., Denver, Colorado.

**FINE CHINA**

needs to be protected. We suggest that you use the good looking set of plate protectors shown here. Made of a taffeta-like quilt plastic, each will hold eight plates. Note the zipper closing, the felt protectors inside.

**MARK EACH YEAR**

from birth to coming-of-age by burning the candle shown here on each natal day. It is made of a fine quality wax decorated in a choice of pink for a girl and blue for a boy. It is 17" high, 3/4" in diameter and it is scored in color to represent 21 years. $3.45 ppd. marked with name and birth date. Lion's, 139 Payson Ave., New York.
**AROUND**

**The new look** for the safety pin: attached to a sterling silver name plate. This is the pin you will want to use on baby's clothes. Safety pin size (1½" long), it comes marked with a young one's first name. And it is so reasonably priced you will buy several to give away at showers. $2 p.p.d., for one; $3.95, for two. The Red Oaks, Dept. HG11, Prairie View, Illinois.

"**Things to Do**" is a collection of pads which are imprinted with such reminders as "Things to Do in the Garden", "Things to do in the House", "Today's Menus", "Don't Forget." The six pads which come in this set each have a pencil attached. This is the stockig gift most women will appreciate. $1.00 p.p.d. Giftcraft, 1234 E. 47th St., Chicago, Ill.

Glamorous first aid for a scratched finger: "Glamour aids." Basically it is the conventional plaster which is in every medicine chest. But with a difference! These are bedecked with spangles, butterflies, hand-painting. A set of three "Glamour aids" is $1 p.p.d. Give sets to the high style girls on your list. Paint Bucket, HG11, 44 West Main, Scottsdale, Arizona.

**THE PERFECT VALET**

Both men and women will appreciate this fine hardwood valet rack. Richly finished in ebonized oak, with a smart gold Hitchcock-type design, it measures 43½ high by 16½ wide. Includes shaped coat hanger, trouser bar, shoe rack, and tie rack. The softest thing afoot with hand-stitched molded sole. Comfortable airfoot insoles and elastic gaiter. N & M widths; white, turquoise, black.

Order now from:

Prentice-Hall, Inc., Dept. S348-P1, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.

**MAMMOTH MONOGRAMMED "HE-MAN" TOWEL**

ONLY $3.95

2 for $7.75

4 for $15.00

postpaid

The kind of towel every man really wants! It's huge 6 ft. by 3 ft. of thirsty, thick piled, white terry cloth. Distinctively monogrammed with his single initial on an effective background design. We'll wager you'll rate a great, big hug for this! "Sure fire" for that masculine "problem gift"! Please PRINT initial. About 2 weeks delivery.

No C.O.D.

Nouvelle, Ltd.

225 W. Erie St., Dept. F-136, Chicago 10, Ill.

**BUY ONLY THE**

**HAF-A-JAMA**

**YOU SLEEP IN!**

Famous Pajama Separates...sold only by mail

Why buy a whole pair when you wear only half? HAF-A-JAMA is the answer! Full cut out for comfort...double-stitched seams for long life...no-tie SaniWOOD COLORS or BLAZER STRIPES. Gals wear'em too — size A or B. Money-back guarantee.

LOWA-JAMA...

b cker waist-band, Gripper snaps, large pocket. Specify Solid Color or Stripe

UPPA-JAMA...

(extra-long) jacket or pullover — no southern exposure.

Specify SaniWood Color or Stripe

Finds Sanforized cotton blend fabric solid Lt. Blue or Gray, Blue stripe or Wine stripe. Sizes A thru E. $3.95 each, 2 for $7.75, 3 for $11.50.

Send me:

LOWA-JAMA...UPPA-JAMA...

QUANT. SIZE COLOR

Set of Three...

Send me:

Specify Solid Color or Stripe

I enclose my check or money order for $...

Name

Address

City Zone State

No C. O. D.'s, please. Add 25c to total for postage.

**NAVAGO DESERT MOC**

**SOFTIE SQUAW BOOT**

Suede: rust, turquoise, pearl gray.

Glove leather: white, black, ochron.

Boots: rust, turquoise, gray.

The softest thing afoot with hand-stitched molded sole. Comfortable airfoot insoles and elastic gaiter. N & M widths; white, turquoise, black.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

We pay postage except on C.O.D.'s. Send for our new Moccasin Folder.

Western Brands

Dept. HN6 • Estes Park, Colorado

**NOVEMBEK, 1956**
SAFE-LOCK GUN RACKS
THE GUNS AND AMMUNITION ARE LOCKED IN
These beautiful, sturdy racks make it really hard for guns to get away. The large drawer locks up ammunitions, nestle knife, pistol, cleaning gear, etc. Keep a supply of rounds and your guns always where you can get them. Cars friends cannot tummer with them. The only ones of their kind. Hand all antique or modern guns, with or without scopes. Finely hand crafted in solid smooth honeytone kindly plus or beefy maple or mahogany finish.
6-in. Stand $8.95
2-in. Rack $3.95
3-in. Rack $5.95
4-in. Rack $7.95
5-in. Rack $9.95

Immediate delivery. No C.O.D.'s.
Money-back guarantee.

20TH CENTURY SHOP
Dept. HG1-6, P.O. Box 4181
New Orleans 18, La.

ELECTRIC SOCKS
Let you enjoy the comfort of warm feet all day long regardless of the cold. These durable, gray 100% virgin wool socks with nylon reinforcement are like tiny electric blankets. Wires are sensibly arranged to allow complete freedom of action. You don’t have to walk on wires, either. A small battery is available at any hardware store. A plastic, rigid covering is available at any store. A plastic, rigid covering is available at any store. Wires are sensibly arranged to allow complete freedom of action. You don’t have to walk on wires, either. A small battery is available at any hardware store. A plastic, rigid covering is available at any store. Wires are sensibly arranged to allow complete freedom of action. You don’t have to walk on wires, either. A small battery is available at any hardware store.

FREE!

Nite Club Opener
A giant sized 5-in-one opener for jars, cans and bottles, also a muddler and ice cracker. The hardened steel head is securely fitted into a smoothly turned wooden handle. 10" long from stem to stern, it will be difficult to misplaced.

$1.25 P.P. & Ins. included
Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.
If you are not entirely pleased, your money will be cheerfully refunded upon return of merchandise.

20TH CENTURY SHOP
Dept. HG1-6, P.O. Box 4181
New Orleans 18, La.

NEW "Lifet ime" Golf Tee

The PERFECT CHRISTMAS STOCKING STUFFER. Teach your favorite golfer to a wonderful, long-lasting Fairway Accessory. A tee he’ll always have. . . . $1 now. Hit with friends, business associates and the family golfers. Promotional with 2 1/2" Stand—DRAG-rack. Presents. Will serve as a year round reminder of your thoughtful gift. Beautifully boxed in a handy plastic carrying case.

$1.95

FREE!

PROTECT CARPETs with New Style Inside Doormat

Now you can protect your expensive carpeting with this new inside doormat that really works. Top-quality cotton carpeting, permanently bonded to non-slip rubber backing, does the trick. Thirsty, deep carpeting gets dry and clean: rubber base grips floor, won’t shift. Special DuPont chemical makes mat soil resistant. Easy to clean with vacuum or detergent. Four rich decorator colors match your carpeting. helps, white, green, gray, 18" x 29", only $4.95 postpaid.

5% C.O.D.’s, please Send for free catalog

NORTON PRODUCTS
Dept. 178-11W
270 Broadway, N. Y. C.

SHOPPING

Comfort and good looks combine in the activities shown here. They are made of deerskin, tanned to perfection and fashioned into an indoor shoe which will hug the foot. And the neutral color (a polished tan sun) will complement clothes. Give shoe size. (Men and women.)

S.95 ppd. Norm Thompson, 1311 N.W. 21st St., Portland, Oregon.

Delight the golfer. the hunter, the fisherman with the Airflam pocket lighter. It is a simple device which works by removing the cap. No flint, no wick, no battery to struggle with. The case is metal finished in black and gold. It comes with an extra cartridge and a bottle of Airflam fluid.

$3.95 ppd. From Nob Hill House, P. O. Box 1592, San Francisco 1.

Cupids on candles. the small cherubs shown here are made of plastic. They were designed to slip over your wax candles to add a fillip to the setting. We think that a pair added to a young fry’s supper party would make a great hit with the guests. Cherubs come in white or pink.

AROUND

A 25K aquamarine surrounded with six Oriental rubies makes a most magnificent ring. The one shown here is set in a heavy 14K white gold. If you want to make a memorable gift to her consider this excellent value. The aquamarine is light, limpid and brilliant. $200 postpaid. Tax included. Send ring size. Johnston Jewelers, Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.

A Lucullan feast is yours if you buy the copper and aluminum chafer dish shown here. With it comes the makings of a most delicious lobster Newburg: two five-ounce tins of lobster meat, two tins of lobster spread (2 1/2 ounces each) and a tin of Newburg sauce. 1/4 quart chafer dish has Sterling unit. $15. ppd. Saltwater Farms, Damariscotta, Maine.

All hands will fit into the spanning white knit gloves shown here. They are made of the new fiber, Helanca yarn. Nicely designed, each glove has a drop-stitch decoration at the wrist. And you will be delighted with the way these gloves wash and dry in short order. Order several pair. SI way the gloves wash and dry in the washer and dryer with the fiber liner will not unravel at the wrist. And fiber. Helanca yarn. Nicely designed. They are made of the new water-proofed Damasucotta. Me. has Sterling unit. $15. ppd. Saltwater Farms. Damariscotta. Maine.

ON OR OFF THE WAGON, this coffee and liqueur tumbler will fill your needs for liquid refreshments: The A.M. side has a 2-cup electric percolator, thermos for cream or fruit juices, 3 eggs, sauce, coffee and sugar containers. The P.M. side holds 2 quart bottles, recipe cocktail shaker, stainless steel jigger, 2 glasses. In tan leather-like case.

TRAVELING COMPANION in this sensational hat that no travelers' hat should be without! For the tan leather-like case (whose interior is washable), are 4 glasses, napkins, stirrers, can and bottle openers, and room for 2 bottles.

TRAVELING SPIRITS. For a traveling man . . . this tan leather-like traveling bar that produces his pre-dinner drink on matter where he goes. About the size of an overnight case, it's fitted with 4 gold rimmed glasses, 4 stirrers, paper napkins, beer and bottle opener, recipe cocktail shaker, jigger, and optional for two pairs. Has washable red lining.

Any case can be personalized with 2 or 3 initials or no extra cost.

TRAVELING SPIRITS. For a traveling man . . . this tan leather-like traveling bar that produces his pre-dinner drink on matter where he goes.About the size of an overnight case, it's fitted with 4 gold rimmed glasses, 4 stirrers, paper napkins, beer and bottle opener, recipe cocktail shaker, jigger, and optional for two pairs. Has washable red lining.

Any case can be personalized with 2 or 3 initials or no extra cost.

WALES LUGGAGE CORP. Dept. HG-11, 540 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

NOW! The Perfect Gift For That HANDY MAN In YOUR Life

Want to make the eyes of that man in your life really shine? Here you do. Give him the Home Shop "Handy Man" small parts kit for his birthday or Christmas. Thousands of Do-It-Yourself fans use it. Keeps small parts, such as nails, screws, light bulbs and washers right at your finger tips—two sizes—sizes until 10" high, 12" wide—ten bin unit, 30" x 22", two half units measure 0" x 4 1/2" x 3. Sturdy all metal rust proof construction—Wonderful hoff color brown—lined—enough in any color to suit. Send your order today for immediate delivery, prepaid. 10-bin unit only 8.95, 10-bin unit just 9.95. Send check or M.O.—No C.O.D.'s. Guaranteed to please your Handy Man or your money back! SERVICE PARTS SYSTEMS, INC., 1330 EAST NINE MILE RD., EAST DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

A Place in the Car
For His Favorite Pipe Safe! No Mess

New PIPE-RAK holds any pipe firmly upright. Handy! No spillage of messy ashes. No burned pipes. Adjustable for bowl size and proper drying angle. Vacuum cup holds it to any smooth surface. Simple finish protects pipe. Satisfaction guaranteed. $2. postpaid. Polished chrome model also available, $3.95, postpaid. No C.O.D's, please.

TIES WITH THE PAST...

Authentic Irish family crest embroidered on silk shantung $5.00 Grey, olive green, red and navy. Hand-woven page $12.50 Grey, green, wine, navy and 300 names available—special crest to order. Write for descriptive folder.

BOYD F. SCHERNBECK
3713-G Standish Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.
a distinctive and personal gift
MONOGRAMMED PIPE and PLAI D POUCH 
complete in case postpaid $5

Best in the Field...
The gift for every huntsman—our new
tan corduroy hunting vest printed with
ducks in brilliant, natural colors. Rayon
lining, interfaced with quilted Dacron
fibre for warmth without weight. Knitted
collar, zipper front, spacious
pockets, extra back length. Sizes 38
to 46. Only $14.95 Ppd. Matching
lining, Interlined with quilted Dacron

Bachelder House
"SUITED" TO ARTISTIC TASTE!

UNIQUELY BEAUTIFUL
IMPORTED SPANISH
PLAYING CARDS

A pipe isn't any good without its
bacco to put in it. A pouch of tobacco
can isn't of much use if you're left
without your pipe. Now: send in the form
below the picture, a case and pipe, along
with just the right tobacco, to the
David P. Ehrlich Co. and we'll
include them free... complete with a
magnificent salmon leather case.

DAVID P. EHRLICH CO.

SHARPENS BY GENTLE HONING
NOT HARSH GRINDING
For his fine tools, her expensive cutlery,
scissors, etc. Lectro-Hone's super-fine low
speed stone sharpens gently—the way
craftsmen themselves sharpen.

WALL STREET TRAVEL KIT

WARREN SALES CORP.
Box 161D, Cranford, N. J.
A Product of E. P. Britten & Co., Cranford, N. J.

VINEYARD HAVEN & MORE SOUND

give him a gift from America's most famous pipe store
INTIALLED PIPE SMOKERS KNIFE
made in England of finest Sheffield steel
$3.95 postpaid

The welcome mat for your hall
could be the handsome hand-hooked
one shown here. Semi-
circular in shape, it is the perfect
size for a vestibule or entrance
door. Made of cotton, it has a
beige background, multi-color
designs and the word "Welcome" in
red letters. Size: 36" wide x 20"
depth. $8.50 ppd. Mastercraft,
212HG Summer, Boston, Mass.

Exquisite fruit made of
hand-blown Venetian glass
make a distinguished gift. Shown here
is an apple (3½" high) and a
pear (6" high) which can be used
as paperweights, with flower
arrangements. Choose aqua pear
encased in clear glass or gold
flecked apple in clear glass. $8.50
for one postpaid. Old Lamps,
Hotel Statler, Buffalo, New York.

Make Christmas Merry With Records

White Christmas - Let
It Snow, Let It Snow
Let It Snow - Rudolph
The Red-Nosed Reindeer - I Saw
Mama Kiss Santa Claus - Twas The Night Before
Christmas - Frosty the Snowman - All I Want For
Christmas Is My Two Front Teeth - Jingle Bells - Winter
Wonderland - Jolly Old Saint Nicholas - Ades-
Fiddle - Christmas Comes Again - White Shep-
Shepherds Watched Their Sheep and Others...

Available the year 'round.

ORDER NOW AT MONEY ORDER
No COD's Please, Postpaid in U.S.
California Add 15% Sales Tax.

PINE CONE STUDIO
1034-Z Bryn Mawr
Dun's California

SHOPPING

the whole outfit:
set of 2 decks $3.00 postpaid.
AROUND

Sprightly giraffes. These engaging animals accommodation are stuffed with kapok and covered with plush fabric. The coats are so beautifully marked they could fool a real giraffe. The tallest one is giraffe size (33") high, $14.95. The middle one is mediumly elongated (24") high, $9.95. Pigmy is tiny (12") $4.50. Pp. Studio Shop, HG11, 557 Boylston St., Boston.

Make this chair which has a seat of handsome saddle leather! The frame is made of well sanded rock maple. Each part is easy to handle because the instructions which come with kit are keyed to the amateur. Glue, sandpaper, black enamel and saddle leather seat are included. $19.95 postpaid. From Hagerty Modern Furniture, Dept. HG11, Cohasset, Mass.

Oh those trout from the lively icy waters of the Rocky Mountain streams. The firm meat is delicate to the taste. Those Green Brothers will ship you fresh Rainbow trout which are ready for the pan. Five 9" trout are $6.95; ten are $11.25. Add .95c ready for the pan. Five 9" trout.

-* TIE BAR $3.50. CUFF LINKS $5. COLLEGE SONG MUSIC BOX $5.45 ppd. City Ed. $7.95 ppd. Town Ed. $5.45 ppd. Save 10c for catalogues and helpful folder, "DECORATIVE USES OF OLD & MODERN MAPS!"

WORLD MAP Hand-Colored Reproduction of 1650 Original On old-style paper, exactly as drawn 300 years ago, this handsome im- ported map in harmonizing water col- ors illustrates the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the Four Elements, the Seasons and Planets, 1" by 21", plus margins. Ready for framing. Satis. faction guaranteed. Rare value. Order now! Postpaid, $5.95.

PERSONALIZED Telephone Book Cover Protect and glorifyes the much-used telephone book with a handsome padded brown leatherette cover. Name and design in gold. Print name to be stamped. Also give height, width, thickness of book, and city. Town Ed. 9"x6" $2.45 ppd. City Ed. 11"x7 1/4" $2.95 ppd. inigator-size replica for extra catalogues. Town Ed. $5.45 ppd. City Ed. $7.95 ppd.

COLLEGE SONG MUSIC BOX He'll get a kick out of this 4" long, pigskin-colored plastic football. It's a Swiss music box that plays his college song. Lined in school color-story with college name and crest on side. Special football. Good paperweight. $3.95 ppd. In Stock. Catalogue C, Dept. HG11-6.

New AUTOMATIC HAND SEWING MACHINE BLIND-STITCHES, ZIG-ZAGS, BASTES, SEWS ON BUTTONS!

- Seams and hems drapes and curtains while they're still hanging.
- Blind-stitches your hem without need to take off skirt or dress.
- Lets you baste slip covers or fabric while material is still on form.


Oh those trout from the lively icy waters of the Rocky Mountain streams. The firm meat is delicate to the taste. Those Green Brothers will ship you fresh Rainbow trout which are ready for the pan. Five 9" trout are $6.95; ten are $11.25. Add .95c ready for the pan. Five 9" trout.

* TIE BAR $3.50. CUFF LINKS $5. COLLEGE SONG MUSIC BOX $5.45 ppd. City Ed. $7.95 ppd. Town Ed. $5.45 ppd. Save 10c for catalogues and helpful folder, "DECORATIVE USES OF OLD & MODERN MAPS!"

WORLD MAP Hand-Colored Reproduction of 1650 Original On old-style paper, exactly as drawn 300 years ago, this handsome im- ported map in harmonizing water col- ors illustrates the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the Four Elements, the Seasons and Planets, 1" by 21", plus margins. Ready for framing. Satis. faction guaranteed. Rare value. Order now! Postpaid, $5.95.

PERSONALIZED Telephone Book Cover Protect and glorifyes the much-used telephone book with a handsome padded brown leatherette cover. Name and design in gold. Print name to be stamped. Also give height, width, thickness of book, and city. Town Ed. 9"x6" $2.45 ppd. City Ed. 11"x7 1/4" $2.95 ppd. inigator-size replica for extra catalogues. Town Ed. $5.45 ppd. City Ed. $7.95 ppd.
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A dog’s life can be perfectly enchanting if it has a master who indulges it in luxuries. Who wouldn’t want to be the dog that gets this leather collar and lead—a stunning accessory. The lead is trimmed with sparkling rhinestones and natural ranch mink. Yellow, powder blue, red or black. Send a deposit of $4.98 for collar; $3.50 for lead. Ppd. Merrill Ann, 102 Warren St., N.Y.

Sister Hummel created many charming ceramic figurines but we think that The Flower Madonna is one of the choice pieces. We show it in hand-tinted ceramic but it comes in two ways: pure white (9"), $8; hand-tinted (9"), $14.50; white (12¼"), $14.50; hand-tinted (12¼"), $27. Please add 25c. Hildegard Studios, 397 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn.

A sybarite will glow with pleasure if you present him or her with the V.I.P. coffee cup and saucer shown here. It is a king-size cup made of exquisite Worcester Royal porcelain. Background is cream white decorated with delicate multi-color designs. A pair will make a fine gift. $10 plus $35c for cup and saucer. Cellini, 1527 Chicago Ave., Evanston, Illinois.

BREATH-TAKING DECORATOR LAMPS

Magnificent metal vases made from a rich blending of brass and copper are America’s most outstanding decorative style lamp bases. Reproductions of antique Dutch milk jars, made by old world craftsmen, these highly polished and lacquered metal bases blend with any decor. They will be the focal point of beauty, giving distinction to the unusual rooms of today. Ideal in pairs. Completely wired for three way light. Shipped express collect, $50.00 each, $85.00 per pair.

PRESTON G. WOOLF, NOBLESVILLE, IND.

Polarobes Fit You Warmly and Comfortably Anywhere

Sit, stand or stroll outdoors. But enjoy the way Polarrobe keeps you warm. Polarrobe hugs your legs once you slip its lightweight, unbreakable, plastic band around your waist. You’re safe and comfortable, too, in this fine woolen rich fleecy, 1935 worst, handsome red and blue plaid blanket has two big, deep pockets on the outside for large or small personal items. Comfortable and warm for any outdoor use. Ready to wrap each day as its case is zippered, waterproof and transparent. The Polarobe is guaranteed or money refunded. $17.95 each.

POLAROBE FITS YOU WARMLY AND COMFORTABLY ANYWHERE

Satisfaction Guaranteed! Send check or money order—write for FREE catalog.

COMFORT PRODUCERS, INC.

Early American TOY-CHEST BENCH

FITS YOU WARMLY AND COMFORTABLY ANYWHERE

This irresistible little family of white porcelain mice are really dressed up for something very special. Mr. & Mrs. Mouse are 2½ inches tall and the baby is 1½ inches tall. Mrs. Mouse is wearing a pink jaunty hat with pink roses and blue forget-me-nots. Mr. Mouse and the baby are wearing green hats trimmed with colored forget-me-nots. This irresistible little family of white porcelain mice are really dressed up for something very special. Mr. & Mrs. Mouse are 2½ inches tall and the baby is 1½ inches tall. Mrs. Mouse is wearing a pink jaunty hat with pink roses and blue forget-me-nots. Mr. Mouse and the baby are wearing green hats trimmed with colored forget-me-nots. All three mice are brilliant with rhinestones and pearls. These are hand decorated and sell for $4.50 each.

HOUSE OF PORCELAIN

Feet Elliot Craftsmen

Glamorous and Adorable

This irresistible little family of white porcelain mice are really dressed up for something very special. Mr. & Mrs. Mouse are 2½ inches tall and the baby is 1½ inches tall. Mrs. Mouse is wearing a pink jaunty hat with pink roses and blue forget-me-nots. Mr. Mouse and the baby are wearing green hats trimmed with colored forget-me-nots. All three mice are brilliant with rhinestones and pearls. These are hand decorated and sell for $4.50 each.
SWING-A-WAY Cabinet Can Opener with Magnetic Lid-Lifter—Open...it's the handiest of kitchen tools, the finest can opener money can buy. Closed...it's a smart, contemporary cabinet; a conversation piece in any kitchen. Chrome and white $9.95, Copper and turquoise $10.95, postpaid. No CODs please.

Doris Originals
P. O. Box 2636, Gravois Station, St. Louis 16, Mo.

14k. solid gold CHARMS for mother or grandmother (actual size shown)

These 3-dimensional charms come with either a boy or girl figure in relief. Surname with birthdate engraved either a boy or girl figure in relief. Surname with birthdate engraved without charge. Specify your choice, surname with birthdate engraved. $25.00 each, p.d., including federal excise tax.

BRAND JEWELERS
231 North Brand Blvd.
Glendale 3, Calif.

New ROAST HOLDER
Perfect Family Gift
Holds any size roasts or foods—hot or cold—effortlessly and accurately! A handsome gift for a lifetime of service. Gift boxed. $5.95 p.p.d., postpaid. Hitching Post, 261 Glen Cove Ave., Sea Cliff, N. Y.

18 blocks made of foam rubber is quite a bargain for 49c. The crib and play pen set can entertain themselves for a while with these brilliantly colored assorted cubes and rectangles. And the nice thing about them is the fact that they can be sterilized by popping them into boiling water. Give these to harried mothers of tots. Spencer’s, Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City.

A neat set for the man of the house is the china toilet tray shown here. Made of high glaze porcelain it holds three bottles for cologne, after-shave lotion and talcum powder; a jar for shaving soap and a well for oddments. Decorations are antique cars and steam engines. $4.95 p.p.d., the set of five pieces. Lee Wynne, 5446 Diamond St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SHOPPING

A fine accent for the entrance door is the cast brass eagle knocker shown here. The spread eagle has a shield-shape front which could be marked by a local engraver with a name or an initial. Garland and knocker handle are smooth brass. Give one to a new house owner. 8” wide x 6” high. $8.95 p.p.d. Hitching Post, 261 Glen Cove Ave., Sea Cliff, N. Y.

Decorations are antique cars and steam engines. $4.95 p.p.d., the set of five pieces. Lee Wynne, 5446 Diamond St., Philadelphia, Pa.
ARROND

Excuse us! It is by popular demand that we show the... solid gold toothpick. Obviously it is for the man who has everything including his own teeth. Made of 14K gold, it comes with a fine saddle stitched leather case. You might consider giving several to the tycoons on your Christmas list. $7.50 ppd incl tax. Merrin, HG, 530 Madison Avenue, N.Y.

Globe is 6" in diam. $19.95 plus $1 glass globe. 16" high x 10" wide. a cast brass eagle and it supports a brass arrow which holds a white porcelain decorated with a gold eagle and stars. The finial is admirer. The base is made of lamp if you are a Duncan Phyfe delighted with this handsome

Federal lamp. You will be delighted with this handsome lamp if you are a Duncan Phyfe admirer. The base is made of white porcelain decorated with a gold eagle and stars. The finial is a cast brass eagle and it supports a brass arrow which holds a white glass globe. 16" high x 10" wide. Globe is 6" in diam. $19.95 plus $1. Jenifer, Great Barrington, Mass.

Heirloom Gifts from Cinderella . . .

Her Monogram
IN STERLING
The gift she'll always cherish . . . her PERSONAL jewelry in sparkling sterling silver that lives on a treasured heirloom forever. Please specify initials desired. $25-$7.25; Bracelet—$10.95; Set—$17.95. Prices include postage and tax. No C.O.D.'s please.

VARIEGATED "TI" PLANTS
Direc to YOU from HAWAII
Post Paid by AIR MAIL

Federated list. Russell Snow, Box 111, Waltham, Mass. boys on your holiday list. Russell Snow, Box 111, Waltham, Mass. Be sure to get several to give to all the boys on your holiday list.

OLBY BAYES

VARIÉGATED "Tl" PLANTS

With a clear photo (negative or print). Message includes your name and "Greetings from Our House to Yours." Green cut-out cover scene frames sketch. Heavy white vellum. White envelopes. 50 Cards—$10.50; 75—$14.95; 100—$19.95; 200—$36.25. Postpaid.

Write for free catalog of new, unusual Gifts!

Her Monogram
IN STERLING
The gift she'll always cherish . . . her PERSONAL jewelry in sparkling sterling silver that lives on a treasured heirloom forever. Please specify initials desired. $25-$7.25; Bracelet—$10.95; Set—$17.95. Prices include postage and tax. No C.O.D.'s please.

GOLDEN CIRCLES (left) and GRECIAN BEAUTY (right) cost $1.95 each. Matching monogrammed earrings, $1.95 the pair. Special price for a set $3.50.

Published by AIR MAIL

OLBY BAYES

TITANIA! The most REBELLION CIVIL STONE ON EARTH! says the Saturday Evening POST & READE'S DIGEST about this amazing MAN MADE MIRACLE!

Your own home beautifully sketched by our artist! The only hand-drawn, finely Inghotographed Christmas Card at such a low price. Just send a clear photo (negative or print). Message includes your name and "Greetings from Our House to Yours." Green cut-out cover scene frames sketch. Heavy white vellum. White envelopes. 50 Cards—$10.50; 75—$14.95; 100—$19.95; 200—$36.25. Postpaid.

Write for free catalog of new, unusual Gifts!

OLBY BAYES

TITANIA! The most REBELLION CIVIL STONE ON EARTH! says the Saturday Evening POST & READE'S DIGEST about this amazing MAN MADE MIRACLE!

Your own home beautifully sketched by our artist! The only hand-drawn, finely Inghotographed Christmas Card at such a low price. Just send a clear photo (negative or print). Message includes your name and "Greetings from Our House to Yours." Green cut-out cover scene frames sketch. Heavy white vellum. White envelopes. 50 Cards—$10.50; 75—$14.95; 100—$19.95; 200—$36.25. Postpaid.

Write for free catalog of new, unusual Gifts!
FOR BUSY PEOPLE...THE
1957 Memo Calendar!

Beautiful, practical gift for the busy man or woman. No fumbling—each large 14" x 5½" page of this handsome desk calendar shows the full month—with ample space for daily reminders. Cover is smooth, rich, two-tone walnut brown simulated leather, padded and deeply embossed with an impressive golden coat of arms. Adds an air of distinction to home or office desk. Yearly refills available. For your friends? 5 @ $4.75 ea.; 10 @ $4.65 ea.; 25 @ $4.25 ea. Postpaid. Name embossed 60c each on 5 or more.

HOWARD COMPANY • 123 N. Washington St. • Peoria, Illinois

MONEY BELT
A perfect gift for anyone away from home...on business or vacation, at school, or in the army. Top quality leather with completely concealed pockets to provide safe hiding place for cash.

For Men: Top grain cowhide; brown & black...30 to 44 $3.95 each
For Boys: Top grain horsehide; navy...Sizes 26 to 34 $6.95 each
For Women: Contour style—smooth calfskin; black, brown or navy...Sizes 26 to 34 $5.95 each

CLARION PRODUCTS
DEPT. 411  
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.
Write for free catalog

OUR NEWEST IMPORTED
Chinese Figurines
Like our original ivory, these Oriental figurines are from the Kwowloon side of Hong Kong. Magnificently hand-carved in genuine elephant ivory with incomparable artistry and fidelity given each detail. Mounted on a luostrious black wooden base. Each is an original since there's a slight variation in color tones. It's the leather that breathes! Soft and silky Deerskin shapes to your feet; Elk hide outer sole and foam cushion inside put comfort in every step. You enjoy full luxury lining. Deerskin washes easily in soap and water; remains forever flexible. Precision-sized for men and women in all widths and lengths. Send shoe size or tracing of feet. Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed. Get 2 pair for his & her matches.

Here's Luxury!
They Fit. Feel Like a Glove. Handcrafted from a lustros wild Deerskin in rich browned-butterscotch colors. It's the leather that breathes! Soft and silky Deerskin shapes to your feet; Elk hide outer sole and foam cushion inside put comfort in every step. You enjoy full luxury lining. Deerskin washes easily in soap and water; remains forever flexible. Precision-sized for men and women in all widths and lengths. Send shoe size or tracing of feet. Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed. Get 2 pair for his & her matches.

price:
$4.95 each
Postpaid (no C.O.D.)
None embossed in gold...........76c each

Gilt Boxed

Xmas Gift For Busy Women
PURSE SCRIBBLERS
With Name or Monogram
Here's an easy way to remember! Keep phone numbers, shopping lists, and dates of your fixtures in these handsome memo pad Purse Scribblers. Covers personalized in gold make them distinctly yours. Stick one in hubby's vest pocket and see how much better he remembers, too! 12 pads—enough for months and months— in deluxe gift box $1.00 each. Order by mail. Be sure to print plainly. Send also for FREE Gift Catalog.

HORACE ANDERSON'S GIFT CRAFT SHOP
1026 E. 47th Street
Chicago 15, III.

DEERSKIN MOCCASINS
OREGON MOUNTAIN

With your name—
ASSORTMENT OF 4 COLORFUL DESIGNS

Beautiful full color Paris street scenes by world famous Maurice Utrillo. Each print measures 10 inches wide and 2 feet long. Completely framed top and bottom with polished brass ferrules. Delicately colored to blend with any decor, these exciting panels measure 10 inches wide and 2 feet long. Completely framed top and bottom with polished brass ferrules. Delicately colored to blend with any decor, these exciting new vertical panels allow endless decorating possibilities. Set of two $4.95, complete set of 4 prints, each different, $9.75 ppd. Print name—up to 2 lines as shown, 150 for $1.00 ppd. SPECIAL—$1.00 for $1.15. HANDY GIFTS, 1111

PARISIAN WALL PANELS BY UTRILLO

Parisian Wall Panels By Utrillo
Beautiful full color Paris street scenes by world famous Maurice Utrillo. Each print measures 10 inches wide and 2 feet long. Completely framed top and bottom with natural cylindrical wood bars capped with polished brass ferrules. Delicately colored to blend with any decor, these exciting new vertical panels allow endless decorating possibilities. Set of two $4.95, complete set of 4 prints, each different, $9.75 ppd.
Italian alabaster is a beautiful stone. Shown here is a compote made of alabaster and metal cherubs, finished in antique brass. $15. The matching candlesticks are equally handsome, $16.50. The three pieces will make elegant decoration on a sideboard. Compote is 11" high; candlesticks are 7". Ppd. Ziff, Box 3072, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, III.

His pipe can become a nuisance when he is playing golf. In between smokes it becomes unwieldy. Do get him the cowhide leather holder we show here. Finished with saddle stitching and marked with a three-letter monogram, it is designed to hang from a belt or braces. $1.25 postpaid. Monogram Shop, 84 Westminster St., Providence, Rhode Island.

For good luck and good light you will not find a better lamp base than the one shown here. The base is made of a heavy horseshoe which is fitted to a well-modelled iron. This is the lamp a man or a boy would like for his room or his tack room. 11" wide x 16" high. $7.95 ppd. (without shade). Horseshoe Forge, 3 Muzzy St., Lexington, Mass.

PUMPS CUT DOWN...
Shell or D'Orsay Style...
NEW HEELS...
any style, height, leather or suede.
Reptiles slightly higher.
SHOES MADE TOELES...
slash, round or V style.
REPTILE AND LEATHER...
shows or handbags reglued.
SUDE SHOES RUBBED...
the Factory Way.
RENEW YOUR SHOES...
with soles and heels.

Century
Re-Styles and Repairs
Shoes...
The Factory Way
Mail shoes with complete instructions

Free Send for
catalog and mailing carton

HURRY KNOCKER... $1
In wooden brass finish metal. Your sense of humor will appreciate this on your bathroom door. Comes engraved with HURRY...

POWDER-KEG COVERS... $1.25
Custom engraved, your initials or name engraved on it if up to 7 letters, or names for any door, on your orders. 4" high.

Geneva 50, New York, N. Y.
CENTURY SHOE REPAIR
210 Park Ave., Baltimore 1, Md.

arm clock Watch
Bracelet

Time on your hands! A terrific present for someone who needs a stylish reminder of time. A darling little alarm clock fob watch, 1½ x 3½. Timepiece is fine-quality Swiss movement watch, completely guaranteed.

Susan Smith
84 Westminster St., Providence, Rhode Island.

COV-A-ROBES
Personalized
Ladies' coats, skirts, dresses.
Men's suits.

Those Green Bros.
1556 Market St., Denver 17, Colo.
ONLY $10.95

DORRIES PRODUCTS CO
125 S. Weidish Ave., Dept. 181, Chicago 3, Ill.

IMPOR TED BROC ADU RE
Who'd ever think such a beautiful gift could be so inexpensive? This remarkable value! A dainty 6" clothes brush for a dainty lady... its top resplendent with Orient-inspired floral brocade to delight her fancy! It's all aglitter with metallic golden threads and rich pastels, interwoven on a silvery-white background! Seven rows of plastic bristles which milady's costume handbox-neat! Order by mail. Just $1.25. Ppd. Two for $2. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$1.25

CENTURY
210 Park Ave., Baltimore 1, Md.
**ATOMIZERS**

Decorated White China

*Cherry planter-spoon rack*  
Just $3.95 each  
Postpaid

**MINIATURE SKILLET ASHTRAY**

Frankly, a reproduction of early Colonial camp skillet, now an ashtray friends love to use. Removable cushioned legs. Only $1.25 ea.

**SWISS MUSIC BOX**

"FRENCH POODLE" BRACELET

This original Swiss Music Box charm bracelet is sure to capture her heart. No wonder! It's an excitingly different life-time gift for birthdays, anniversaries or Birthdays. The "Poodle" is cast in bold relief upon a softly finished case of gold-type metal. Order one for gift-giving or pamper yourself. Price only $19.50 each. Postpaid.

**OLD-FASHIONED CALICO**

Printed from original plates, the very patterns our great-grandmothers loved; enchanting for dresses, skirts, blouses, draperies, quilts. Blue, green, yellow, red, brown, black or lilac grounds. Yard, 67¢, plus 25¢ handling. Set of samples, 15¢. Send for our new catalog showing our own fashions in calico, dresskins, gift ideas for the discriminating.

**Charming ANGEL FACES**

Imported from Europe

Radiating an expression as pure as the white porcelain from which they have been gracefully made by Bavarian artisans. Designed in pairs to face each other, these winged angels supplement any color scheme. Their decorative charm adds the perfect touch to your living room, bedroom, or child's room. An ideal gift for any occasion. Each is 7 1/4" by 4", comes ready to hang. Only $2.00 each, plus 25¢ shipping. No COD's, please.

**OLD-FASHIONED CALICO**

Now available in our own manufactory, we are pleased to offer you the best in the world. 108 pages. Fully illustrated. One hundred engravings, twenty clothing, and twenty clothing details.

**Send Your Check or Money Order**

Send your check or money order today for Bean's Free Catalog for both Men and Women. Fully illustrated, 108 pages, showing Hunting, Fishing, Clothing, and even hundred and twenty other leather, and canvas specialties of our own manufactory for campers and hunters.

- **Ladies' Natural Elk Moccasin**
  
  A ladies' mocassin made from high grade elk tanned leather. Brown rubber sole with built-in arch support. Hand sewed with adjustable lace around roller for small sizes. In color: Natural Elk, sizes 4 to 9, whole and half sizes.  
  Width only. Price, $1.10 postpaid.

- **L. L. Bean, Inc., 150 Main St., Freeport, Maine**

**Choose Christmas Gifts from**

**SHOPPING AROUND**

Sentimental you will want the bracelet shown here. The links of the chain are in sterling silver or gold-filled metal. ($3.) The silhouetted disc represents your children. Have one marked on the reverse side with name, birth date. Sterling or gold filled ($3 each).

In 14K gold: bracelet $30; disc $12 pps., tax incl. Way, 546 P. Broad, Yonkers, N. Y.

Your spirits will look inviting if you deco them into the pressed glass decanters shown here. Pitriers can not benefit from this liquor because the brass lock attached to the brass-plated frame is a sturdily one. You have a choice of neck labels: scotch, bourbon, rye, vodka, gin. 12" x 7" x 3". $7.50 ppd. Hostess House, 5858 Forbes, Pittsburgh 17, Pa.

Your Christmas card is your ambassador of good will. Be sure to select one which will express your holiday sentiments. We show here a charming amber carrying a scroll. Printed in full color on fine paper the set of fifty cards marked with your name is modestly priced at $8.75 including envelopes. Postpaid. Kimball Printers, 5-8 Bond, Oshkosh, Wis.
New splendor for your bath

Here's sorcery to give your bath a sumptuous, pampered air—new Martex Midas Touch towels! Soft, lovely woven stripes, each beautifully glinted with golden threads. In Antique Gold, Crystal Pink, Shadow Green, Butterscotch and Turquoise at about $3 at fine stores everywhere. Martex, 65 Worth Street, New York 13.
B.F. Goodrich

Furniture with a future is cushioned with **TEXFOAM**

**STRATFORD SAVOY...**

striking in its simplicity... a new over-size sofa cushioned with Texfoam.

At home with you, Texfoam looks after itself... stays certain in comfort... assured in styling... year after year.

Take your dreams shopping... see Stratford Savoy cushioned with Texfoam... for luxury... for looks... for life.

Sofa about $250... Others in the Savoy Group are chair... 2 piece sectional... and 3 piece sectional with corner curve. All by Stratford Furniture Corporation, Chicago, Illinois.

Sponge Products Division  B.F. Goodrich  DEPT. G. 207. DERBY PLACE, SHELTON, CONN.
**SHOPPING AROUND**

Your heart strings will look like the angel she is if you put her into the demure cotton broadcloth dress shown here. Holly red in color, it is decorated with black Tyrolean figures, white smocking. Note the long sleeves with ruffled cuffs, $8.95 for sizes 3 to 6. $10.95 for 7 to 10. Postpaid. The Talbots, Department HG11, 164 No. Street, Hingham, Mass.

"**Hep Hounds**" is the scenic wall panel you want for the guest lavatory or the game room. Made in four sections, it will cover a 9'4" wall space. It has a most amusing scene of a country club dance. The members are dogs: demure lady dachshunds, debonair dobermans, boxers, bloodhounds. $42 set of 4. Ppd. Warner, 108 S. Desplaines, Chicago.

Something new for the king-size bed: a chintz coverlet which comes in 16 different colors! $25. Send 10c for swatches and 15c for the catalogue. It shows a variety of king-size spreads, sheets, mattress covers and blankets; percale sheets $6.95 each; striped sheets $9.95 each; blankets $27.50 each. Colten's, 1351 Beacon St., Brookline, Mass.

**A-PEELING PAINT**

PEELS OFF FOR EASY CLEANING

Plastic chemists have just worked out a new decorating paint that peels off in one sheet (like tape!), after the holidays. No messy scraping. Christmas kit contains red, green, white paint; brush; patterns for Santa, tree, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$1.49 postpaid

**FADE THEM OUT**

*Weathered brown spot on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with new ESOTERICA, that medicated cream that breaks up blemishes of pigment on the skin, makes hands look white and young again. Equally effective on the face, neck and arms. Not a cover-up, acts in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, greaseless base for soothing, lubricating skin as it clears up those blemishes.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST.

Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D., postage and tax on guarantee you must be satisfied with four results or return remaining ESOTERICA for money back. Or save money. Send $2.25 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

**ONLY $1 DELIVERED WITH GIFT CARD**

10 for $9.50 (50c ea.) • 25 for $22.50 (90c ea.) • 50 for $44.00 (88c ea.)

Here's a delightful, unusual new way to say "Merry Christmas"—give a living gift that brings the lush, vivid beauty of the tropics right into your friends' winter-bound homes! A gift that lives and grows more beautiful through the years...a perpetual reminder of your kindness and affection.

FROM THE FORESTS OF OAHU—THIS LIVING "GOOD LUCK" PLANT

These Hawaiian Aloha Plants begin their long and beautiful lives deep in the volcanic forests on the romantic isle of Oahu. There, amidst the thick clustering orchids and palms, the natives search out their satiny green beauty. Their leaves are much valued as a charm against evil spirits.

Yet, though the Aloha Plant is as much a part of this tropic paradise as the sound of the surf on the gleaming shore, it is so amazingly hardy that it will live and thrive indoors, anywhere in the United States!

EASY TO GROW—NEEDS LITTLE CARE

When your friends receive your exciting ready-to-grow gift, the hardy young Aloha Plant log is covered with a vivid green Pacific Ocean sea moss to keep it moist. It is nestled in its own sparkling silver metallic planter—and attractively wrapped in cellophane. It grows 12" to 15" tall. What a surprise when it comes, with a handsome gift card bearing your name! What a thrill to grow it from infancy...and to watch each lustrous green leaf shoot out and unfurl! Needs little care. Thrives for years.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Every Plant is guaranteed to arrive alive and hardy. It must grow and flourish or your money back. • Airmail reaches us overnight.

SUPPLY LIMITED—ORDER NOW!

Because these gorgeous plants are sold directly by mail, you can have them sent to your friends for as little as 88c each...for little more than the cost of a fine Christmas card. We expect only one shipment from Hawaii in time for Christmas. Once our limited supply is spoken for, there'll be no more.

Don't miss out on this easy, inexpensive way to delight everyone you know! Just send us your gift list and we'll deliver your lovely living gifts anywhere in the U. S. in time for Christmas...each with a beautiful gift card bearing your name. You will be notified that your Plants have been shipped on time.

**A GIFT-THAT-GROWS**

THREE HORDRID

**AGE SPOTS**

 FADE THEM OUT

*Weathered brown spot on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with new ESOTERICA, that medicated cream that breaks up blemishes of pigment on the skin, makes hands look white and young again. Equally effective on the face, neck and arms. Not a cover-up, acts in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, greaseless base for soothing, lubricating skin as it clears up those blemishes.

SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST.

Send name and address. Pay only $2.00 on arrival plus C.O.D., postage and tax on guarantee you must be satisfied with four results or return remaining ESOTERICA for money back. Or save money. Send $2.25 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

**This Christmas—give A GIFT-THAT-GROWS**

Exotic, Tropical Aloha Plant

Rushed From Hawaii Direct To Your Friends In Time For Christmas

MITCHUM COMPANY

Debt. 141-P, PARIS, TENN.

(Consult $1.50 James Ave., Toronto 6, Ont.)

SUNSET HOUSE • 951 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, California

**SUNSET HOUSE • 951 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, California**

Please reserve and send... exotic Aloha Plants direct to your list shown on a separate piece of paper. Deliver in time for Christmas with individual gift cards. Enclosed is $...

MY NAME

ADDRESS

ZONE STATE

You Must Be Paid or Your Money Back • Airmail Reaches Us Overnight
Christmas Door Decorations

**TREE ORNAMENTS**

New! New for 1961! Give a holiday air to your doorway and be the talk of your neighborhood. These bright, colorful decorations are easily applied to any door. You receive two beautiful 44" x 44" heavy fine-finish paper panels which match together. Heavily lined in Christmas colors to withstand any weather. Won't fade. "Tree Ornaments"—red background with yellow and green ornaments, "Santa Claus"—green and red background, red and blue figure, "Noel"—royal blue background with gold and silver stars. Created by famed designer Robert Littlehale. Money back guarantee. Only $2.95 each. We pay postage, Harry, no C.O.D.'s. Mark choices, order today! Send check or money order to:

Door Decor, 40 E. Spring St. Columbus 15, Ohio

**ORNAMENTAL RAIN GAUGE**

A Fleming's Original

Here's a perfect Christmas gift for a gardener, a farmer, or one who watches the weather! You can tell how much rain has fallen in every shower...you'll know when to cultivate your flowers...when your vegetables and lawn need extra moisture. Rain Gauge is a precision instrument that accurately measures 0.1 to 5 inches of rainfall. Easy-to-read graduated scale tube is cased in ornamental black steel frame. Fasten metal base to any railing or post. Comes in beautiful gift box. Sent p.d.l., only.

$2.00
FREE—Mother's Day inscription. Orders filled with care. Write for free gift catalog.

CHALMAR Dept. G-11
Split Rock Road, Syosset, New York

**WEATHER FORECAST**

Handsome mahogany will shield he'll be proud to display in den or library. Three fine weather instruments, precision-made in Germany, include a 1/2" mercurial thermometer, humidity gauge, and 1/8" barometer—all rimmed in polished brass. The 9" x 5" shield has a brass hanging ring.

$19.02

No C.O.D.'s. Mark choices, order today! Send check or money order to:

CHALMAR Dept. G-11
Split Rock Road, Syosset, New York

**WIND SPEED**

**TELLS AT A GLANCE INDOORS**

**HOW HARD THE WIND IS BLOWING OUTDOORS**

Every gust and lull in the wind is instantly shown on the handsome speedometer inside your home. The 6" polished brass dial registers up to 100 miles an hour. Installation is easy and quick: Simply mount the spinning cups on roof or TV mast and connect the wire to the indoor indicator. Costs nothing to operate because it generates its own current. Fully guaranteed, complete with 50 feet of wire.

$49.95 POSTPAID

(AIR MAIL SHIPMENTS IN U.S. 32 EXTRA)

Send Check or Money Order to:

Cape Cod Wind Indicators
Harwichport 66
Cape Cod, Mass.

**SHOPPING**

The Scotch Highlands send us the taste treats shown here. In the attractive box you will find "Wheatalo" a semi-sweet biscuit which is perfect to serve with fruit compote; Abernethy, a crisp biscuit; Apelhorn a cream filled chocolate cookie and Cheese Oatcakes, a favorite for cocktails. $5. postpaid the collection. Scottish Imports, 352 Sutter, San Francisco.

**STACK STOOLS.** These are stools with a difference—comfortable backs! Each has a hardwood back and seat finished in birch, walnut, teak or light mahogany. The frame is made of iron finished in black or in brass. Feet are rubber tipped. $14.95 ea. finished in black; $16.95 finished in brass. Express collect. Order from Sandicrafts, Dept. HG11, Ardsley, New York.

**PEARLS** for the dressing table! The pearl encrusted tissue box is so feminine that you will want to own one yourself and give one to a friend. $2.95. Why don't you buy this matching powder box and perfume bottle and have a complete set? $4.95 for the three pieces. Ppd. Huss Brothers, Dept. HG11, 100 West Chicago Avenue, Chicago 10, Ill.

**DO IT YOURSELF.**

Make Your Own Crescent Cone Wreath

—and save money.

Simple easy directions, many types of cones from the shores of the Pacific, Foundation Rings, Ribbon, etc. This Beautiful Ultra-Modern Crescent Cone Wreath is yours for only $3.99 prepaid. Send money order or check today. Write for free price list on Wood Fibre, Chenille, Leaves, etc., for artificial flowers. Low prices for all materials.

FLOWERCRAFT, Dept. 20
P.O. Box 3221, Seattle 14, Washington.

**FLOWER CRAFT, Dept. 20**

**For Your Garden**

This chubby little fellow with Jug and Bird Bath to 25 in. high, 28 in. wide. The jug can be used for running water. Made of Pompeian Stone—45.00 each. New York. Figures without prices listed. $35.00. Write NOW for catalogue picturing a great variety of lovely Ornaments in Stone, Bronze and Lead for House or Garden. 10c please for mailing.

**ERKINS STUDIOS**

Visit our GALLERY:
38 West 40th St., New York 18

**ERKINS STUDIOS**

Visit our GALLERY:
38 West 40th St., New York 18

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

202
AROUND

Frankly feminine and enormously flattering is the fluffy black fox purse shown here. You will enjoy carrying it for a late day event, for evening gala. And it is capacious enough to carry all the essentials: compact, lipstick, keys, identification cards, change purse and folding money. $9 x 5".

"The Golden Rule" was designed for an important man’s desk. It is made of solid brass in the shape of a standard size ruler (15”). He will appreciate this if you have it marked with a three letter monogram. $8 for the ruler unmarked. Add 75c for three block initials. Add 35c postage. Order from Bertram Shrier, 1145 Connecticut, Washington, D. C.

Delftware. You will like the small ash trays shown here. Made of the traditional white and blue Delftware the trays are fitted with a safety metal lip. When a cigarette is left burning on the metal the heat of the ember causes a spring to tip chute toward tray. The "Luscious" line is boxed. Bi-annually Closed. $5.95 ppd. Each. $10.95 ppd. Two.

GARDEN FAIRYLAND LIGHTS

This Lucidum leaf has a concealed light which casts a soft, gentle light on flowers and foliage at night. The garden is transformed into a beautiful, fascinating, new living sculpture to be enjoyed at night as well. Lucidum leaves blend with foliage by day, 10" high—32" high, complete with 12” waterlight, safe cord and socket. Lights up 20” area.

Stern's Nurseries
Dept. B, Geneva, N. Y.

FLIGHT DECK
LURES
TO YOUR WINDOW

• a thrilling gift!

Clip Flight Deck to your window and discover the sheer joy of attracting beautiful wild birds. Feed them, photograph them, watch them bathe just inches away, without going outdoors! Strapless, camera fans, youngsters, everyone becomes an armchair bird watcher and thrills to the close-up activity and charm of wild birds. New Flight Deck is a large, 17½" x 17½", custom-molded of all-weather duplon. Green with white trim, it has hardwood perch rails and feeding stick, 4 seed wells, drinking and bird bath pool. Attach or detach INSTANTLY without tools. Gift packaged with card; all orders acknowledged. WE PAY POSTAGE, both on your order and Flight Deck gifts sent to friends. Money back guarantee.

RUSHED FROM HOLLAND!

GIANT AMARYLLIS BULBS

specially treated for HOLIDAY BUDDING and WINTER BLOOM

Rare Christmas treat! Giant Multi-Flowering Dutch Amaryllis bulbs so big, you can barely grip one with one hand! Easy to grow. Guaranteed to produce the most spectacular house plants you ever saw or your money back. Just a few days after planting, flower buds appear . . . then enormous flower stalks. Each stalk puts out 3 and a huge blazing red trumpet-lily blooms—each bloom up to 10" across. One bulb yields as many as 12 gorgeous flowers this winter—and every winter for 10 years or more! Each $3.95 ppd., 3 for $11 ppd. SUPPLY LIMITED—ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS

GIANT AMARYLLIS BULBS

Dept. HG • Dunn Bldg., Penacook, New Hampshire
ROYAL HOLLAND PEWTER
4 PC. COFFEE KETTLE AND TEA SET
Handmade by skilled Dutch craftsmen. Its satiny finish requires no polishing... will never tarnish. Just soap and water cleaning will retain its elegant lustre always. Includes coffee pot, tea pot, sugar and creamer. Keeps coffee and tea steaming hot. Perfect in any setting—casual or formal, modern or traditional. Oval tray (German silver bottom, pewter gallery) in two sizes. 15" $27.50 and 19" $37.50. Send 10¢ for complete catalog of Royal Holland Pewter.

Wigg's
Established 1902
24 WEST HURON ST., PONTIAC, MICH.

A-TISKET-A-TASKET
For your Bathroom
A Beautiful Basket
This exceptionally elegant and attractive Willow Basket comes in Gold, Silver, Black or White with Gold decorations... $6.50
Tissue Case to Match... $3.00
Inner lined Hamper to Match (not shown), 16" high... $14.50

STROKE-A-PUTT
This golf ball and knife strokes off your score. Designed to teach proper stroking and putting. Ball goes straight when properly stroked. Can be used indoors or out. Endorsed by leading Pros. Improve your game while relaxing any time. Surprise your friends the next time on the green. Only $2.95 p.p.d.

Hawaiian Garden Torch
This unusual TORCH, a replica of those used for generations in Hawaii, will turn the terrace, lawn, patio or skating rink into a flickering Fairyland. Provides enchanting illumination for summer garden parties, cookouts, and swimming pool gatherings—or Winter Carnivals and ski parties. In hot weather, it helps exterminate mosquitoes and other insects. Three pints of kerosene will last for 12 hours. Includes a two-section hardwood pole for mounting. The aluminum torch gives off a soft, amber flame. Garden Torch... $5.95 p.p.d.

Canadian Garden Torch
This torch, with its attractive brass circle heavily gold-plated and marked with the child's name, address, telephone number, attached to a sturdy gold-plated chain, is decorative as well as practical. It is priced at $2.50 p.p.d. From Guardall Industries, Box 355, Philadelphia 5, Pennsylvania.

Schoenfeld
50 East 57 Street, N.Y. 22
Dept. 13

SHOPPING

Santa Barbarans are proud of their Museum. And they are proud, too, of the yearly calendar which the Museum puts out. This year (1957) the calendar is going to feature twenty-six reproductions from the Alice F. Schott Doll Collection. For all the people you know who enjoy art we suggest this. $1.60 p.p.d. Santa Barbara Museum, Santa Barbara, Cal.

$150.00 is not too much to pay for the magnificent pair of cardinal birds shown here. These American song birds are modeled by the ceramist-sculptor, Edward Marshall Boehm. The quality of the porcelain is exquisite, the hand coloring is authentic. The pair is available, also, in white bisque for $325. P.p.d. C. D. Peacock, State & Monroe, Chicago, Ill.

"Guardall" is the intelligent identification disc to put on a child. The attractive brass circle is heavily gold-plated and comes marked with the child's name, address, telephone number. Attached to a sturdy gold-plated chain, it is decorative as well as practical. It is priced at $2.50 p.p.d.

Get on this golf ball and knock strokes off your score. Designed to teach proper stroking and putting. Ball goes straight when properly stroked, (can be used indoors or out. Endorsed by leading Pros. Improve your game while relaxing any time. Surprise your friends the next time on the green, only $2.95 p.p.d.

Your monogram orcrisp, fresh daisies can be hand-painted on these unusually charming and practical metal bathroom accessories in any color you desire. Background colors—Gold, Silver, Black, White, Pink or Blue.
Basket in oval or half-round shape... $9.50 ea.
Tissue Case to Match... $5.00
Hamper to Match, 20" high, oval shape... $19.95
Hamper to Match, 20" high half-round shape... $23.95

When ordering monogrammed items underline main letter.

Please add 75¢ for shipping.

Schoenfeld
50 East 57 Street, N.Y. 22
Dept. 13

The Unique WALL CLOCK
WILL HARMONIZE WITH ANY SETTING
Available in Salem, Honey maple or mahogany. Height 18", width 7½", depth 3¼". Equipped with self-starting electric movement. Fully guaranteed.
$24.95 shipped 8 day winding movement; prepaid post at extra cost.

Johnny Applesd's
Box 708
Beverly, Mass.

His Most Practical Gift of All!
Initialled hangers—20" width, deluxe chrome, lacquered Swedish modern finish. Selected imported woods. Nickle-plated Hook. Extra length tissue rod. Monogrammed with two or three initials. All sizes in stock. $2.95 each. 3 for $5 prepaid.

The Best of its Kind
Write for "Gifts that are Different"—It's Free.

Bee Hive Zeeland, Michigan
Dept. 454

HOUSE & GARDEN
3 in 1 CARVER

One dice is almost as good as two if it happens to be fitted with an accurate thermometer. The one we show here is king-size (14" square). It was designed in France to be used as a paperweight. It will tell you the temperature accurately. Blue, red or green with white dots; white or black with red. $3.95 ppd. Peter Pan Gifts, HG-11, Box 235, Bronxville, N. Y.

These hound dogs resent the current song sung by You Know Who! These dogs are as faithful as can be. Made of solid brass, they make enormously decorative appointments for the hearth. 18" high they are attached to 14" iron log holders. $27.95. In black finished cast iron. $16.95. Postpaid. Tennessee Chromium, HG-11, 206 Louise, Nashville, Tenn.

A good table for a cozy room is the step-end table shown here. It is made of solid rock maple and white pine. Note the hinged cover which encloses a compartment in which to keep sewing, knitting or books. The finish is antique maple. 21 1/2 x 22 x 15", it will be a welcome gift to a friend this Christmas. $14.95 plus 75c. Puddin' Holder, HG-111, East Swanzey, N. H.

**CUPOLA** $24.50

Copper and Pine

Says FROZEN FOODS AND BONES SLICES MEATS RAZOR THIN

THE ONLY KNIFE THAT CUTS, SAWs, SERVES IN ONE!

Here's a really good gift for the host—one he'll enjoy year 'round. The only carving knife that fills every cutting, sawing and serving need. 7½" Hollow ground stainless steel blade slices meat, poultry, roasts, etc., water thin. Saws effortlessly through bones, frozen meats, hard-out foods. Pivoted and serves cut pieces easily, quickly without stopping to change hands and instruments. Wonderful for regular use—particularly ideal for barbecues.

LEN-LEE • BOX 152 (HG) BROOKLINE 46, MASS.

Genuine DUTCH DELFT BLUE LAMPS

Skipped directly from Holland

$2.95 C.O.D.'s, please

World-famous, hand-painted delft Blue lamps, designed by skilled Dutch artists. The lamps, made in the old traditional manner in Holland by craftsmen who have been making them for generations, are of the best quality, entirely hand painted, hand signed, adapted to any taste. Impeccable in all details. "M. E. Hummel" figures, each with faceted signature, $1.95. Library sized from 6 ¾" to 10" high are now available with same delft blue finish and construction as the genuine pieces, $5.95. Available in any colors. 3 day delivery.

P. A. NORDMARK

Western Imports, Redlands, California

**SYMPHONY of the BIRDS**

COPPER SONGS and CARDS

COPPER MUSIC for DOORYARD, FIELD and FOREST

Hearing nature's sweetest melodee in your living room with these three records of America's birdsong and calls, recorded in the field by the famed Strother, Volume II, 25 cut songs of Western birds, Vol. I, 33 songs of the Eastern species. Also, Bird Songs of America's Birds, Vol. III, 26 cut songs and 25 cut songs of birds of Western America. Made to be played on Victor Recordante (50¢) and all phonographs. Write for your set today.

360 Authentic bird songs and calls! BIRD SONGS of DOORYARD, FIELD and FOREST

WAGEN WHEEL LITE

Birch wood, hard-out woods, solid brass. 24" high. $9.95. Design exclusive of Wagon Wheel Lites, $6.95. Satisfaction guaranteed.

FICKER RECORDS

606 Arcadia Road • Old Greenwich • Conn.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!
A BRAND NEW EDITION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST
Vol. XV, No. 2
Published in California since 1920

The storied charm and color of the ante-bellum age. No C.O.D.'s in case.

The latest in a long line of beautiful decorative furniture. Delicately designed with exquisite cupids, endlessly reproduced in rustproof, lightweight aluminum. The set will make nice decoration, too. $5.00 prepaid. Order now.

THE ARCHITECTURAL DIGEST
Moultie, Georgia

MOLTRIE MFG. CO.

ORDER NOW.

America's loveliest decorative furniture... our handsome, linearized, sterling silver.-our handsome, linearized, sterling silver.

Free Catalog showing the feminine members on your Christmas list. It's available, too, in silver-plate. $2 ppd. Tax incl. Seaford House, Seaford 14, N. Y.

WORKING MAN'S BARN

FREE CATALOG showing large assortment of the sports-wear for men and women. Dept.
AROUND

Trappist monks made the jams and jellies shown here. If you really want to taste delicious preserves be sure to send for a box of these delicacies. In it are 12 jars each containing 3 ounces. Red currant, wild elderberry, blackberry jelly; strawberry, red raspberry, apricot-pineapple jam. Cost is modest: $2.25 ppd. for twelve. Abbey Gift Shop, Spencer, Mass.

For the man: a distinguished leather case in which to keep his jewelry. This is frankly a luxury appointment. Made of top grain cowhide, it is lined with suede. It has grooved sections for studs and cuff links, a section for a watch and tie bars, fitted straps to hold collar buttons and stays. Suntan. $19.95 ppd. Wages Luggage, 540 Madison Ave., N. Y.

In the blind he will think sweet thoughts of you if he is wearing the cozy hunting vest shown here. The outside is made of beige corduroy printed with natural color ducks. It is interlined with quilted Dacron, lined with beige rayon. A zipper, a wool knit neckband make it snug. 38 to 46. $14.95 ppd. Robin Hood's Barn, HG, Westwood, Mass.

SPECIAL WALL RACK HOLDS YOUR TANK-TYPE CLEANER

Gets vacuum cleaner out of the way—lets you hang it on closet wall without removing hose—saves time, space! Wide support lets you hang the cleaner with ease. The rack is designed for use with vacuum cleaners from 20 to 30 lbs. Weight of vacuum cleaner adds to rack stability.

AUTHENTICS decals

MAKE DECORATING FUN!

Decorate your own choir, coastline, glassware or china, trays, furniture, mirrors, lamps—hundreds of items. In minutes, you can duplicate famous artists' designs with ease. DECORATOR'S SPECIAL AUTHENTICS decals. Apply easily—just water (instructions included); washable and color-fast. Decals sent postpaid in U.S. (No COD). At left, shaded gold and black decal labels transform glass or metal containers into a useful set of kitchen canisters. Set of twelve kitchen labels, lines assorted: Include Cookins, Candy, Floor, Coffee, Tea, Sugar, Allspice, Pepper, Salt, Nuts, Rice, Condom—all for $1.50 ppd.

CAPTAIN'S CHAIR DECAiS—Leaflet in our AUTHENTICS famous line of Turn of the Century Chair Stencil Design decals is this handsome, highly-polished design for Captain's Chairs. Design incorporates finely detailed nautical symbols, including sailing vessel and wind sock. Each piece, gold, only $1.50 ppd.

HOSTESS HELPERS! SAVE 50% OF COST

To Finish and Hang Interior Adjustable Shutters

All you need is a screwdriver (and some stain or paint) to finish and hang these SHUTTERCRAFT INTERIOR ADJUSTABLE SHUTTERS to fit your doors or windows. Send inside measurements of doors, windows, bars for low price of these beautiful, custom-made shutters, which we will now also trim and rabble to size for you. No mailing or playing required. Instructions with each order. We ship all over the world. Send $4.50 ppd. for complete Shuttercraft, 101 No. SANTA ANITA AVE. ARCADIA, CALIF.

Turn Time Back

This electric clock runs backward. New—different—Fun! A real conversation piece. Ideal gift for that someone special. "3" and "9" are reversed—takes just a minute to get the hang of it. Time in photo 14^ till 4:00. Accurate timekeeper. Gleaming black face, 7" square, golden hands and numbers.

$19.50 includes tax and postage.

Pop-Up Toaster Salt and Pepper Set

Only $1.25

Check or U. S. Nickels or Dimes
No Stamps

The cutest yet... for your table or collector's shelf. An exact replica of your toaster... even the "Pop-Up." A touch of the finger "pops up" the toast-shaped salt and pepper. Black plastic base with silver metallic body. Plastic toast-shaped salt and pepper— one white, one brown.

FREE

Beautiful 32 page full color catalog check full of ideas of gift ideas, Christmas cart assortment, all-occasion card assortment, gift wraps, note and stationery selections and a host of unique gift ideas and designs — send today—it's FREE.
HEAVY STEEL LOG CRIBS

Let your logs be seen, not hidden. Keep them in these unusual cribs right by the scene of the fire — indoors and out. They'll add a hearty charm and receive many admiring glances. Furthermore, your wood will always be handy — dry — off the floor or ground. A warm gift for your "wood-burning" friends, they're handsome and handy in lifetime steel with black, rust-resistant finish. Complete with simple assembly instructions.

OUTDOOR LOG CRIB $14.95
5 ft. tall 47" diameter — stack 1/8 cord Easily designed for patio, barbecues, porch — right outside your door. Makes it possible to store a large supply of wood high and dry. Orders shipped same day. Mail cash, check or money order to LEERCRAFT, Dept. HG, 300 Albany Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.

COOK & SERVE

You'll be proud to display this colorful, feather light, oven-to-table ware by Krenit of Denmark. So versatile—for casseroles, cocktail snacks, soup, salads. Proved iron, matt black enamel outside, gloss enamel lining. Six beautiful colors. Persimmon, chartreuse, sea green, soft blue, white, black. Large bowl 18" diameter... $7.50 each ppd. Small bowl 3" diameter... $3.00 each ppd. Handsome Ebony Salt Servers make this a beautiful salad set... $4.50 pair ppd.

Give this cheerful festive bell for lifetime remembrance

Personalized with your own name engraved on it forever. The perfect way to convey your season's greetings to young and old alike when a card will not suffice and an expensive present is inappropriate. Makes you save a quarter every day, or calendar won't change date. Save for Christmas, vacation or any purpose. Dependable mechanism with key. Ppds. for itself in 8. Get Orders several. Reg. $3.50. Now only $1.99 each; 3 for $5.75; 6 for $11.00 postpaid. Sold by mail only. Orders shipped same day. Mail cash, check or money order to LEERCRAFT, Dept. HG, 300 Albany Ave., Brooklyn 13, N. Y.

Nursery plaque of lacquered brass is the perfect appointment for a youngster's room. On it is inscribed the sweet prayer of childhood which starts with the line "Now I lay me down to sleep." The plaque is decorated with the figure of a child, with a scroll border. 8½" x 11". It has a ring for hanging. $2.50 ppd. Seth & Jed, HG11, New Marlborough, Mass.

Embryonic directors of TV dramas will love the color cut-outs shown here. The 130 figures are made of bookstock paper and include actors, acrobats, animals. TV cameras, scenery and props. Your young maestro can concoct many plays with these exciting figures: mysteries, musicals. $1.25 ppd. Studio Models, 139 Madison, Hasbrouck Heights, New Jersey.

An engagement book you will want to give to all the garden members on your Christmas list is the handsome one shown here. On the 112 pages you will see over 65 new flower arrangements. It has a section for notes, extra pages for recording gifts, as well as a running calendar. $1 ppd. Biddle Service, 8 Broadway, Hawthorne, New York.

ROSEMONT

Handmade Colonial Replicas

Curtains, Canopies, Coverlets, Quilts, Valances, Rugs, Colonial Furniture

Skilled Virginia mountain women faithfully reproduce the charm and romance of Colonial originals. Hand-tied Bed Canopy, 87.50. Woven Coverlet in "King Size" design with 13" hand-tied "Peacock Tail" fringe, 83.75. . . . Without fringe, 82.00. Periwinkle Valance with Peacock Tail fringe per yard, 1.25. Authentic handmade Colonial fringed curtains from $9.75 ... also made-to-order sizes. Write for FREE picture booklet.

LAURA H. COPENHAVER

"Rosemont"
Marion, Virginia

SHOPPING

KOBENSTYLE CASSEROLES

Lightweight chip-resistant enameled iron

designed for cooking and serving... holds heat for hours... choice of red, green, yellow or turquoise.

2 quart $ 8.75
4 quart $ 8.75
6 quart $13.75
all prices postpaid no C.O.D.'s please

HOUSE & GARDEN
Jewelry roll. This is the appointment you need if you keep your jewelry in the safe deposit box or in a vault. Manufactured in England, it is beautifully made of fine leather lined with suede. It has seven compartments and a padded ring strap. It is fine, too, for a suitcase. Red with gray, green with beige. $10.95 ppd. Here's How, 27 East 22nd St., New York.

The wassail bowl will look inviting if you place it on a round table covered with a gay felt cloth. We show here a handsome one made of a blend of white wool and rayon. It is amusingly decorated with Christmas scenes in contrasting color felt studded with spangles and sequins. $17.50 ppd. Feltsraft, 439 Westover Ave., Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Christmas cookies will keep well and look appropriate if you store and serve them from the Santa Claus cookie jar shown here. It is made of a high-gloss ceramic decorated in Christmas red. Belt and boots are black. It stands 10" high and has a removable lid. A young one will love it. $3.95 plus 35c. Helen Galla­gher, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Ill.

CUP OF KNOWLEDGE TELLS FORTUNES BY TEA LEAVES

Read the tea leaves for your friends with this authentic Cup of Knowledge . . . see what the future holds for health, wealth and happiness. Playing card symbols in­side the cup turn the trick with mysterious meanings that are more than 5,000 years old. Cup and saucer are of fine imported English china. A 20-page booklet tells you how to read the tea leaves.

Complete, only $2.90 post­paid
Send for free gift catalog
No C.O.D.'s

STERLING SILVER
Lingerie Clips

Made in the old-fashioned way to make a very thoughtful Christmas Gift. Order several pairs of these now, and we will gladly gift wrap and send Air Mail if desired. No C.O.D. orders please.

$5.95 for Mother and Daughter are these fluffy, nylon net slippers, topped by tender pink roses and ribbons. For dainty freshness, foam rubber soles and rosebuds remove for quick laundering. Pink or blue. Shoe size, Mother's—$4.95 postpaid, Daughter's—$4.95 postpaid. Extra jewelled clips—$3.95 dozen.

LOVING GLASS

This is the prettiest hand mirror ever. Because Cupid is the angelic design on the handle it has a special magic for lovers. 14" long, pink or white scrolled tossing. $5.95 postpaid.

WRITE FOR
NEW CATALOG
Over 100 Reproductions
Send 25c in coin (NO STAMPS) for our new catalog of 18th Century and Early American handmade solid wood pieces.

MINIATURE CHIPPENDALE CHEST

An exact copy of a colonial cabinet maker's model. Authentic in every detail from dovetail joints to brass butterfly handles. Hand­made from finest solid mahogany including drawer sides and backs. Use as a single or in pairs. Only $40.50. In solid walnut, maple or cherry, $79.50. Add $4 to all or­ders West of Mississippi.

Selden Cooper
Grove Park Inn
Asheville, N. C.
from Italy... just in time for Christmas!

Gleaming copper tea kettles, crafted in Italy... the extra-heavy gauge copper is lined with Etruscan tin and topped with richly polished wooden handles... to brighten every kitchen on your list! Ten cup size $23.95; eight cup $18.95.

Write Dept. C-2 for our new Christmoji Catalog.

MARK CROSS
Fifth Avenue at 55th • New York 22

SCULPTURE AND POETRY

Probably the best description of these two new horse models is that they are "pure poetry"—sculptured in wood. Each has its own special "personality" almost alive in the feeling it creates. Like my other sculptures they are cut from selected walnut, modeled with great care and given a high wax polish.

Left: "Lush Grazing" 4" long $12.50 ppd. Right: "Arab Pride" 5½" long 15.00 ppd.

M. E. BRASHER
studio KENT 7, CONN.

Pen Posy

Ball-Point Pen Set... with 2 doz. imported rosebuds creating miniature rose tree. Adds flair everywhere: boudoir, desk, night table. Beautifully handmade. Unique, unusual, useful gift. Buy several—one for yourself. Uses standard refills. Has scratch-proof base. In pink, red, blue or yellow roses. $2.95. Add 20¢ for postage. Postpaid on 3 or more.

Antique, 556 W. 56th Street, New York City

"Christmas Eve" China

Oh, it's fun to set the table with such gay and sparkling dinnerware! For holiday entertaining, this year and for years to come, choose Salem's "Christmas Eve" holloware china. 18" dinner plates, cups and saucers are pure white, decorated with brightly colored Toile-fit designs. Each piece is hand-painted in dark green, accented with a 23 kt. gold line.

10" Dinner Plate $1.50 ea.
10" Salad Plate $1.50

Send for FREE Christmas Catalog.

The Christmas Story

A charming way to teach the Christmas story to children. You will treasure this lovely Creche as a family heirloom to be prized more each year. Made by hand in Italy of wood, painted in lovely bright colors: Fourteen pieces consisting of Mary and the Christ Child, Joseph, 3 Wise Men, Shepherds and Angels—Dimensions of Creche and Star of Bethlehem 5½" by 5½". Figures 3½" to 2" Tall. Price $9.95 Postpaid, No COD's please. Write for catalogue.

GAUDENZI
Piazza Minerva, Rome, Italy, since 1770
BOX 38—MAMARONECK, N.Y.

NEW SLEEPING COMFORT

This Christmas give your friends and yourself this blessed gift for sleep! 2 plastic-covered arms raise covers to comfortability, contact-free heights. Restful air pocket relieves body, eases nervous tension, improves circulation, helps relieve cold feet and foot cramps. Ideal for electric blankets. Hospitals recommend them for invalids. Base is made of the sturdiest aluminum tubing; fabric folds flat when bed is made. FULLY GUARANTEED to provide comfort instantly or money refunded. Get one for each bed. $3.98 plus 25¢ postage. No COD. 223 W. Erie St., Dept. F-128 Chicago 1, Ill.

SHOPPING

Elkskin is used to make the soft ballerina slippers shown here. The hand processed leather is perfectly cut, meticulously stitched and decorated with fake pearls and rhinestones. Colors: white, turquoise, pink or black. Sizes: 4 to 10 for adults; 5½ to 3½ for misses. $4.95. Ppd. Miller's Curio, Department HG11, 256 East Congress Street, Tucson, Arizona.

Italian import: the angel earrings. The tiny hand-carved wooden figurines are hand-painted in gold and decorated with gay Christmas red. Each small angel is playing a heavenly musical instrument. Be sure to give a pair to every feminine member at the holiday dinner table. $1 ppd. for one set; $2.75 for three. Tartaglia, HG11, Larruna Beach, California.

THE CHRISTMAS STORY

A charming way to teach the Christmas story to children. You will treasure this lovely Creche as a family heirloom to be prized more each year. Made by hand in Italy—of wood, painted in lovely bright colors: Fourteen pieces consisting of Mary and the Christ Child, Joseph, 3 Wise Men, Shepherds and Angels—Dimensions of Creche and Star of Bethlehem 5½" by 5½". Figures 3½" to 2" Tall. Price $9.95 Postpaid, No COD's please. Write for catalogue.

GAUDENZI
Piazza Minerva, Rome, Italy, since 1770
BOX 38—MAMARONECK, N.Y.

NEW SLEEPING COMFORT

This Christmas give your friends and yourself this blessed gift for sleep! 2 plastic-covered arms raise covers to comfortability, contact-free heights. Restful air pocket relieves body, eases nervous tension, improves circulation, helps relieve cold feet and foot cramps. Ideal for electric blankets. Hospitals recommend them for invalids. Base is made of the sturdiest aluminum tubing; fabric folds flat when bed is made. FULLY GUARANTEED to provide comfort instantly or money refunded. Get one for each bed. $3.98 plus 25¢ postage. No COD. 223 W. Erie St., Dept. F-128 Chicago 1, Ill.

SHOPPING

Elkskin is used to make the soft ballerina slippers shown here. The hand processed leather is perfectly cut, meticulously stitched and decorated with fake pearls and rhinestones. Colors: white, turquoise, pink or black. Sizes: 4 to 10 for adults; 5½ to 3½ for misses. $4.95. Ppd. Miller's Curio, Department HG11, 256 East Congress Street, Tucson, Arizona.

Italian import: the angel earrings. The tiny hand-carved wooden figurines are hand-painted in gold and decorated with gay Christmas red. Each small angel is playing a heavenly musical instrument. Be sure to give a pair to every feminine member at the holiday dinner table. $1 ppd. for one set; $2.75 for three. Tartaglia, HG11, Larruna Beach, California.

THE CHRISTMAS STORY

A charming way to teach the Christmas story to children. You will treasure this lovely Creche as a family heirloom to be prized more each year. Made by hand in Italy—of wood, painted in lovely bright colors: Fourteen pieces consisting of Mary and the Christ Child, Joseph, 3 Wise Men, Shepherds and Angels—Dimensions of Creche and Star of Bethlehem 5½" by 5½". Figures 3½" to 2" Tall. Price $9.95 Postpaid, No COD's please. Write for catalogue.

GAUDENZI
Piazza Minerva, Rome, Italy, since 1770
BOX 38—MAMARONECK, N.Y.

NEW SLEEPING COMFORT

This Christmas give your friends and yourself this blessed gift for sleep! 2 plastic-covered arms raise covers to comfortability, contact-free heights. Restful air pocket relieves body, eases nervous tension, improves circulation, helps relieve cold feet and foot cramps. Ideal for electric blankets. Hospitals recommend them for invalids. Base is made of the sturdiest aluminum tubing; fabric folds flat when bed is made. FULLY GUARANTEED to provide comfort instantly or money refunded. Get one for each bed. $3.98 plus 25¢ postage. No COD. 223 W. Erie St., Dept. F-128 Chicago 1, Ill.

SHOPPING

Elkskin is used to make the soft ballerina slippers shown here. The hand processed leather is perfectly cut, meticulously stitched and decorated with fake pearls and rhinestones. Colors: white, turquoise, pink or black. Sizes: 4 to 10 for adults; 5½ to 3½ for misses. $4.95. Ppd. Miller's Curio, Department HG11, 256 East Congress Street, Tucson, Arizona.

Italian import: the angel earrings. The tiny hand-carved wooden figurines are hand-painted in gold and decorated with gay Christmas red. Each small angel is playing a heavenly musical instrument. Be sure to give a pair to every feminine member at the holiday dinner table. $1 ppd. for one set; $2.75 for three. Tartaglia, HG11, Larruna Beach, California.

THE CHRISTMAS STORY

A charming way to teach the Christmas story to children. You will treasure this lovely Creche as a family heirloom to be prized more each year. Made by hand in Italy—of wood, painted in lovely bright colors: Fourteen pieces consisting of Mary and the Christ Child, Joseph, 3 Wise Men, Shepherds and Angels—Dimensions of Creche and Star of Bethlehem 5½" by 5½". Figures 3½" to 2" Tall. Price $9.95 Postpaid, No COD's please. Write for catalogue.

GAUDENZI
Piazza Minerva, Rome, Italy, since 1770
BOX 38—MAMARONECK, N.Y.

NEW SLEEPING COMFORT

This Christmas give your friends and yourself this blessed gift for sleep! 2 plastic-covered arms raise covers to comfortability, contact-free heights. Restful air pocket relieves body, eases nervous tension, improves circulation, helps relieve cold feet and foot cramps. Ideal for electric blankets. Hospitals recommend them for invalids. Base is made of the sturdiest aluminum tubing; fabric folds flat when bed is made. FULLY GUARANTEED to provide comfort instantly or money refunded. Get one for each bed. $3.98 plus 25¢ postage. No COD. 223 W. Erie St., Dept. F-128 Chicago 1, Ill.
A perfect gift which is often forgotten is the book-mark. We are sure that many people would love to receive one this Christmas. Shown here are three monogrammed book-marks made of 24K gold-plated metal. Each is so reasonably priced! $1 postpaid for one. Three are only $2.75. Tax incl. Salt & Pepper Shop, 90 Park Ave., Park Ridge, N. J.

A good match to use for starting the fire, for lighting a pipe is the prosaic wooden kitchen match. For decorative purposes we suggest that you get a handsome antiqued copper box to hold them in. Shown here is a beauty. Hand-made, it comes with a three-letter monogram or a pine cone design. $5 ppd. for one. Henry W. Longfellow, Weston 93, Mass.

Duck Andirons...

Conventional duck andirons of cast iron.
Overall length 33".
Length of rods 18" — Height 14".

$50

The Four Seasons Shop • 59 S. Idlewild • Memphis, Tenn.
Mail orders—add $2 per item for crating.

Colten's offers you custom-quality bedspreads, coverlets and draperies ... at half-the-cost of custom-made. Make your choice from beautiful styles ... hundreds of colors ... superior fabrics. We stock over 1,000 home-fashions items ... for immediate delivery. Complete information is available in our catalog (50c).

FABRIC COLOR SWATCH SET. All colors in one fabric are 10c. Order 2 fabrics for 20c ... and so on.
MADE-TO-YOUR-OWN-MEASURE bedspreads and draperies are available on a prompt ... 3 week service. Send for measuring chart.

1377 Beacon St., Brookline 46, Mass.

Pocket Adding Machine

+ ACCURACY IN YOUR WORK
+ HOURS FROM YOUR TASK
With Direct Subtraction
Just imported from Germany nothing like it in America. It adds and subtracts, ideal for students, engineers, shopmen, bookkeepers...

This simple to use light-weight handy calculator is precision made of durable aluminum and comes complete with metal style in hand-some leather case. A perfect gift for the "hand-everything" professional man, or woman. Size 5 1/2 x 2 1/2, weighs only 4 1/2 oz. 1 year guarantee.

BRUNO IMPORTS

$4.98 postpaid

P.O. Box 56, Phila. 5, Pa.

+ PLUS 3oC Fed. Tax

Dorothy Biddle Service
HAWTHORNE 10—NEW YORK

Nosegay Container...

For a real old-fashioned nosegay effect, arrange your small flowers in this delightfully different metal lace container. Its dainty, delicately designed sloping brim, slanting a lace dolly, is 8" in diameter and the roller cup is 11/2" deep. Pure white enamelled.

Sloping Brim:
HG-206A $2.50 postpaid

Flat Top:
HG-206 $2.50 postpaid

Fill and use as a gift. Write for free illustrated copy of "DBS Highlights" for flower arranging instructions.
**New! Greatest Xmas Idea Since Tree Lights!**

**CHIMNEY SWEET**

Fireplace Powder

Makes flames sparkle in a rainbow of colors as it destroys soot!

What could be more festive than a fireplace sparkling with flames in all the brilliant colors of the rainbow. Just sprinkle new Chimney Sweep Fireplace Powder on burning logs. Exclusive in-i action makes colorful flames all evening long as it destroys soot. Your home and hearth stay cleaner . . . and merrier, too. Realistic birch log spritzer container looks great on hearth or in log holder.

Sold at all hardware and dept. stores, or send $1.00 (p.p.d.) in check or money order (as C.D.D.'s) to G. N. Coughlan Co., 29 Spring Street, W. Orange, N. J.

---

**SPAGHETTI SET**

Make It A Snap To Serve Christmas

In color— write for it!

In the Italian tradition... write to us for a free gift catalog. Make it a snap to serve Christmas! gifts that are ideas: 100 Cocktail Napkins — $2.95. 100 Dinner Napkins — $3.95; 100 Luncheon Napkins — $4.95; 100 Dinner Napkins — $4.95. Order from Sunset House, Dept. 69A, 670 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. Free Gift Catalog sent with order.

---

**Luxurious Hostess Set**

Smartest, most appreciated gift you could select! Personalized, too! Two first names, family name, monogram or estate name in gleaming gold or silver. Every lovely lady will love this dear gift, $8.95 postpaid. Order a set for each important name on your list — one for your holiday entertaining, too. If you like, we'll enclose gift card and mail direct to lucky recipient. More personalized gift ideas: 100 Cocktail Napkins — $2.95; 100 Luncheon — $3.95; 100 Dinner — $4.95; 100 King Size — $5.95.

MARVIN SHAFFER & ASSOC., Inc.
DEPT. H-11, BOX 239, OSHKOSH, WIS.

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

The brush-off you need to give your clothes is a two-fold one; to remove the dust and soil and to remove annoying lint. We show here a pair of brushes which cleverly fit together. One has black nylon bristles which will do a fine job on dust. The other has metal bristles which will attract lint. $3.55 p.p.d. 20th Century Shop, Box 4181, New Orleans 18, La.

A good valet for your house is the Junior size silent valet shown here. It is the perfect hanger to use when you are ironing shirts and blouses. Made of anodized aluminum, it is fitted with a black wood base and a slotted bar for hangers. It is ideal, too, for a youngster's room. $2.98 postpaid. Order from Sunset House, Dept. 69A, 670 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

A typo will appreciate this package of stamps. It includes stamps from all over the world: Denmark, Algeria, French Africa, Australia, The Netherlands, China, India. The colors and designs are exceptionally beautiful. Put a package into the Christmas stocking of the small boys in your family. $1 ppd. Globus Stamps, 268 Fourth Avenue, New York.

---

**Silverplated SPAGHETTI SET**

Make It A Snap To Serve

Ingredients, new and very practical; those silver-plated spaghetti tongs that make it so easy to serve your spaghetti dishes. Perfect for salads, meats or poultry, too, even on the rost, vegetables, what-have-you. Granted, these shakers with silver-plated snap-off cap. Tango measures 7½ long. Shaker 5½ high. Nicely gift boxed.

$5.95 add 30c postage
In color — write for it!

MARVIN SHAFFER & ASSOC., Inc.
DEPT. H-11, BOX 239, OSHKOSH, WIS.

---

**A Must for Suburban Living**

Goodluck horseshoe boot scraper saves floors, rugs. Sturdy, long-lasting palmetto fibre brushes on strong, tip-free frame. Brushes sides, scrapes soles, keeps dirt outside. Easily mounted on brick or concrete (instructions in each package). Weather resistant finish. A wonderful gift for suburbanites, horsemen, gardeners. If not at your Saddler or Gift shop, order direct. $5.75 postpaid in U.S.A.

Walter K. Waters
4646 Illinois Ave.
Fair Oaks, Calif.

---

**“Skittles” Bowling Set Import**

More fun and excitement in this than in a whole bowling alley! Swing the pendulum ball and keep score. Kiddies and adults can play this for hours on end, and it's perfect for parties. Lazy? Unusual automatic pin set ups. Smooth, polished wood, 8" tall. Excellent value at $1.25 the set; 3 sets $3.50. Perfect for all ages, so get several for gifting. We pay postage, no cod's. Q. T. Novelty Co., Inc., Box 54, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, N. Y.
WHERE SANTA SHOPS FOR THE UNUSUAL

**Christmas Apron**

Add a pop, festive touch to your seasonal décor with our Christmas apron. It's made of cotton and features a festive design. Order by number, state child's age for size, and handling. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. Order by number, stating quantity desired. ORDER: 13727, Set of 4, $3.95; 13728, Set of 3, $3.95; 13729, Set of 2, $3.95; 13730, Single, $1.95.

**PERSONALIZED ART DEK**

Personalize your gift with a beautiful personalized art deco. With names, monograms, or initials, this piece is perfect for any occasion. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. Order by number, stating quantity desired. ORDER: 13755, Set of 12, $1.95.

**THE QUICK CLIP BUS VASE**

This elegant quick clip bus vase is perfect for any occasion. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13688, Each, $1.75.

**PERSONALIZED CIGARETTE DISPENSER**

The clever attached poem makes this a perfect gift. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13694, Each, $1.95.

**MINIATURE BRANDIES**

Imported miniature replicas look like the real thing at a fraction of the cost. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13510, Set of 12, $1.95.

**PERSONALIZED LABELS**

Personalize your labels with your own personal style. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13731, Set of 12, $1.95; 13732, Each, $1.95; 13733, Set of 3, $1.95.

**PERSONALIZED NAME TAGS**

These personalized name tags are perfect for any occasion. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13734, Set of 12, $1.95; 13735, Each, $1.95; 13736, Set of 3, $1.95.

**LADY IN A BEER MUG**

A humorous gift for the lady in your life. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13737, Each, $1.75; 13738, Set of 4, $6.95.

**LADY IN A BEER MUG**

A humorous gift for the lady in your life. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13737, Each, $1.75; 13738, Set of 4, $6.95.

**LADY IN A BEER MUG**

A humorous gift for the lady in your life. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13737, Each, $1.75; 13738, Set of 4, $6.95.

**PERSONALIZED SEWING DISH**

This adorable sewing dish is perfect for any occasion. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13739, Each, $1.95; 13740, Set of 4, $7.95.

**PERSONALIZED SEWING DISH**

This adorable sewing dish is perfect for any occasion. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13739, Each, $1.95; 13740, Set of 4, $7.95.

**PERSONALIZED SEWING DISH**

This adorable sewing dish is perfect for any occasion. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13739, Each, $1.95; 13740, Set of 4, $7.95.

**PERSONALIZED SEWING DISH**

This adorable sewing dish is perfect for any occasion. Order by number, stating quantity desired. Satisfaction Guaranteed with order. No C.O.D.'s. Money order or cash. ORDER: 13739, Each, $1.95; 13740, Set of 4, $7.95.
SHOPPING

"Pot of Gold". This did not come from the foot of the rainbow, exactly, but it might have so far as a younger knows. It is a cunning iron pot (2" high x 2½" wide) which is painted black and filled with fifty new copper pennies. And it will be marked with a child's name at no extra cost. $1.50 ppd. King's Forge, 580 Hathaway, New Bedford, Mass.

Bijoux for a feminine purse: these jeweled key holders. The globe-shape one is made of one large pearl studded with colored stones. The other is a cunning design of a doll made of colored stones which resemble semi-precious ones. Rhinestones and fake pearls are added to create a fabulous effect. $3.95 ppd. each. Lois April, 366 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

The carpetbagger finds it difficult to locate a carpet bag these days. If you have ever used one you know how wonderful this type of bag is. Here is a satchel type made of muted multi-color Scotch fiber carpet. Handles and trim are made of black calfskin. About 16" x 12", $17.95 plus Federal tax and 40c postage. Vermont Crossroads, Waterbury, Vermont.

THE LIGHTER THAT NEVER FAILS!
A SPARKLING, sure-fire gift idea outmoding fluid, flint, muss and fuss. Handishly designed in hand blown load crystal of finest quality with hand cut striking surface. Bubbles in glass and band cutting give added brilliance. $9.95 each ppd.
$18.50 a pair
Glass Glow Company
Box 24101 Los Angeles 24, Calif.

TORY ROW GIFTS, Dept. 3
34 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass.

TOPS for POPS
New Record "Nosta" for 45 rpm records keep them straight, free from dust and scratches. Each unit holds 14 records and nests one on top of the other. Set consists of a blue, red, yellow and black colored unit. Made of lightweight Styrene. Base is 7½" x 1½". "Tops" for Christmas giving, too! Sold each in sets of 4. $3.95 ppd. in U.S.A. 2 sets, $7.75. Calif. resident add 4½% sales tax. No C.O.D.'s. Send Check or Money Order. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Joseph J. Blake
"The Gift 'n Gadget Man"
Dept. HG116 • Box 425 • Gilroy, California

THE AMAZING NEW BEAD STRINGER and KNOT TYER
by POST
Re-string beads quickly, easily, professionally with this remarkable new invention. Resulting strands are strong, durable, Makes strings of beads as long or short as you desire. Ties knots very close between beads and at clasp protecting strand against breakage. Made of metal. Complete with bead cord and full instructions.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Postpaid! We ship daily!

POST EL COMPANY, INC.
BOX 315-GB, ANDOVER, NEW JERSEY

100 Gaily-Colored Bells
Tie them on gift packages, make decorations, dress up cakes or place cards. Each little bell is a masterpiece of perfection in smooth plastic, with slots at top for tying. All-occasion assortment includes red, green, blue, and white bells. ½" to 1½" long from tip to clapper. Surprise on Christmas gifts! Bargain package of 100 is $1.00 postpaid.

WALTER DRAKE & SONS, 511 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs 5, Colo.

“Pot of Gold". This did not come from the foot of the rainbow, exactly, but it might have so far as a younger knows. It is a cunning iron pot (2" high x 2½" wide) which is painted black and filled with fifty new copper pennies. And it will be marked with a child's name at no extra cost. $1.50 ppd. King's Forge, 580 Hathaway, New Bedford, Mass.

Bijoux for a feminine purse: these jeweled key holders. The globe-shape one is made of one large pearl studded with colored stones. The other is a cunning design of a doll made of colored stones which resemble semi-precious ones. Rhinestones and fake pearls are added to create a fabulous effect. $3.95 ppd. each. Lois April, 366 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

The carpetbagger finds it difficult to locate a carpet bag these days. If you have ever used one you know how wonderful this type of bag is. Here is a satchel type made of muted multi-color Scotch fiber carpet. Handles and trim are made of black calfskin. About 16" x 12", $17.95 plus Federal tax and 40c postage. Vermont Crossroads, Waterbury, Vermont.

THE LIGHTER THAT NEVER FAILS!
A SPARKLING, sure-fire gift idea outmoding fluid, flint, muss and fuss. Handishly designed in hand blown lead crystal of finest quality with hand cut striking surface. Bubbles in glass and band cutting give added brilliance. $9.95 each ppd.
$18.50 a pair
Glass Glow Company
Box 24101 Los Angeles 24, Calif.
AROUND

Nimble fingers can make money at home with a typewriter. We show here a Remington Rand machine which can be bought on an easy payment plan ($1 down and $1 a week) or can be bought outright ($299). Whichever way you buy it you will receive a book entitled "How to Make Money at Home." Ppd. Sloane & Peters, 318 Market, Newark, New Jersey.

A regal feeling of pomp and elegance can be achieved if you put a solid brass costumer like the one shown here in your dressing room. It has a place for shoes, a bar for trousers or skirt, for a belt or tie. The heavy brass clothes hanger has a contour shape, 60" high, it is finished with a ball finial, $59.50 pdd. National Hanger, 15 W. 18th St., N. Y.

Good design is apparent in every line of the handsome sterling silver chocolate pot shown here. Copied from a Georgian antique, it is the perfect size for you to use when serving coffee. Note the polished ebony handle! 61/2" high, it is 3" in diameter at base, $110 pdd. Federal tax incl. See-thru Earring Box. Hill Station, New York 16, N. Y.

NATIONAL BRANDS
GIFTWARE
APPLIANCES
JEWELRY
40% to 70% OFF!

FREE CATALOG OF MORE THAN 600 ITEMS LISTS NATIONAL BRAND NAMES AT AMAZING DISCOUNTS—DIRECT TO YOU BY MAIL!

SAVE UP TO 70% OFF REGULAR LIST PRICE AND SHOP AT HOME WITH GIANT 60-FACE COLOR CATALOG SHOWING LUGGAGE, AWFOS, SILVERWARE, APPLIANCES, MANY OTHER NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRODUCTS AT TERRIFIC DISCOUNTS. FOR FREE 40-PAGE CATALOG JUST SEND 50¢ TO COVER PARCEL POSTAGE AND HANDLING, REMIT 50¢ ON YOUR FIRST ORDER. MERCHANDISE SHIPPED 24 HOURS AFTER ORDER RECEIVED.

WORLD WIDE INDUSTRIES, Dept. 28, 132 MERCEY STREET, NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

AROUND

Even LADIES make them!

Smart people today are making their own copies of museum masterpieces. You won't find more faithful reproductions than those you can make from Hagerty kits.

Assemble the pre-cut satin sand- parted finish, and save the expensive labor. You'll have the time of your life fitting together these precision pieces, then applying the stain and wax to bring out the natural beauty of the maple legs and pumpkin pine top.

What a thrill to show your friends this museum reproduction with its 200-year-old finish and say "I made it myself".

Send 10¢ for catalog illustrating complete collection of pine and maple reproductions of museum pieces, from $8.95. Catalog includes helpful hints on stain finishing.

Join the thousands who have discovered this economical way to collect "antiques".

A MOST UNUSUAL GIFT!
A holiday reminder the year 'round

Scene Place Mats

Impressions
from the Bible

For that warm, spiritual holiday setting, full size reproductions of heart-warming biblical impressions, interpreted by Granpa Stein. 24 only
Full Size Place Mats p/2d
Permanent, stainproof, textured plastic. Write to Dept. 28
Granpa Stein, 426 Marathon Ave., Dayton 9, Ohio

Landslides of America

Beautiful reproductions of original oil paintings, exciting works from the brush of Granpa Stein. A gift that will be admired, appreciated and remembered.
24 only
Full Size Place Mats p/2d
In sparkling white duckback paper. Write to Dept. 28
Granpa Stein, 426 Marathon Ave., Dayton 9, Ohio

CENTURY OLD BEAUTY

See-Thru Earring Box
Holds 16 Pairs So You Can See Them:
$1.50 Ppd.

It's neat, it's pretty—and it ends dresser-drawer jumble! The beautiful crystal-clear plastic box is 8" x 4", and 1 1/2" deep. It has 16 separate compartments to help keep earrings in order and permit selection of the right pair at a glance. Cover is securely hinged. Plastic is polished to lovely mirror gloss. Better got several!

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE
Box 1203
Milwaukee 1, Wis.

SNOW GLOBES—Imported
Christmas scenes captured in plastic.
Tip them and snow falls on beautifully handmade settings, $1 each, 6 assorted for $8. Ppd. Get several for those extra gifts you always need. Perfect for gifts, paperweights, table decorations, etc. About 3" high. Nativity scene, and assorted winter scenes.
Q. T. Novelty Co., Inc., Box 54, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, N. Y.
**VERY PERSONALLY YOURS**

**POST OR HOUSE SIGNS**

Give your home a distinctive note and make it easy for your friends to find you. This handsome sign of three dimensional cast aluminum has design and lettering on both sides. Your name can be read clearly from either side. Lifelong baked enamel black wrinkle finish is rustproof and weatherproof. Attractively mount on lantern post or house corner. Sign is 12" long by 10" high including name plate. 10 day delivery. Complete with lettering $8.75 p.p.d.

**YOUR OWN BRANDING IRON**

A "brand" new idea—permanently personalize your tools, sports equipment, luggage, children's toys, etc. quickly and easily. This custom made branding iron brands and distinctly identifies leather, wood, plastics, rubber and many other materials. This sturdy iron is beautifully crafted with steel bearing 'H" initials. 10" long with hard wood handle. As shown, with up to 3 initials. $3.95 p.p.d. Extra initials 50c ea. Special designs, custom-cast at $7.50 and up. (Prices quoted on receipt of sketches).

**BAY COLONY FORGE**

Dept. HG, 302 Louis Road, Joliet, Illinois

"Fabulous" gift for "him!"

Its base, a real magnum champagne bottle—its parchment shade, hand-covered with colorful, genuine liquor label from the most celebrated restaurant in New York. Shellac-finished, translucent shade is oiled for a rich antique effect. Terrific Christmas present for his den. It complements your good taste too! Completely wired, antique effect. Terrific Christmas present for his den, it creates conversation every time anyone visits your house. Made of high glazed ceramic, it comes in six attractive colors: red, black, white, yellow, turquoise, pink. And, of course, it is so easy to keep clean! A damp sponge will keep it sparkling. 11 ½" long x 7 ½" in diameter. $14.98 p.p.d. Dorus, 6232 Cleon, N. Hollywood, Cal.

**Santa Planter**

Santa Planter

Santa Planter to give your walls and doors a touch of holiday cheer. Wrought wire frame, shaped like a Christmas tree, holds gay red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles. "Boot" planter is red and white Santa. Has holders for two candles.

**MY NINTH YEAR SHIPPING**

**MY "FAMOUS FOR FLAVOR"**

**pecans**

**NEW CROP!**

EXTRA FANCIES! My pecans are the best selling nuts you'll find. Schleys, finest of all, shells w/yerful thin; Stuarts, a taste treat, shells a bit thicker. I machine grade and inspect every box to assure A-1 quality. In-the-shell or shelled halve—the whole family loves them. Order for self; send Xmas list. I gift wrap, enclose cards, mail.

Schleys, 5 lb. box, unshelled...$4.95
Schleys, 5 lb. box, shelled...3.90
Stuarts, 2 lb. shelled halves...4.30
Stuarts, 5 lb. box, unshelled...4.90
Stuarts, 2 lb. shelled halves...3.90
Toasted, salted halves, 1 lb...2.45

Postage prepaid, celebrate your home! Shell your sister today, too.

HARRY WILLSON

**Sunnyland Pecan Groves**

Albany, Georgia

**PRETTY PARTY APRONS**

Holiday hostessing is fun with lovely aprons. Of filmy sheer nylon, they boast brilliant hand-painted red poinsettas, green leaves, and golden highlights. Backgrounds are white, green, black or red. Stale second choice. Completely washable, of course. They make lovely gifts!

$5.95 p.p.d.

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

ANITTA Dept. HG-11

713 Knollwood Terrace

Westfield, New Jersey

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**A wise crew** occupies the metal bank shown here. When a youngster places a coin in the slot and turns the crank on the right side of the metal cage, the crew’s head pops out and snatches the coin! It stays in the cage-bank for safe keeping. Use this bank to encourage children to save. $1.29 p.p.d. From Adrian Inc., HG11, Park Square, Saint Paul, Minn.

**The skillet clock** will cause conversation every time anyone visits your house. Made of high glazed ceramic, it comes in six attractive colors: red, black, white, yellow, turquoise, pink. And, of course, it is so easy to keep clean! A damp sponge will keep it sparkling. 11 ½" long x 7 ½" in diameter. $14.98 p.p.d. Dorus, 6232 Cleon, N. Hollywood, Cal.

**Italian knit.** A youngster from one to six years old will look devastating in the hand-loomed wool outfit shown here. The pull-over sweater ($9.95) and the slim pants ($8.95) are beautifully detailed. Colors: white, light blue, pink or gray. Note the stitched crease on the legs. Misca Imports, Box 466, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Here is the finest time tested water closet available. Matchless in quality, efficiency, beauty, comfort and protection. This water closet will not overflow. Produced in a rainbow of colors. Where the best is demanded, CASE vitreous china plumbing fixtures in white and colors are chosen. The CASE Non-Overflow One-Piece Water Closet is an example.

CASE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
15 Main Street, Buffalo 3, New York

Please send me complete information on this time-tested famous water closet.

Name___________________________
Address________________________
City______________________________

*Patented
Colorado Carnations, sold by better florists everywhere, are trade-marked with a little silver seal on every sixth bloom. Insist on this seal on the carnations you buy.

"Bouquet for Fall" You can recapture summer's bright sunshine this fall in the spice-sweet blooms of longer-lasting golden Colorado Carnations. No other flower provides so much joy as a bouquet of these bright beauties in your home. Better florists everywhere carry them. Ask for them by name—Colorado Carnations—and insist on seeing the little silver trade-mark seal that guarantees their quality. And for every message of love and good cheer, say it with Colorado Carnations because...

COLORADO CARNATIONS SAY IT BEST
COLORADO FLOWER GROWERS ASSOCIATION
"BUSYBODY" is a revival of the old fashioned mirror used by people in the 1800's. Nearly everyone lived in houses and this mirror was used to see who was knocking at the door. This could be done from any floor in the house by adjusting the three mirrors. You can use it to keep tabs on the children. $9.95 p.p. Spencer, HG11, Rancocas Woods, N. J.

Rain or shine, no matter what the weather may be you will always have money in the bank if you set your days by the calendar bank. If you put in a quarter the bank will record the correct date. No quarter no date. Attached thermometer will give you the temperature for nothing. Pastel plastic. $2.95 p.p. Leecraft, 300 Albany Ave., Brooklyn, New York.

Lazy Bones is the stuffed dog your child will fancy. Designed as a TV seat for small fry, it is covered with a gay check cotton fabric. Note the floppy white ears and the white saddle cloth. About 21" long by 9" high.Lazy Bones will be called upon for chores other than acting as a seat. It will be a travel companion. $2.98 p.p. Martha Schiller, 180 N. Wacker, Chicago.

"SPANISH" LAMP
A truly artistic decoration for your wall. From South of the border direct to you. This is the most eye-catching object of its kind we have seen. Copper color, 14" high. Easily electric. $6.95 postpaid.

"COMPLETE PROPHETIES OF NOSTRADAMUS"—CONTAINS EVERY STARTLING PREDICTION TO THE YEAR 3797 A.D.

This is the only existing volume that contains every startling prophecy brought down from the year 1977 A.D. Organically interpreted by Henry C. Roberts, past events have come true with uncanny accuracy. Now see how many of the 1600 prophesies in this book may affect you! $4.95 postpaid.

"SPANISH" LAMP
A truly artistic decoration for your wall. From South of the border direct to you. This is the most eye-catching object of its kind we have seen. Copper color, 14" high. Easily electric. $6.95 postpaid.

"COMPLETE PROPHETIES OF NOSTRADAMUS"—CONTAINS EVERY STARTLING PREDICTION TO THE YEAR 3797 A.D.

This is the only existing volume that contains every startling prophecy brought down from the year 1977 A.D. Organically interpreted by Henry C. Roberts, past events have come true with uncanny accuracy. Now see how many of the 1600 prophesies in this book may affect you! $4.95 postpaid.

"COMPLETE PROPHETIES OF NOSTRADAMUS"—CONTAINS EVERY STARTLING PREDICTION TO THE YEAR 3797 A.D.

This is the only existing volume that contains every startling prophecy brought down from the year 1977 A.D. Organically interpreted by Henry C. Roberts, past events have come true with uncanny accuracy. Now see how many of the 1600 prophesies in this book may affect you! $4.95 postpaid.
Here's the perfect gift to make any gourmet drool with delight! Hilton's Treasures from The Deep Blue Sea is a truly exotic selection of delectable fancy seafood treats. Includes Choice Whole Oysters, rich Cream of Oyster Soup, famous Hilton Oyster Stew, glamorous Chan Chowder, luscious Oysters A La King and tantalizing Tuna A La King. Beautifully packaged in colorful gift box. $4.95 postage paid in U.S.A. Satisfaction guaranteed.

HILTON SEAFOODS COMPANY, INC.
1433 Elliott Avenue
Seattle 99, Washington

$4.95
postpaid

GENUINE SHEEPSKIN

"CUDDLE RUG"

Because they lend plumpness to any setting you'll give your "Cuddle Rug" loving with these soft, thick sheepskin throws, which are easy to care for. They're machine washable and dry cleanable. Choose either red or blue.

IN NATURAL HONEY-TONE ONLY $11.95

IN CLOUD WHITE ONLY $12.95

postpaid

FREE CATALOG

Brandicraft

DISTINCTIVE MUSICAL LIGHTER

FIRST TIME OFFERED

IN THE UNITED STATES!

These amusing lighters for purse or pocket come in gold and silver finish... 2 inches high... handshaped designed and lightweight. A tinkling melody greets you from the tiny imported precision minute box as you light your cigarette.

A beautiful and unusual gift.

Fully guaranteed.

$10.00

Post Paid

Order early to insure delivery. Orders will be filled in the order they are received. Send check or money order now (No C.O.D.'s please) to:

REGENCY, Ltd.
1039 Green Street, Pasadena, Calif.

jingle-jangle HOLIDAY EARRINGS

Earrings as gay and bubbly as a Christmas treat! From each golden setting dangles a pair of miniature Christmas balls, in two different holiday colors. Red and blue; red and green; blue and silver; or cerise and silver. Order several pairs—for yourself, for party favors, or as party favors, too.

only $1.00 pair 3 pair $2.50

Tax and postage included. Gift Boxed. Store colors wanted.

Victoria Flemming

Dept. HG-11
419 Fifth St.
Memoroneck, N. Y.

GILTY DESIRES?

If they run to golden jewelry, these filigree bracelets and earrings will charm you. Imported from Germany. Non tarnishable. Delicate pierced silver design to enchant the costume. They come in 2 shades—silver, yellow gold and rose gold. Available through Christmas. Bracelets just $1.00 each, incl. tax, p.p. Matching earrings with pearls $3. a pair.

B.M. LAWRENCE IMPORTS
251 California St., San Francisco 14, Calif.

SHOPPING

A "see-through" bag needs fine accessories. To help keep you purse proud we show an elegant pocket comb made of fake tortoise set in a metal case finished in gold or silver plate. And it comes with either three engraved initials or a first name. This is a good-looking inexpensive gift. $1.50 ppd. Frontier Traders, Box 4035, Tucson, Arizona.

The winter birds will be your guests throughout the bare and barren season if you hang this redwood bird feeder on a post or tree. The frame is treated to resist weather, glass chimney will keep seed dry and afford a continuous flow. You will experience pleasure watching our feathered friends enjoy your hospitality. $3.99 postpaid. Grove, 17 No. State, Chicago.

Bavarian porcelain.

The Madonna and Child shown here is an exquisite figure. You will add great beauty to your devotional ni:he if you include this statue. About 6½" high, it is pure white in color. We think that it is a fine gift to give to the Clergy or Religious on your Christmas list. $14.50 ppd. World Treasures, 66 Main Ave., Passaic, New Jersey.

Don't Forget Your Pets at Christmas Time


Treat Your Pets to Comfort


Mony-Back Guarantee—free postage by sending check or M.N. Scheck Bfortory, Box 898, South Buffalo, N.Y.
PEWTER TANKARDS. These exquisite mugs are jiggers! The host will appreciate a set because the miniatures are graduated: 1 oz. ($3); 1/2 oz. ($3.50) and 2 oz. ($4). The set of three is $10. Non-alcoholic drinkers can use the tankards for cigarette urns or containers for small flower arrangements. Ppd. Parker House, 49 Walton, Brooklyn, New York.

Fine reproduction. This espadrille tree is faithfully copied from a museum piece. Made of wrought iron finished in beautiful colors, it is decorated with leaves, fruit and birds. The points of the branches will hold wax candles. This will make a distinctive center piece. Dixon's, Department HG-3, 1075 First Ave., N.Y.

The angles make this handsome table unusual. Made of solid maple the table has two surfaces; the lower one is a rectangle fitted with brass-tipped tapered legs; the upper is a triangle attached to the rectangle with brass bars. It is perfect for use as an end table. 30" x 30" x 24" high. $31. Express order. Dixon's, Department HG11, Ellicottville, New York.

LAZY SUSAN Dryette
For washings and ironings
For the new drip-dry fancies
For nylon and sheer things
Folds like an Umbrella

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back!
Snug-proof, Rust-proof Metal, hold more in less space
Laundry finish Perfect gift

SUPER DRYETTE TRAVEL DRYETTE
8 arm (2½ ft. drying space) strong, sturdy
$8.95 ppd.

Purchase at your post exchange or order direct today
DRYETTE CO., Dept. HG-11
P.O. Box No. 2219 • Wichita, Kansas

PHOTO MATCHES
Your favorite photograph sharply reproduced on standard-size match packs. Send picture or negative; we return it. One subject to box. Makes an unusual gift for friends and family! Regular Size:
Box of 50, $5.50
Box of 100, $8.50
Party Strike Size:
Box of 50, $11.00
Box of 100, $16.00
Photo Postal Cards: 50 for $5.00
Postpaid No C.O.D.'s please

INDIVIDUALIZED PHOTO MATCH Co.
Dept. 30 • 18 East 41st Street, New York 17, N.Y.

SLIGHTLY TERRIFIC!
(Shown life size)
That's what these cuff links are. A little chain running from link to stretch so that you can push up your sleeves to wash your hands without removing the cuff links. You can put them in before putting your shirt on. Hold! cuffs firmly. 10K gold-filled. Imported, British made, for men or women. AND ONLY $5.00 plus 50 cents tax.

SONIC Associates
1626 St. Nicholas Ave.
New York 40, N.Y.

PHOTOGRAPHIC GIFT WRAPPING
To-Wrap different items: Regular Size: Vary with words or letters. Put under picture or label for gift announcement. Photographs enclosed. No additional mailing expense. Send picture or negative for return. Price $5.00.

Piano Postal Card 50 for $5.00.
P.O. Box 7618 • Denver 15, Cola.

CHINESE BROCADES
Fine fabrics direct from fabulous Hong Kong—Hand-Loomed in rich oriental scenic and symbolic designs—Backgrounds of red, green, black, gold, turquoise—for dresses, blouses, jackets and unusual draperies and upholstery. With 28"

$3.95 ppd.

For men of the same brocade

$3.50 each.

CHINESE SHOP
1922 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 8, D.C.

IMPORTED EXQUISITE CHINESE BROCADES

LILITE LIGHTERS
brilliant flash light
crystal with all this decorative beauty has sound lighting efficiency. You see, the Lilite Lighter is plastic, clear and handsomely cut yet unbreakable and light-weight. The conical design fits the hand pleasantly and Evans lighting unit responds quickly to finger-tip action. Nice to give Lilite lighters in pairs for dramatic effect on dinner and end tables. Size 3½" x 2½" overall. 15.50 ppd.

LILITE—with all this decorative beauty has sound lighting efficiency. You see, the Lilite Lighter is plastic, clear and handsomely cut yet unbreakable and light-weight. The conical design fits the hand pleasantly and Evans lighting unit responds quickly to finger-tip action. Nice to give Lilite lighters in pairs for dramatic effect on dinner and end tables. Size 3½" x 2½" overall. 15.50 ppd.

DRYETTE CO., Dept. HG-11
1922 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 8, D.C.

FOLDING MATCHES
Regular Size:
4 arms

3 oz. ($1.50)

1 oz. ($1.00)

1½ oz. ($2.00)

For miniatures graduated:
4.95 ppd.

Photo Postal Card 50 for $5.00.

Individualized Photo Match Co.
Dept. 30 • 18 East 41st Street, New York 17, N.Y.

NAME PLATES
More Personal

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
The modern gift for proud home-owners... g, beautiful brass same plate, distinctly engraved in formal script. Made of heavy gauge brass 2" wide by 6" long. Protective coating preserves satin polish. Easily, quickly attached to door. Order 4 as a quantity. Brass or chrome unit responds quickly to finger-tip action. Makes an unusual gift for friends and family! Regular Size:

3 oz. ($1.50)

1 oz. ($1.00)

1½ oz. ($2.00)

For miniatures graduated:
4.95 ppd.

Photo Postal Card 50 for $5.00.

Individualized Photo Match Co.
Dept. 30 • 18 East 41st Street, New York 17, N.Y.

JOIN R. KINGSLEY
Mrs. and Mrs.

SILK RIBBON

SECRETS of Bow-Tying and Gift Wrapping FREE!
For men and women. AND ONLY $5.00 plus 50 cents tax.

WADDLE ENGRAVING CO.
Dept. 6 • P.O. Box 7618 • Denver 15, Colo.

SONIC Associates
1626 St. Nicholas Ave.
New York 40, N.Y.

PARKER 300 'til

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
The modern gift for proud home-owners... g, beautiful brass same plate, distinctly engraved in formal script. Made of heavy gauge brass 2" wide by 6" long. Protective coating preserves satin polish. Easily, quickly attached to door. Order 4 as a quantity. Brass or chrome unit responds quickly to finger-tip action. Makes an unusual gift for friends and family! Regular Size:

3 oz. ($1.50)

1 oz. ($1.00)

1½ oz. ($2.00)

For miniatures graduated:
4.95 ppd.

Photo Postal Card 50 for $5.00.

Individualized Photo Match Co.
Dept. 30 • 18 East 41st Street, New York 17, N.Y.

JOIN R. KINGSLEY
Mrs. and Mrs.

SILK RIBBON

SECRETS of Bow-Tying and Gift Wrapping FREE!
For men and women. AND ONLY $5.00 plus 50 cents tax.

WADDLE ENGRAVING CO.
Dept. 6 • P.O. Box 7618 • Denver 15, Colo.

SONIC Associates
1626 St. Nicholas Ave.
New York 40, N.Y.
the ONE GIFT they DON'T have...

MOPPER

the new absorbing

AFTER-BATH ROBE

Here's a great big, wonderful polar bear of a robe that dries you off instantly, cozily, after tub, shower or swim. Made of thick, luxurious, thirsty, snow-white Cannon terry toweling, with yards of comfortable fullness, huge draft-screen collar...it's a whopper of a mopper! Has big "carryall" pocket, wrap-around belt, handy hanger-loop, tassel tie at neck, raglan sleeves...fits any man or woman perfectly. For six-footers, order king-size and add a dollar to the price. A great buy and a heart-warming gift. Get one for yourself...several for house guests. Orders filled immediately. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

Add 30¢ for gift pack, $6.95 ea.

Woodmere Mills, Inc.
Dept. 6, P. O. Box 167, Bennington, Vt.

Guard against colds! Avoid chills! Hang Mopper next to tub or shower, and dry off in a flash after you splash. Keeps you warm as toast!

If He Smokes a Pipe

here is the grandest

man's gift we know

A Tobacco Humidor and a Double Pipe Rest may be ordered in solid Walnut or Mahogany. The humidor is mounted with a hand-crafted copper plate that comes with his College Seal, Armed Forces Insignia or Initials. The humidor holds 1½ pounds of tobacco, has a white porcelain lined lid and a removable perforated metal moisture in the cover.

Complete with Matching Double Pipe Rest

Henry W. Longfellow

"666"

Copper au Gratins

These gleaming copper gratin dishes have two bronze handles and are lined with pure black tin. They are wonderful for Welsh Rarebits, Shredded Eggs, Lobster Newburg and for keeping other individual concoctions piping hot. There are three sizes:

Prepaid in U.S.A. No C.O.D.'s. Write for our complete folder.

Bazar Français
EST 1917
666 SIXTH AVE. NEW YORK 10, N.Y.
between 20th and 21st St.

"Captive Turquoise"

EARRINGS

from the "Land of Rechment!" come these enchantingly different earrings, "Captive Turquoise". A genuine nugget of polished turquoise caught in a cage of symmetrical metal bands. A fascinating addition to anybody's collection. Real one-crucenation pieces! Specify pierced or screw type. Order several pairs—for yourself and your friends—by mail only:

18" Matching Necklaces, only...

$1.00 $1.00

Matching Bracelet, only...

$1.00 $1.00

Postpaid—Money Back Guarantee

ENCHANTMENT SHOP
in Old Santa Fe—Santa Fe 22, New Mexico

SHOPPING

Hepplewhite copy: the set of four nested tables shown here. Each is made of solid mahogany finished in a soft brown. You will put them to good use when you want to serve individual suppers before the bridge game. Or use one to hold lamps or magazines. 23" x 14" x 24". $49.50 the set of four. Ppd. Newcomb's, Box 1296, Durham, North Carolina.

A stitch in time will probably save one of the Diors you bought on the last trip to Paris. For such an emergency we show the padded cushion studded with threaded needles! Every color thread you can think of is included in the collection. You can't fall back on poor eyesight as an excuse for not mending tears. $3.95 ppd. Village Vendors, Los Angeles 49.

You are lucky if you own an old five bottle caster set. No matter how disreputable it may look you can salvage it by sending it to D. L. Bromwell, Silversmiths. These caster sets, when restored, can be quite valuable. The cost is only $16 ppd. This firm makes a specialty of restoring silver. Bromwell, 710 12th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

TWO WAY PET-DOR—An Ideal Family Gift

Allows dog or cat to enter and leave at will. Permanent magnets keep door closed when not in use; no drafts, no insects. Sturdy panels close both sides, locks on inside. Install in minutes in any flush door panel. Complete guide pattern & instructions supplied. Free literature. Money-back guar. Standard size fits 18" shoulder height, $15.75. Large size (German Shepherd, etc.) $19.75. Ppd. (No C.O.D.) Send check or M.O. to:

JOHNSON PET-DOR
Dept. H, P. O. Box 181, Los Angeles, Calif.

TOE RAISES TENT!

Belongs on Every Bed.
The Useful Gift for Appreciative Friends.
Relieves Toes of cover weight. Fits any bed, concealed between sheets during day. No pulling covers off—

TOE RAISES TENT!—Patented. Plated. Guaranteed. $3.95 ppd.

TOE TENT, INC.
Rohan Bldg., Edwardsville, Ill.
AROUND

Switch plates for an exquisitely room; the elegant cast brass ones shown here. There is nothing more handsome than these on the market. Finish is antique or bright brass, $7.50 for single toggle (3½" x 5"), $10 for double (4½" x 5¼"). Add 25c postage for each. Order from Shepley Wagner, Department HG11, 123 East 57th Street, New York.

Memo for the desk: the Daydex Memo calendar. This is a modern appointment which is suitable for use both at home and in the office. 4½" x 5", it has a leather-like base, 52 weekly calendar-memo sheets and a sturdy back rest which holds the sheets in an upright position when used. Priced at $2.50 ppd. Memin- dex, 149 Carter, Rochester, N. Y.

Faithful copies of antique bone china nosegays have been given a practical turn. We show here four nosegays which have been made into salt and pepper shakers. We think that they are charming for use on the breakfast tray. Each is 1¾". $1 the set of either Carnation and Rose or Tulip and Nosegay. Ppd. Mastercraft, 212 Summer St., Boston.

BEAUTY in the BALANCE
Carved white alabaster column supports scales of antique bronze. The perfect decorative touch for table or mantle, 24" high, 20" wide. $55, prepaid Stylized Fruit Pyramids $15, each.

Mail orders, yes. No C.O.D.'s.
Carole Stupell, 507 Madison Ave. (nr. 53rd) also 54 E. 57th St., New York

STERLING SILVER NAME BRACELET
Any girl will be thrilled to own this lovely Solid Sterling Silver bracelet with her first name dangling from it. Fine, soldered link chain. Rhodium finish (prevents tarnishing). State name and age.
Also available in gold finish $1.25 prepaid plus "I Love You" charm.
SEAFORD HOUSE
Seaford 13, New York

MAKE EXOTIC TILE MOSAICS!
It's easy to make wall plaques, trays, place mats and other useful items with the E-Z-DO Mosaic Kit. It contains everything you need: rainforest-brilliant Thermoplastic tiles, gummed pattern board, matching color chart and easy-to-follow instructions. Choose either fascinating Fish design in 6 spectacular colors (illustrated) or ancient Aztec Sunrise pattern in 4 colors. Complete size: 10" x 14". What a wonderful Christmas or Birthday gift! Only $3.95 prepaid. Your money back if you are not completely satisfied.
E-Z-DO MOSAICS, Dept. H.G.
165 Fulton St., New York 38, N. Y.

Golf Oasis Beverage Caddy*
New For Golfers—this lightweight, rugged beverage container, fitted with pint vacuum bottle, clips onto a golf bag and totes favorite hot or cold drinks everywhere on the course. In leather-like Texon at $6.95; or top grain cowhide with brass catch and deluxe vacuum bottle $9.95. Add 50c post.
J. L. Alan Co., Box 85878, E. Norwich, L.I., N.Y.

NEW NON-SLIP PLACE MATS...
that can't scratch table tops—can't clutter because they are backed with foam rubber. Each set gaily decorated with butterflies, dragonflies and milkweed on ice cream colored backgrounds. Gold leaf effect with White on Pink, Aquas, Pecan, Mimosa, White, Sand, Silver, Gray, Wisteria and Gold or Silver. You'll want several sets for yourself ... and for giving. Set of four mats beautifully gift-boxed at just $4.50 ppd. Each mat 17½" x 11½". (matching coasters, set of 8, $1.00)

AUTHENTIC COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS
Early American furniture ... , rich-in-design, sumptuous, and beautifully finished in hand-rubbed honey maple, antique matele, or hand decorated enameled. Chirtered places that will add lustre charm and beauty to your home. Write for free catalog and price list on other beautiful furnishing items and handed rooms.

AS ILLUSTRATED
Gabbler's Bench $42.00
Clipper Ship Captain's Chair $45.00
Unconditionally Guaranteed—Period Prior to sale in U.S. No C.O.D.'s—Send check or money order to Cape Cod Colonialis
Bears Way Hyannis, Mass.

Beede Park Avenue, P.O. Box #1501, New York 17, N. Y.

MAYAN PRODUCTS, INC.
195 Sowams Rd., Barrington, R. I.

AUTHENTIC COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS
Early American furniture ... , rich-in-design, sumptuous, and beautifully finished in hand-rubbed honey maple, antique matele, or hand decorated enameled. Chirtered places that will add lustre charm and beauty to your home. Write for free catalog and price list on other beautiful furnishing items and handed rooms.

AS ILLUSTRATED
Gabbler's Bench $42.00
Clipper Ship Captain's Chair $45.00
Unconditionally Guaranteed—Period Prior to sale in U.S. No C.O.D.'s—Send check or money order to Cape Cod Colonialis
Bears Way Hyannis, Mass.

Beede Park Avenue, P.O. Box #1501, New York 17, N. Y.

Paper for free catalog and price list on other beautiful furnishing sheets and handed rooms.

NOVEMBER, 1956

AT THE easier a room: the elegant cast brass ones shown here. There is nothing more handsome than these on the market. Finish is antique or bright brass, $7.50 for single toggle (3½" x 5"), $10 for double (4½" x 5¼"). Add 25c postage for each. Order from Shepley Wagner, Department HG11, 123 East 57th Street, New York.

Memo for the desk: the Daydex Memo calendar. This is a modern appointment which is suitable for use both at home and in the office. 4½" x 5", it has a leather-like base, 52 weekly calendar-memo sheets and a sturdy back rest which holds the sheets in an upright position when used. Priced at $2.50 ppd. Memin- dex, 149 Carter, Rochester, N. Y.

Faithful copies of antique bone china nosegays have been given a practical turn. We show here four nosegays which have been made into salt and pepper shakers. We think that they are charming for use on the breakfast tray. Each is 1¾". $1 the set of either Carnation and Rose or Tulip and Nosegay. Ppd. Mastercraft, 212 Summer St., Boston.

BEAUTY in the BALANCE
Carved white alabaster column supports scales of antique bronze. The perfect decorative touch for table or mantle, 24" high, 20" wide. $55, prepaid Stylized Fruit Pyramids $15, each.

Mail orders, yes. No C.O.D.'s.
Carole Stupell, 507 Madison Ave. (nr. 53rd) also 54 E. 57th St., New York

STERLING SILVER NAME BRACELET
Any girl will be thrilled to own this lovely Solid Sterling Silver bracelet with her first name dangling from it. Fine, soldered link chain. Rhodium finish (prevents tarnishing). State name and age.
Also available in gold finish $1.25 prepaid plus "I Love You" charm.
SEAFORD HOUSE
Seaford 13, New York

MAKE EXOTIC TILE MOSAICS!
It's easy to make wall plaques, trays, place mats and other useful items with the E-Z-DO Mosaic Kit. It contains everything you need: rainforest-brilliant Thermoplastic tiles, gummed pattern board, matching color chart and easy-to-follow instructions. Choose either fascinating Fish design in 6 spectacular colors (illustrated) or ancient Aztec Sunrise pattern in 4 colors. Complete size: 10" x 14". What a wonderful Christmas or Birthday gift? Only $3.95 prepaid. Your money back if you are not completely satisfied.
E-Z-DO MOSAICS, Dept. H.G.
165 Fulton St., New York 38, N. Y.

Golf Oasis Beverage Caddy*
New For Golfers—this lightweight, rugged beverage container, fitted with pint vacuum bottle, clips onto a golf bag and totes favorite hot or cold drinks everywhere on the course. In leather-like Texon at $6.95; or top grain cowhide with brass catch and deluxe vacuum bottle $9.95. Add 50c post.
J. L. Alan Co., Box 85878, E. Norwich, L.I., N.Y.

NEW NON-SLIP PLACE MATS...
that can’t scratch table tops—can’t clutter because they are backed with foam rubber. Each set gaily decorated with butterflies, dragonflies and milkweed on ice cream colored backgrounds. Gold leaf effect with White on Pink, Aquas, Pecan, Mimosa, White, Sand, Silver, Gray, Wisteria and Gold or Silver. You’ll want several sets for yourself ... and for giving. Set of four mats beautifully gift-boxed at just $4.50 ppd. Each mat 17½" x 11½". (matching coasters, set of 8, $1.00)

AUTHENTIC COLONIAL REPRODUCTIONS
Early American furniture ... , rich-in-design, sumptuous, and beautifully finished in hand-rubbed honey maple, antique matele, or hand decorated enameled. Chirtered places that will add lustre charm and beauty to your home. Write for free catalog and price list on other beautiful furnishing items and handed rooms.

AS ILLUSTRATED
Gabbler’s Bench $42.00
Clipper Ship Captain’s Chair $45.00
Unconditionally Guaranteed—Period Prior to sale in U.S. No C.O.D.’s—Send check or money order to Cape Cod Colonialis
Bears Way Hyannis, Mass.

Beede Park Avenue, P.O. Box #1501, New York 17, N. Y.
DECORATIVE FIREPLACE FAN
Camouflage barren, unlit, fireplaces with the year's smartest find! Attractive fan is reversible—one side in rich Gold, trimmed with multi-width neutral beige stripes, set off with black pin stripe, polished brass center ornament. Other side you have decorator shades accentuated by beautiful scrolled gold border. It's a high fan opens to 30". Fits beside your andirons. Specify colors for reverse side—Light Beige, Yale Green or Charcoal Black. Satisfaction guaranteed.

30" Fan, $5.00 ppd.

The Mail Box
Lombard 11, Illinois

CIRCUS WAGON SHELF
Just like the circus, little ones cage their cherished toys and treasures in this charming shelf. 14" x 11" x 6". Made of blond finish pine. Ideal for all gift wrappings. Give a child's name. $7.95. Wt. 25 lbs. Shipped postpaid.

ART EASEL
If you know a child whose artistic talents are more wide of blond finish pine. Size, professional art easel than play, give this Junior easel (for use by 2 children) for $2.95 each, 3 for $5.50 opd.

NOW—Large New Catalog of Finished and Kit Form Furniture and Racks. Send 10 stamps or coin. 4.1.1

COPPER JEWELRY
Copper jewelry makes a good foil for fall and winter tweeds. We show here a handmade pin designed in the shape of a leaf. It is beautifully modeled of copper finished with an antique patina. $1.50. Matching earrings are fitted with screw backs, $1.50. Give a set to a sweater and skirt girl. Ppd. Tax incl. Roslyn Hoffman, 656 Broadway, New York 12.

STERLING SILVER PIE-SERVER 2.95¢
Nothing safer for home or gift giving, stunning sterling silver blades. Stainless steel blade, 12" easy-cut serrations. Curved blade for easy pie and cake serving. $9. Gift boxed.

STERLING SILVER BAR-KNIFE 2.95¢
Unique and gift-perfect, this all-in-one bar knife-bottle opener has a scene of cows. Special pronged end for spear­ ing cheeses, olives, lemon slices... sharp, durable, serrated stainless-steel blade for allaying thieves, lemons, etc. 9". Gift boxed.

150 FL. FINE SATIN RIBBON BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED!

20 COLORS—White, Red, Green, Pink, Lt. Blue, Royal Blue, Orchid, Yellow, Nile, Cocoa. Factory-fresh, no scraps or pieces. Reg. $1.10 valued 3.5¢ width ribbon 150 ft. roll only 50¢ ppd. Ribbon in 1" width, 75 ft. roll, same colors 300 ppd. Stare widths and colors when ordering. Ideal for all gift wrappings.

WRITE FOR CATALOG GUIDE

THE EASTERLING COMPANY
330 S. Wells, Dept. B-14, Chicago 4, Ill.
AROUND

This is a recorder, the ancient musical instrument which is enjoying a revival. It is a type of flute fitted with a fipple (lip) and it plays sweet music. Easy to master, it is fun to play. This one can be played in all keys. It comes with fingering chart, book of tunes, a cleaning feather. $9.95 ppd. Ficker Records, 27 Arcadia Road, Old Greenwich, Conn.

Wood tiles are the new decorating accessory which will enable you to have beautifully paneled walls with a minimum of effort and cost. The interlocking, beveled tiles come in knotty pine, clear pine, cherry or mahogany. Available in two sizes: 16" square and 16" x 32". Send for catalogue of tiles, louvered doors. Mohawk. Box 26, Athol, Mass.

For cocktail time: the enchanting cocktail napkin shown here. It is made of hand-fringed, hand-screened linen. We like the set decorated with the impressive Siamese cats but you can order them decorated with the Oriental Cock, a Toucan bird, a whale, a lama, Colorado Springs, Colo.

NEW!

writes blue
writes green
writes red

$1.50
postpaid

writes perfectly! Smartly designed. Precision made. expensive gold color finish will appeal to everyone on your gift list (personal friends, business associates, students, etc.). Sent postpaid in attractive gift box. Order several. Money back guarantee.

H & H Sales Company
3872 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, Calif.

"MEDICINE BIRD"

Shown against a background of deep brown, a Stout brave in blue breeches and gaily decorated leggings proudly holds his pet red, yellow, and blue macaw, trained from "south of the border." This Wild faunsele of the magnificent painting by GERARD CURTIS DELANO will add a gorgeous warmth of color to your wall, or gift thrill a friend. Actual size mounted in heavy "Corinthian" paper, 111/2" x 171/2", ready to frame. $3.50 ppd. Or, matted in cream-colored board, clear plastic-spray "permanized" (no glass), personally signed by the artist, and PRAMIDIO in 9" copper, lined oak, ready to hang. $12.50 ppd. No C.O.D.'s please. Your delighted acceptance or your money back. Send for folder, 8 superb subjects.

DELANO STUDIOS
HG, PO Box 665, Denver 1, Colorado

SKATING BALLERINA

WALKING DOLL

AMAZING BARGAIN!

$7.98 VALUE

29c DIRECT TO YOU!

METAL ICE SKATES!

FREE:
Glamorous Hi-Fashion Wardrobe
5 OUTFITS!

She dances, walks and skates too!

She's the year's most lovable doll...she's so beautiful and so very talented! She sleeps and sits up. Hold her hand and she'll walk too, her pretty head moving to and fro with every step! But she can do even more, she can ice skate too! She comes with real METAL ice skates that slip on and off easily! She's everything your little girl has always wanted!

COMPLETE WARDROBE GIVEN!

Olympic Princess is one of America's best dressed dolls. She comes to you with this complete glamorous wardrobe, a beautiful ballerina outfit made of flowing triple-tiered fringed netting that stands out, real all-metal ice skates and snow white boots, genuine satin ballerina slippers, waterproof cape and hood, plenty flannel blanket. Attractive wardrobe; a beautiful glamour wardrobe; a beautiful ballerina outfit made of flowing triple-tiered fringed netting that stands out, real all-metal ice skates and snow white boots, genuine satin ballerina slippers, waterproof cape and hood, plenty flannel blanket. Everything stylishly designed and smartly tailored. This wardrobe alone is worth far more than our asking price for the doll alone, yet it comes to you at no extra cost.

MIRACLe DYNEL HAIR—

Combi... Set it...

Wash, comb, set and curl her hair! Her smooth body can be washed too! Ruggedly made walking mechanism fully guaranteed! All in all you get a $2.98 value—all at the bargain price of $2.98! Send check, m.o. or cash for immediate delivery. COD's plus 5c extra postage. In either case your 25% back quick if you are not 100% satisfied. Don't wait for the last minute rush! Order several now and bring happiness to every little girl on your list! Rush coupon TODAY!

money back guarantee!

MRS. LAVALLE, Dept. 25-M-63
352 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.

RUSH "Olympic Princess" starter ball, puck and Walking Doll of Olympic Princess. Send for 50c special package!
**ROCKET SHOES**

Youngsters from 8 to 12 will "jump for joy" with these exciting new ROCKET SHOES! They're "out of this world" for enjoyable fun and healthful exercise all year round. Rocket Shoes are perfectly balanced with highest quality steel springs, colorful shoe protecting caps, rubber shock bumpers. Provide thrilling, safe shock absorbing action in every step! Adjustable for perfect, comfortable fit to shoe. Made to last for years.

**ONLY $5.95 pair POSTPAID U. S. A.**

Order several pairs Today. (No C.O.D.'s.)

(Rocket Shoes Factory Outlet, Carpentersville 3, Illinois)

**FOUNTAIN—STATUARY**

Sculptured by Ira Matteion in LEAD, BRONZE and STONE. Ideal Christmas gifts. Available in soft pink or alabaster white. Combine with same color or complementary color candles for striking effects.

Send check or money order . . . no c.o.d.'s, please. Immediate shipment.

(Note: candles and candlesticks not included.)

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**Only the best** is good enough for you! That is why we show the gold-plated espresso coffee maker. $39.50. Ppd. Tax included. And to further gladden the lily there is the 4-oz. jar of elegant caviar nested in a gold-plated basket. $9.75. Ppd. Tax included. If you want to entertain a maharajah here are the things! Vendome, 15 E. 48th St., N. Y., N. Y.

**The trains** will be on time if Junior runs his electric set with the Audio Engineer. This is an electronic toy which is really a most precise instrument. It connects to the train transformer and will control the red and green command lights. It is also equipped with a circuit breaker. $5.98 ppd. Magic Mold, HGI1, 467 Livonia Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

**Smoky tea** is a favorite with people who have visited China! Hu-Kwa is the delicious tea which is grown on the island of Taiwan. Unblended, it has a most delicious flavor. Be sure to give a pound to a fastidious tea drinker on your Christmas list. It is not expensive ($3.50 the pound) because it goes a long way. Add 25c. Order from Wendell, 156 State, Boston, Mass.

**Slanted Glass Decorative Piece**

Made of imported French and German glass stained with different center pieces, this striking 15" high window creates the perfect decorative background for flower arrangements or Christmas scenes. Each window is rich in ruby, purple, blues, greens and ambers. Breakable work, painstakingly hand-cut and spaced. **$15 Postpaid**

Adams Achers-Ceramics
Route 2
Vashon, Washington

**genuine SUEDE LEATHER WHOLESALE! only 39c. ft.**

We have purchased nearly a carload of premium suede leather at a fraction of its real value. Beautiful tanned leather can be offered to you for a limited time at only 39c. These top-quality hides can be cut and sewn like cloth. Genuine leather lasts a lifetime. In a variety of uses — purses, belts, pillows, bookcovers, jackets, skirts, wallets and sporting goods items. Cover chairs or use as throw rug. It's simple and fun to decorate with our easy instructions and save. Order now at this unheard-of low price. Specify color and size. Satisfaction guaranteed. Dozens of patterns, special needle and thread free with your order. Send to **WHOLESALE IMPORT CO., Box 13-A, Sun Gabriel, Calif.**
GUARANTEED CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT SAVINGS UP TO 60%
Entire Stock Goes at Bargain Prices!
These amazing bargains are made possible because I buy direct from the factory at low cash prices. That's why I can offer you saving as high as 60%. Everything sold on 10 day-money back guarantee! Send check, m.o. or cash for prompt free delivery. C.O.D.'s plus postage.

Mrs. Lavalle, Dept. 23-M, 352 Fourth Avenue, N.Y. 10, N.Y.

Avoid disappointment! Order several for gifts NOW any of these bargains are made possible because I buy direct from the factory at low cash prices. That's why I can offer you saving as high as 60%. Everything sold on 10 day-money back guarantee! Send check, m.o. or cash for prompt free delivery. C.O.D.'s plus postage.

Mrs. Lavalle, Dept. 23-M, 352 Fourth Avenue, N.Y. 10, N.Y.
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**SHOPPING AROUND**

"Pin-Ups Tree" is a clever design made of heavy paper. Shaped like a pine tree, it will hold from 20 up to 100 cards. Use it to decorate the family room during the holiday season. It folds compactly for easy storage, 60" high, it has a base 48" wide. Color: tree green. $1 pfd. From Pin-Up Tree Corporation, HG11, Box 1194, Grand Central Sta., New York.

By the half-dozen you can buy T-shirts and "mid-way" shorts much cheaper. We show here rib-knit shirts made of combed cotton which are cut full and long for comfort. $4.95 the half dozen. Shorts will not bind. $4.95 the half dozen. Ppd. Small, medium, large and extra-large.

Wittman Textiles, 6505 South Dixie, West Palm Beach, Florida.

**Spanking White Bag**

The evening purse shown here is made of a pearl-like plastic which is embossed with a stylized design. Fitted with a zipper, it will do yeoman service for many years. The matching wallet is bound with black and white and has a key chain attached. $7.95 postpaid for the set. Jemco Company, Box 27667, Dept. HG11, Los Angeles.

**IMPORTED SWEDISH MATCHES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Fireplace Box (100 12 inch matches)</td>
<td>$3.95 pfd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Coffee Table Box (220 2 inch matches)</td>
<td>$1.00 pfd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Dinner Table Box (16 miniature boxes in a 3½&quot; x 9&quot; Black Gift Box)</td>
<td>$2.95 pfd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GIFTS GALORE**

P.O. Box 344, Los Angeles, Calif.

**MIGHTY HOME MOVER**

Only $298

Will move 1,000 pounds

Furniture, garden supplies, groceries, trash cans

Now you don't have to depend on your husband to help rearrange furniture or move heavy things around the house or yard. Just tip this mover under anything and it moves easily as a feather. 100's of uses in moving furniture, groceries, laundry, trash cans, and garden supplies. It's like having a handyman around the house. Very handy to move flowers and plants. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send $2.75 to J. B. RESEARCH, Box 25-W, San Gabriel, California.
THE NATIVE WINES OF NEW YORK STATE

By James A. Beard

New York wines are as American as corn-on-the-cob. The grapes from which the wines are made are mostly native varieties, the cultivated descendants of the wild grapes that inspired early American explorers to call our north-eastern shores “Viniand”.

The Americans of colonial days made little effort to develop the wild grapes for wine making. They readily accepted corn or Indian maize, the wild turkey, the pumpkin and other foods that the new land offered, but wines made from the wild grapes of the coastal forests did not please the sophisticated palates of the rich planters and city dwellers. Perhaps the “gaunt” flavor, so characteristic of our native grape varieties, was too strange. So they sent to Europe for cuttings from European vines and tried to duplicate the wines they had known at home. This was a mistake; European vines could not thrive in the eastern American climate of severe winters and hot humid summers.

It took 200 years for Americans to realize that nature had provided the proper vines for this area. The wild vines were tamed, strains were crossed with European vines, and the hybrids began to show promise as wine grapes. Today the term “American wine” refers specifically to wines of grape varieties developed from native strains as distinct from wines made in this country of European varieties.

Most New York wines come from the slopes of the Finger Lakes, a scenic area in the west central part of the state. Though domesticated and “manicured”, the American grape varieties still retain their unique characteristics: the wines are “foxy”. To me tasting a New York wine made from native grapes is somewhat like eating a wild strawberry. The taste sensation is “wild”, reminiscent of the outdoors and wooded hills. Generally speaking, I think it is unwise to make specific comparisons between the wines of New York and those of California or Europe. Like people, wines have individuality, and, as with people, sometimes you encounter a situation when you say, “Well, they’re just entirely different.” New York wines (and their cousins from other eastern states) are distinctive. I find their foxy flavor intriguing, and there are times when they are just “right”—with our traditional Thanksgiving turkey dinner, for example. Your gastronomic education is not complete until you have tasted them.

Most American grape varieties produce white table wines, but the red wine varieties should not be overlooked. As with wines from other areas, whites should be chilled before drinking; reds are served at room temperature.

Some New York wine companies bottle their wines under the name of the grape. Here are the native varieties to look for:

*White table wines*

**Delaware:** This small pinkish-red grape, which an experimenter developed in Delaware, Ohio, in 1848, is considered the most important grape in the production of native wines. It is used straight as a varietal and often blended with other native varieties to produce other wines, such as champagnes. As a varietal, it makes a white wine, pale gold in color, soft and full of body.

**Catawba:** This is a beautiful red grape that produces a dry white table wine. Over 100 years ago Nicholas Longworth, grandfather of the famous Speaker of the House, began experimenting with Catawba grapes and won many international awards with his wines. The Catawba is also important in the production of champagnes and other blends.

**Diana:** This red grape makes a light, bland white varietal, but is used more extensively in blends.

**Vergennes:** This rather rare red grape makes a varietal popular with the winegrowers themselves. It is an amber colored wine, delicate and subtle.

**Iona:** This red grape produces a light, delicately flavored white wine, but more often goes into blends.

The following four grape varieties for making white wines were developed from the Concord, the most widely known American wine grape.

(Continued on next page)
WITH MODERN a touch of
the best in French Provincial
THE WEIMAN touch

Halfway up this column of beautifully
finished cherry wood, Weiman suddenly
introduces a marble table. And the
effect? Pure elegance—for settings
traditional or modern.

WEIMAN & CO.
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

A beautiful creation is so marked, to assure you of the genuineness.

Spode
THE FINE ENGLISH DINNERWARE

PRIMROSE
(Bone China)
Place Setting $20.30

BUTTERCUP
(Eathenware)
Place Setting $10.30

People appreciate the adaptability of their Spode to both formal
and casual use. The many extra serving pieces make Spode ideal
for buffet service as well as for formal dining. Read Booklet 39
to help you in selecting the proper pattern.

Wholesale Distributors
Copeland & Thompson, Inc., 206 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
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The number of wine pro-
ducers in New York State is
not large but four lead the field.

TAYLOR WINE COMPANY:
This company, located at Ham-
mondsport, has its winery on the
hillsides above Lake Keuka with
a dramatic view of the lake and
the surrounding shores. It is a
startling experience to visit this
modern plant and see the many
great glass tubes, ingeniously
twined and twisted through a maze
of rooms. The plant houses tremen-
dous tanks in which sherries are
"baked" or brought to a specific
temperature to give the wines the
texture, flavor and color of age.

Taylor table wines are mar-
keted under generic names rather
than by grape variety. The com-
pany produces a Burgundy, a
claret and a Rhine, and this year
is bringing out a rosé made from
the Seibel hybrid. Taylor makes
three types of sherry—cocktail,
regular and cream—and champ-
pagne is made of a blend of native
grapes and European hybrids.

In addition to the winery it-
self, Greycourt Taylor operates 500
acres of vineyards. He is gradu-
ally planting more and more of the
acres with the newer hybrids and
using them to try out new blends.

PLEASANT VALLEY WINE
COMPANY. Also in Hammondsport
is this aptly named wine company,
where for over 80 years (with the
exception of the prohibition days)
one of America's best known
champagnes—Great Western
Champagne—has been made. This
was the first native wine to win a
gold medal in European wine
competition. Pleasant Valley Wine
Company has kept up through the
years with the gradual change in
the public's taste. In the last cen-
tury their big seller was a fairly
sweet champagne; then the public
began to demand the extra dry;
and today the popular champagne
is brut, the dryest of dry.

Because of changing prefer-
ences, Pleasant Valley Wine Com-
pany maintains its own experi-
mental vineyards so it can develop
new grape varieties and blends.

In addition to champagnes,
Pleasant Valley produces a few
varietals and red table wines un-
der the generic terms Burgundy
and claret.

URBANA WINE COMPANY:
This third well-known wine com-
pany in Hammondsport was
founded in 1865. In 1957 it was
bought by Thomas Holling, former
mayor of Buffalo. Its president,
Charles Fournier, is one of the
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The number of wine pro-
most enthusiastic winemakers I know. He worked with the great French firm of Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin before coming to this country. He has brought many new ideas to Urbana.

For years this company’s Gold Seal Brut Champagne has been famous. Recently they have added a special cuvée labeled Charles Fournier Brut, an exceedingly dry champagne personally blended by the winemaker. They also produce an extra dry and a pink champagne. After several years of blending and testing they are now sending a new wine into New York shops in very limited quantities. It is labeled Charles Fournier Nature and is a delicious light wine closely resembling the still champagnes of France.

The Urbana Wine Company also produces various sherries, and a ruby, a tawny and a white port. Their table wines are bottled under generic names as Rhine, sauternes, Burgundy and claret.

Under Charles Fournier’s supervision, Urbana has planted vineyards with some of the well-known grape varieties of France: Pinot, Cabernet, Gamay and Riesling. The company is attempting to adjust these vines to the rigors of our climate.

WIDMER’S WINE CELLARS. Some 25 miles northwest of Hammondsport just south of Lake Canandaigua is the town of Naples, and here the Widmer family has been producing fine wines for over 60 years. This family enterprise was founded by John Jacob Widmer who arrived from Switzerland in 1882. Today his three sons operate Widmer’s Wine Cellars with careful observance of family traditions. This firm produces a wider range of wines than any other in New York State and is especially famed for its varietals. The Widmer family has always championed the cause of our native grapes. Among their outstanding bottlings are a Delaware, a Catawba (dry) and Niagara. Their table wines are bottled under generic names as Rhine, sauternes, Bur­gundy and claret.

In addition to their varietals, Widmer’s Wine Cellars makes some table wines under generic names, such as Chablis, claret and Burgundy, and champagne and other sparkling wines, sweet dessert wines and various ports and sherries. Visitors driving to the winery are often amazed to see rows and rows of casks covering acres of roof tops. This is the Widmer method for aging their sherries. The barrels of wine become mellow by exposure to the elements for several years. It is startling to think of wine being outdoors in such a climate, but Widmer sherries have been famous for a long time. These range from a dry to a sweet cream.

For tasting and comparing here is a suggested list of New York State wines:

**WHITE WINES:**
- Elvira
- Delaware
- Catawba (dry)
- Niagara

**RED WINE:**
- Isabella

**ROSE WINE:**
- Seibel-Rose

**SWEET DESSERT WINES:**
- Sweet Catawba
- Concord

**CHAMPAGNES:**
- Charles Fournier Brut
- Gold Seal Brut
- Taylor’s Brut
- Great Western Brut

**SHERRIES:**
- Widmer’s Cocktail Sherry
- Taylor’s Cocktail Sherry
- Urbana’s Cocktail Sherry
- Widmer’s Golden Cream
- Taylor’s Cream Sherry
- Urbana’s Cream Sherry

**Sauvignon and Chenin Blanc**

Cultivation of grapes in New York is undergoing constant change and experimentation. Much of the credit in this field goes to New York State Agricultural Station at Geneva, New York. It was here that the Seibel and Boca varieties were perfected. As I have said, many producers themselves are carrying on extensive projects and work now in process may produce still more new grape varieties and new wines. American wine lovers would do well to watch the progress of the New York wine growers.

END
The Essex is a "True High Fidelity" radio-phonograph, imported from England, a masterpiece of audio engineering and free cabinetry. This latest London firr ("Full frequency range recording") product is the best radio-phonograph console available. The same engineering skills which developed firr have now created a sound reproduction system that, too, is the standard for all others. It features a unique three speaker system including the famous Waltham 12" woofer (never before used in a commercial set) and the celebrated Carved automatic record-changer.

$995 (slightly higher west of the Rockies.)

See the Essex now on display at better stores or write for free brochure and name of your nearest dealer.

H & G's GALLERY OF


Filter kit for still or movie camera is equipped for indoor, outdoor use; room for extras; easy to carry. $6 up. Kodak.

Herb and spice set comes in 12 decorative apothecary jars, will add zest to salads and hot dishes. Labels have large print. $17.98. Macy's.

Salt and pepper shakers in gold colored Dirilyte, 3½" high. $9.50 a pair. Small pair, 1½" high is $4.75. By Dirilyte.

Bar accessories for party giving are a corkscrew, bottle opener, can opener. Stainless steel, palisander wood. $6.75 a set. Danecastle, Ltd.

Toaster oven provides two-way snacks: top for toast, bottom oven for muffins, biscuits, etc. $29.95. General Electric.

Travel iron is a boon to voyagers. Adjustable heat, weight: 1½ lbs. The plaid zipper carrying case is included. $7.95. Dominion Electric.

Candlesticks of handblown crystal are 6" high, designed like a star. Good for holiday use. $11.60 ea. At Georg Jensen.
Mail box to please RFD suburbanites is of steel, painted black, with solid brass ring. Length, 17". $8.95. Griswold Manufacturing Co.

Animal Solitaire, an educational toy composed of colored cards, stimulates group play among children of 5-10. $2. Rich's.

Shoe horn with a long calfskin handle is distinguished by a sterling horn and hanger ring. Overall length is 17". $32.50. At Dunhill.

"Continental" sweeper has a sectional handle, rubber bumper. Dial adjusts for thick, thin rug. $19.95, east. $20.25, west. Binzel.

Cribbage board contains drawers on both sides for cards and pegs. Pine wood; 28½" long, 9" wide, 3½" high. $35. W & J Sloane.

Double boiler set, gray stoneware, cast aluminum; two pouring spouts. Comes in three sizes: $12.75, $10.45, $6.95. La Cuisiniere.

Smoker-brazier, all steel with 4" adjustable grid, is finished in black and coppertone. Four dampers in hood. Dimensions: 32" high, over-all; 20" long, 14" deep. $16.95. Chattanooga Royal Company.


Sheer, full draping curtains make your fireplace a showplace...provide absolute protection against flying sparks. Exclusive Unipull glide curtains open or shut with one hand—nothing to lift or move when tending your fire. Many attached and free-standing models and finishes available...plus a complete selection of matching Flexscreens, andirons, firesets and other accessories. Complete ensembles begin as low as $59.75 (screens only from $19.75)—so why accept anything less than the true Flexscreen? Send 25c for 32-page style catalog.

BENNETT-IRELAND, INC.
1106 Chestnut St., Norwich, N. Y.

This Unipull Tab is found only on the true Flexscreen.
A mighty important room for the whole family, that kitchen—why not wish it and yourself a Merry Christmas with a beautiful decorator-styled KitchenAid Food Preparer?

The KitchenAid is not just another mixer! From exclusive Hobart planetary action which guarantees ingredients will be thoroughly mixed to the complete line of practical attachments for chopping, shredding, slicing and grinding food of all kinds, KitchenAid is really different. And the wide range of KitchenAid decorator colors can give you a shade that will blend with any kitchen color scheme.

Write Dept. KHG4 to KitchenAid Electric Housewares Division, The Hobart Manufacturing Co., Troy, Ohio. In Canada: 175 George St., Toronto.

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Food, Kitchen and Dishwashing Machines

Send Today for "trend-setting kitchens" book

Here is a wonderful new booklet showing outstanding kitchens featuring the revolutionary new Revco Bilt-In Refrigerator and Freezer. Exciting new trend-setting ideas, each kitchen is in full color.

The new Revco Bilt-Ins add an entirely new charm to your home. Real generous capacity—8.4 cu. ft. in the automatic defrost refrigerator and 6.3 cu. ft. in the separate, but matching custom freezer.

Your choice of color, too—Stainless Steel, Antique Copper or 25 custom colors to match or contrast. Flexibility in location—place Revco units anywhere—over-and-under, side-by-side or in multiples.

Send Today

Encl. please send me (or my copy of "Trend-Setting Kitchens."

TO: HOUSE & GARDEN READER SERVICE
DEPARTMENT CB, GREENWICH, CONN.

Please send me one cook book binder:
I enclose $1.50 check (or money order)
Please send me a copy of the Game Cook Book □

NAME _____________________________

ADDRESS __________________________

CITY _______ ZONE _______ STATE ______

THE COCKTAIL PARTY

COOK BOOK... 8 TH

IN H&G'S SERIES

Many unusual recipes for canapés, and appetizers, plus other tempting trifles of cocktail cuisine are excellently presented in H&G's Cocktail Party Cook Book by Myra Waldo.

The cover, opposite, introduces seven full pages of recipes that can be easily removed and kept for permanent reference in a special H&G pinch back binder.

The binder is in H&G's Cerulean Blue and is made of hard-wearing material designed to hold all of the cook books in H&G's series. To obtain this attractive addition to your cook book library, simply send $1.50 with the coupon below.

With each issue of H&G you will find an interesting and different cook book that you will want to make a part of your collection. If you have missed the preceding Game Cook Book and wish a copy sent to you without charge, indicate this on the coupon below when ordering your binder.
By calling his modern morality play *The Cocktail Party*, T. S. Eliot confirmed the passing of a uniquely 20th century form of entertaining from the vogue to the vernacular. Most authorities agree that the cocktail party was an Anglo-American innovation, though the Russians might have found some backing had they ever claimed its invention. At lavish pre-Soviet dinner parties, sideboards laden with zakouski, an hors d'oeuvre assortment of smoked fish, pastries and caviar, and alcoholic drinks, were set up adjoining the dining room. Diners sipped, sampled and swallowed standing up, before going on to the more serious food and drink.

In all countries, certain foods are regarded as having an affinity for the native drink. In Brazil, fried ants are washed down with palm wine. Bear-paw fritters and mare's milk beer were the solace of long Siberian nights. The Greeks nibble grilled or marinated octopus tentacles with their ouzo, an anise-flavored brandy. In the Middle East, sambousiks (finger foods) help to whet the appetite for the ardent arrack. The Danes temper the iced fire of aquavit with quantities of smørrebrød, or open-face sandwiches. Sausages or bread and cheese are the traditional British accompaniment for a pint of mild and bitter. In Spain, olives and salted almonds team with a dry amontillado.

Olives, cheese and salty fish are time-honored companions to good liquor. Olives, described by author Lawrence Durrell as "a taste older than meat, older than wine, as old as cold water," are as much at home in New York and London as in the Mediterranean countries of their origin. Lucullus served cheese to his guests, and Shakespeare bills Sir John Falstaff half a crown for anchovies on a tavern chit. The hard-boiled egg (perhaps second cousin to the clay-preserved "old eggs" of China) also makes a fine showing at cocktail time, despite Byron's waspish warning that "the greatest trial to a woman's beauty is the ungrateful act of eating eggs."

Canapés, those well-considered trifles of cocktail cuisine, took their name from the French word *canapé*, a couch covered with mosquito netting and hence the canapé "couchèd" on bread or toast. The French, who regard even the slightest form of cooking as a challenge to their imagination and ingenuity, give their appetizers names which alone incite the appetite. A barquette is a miniature boat-shaped pastry stuffed with almost anything. A bouchee de femme is a circular pastry shell with a delicately flavored filling. Friolités are fashioned of rolled dark bread and friands are tiny envelopes with a chopped filling. And finally, it may cheer the heart of the hostess whose pre-party labors seem unending to know that parsley, that prime filler of empty spaces on canapé platters, was once a crown for heroic Hercules.
Canapés

Canapé Bases

Crisp Crackers

English Water Biscuits

Pumpernickel, Rye or French Bread

Fried Toast; toast one side of thinly sliced white bread. Brown untoasted side in melted butter. Spread fried side with desired mixture.

Miniature Patty Shells

Miniature Brioches

Croustades; Cut a loaf of white bread into 2" cubes. Hollow out the cubes to form shells. Brush with melted butter. Bake in a 425 degree oven until lightly browned. Fill and serve.

Canapé Butters

Softened 1/4 lb. of butter and blend with any of the following combinations of ingredients. Force through a sieve and then use. If not used immediately, chill until 1 hour before needed.

Anchovy

4 tablespoons anchovy paste
2 hard-cooked egg yolks, chopped

Herb

1/4 cup finely chopped parsley
1/4 cup chopped watercress
2 tablespoons chopped dill
2 tablespoons chopped tarragon
1 teaspoon salt

Blend the ingredients and add to the butter. If fresh dill and tarragon are not available, use 2 teaspoons dried herbs which have been soaked in warm water for 1 hour and then drained.

Seafood

1/4 cup chopped cooked lobster or shrimp
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon paprika

Smoked Salmon

1/4 lb. finely chopped smoked salmon
1 tablespoon grated onion
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Garlic

3 cloves minced garlic
1 teaspoon salt

Horse radish

1/4 cup freshly grated horse radish or 1/4 cup prepared drained horse radish

Tuna Fish Canapés

1/2 cup mayonnaise
3 tablespoons sherry
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1 teaspoon prepared mustard
2 drops Tabasco sauce
1 teaspoon paprika
1 can (7 1/2 ounces) tuna fish, drained and flaked

Buttered toast fingers
Sliced pimento

Mix together the mayonnaise, sherry, Worcestershire sauce, mustard, Tabasco sauce and paprika. Blend in tuna fish. Heap on toast and garnish with the pimento. Makes 18 canapés.

Seafood Canapés

1/4 cup chili sauce
3 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 teaspoons prepared horse radish
2 drops Tabasco sauce
1 cup chopped cooked shrimp, lobster or crabmeat

Fried toast rounds
Sliced stuffed olives

Mix together the chili sauce, mayonnaise, lemon juice, horse radish and Tabasco sauce. Blend in the seafood. Heap on the toast and top with a slice of olive. Makes 18 canapés.

Monsieurs

1 1/2 cups chopped cooked tongue, chicken or ham
3/4 cup grated American cheese

3/4 cup chopped, stuffed green olives
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
12 slices white bread, trimmed
2 eggs
3/4 cup light cream

Combine the meat, cheese, olives and mayonnaise. Spread on 6 slices of bread and cover with the remaining bread, pressing down lightly. Cut each sandwich into 4 even triangles.

Beat the eggs and cream together. Dip the sandwiches into the mixture, coating well. Place on a greased cookie sheet.

Bake in a 450° oven until browned on both sides. Makes 24 triangles.

Deviled Ham Canapés

1/4 cup deviled ham
1/4 cup mayonnaise
1/4 cup finely chopped dill pickles
1 onion, grated
1/4 cup chopped ripe olives

Mix all the ingredients together until smooth. Chill.

Spread on buttered toast, or serve in a bowl with potato chips on the side. Makes 18 canapés.

Anchoiade

4 tins anchovy filets
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 tablespoon lemon juice
2 tablespoons olive oil
6 slices white toast, trimmed and quartered

Mash the undrained anchovies; add the garlic, parsley, lemon juice and olive oil, mixing until smooth. Spread on the toast.

Place toast quarters on an oiled baking sheet and broil for 3 minutes. Serve hot. Makes 24 canapés.

Mushroom Canapés

3 tablespoons butter
1/4 pound mushrooms, chopped fine
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon paprika
2 hard-cooked egg yolks, chopped
2 teaspoons lemon juice
2 teaspoons grated Gruyère cheese

Melt the butter in a skillet; sauté the mushrooms for 10 minutes. Drain if any liquid remains. Add the salt, pepper, paprika, egg yolks, lemon juice and cheese. Mix well.

File on buttered toast rounds and place under the broiler for 1 minute. Makes 18 canapés.
Piquant Squares
1 lb. ground beef
1/2 cup chili sauce
1/2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 teaspoon Worchester sauce
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
2 teaspoons curry powder
2 tablespoons grated onion
8 slices white toast, trimmed and cut into quarters
Mix together the beef, chili sauce, salt, pepper, Worcester sauce, mustard, curry powder and onion. Spread on the toast squares.
Broil 4-5 minutes or until browned.
Makes 32 squares.

Cold Appetizers

Stuffed Eggs
Hard cook as many eggs as are required. Cover with cold water and remove shell immediately. Cool, then carefully cut in half. Remove the yolks and prepare filling. Fill the whites with any of the following mixtures, using a pastry bag if possible. The proportions specified are for 6 eggs.

Cheese Filling
2 ounces Roquefort cheese
2 tablespoons heavy cream
6 hard-cooked egg yolks, mashed
3 stuffed olives, sliced
Soften the cheese; add the cream and egg yolks. Stuff the eggs and garnish with the olives.

Anchovy Filling
1 tin anchovy fillets
2 tablespoons grated onion
6 hard-cooked egg yolks, chopped
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
Mash the anchovies; add the onion, egg yolks and mayonnaise, mixing until smooth. Stuff the eggs.

Ham Filling
1/2 cup finely chopped ham
4 hard-cooked egg yolks, chopped
4 tablespoons mayonnaise
Mix all the ingredients until smooth and fill eggs. Garnish with crumbled hard-cooked egg yolk and a sprinkling of paprika.

Other Fillings
Blend the mashed, hard-cooked egg yolks with leftover chicken, meat or fish and mayonnaise; season and fill eggs. Garnish with ground nuts, chopped parsley, paprika.

Poultry Fingers
Cut leftover chicken or turkey into pencil-thick strips about 2 1/2" long. Dip one end into highly seasoned Russian dressing and then into ground nuts.

New Orleans Shrimp Bowl
1/2 cup olive oil
3 tablespoons lemon juice
2 tablespoons catsup
2 tablespoons catsup
1 tablespoon prepared horse radish
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
1/2 teaspoon paprika
Dash cayenne pepper
3 stuffed olives, sliced
2 avocados
1 lb. cooked shrimp, shelled and cleaned
Beat together the salt, pepper, garlic powder, mustard, paprika, cayenne pepper and onion. Add the shrimp. Marinate for 3 hours or longer.
Serve in a deep bowl with cocktail picks.

Shrimp and Avocado Vinaigrette
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon garlic powder
1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
1/2 cup olive oil
2 tablespoons wine vinegar
1 tablespoon grated onion
2 tablespoons shelled and chopped shrimp
Beat together the salt, pepper, garlic powder, mustard, oil, vinegar and onion.
Cut the avocados in half lengthwise. Remove the pits. Scoop out the pulp and chop coarsely. Reserve the shells. Coarsely chop the shrimp and combine with the avocado. Pour the dressing over it and mix thoroughly. Chill for 1 hour.
Heap the mixture in the shells and serve with crackers, toast or potato chips.

Sweet and Sour Onions
1/2 cup wine vinegar
3/4 cup water
2 tablespoons white wine
1/2 cup olive oil
2 tablespoons tomato paste
2 tablespoons sugar
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 bay leaf
1/2 lbs. small white onions, peeled
Combine the vinegar, water, wine, oil, tomato paste, sugar, salt, pepper, parsley and bay leaf in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and add the onions. Cover and cook over low heat 20 minutes or until onions are tender but firm. Chill overnight. Serve on picks.
The onions will keep for about 2 weeks in the refrigerator.

Indian Chicken Balls
1/4 lb. cream cheese
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
1 cup chopped chicken
1 cup blanched almonds
1 tablespoon chopped chutney
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon curry powder
1/2 cup chopped grated coconut

Bologna Pies
1/4 lb. cream cheese
1/4 cup dry mustard
12 slices bologna
3 tablespoons finely chopped pickle
Soften the cream cheese and blend in the mustard.

Bolognese Pies
Spread the cream cheese on 9 slices of bologna, and stack in threes. Cover each stack with a slice of the remaining bologna. Roll the stacks in the pickle. Wrap in waxed paper and chill for 2 hours. Cut into pie shaped wedges, spear with cocktail picks.
**Chili Cheese Balls**

- \( \frac{1}{2} \) lb. cream cheese
- 2 tablespoons chopped green pepper
- 2 tablespoons grated onion
- \( \frac{1}{2} \) teaspoon salt
- 2 teaspoons chili powder
- 3 tablespoons chopped parsley

Beat together the cheese, green pepper, onion and salt. Shape into walnut-sized balls. Mix the chili powder and parsley together and roll the balls in the mixture.

Chill. Makes about 24 balls.

**Tongue Rolls**

- \( \frac{3}{4} \) cup grated Swiss cheese
- 2 teaspoons prepared mustard
- 2 tablespoons mayonnaise
- 12 thin slices cooked tongue
- 3 tablespoons finely chopped pimento

Mix together the Swiss cheese, mustard and mayonnaise. Spread on the tongue slices. Roll up like a jelly roll. Wrap tightly in waxed paper and chill for 2 hours. Cut each roll in half and dip ends in the pimento. Spear with cocktail picks. Makes 24 rolls.

**Spiced Tartar Balls**

- 1 lb. freshly ground steak
- \( \frac{1}{2} \) teaspoon salt
- \( \frac{3}{4} \) teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
- 1 onion, finely chopped
- 1 clove garlic, minced
- 1 egg white
- \( \frac{1}{2} \) cup chopped blanched almonds

Mix together the steak, salt, pepper, onion and garlic. Shape into walnut-sized balls. Dip in the egg white and then in the nuts. Chill. Makes about 36 balls.

**Stuffed Pickle Slices**

Use the dill pickles that are available in jars, either domestic or imported, or loose at delicatessen counters. Cut off one end and carefully scoop out the center; a grapefruit corer is good for this purpose. Stuff the pickles carefully with any of the following mixtures, then chill for 1 hour and slice \( \frac{1}{8} \)" thick.

**Roquefort Filling**

Mix equal parts of Roquefort and cream cheese.

**Crabmeat Filling**

Mix crabmeat and Russian dressing.

**Tongue Filling**

Mix finely chopped tongue with enough mayonnaise to bind it.

**Ham and Melon Rolls**

Cut finger-sized pieces of peeled melon. Wrap a thin slice of Italian ham around each and spear with a cocktail pick.

**Smoked Salmon Rolls**

- 6 tablespoons cream cheese
- 2 tablespoons heavy cream
- 2 teaspoons grated onion
- 1 tablespoon curry powder
- 6 slices smoked salmon

Beat together the cream cheese, cream, onion and curry powder. Spread on the salmon and roll up. Wrap tightly in waxed paper and chill for 2 hours. Slice \( \frac{1}{4} \)" thick like pinwheels and serve on crackers.

**Celery Pinwheels**

- 1 bunch celery
- 1 lb. blue cheese
- 3 tablespoons heavy cream

Wash and dry the celery. Cut off the leaves and separate the stalks, discarding the outer ones.

Cream together the cheese and heavy cream. Fill each stalk with the mixture and rebuild the celery bunch, pressing the stalks together firmly. Wrap tightly in waxed paper or aluminum foil. Chill. Cut into slices about \( \frac{1}{4} \)" thick. Serve on small crackers. Makes about 18 pinwheels.

**Hot Appetizers**

**Liver and Mushroom Filling**

- 2 tablespoons olive oil
- \( \frac{1}{2} \) lb. chicken livers
- \( \frac{1}{2} \) lb. mushrooms
- 3 tablespoons chopped onion

Mix all the ingredients together and proceed as directed.
1 teaspoon salt  
1/4 teaspoon pepper  
2 tablespoons cognac  

Heat the olive oil in a skillet. Sauté the livers, mushrooms and onion for 10 minutes. Chop or grind until very smooth. Add the salt, pepper and cognac. Proceed as directed.

**Cream Cheese Filling**

1 1/2 lb. cream cheese  
1 tablespoon chopped parsley  
2 tablespoons chopped chives  
6 slices bacon, cooked and crumbled  
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce  

Mix all the ingredients until smooth and proceed as directed.

**Sautéed Oysters**

1 cup dry bread crumbs  
1 teaspoon salt  
1/4 teaspoon pepper  
2 tablespoons grated onion  
2 dozen small oysters, shucked, drained  
4 tablespoons melted shortening  

Melt the shortening and butter in a skillet. Sauté the oysters until browned on both sides, turning them only once. Spear with cocktail picks and serve with tartar sauce.

**Baked Tongue Delice**

2 cups cooked tongue, finely chopped  
1/4 cup dill pickles, finely chopped  
6 tablespoons melted shortening  
12 small rolls (oblong or round)  

Cut a 1" piece from one end of the rolls and scoop out carefully. Stuff with tongue and pickle mixture. Place the bacon, parsley, onion and egg in a bowl. Mix well. Chop or grind until very smooth. Add the salt, pepper and cognac. Proceed as directed.

**Ham Filling**

1/4 cup coarsely chopped ham  
1/4 cup grated Swiss cheese  
2 tablespoons chopped truffles (or canned mushrooms)  

Mix the ingredients until well blended. Place a scant tablespoon of the mixture on each half pancake; proceed as directed.

**Meat Filling**

1 cup ground cooked meat or poultry  
2 tablespoons grated onion  
1 egg yolk, beaten  
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper  

Mix the ingredients together. Place a scant tablespoon of the mixture on each half pancake; proceed as directed.

**Pork and Crab Meat Balls**

1/2 lb. fresh or canned crab meat  
1/2 lb. ground pork  
2 tablespoons grated onion  
1/2 cup chopped mushrooms  
1/4 cup chopped water chestnuts  
2 teaspoons salt  
1/4 teaspoon paprika  
1 teaspoon sugar  
1/2 cup cornstarch  
1 egg, beaten  
1 tablespoon water  
1 teaspoon sugar  

Mix together the crab meat, pork, onion, mushrooms, water chestnuts, salt, pepper and sugar. Shape into walnut-sized balls. Roll lightly in the cornstarch and then dip in the egg mixed with the water. Heat the fat to 360° and fry the balls for 15 minutes. Drain well. Makes 36 balls. To serve, spear each ball with a cocktail pick.

**Salmon Doughnuts**

1 7-ounce can salmon, drained and flaked  
1/2 cup mashed potatoes  
2 teaspoons lemon juice  
1/4 teaspoon salt  
1/4 teaspoon pepper  
2 tablespoons grated onion  
1 egg, beaten  
1/4 cup bread crumbs  

Mix the salmon, potatoes, lemon juice, salt, pepper, onion and egg until smooth. Chill for 30 minutes. If too thick, add a little milk. The mixture should have the consistency of heavy cream.

**Scotch Fish Balls**

1 lb. shrimp, shelled and cleaned  
2 fillets of sole  
2 cups water  
1 bay leaf  
1 1/2 teaspoons salt  
1 1/2 teaspoons pepper  
1 tablespoon chopped parsley  
1/2 teaspoon thyme  
1 egg  
1 1/2 cups bread crumbs  

Mix the ingredients together. Place a scant tablespoon of the mixture on each half pancake; proceed as directed.

**Korean Pork Strips**

1/2 cup soy sauce  
3 tablespoons sugar  
2 scallions, chopped  
2 cloves garlic, minced  

Chop or grind until very smooth. Add the salt, pepper and cognac. Proceed as directed.

**Crepe Rollups**

2 eggs  
2 tablespoons salad oil  
1 cup milk  
1/4 cup sifted flour  
1/2 teaspoon salt  
6 tablespoons butter  

Mix the ingredients together. Place a scant tablespoon of the mixture on each half pancake; proceed as directed.
Put the shrimp, sole, water and bay leaf in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook 7 minutes. Drain. Grind or chop the fish and shrimp until very fine. Add the salt, pepper, parsley, thyme and egg. Mix well. Blend in ¥/2 cup bread crumbs. Shape into walnut-sized balls.

Dip in the beaten egg and then in the remaining bread crumbs. Heat the fat to 375° and fry several balls at a time until golden brown. Drain. Spear with cocktail picks and serve hot. Makes about 36 balls.

Bacon Rolls
Cut slices of bacon in half and wrap tightly around any of the following foods:
1. Halved chicken livers (serve with chili sauce as a dip).
2. Stuffed olives.
3. Water chestnuts (serve with chutney as a dip).
4. Cubes of Cheddar cheese.
5. Cooked shrimp that have been marinated in French dressing for 1 hour.
6. Cocktail frankfurters.

Place on a rack and bake in a 400° oven until browned and crisp. Spear with cocktail picks.

Clam Puffs
4 cups minced clams
3/4 lb. cream cheese
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1 tablespoon grated onion
1 egg white, stiffly beaten
Chop the clams very fine. Beat the cream cheese until smooth. Blend in the clams, Worcestershire sauce and onion. Fold in the egg white. Pile on crackers or toast and place in a 450° oven until lightly browned, about 3 minutes. Makes about 36 puffs.

Ham Puffs
2 tablespoons butter
2 egg yolks
2 tablespoons bread crumbs
3/4 cup sour cream
2 tablespoons grated Cheddar cheese
3/4 cup finely chopped ham
2 egg whites, stiffly beaten
Preheat oven to 350°.
Cream the butter; add the egg yolks, bread crumbs, sour cream and cheese, beating until well blended. Stir in the ham. Fold in the egg whites.
Drop mixture by the teaspoon onto a buttered baking sheet and bake in a 350° oven 9 minutes or until browned. Serve on toast or with cocktail picks.

Chinese Barbecued Spareribs
1/4 cup finely chopped ham
2 tablespoons grated Cheddar cheese
2 tablespoons bread crumbs
2 egg yolks
2 tablespoons butter

Combine the honey, soy sauce, vinegar, sherry, sugar, garlic, ginger and stock in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and cook 7 minutes. Drain. Grind or chop the fish and shrimp until very fine. Add the sah, pepper, egg and water. Add the clams and mushrooms for 5 minutes. Place the ribs on a rack in a roasting pan. Roast in a 400° oven for 45 minutes, basting occasionally with the sauce.

Serve with Chinese duck sauce and hot mustard, if desired.

Stuffed Mushrooms
Buy uniform, medium-sized mushrooms. Carefully remove the stems. Wash and dry the unpeeled caps. Fill the caps with any of the following stuffings. The stuffings will fill about 18 caps. Place on a buttered baking sheet and bake in a 350° oven about 10 minutes or until browned. Serve on toast or with cocktail picks.

Clam Fritters
1 cup sifted flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon pepper
1 egg, beaten
2 tablespoons water
2 cups ground clams
2 tablespoons grated onion
Fat for deep frying
Beat together the flour, baking powder, salt, pepper, egg and water. Add the clams and onion. Heat the fat to 370°. Drop in the mixture by the teaspoon. Fry until browned. Drain well on paper towels. Makes about 36 fritters.

Seafood Stuffing
3/4 cup chopped shrimp or crabmeat
2 tablespoons grated onion
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon bread crumbs
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
1 egg yolk
1/4 cup grated Gruyère cheese
Mix together the crabmeat, onion, salt, bread crumbs and parsley. Blend in the egg yolk. Stuff mushrooms and sprinkle with grated cheese. Proceed as directed.

Nutburgers
1 lb. freshly ground steak
1 tablespoon grated onion
1 clove garlic, minced
2 tablespoons salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
4 tablespoons heavy cream
1/2 cup ground nuts
Mix all the ingredients together. Form into walnut-sized balls and fry in butter until browned. Serve on cocktail picks. Makes about 36 nutburgers.
Pastries

Curried Pastry

1 1/4 cups sifted flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons curry powder
3/4 cup (1/2 lb.) butter
3 tablespoons ice water
3/4 cup milk, scalded
1 1/2 cups chopped cooked chicken, beef or veal

Sift all but 1 tablespoon flour into a bowl. Add 1/2 teaspoon salt and 1 tablespoon curry powder. Cut in butter (reserving 1 tablespoon) with a pastry blender or 2 knives. Add the water, tossing lightly until a ball of dough is formed. Chill for 1 hour.

Melt the remaining butter in a saucepan. Add the remaining flour, mixing until smooth. Gradually add the milk and stir constantly to the boiling point. Add the meat; mix well. Place on a baking sheet and brush lightly floured surface. Cut into 3" circles.

Place a tablespoon of the filling on each round. Fold over the dough, sealing the edges and water, mixing lightly until a dough is formed. Chill for at least 2 hours, overnight if possible and cut into rounds with a cookie cutter. Place a teaspoon of any of the following fillings on each round. Fold over the dough and seal the edges with egg white. Brush with egg yolk and bake in a 425° oven for 15 minutes, or until browned. Makes about 30 pastries.

Baked Pastries

1 cup sifted flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 lb. butter
3 tablespoons sour cream

Sift the flour and salt into a bowl. Work in the butter with the hand. Add the sour cream, mixing until a ball of dough is formed. Chill for at least 2 hours, overnight if possible. Roll out the dough as thin as possible and cut into rounds with a cookie cutter. Place a teaspoon of any of the following fillings on each round. Fold over the dough and seal the edges with egg white. Brush with egg yolk and bake in a 425° oven for 15 minutes, or until browned. Makes about 30 pastries.

Nicoise Filling

4 anchovies
1 clove garlic, minced
1 tablespoon grated onion
3/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
2 tablespoons cognac
2 tablespoons olive oil
1/4 cup ground ham
1 egg yolk

Mix all the ingredients until smooth and proceed as directed.

Potato Filling

4 tablespoons butter or chicken fat
1/2 cup chopped onion
1/2 cup mashed potatoes
1 egg yolk
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Melt the butter or fat in a skillet. Sauté the onions for 10 minutes. Add the potatoes, mixing well. Add the egg yolk, salt and pepper. Proceed as directed.

Chicken Liver Filling

4 tablespoons butter or chicken fat
1 onion, chopped
1/2 lb. chicken livers, washed and drained
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Melt the shortening in a skillet. Sauté the onion 5 minutes. Add the livers and sauté 10 minutes. Chop or grind until smooth. Add salt and pepper. Correct seasoning. Proceed as directed.

Empanaditas

(Cheese Pies)

1 cup sifted flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
3 tablespoons butter
2 egg yolks, beaten
2 tablespoons water
1/2 cup cottage cheese
1/4 lb. cream cheese
1 teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon chili powder
2 egg whites, stiffly beaten
Fat for deep frying

Sift the flour and baking powder into a bowl. Mix and let dough rise while preparing the filling.

Mix the flour, water, cheese, salt and pepper together until smooth. Pour over the cheese and mix and let dough rise while preparing the filling. Roll the dough 1/8" thick and fit into an 11" x 16" pan (you may have some extra dough). Let rise according to instructions. Spread the onion over it and sprinkle with the olives and anchovies.

Bake in a 375° oven for 20 minutes or until dough is browned. Cut into 2" squares and serve hot. Makes about 40 squares.

Tarte au Fromage

1 unbaked 9" pie shell
1 tablespoon flour
1 cup grated Swiss cheese
6 slices bacon, cooked, drained and crumbled
3 eggs
1 cup heavy cream
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
2 tablespoons melted butter

Preheat oven to 400°.

Toss the flour and cheese together. Sprinkle the bacon in the prepared pie shell and cover with the cheese. Beat the eggs, cream, salt, pepper and nutmeg together. Pour over the cheese and sprinkle with the butter.

Bake in a 400° oven for 15 minutes; reduce heat to 325° and bake 30 minutes longer, or until a knife inserted in the center comes out clean.

Cut into 2" pie shaped wedges. Serve hot. Makes about 14 servings.
Dips and Spreads

**Egyptian Bean Dip**

- 1 1/2 cups white beans
- 2 teaspoons salt
- 1/2 cup olive oil
- 1/2 cup lemon juice
- 2 cloves garlic, minced
- 2 tablespoons chopped parsley

Wash the beans thoroughly. Cover with water, bring to a boil and cook 10 minutes. Let soak 1 hour. Drain. Cover with fresh water and cook until tender, about 2 hours. Drain and cool.

Mash the beans, adding the salt, olive oil, lemon juice, garlic and parsley. Chill.

Serve in a bowl with potato chips or crisp romaine lettuce.

**Dipping Sauce**

- 1/2 cup mayonnaise
- 1/2 cup sour cream
- 2 tablespoons wine vinegar
- 1 tablespoon anchovy paste
- 1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
- 2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce
- 2 tablespoons grated onion
- 1 clove garlic, minced
- 3 hard-cooked eggs, chopped
- 3 tablespoons chopped stuffed olives

Mix all the ingredients and chill for 2 hours before serving.

Serve as a dip with tortillas or potato chips.

**Pâté de Foie de Volaille**

- 1 lb. chicken livers, washed and drained
- 1 onion
- 1/2 cup rendered chicken or goose fat or melted butter
- 3 tablespoons grated onion
- 2 teaspoons salt
- 1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
- 1/2 teaspoon dry mustard
- 1/4 teaspoon anchovy paste
- 2 tablespoons cognac

Combine the livers and whole onion in a saucepan with water to cover. Bring to a boil and cook over low heat 20 minutes. Drain well and discard the onion.

Grind the livers 3 times in a food chopper. Add the fat, grated onion, salt, pepper, mace, mustard, anchovy paste and cognac, mixing until smooth. Pack into a mold and chill for 4 hours, or overnight.

Serve on a platter or in the mold with French bread.

**Clam Dip**

- 12 clams or 1 can minced clams
- 2 tomatoes, peeled
- 1 green pepper
- 2 teaspoons Worcestershire sauce

Chop together the clams, tomatoes, onion and green pepper. Blend in the Worcestershire sauce.

Serve with potato chips or on toast.

**Fondue**

- 3 cups grated Swiss cheese
- 1 tablespoon flour
- 1 clove garlic
- 1 cup dry white wine
- 1/2 teaspoon salt
- Dash cayenne pepper
- Dash nutmeg
- 2 tablespoons kirsch (cherry brandy)

Dredge the cheese with the flour. Rub a chafing dish with the garlic. Heat the wine until bubbles form. Add the cheese, salt, cayenne pepper and nutmeg. Cook until cheese melts. Add the kirsch; bring to a boil.

Keep hot and serve with pieces of French bread. Supply each guest with a fork or skewer to spear the bread for dunking. Serves about 12.

**Hungarian Cheese Spread**

- 1/2 lb. butter
- 1/2 lb. cream cheese
- 1 tablespoon finely chopped green pepper
- 1 tablespoon chives, or scallions (green onions)
- 2 teaspoons chopped capers
- 1/4 teaspoon dry mustard
- 1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Cream the butter and cheese together. Blend in the green pepper, chives, capers, mustard and black pepper. Pack into a mold, press down, and chill.

Serve with thinly sliced pumpernickel.
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL, WORK-SAVING HOME WITH

Light for Living

CHANGE THIS! TO THIS→

How Light for Living transforms a kitchen. At left: Ordinary lighting. At right: 1) Fluorescent ceiling fixtures for all-over lighting. 2) Fluorescent tubes in shelf bracket over sink, range, dishwasher and under cabinets to light work counters. 3) Pull-down ceiling lamp to safeguard busy fingers at chopping block. 4) Matching pendant cluster to give dining area warm light of its own.

All you need to know about decorating and lighting in this authoritative, how-to book, originally $6.75 now paper-bound for only 35¢

HERE is decorating with a new dimension—Light for Living. Summed up in an exciting new book that tells you all you need to know—about decorating and home lighting—to have new Light for Living in your home.

The all-electric kitchen above is beautifully designed. But it's Light for Living that brings out the full beauty of the decor, and all the efficiency of work areas.

Even in this pre-packaged age, there remains an irreducible minimum of chores that must be done by hand—slicing, washing, stirring, blending. These tasks, Light for Living makes easier.

See how Light for Living brings to life the refreshing colors, warm woods of this kitchen. And what a difference the matched fixtures make. They're properly chosen, scientifically placed to make the dining area more inviting, the butcher block more useful. And household plants are a welcome addition because they look so luxuriant under the new lighting.

October is American Home Lighting Fixture Month—a wonderful time to start planning Light for Living for your home. Get your copy of "How to Decorate and Light Your Home", now!
For holiday get-togethers...entertain imaginatively with Libbey every-day crystal

Tis the season to go calling! The merry time for impromptu get-togethers! And now—with Libbey every-day crystal—you can be ready with a party in minutes!

For Libbey's new every-day glasses don't have to be kept high on a shelf like expensive banquet crystal. They are expressly designed to be used and enjoyed by the whole family at every meal...every day.

And just look at Libbey's exciting New Dimensions patterns—designed in the Continental mood. Set of 8 tumblers about $3.95. Pilsners about $5.95. All beautifully gift-boxed...perfect for Christmas giving!

LIBBEY SAFEDGE GLASSWARE
AN I PRODUCT

If the rim of a Libbey "Safedge" glass ever chips, Libbey will replace the glass. At all leading stores. Prices slightly higher in South, West and Canada.

Owens-Illinois
GENERAL OFFICES • TOLEDO 1, OHIO
WATER SYSTEM FOR THE COUNTRY HOUSE

An adequate well with proper pumping equipment will provide a dependable water supply.

By C. F. Graigie Jr.

Not long ago only country people had to worry about providing their own water supply, but it is now a problem shared by many families moving to new living areas beyond city and town limits. The more than 10,000,000 new houses built in this country since the end of World War II have used up most of the desirable property within established community limits. Few towns have expanded their city limits to serve this increase in building, and choice pieces of land are found farther and farther away from the city proper. While private power companies can stretch their wires across town and country alike, municipally controlled water systems have to keep within bounds. The result is that water supply is often of prime importance to the family about to buy or build an out of town home. An adequate well with pumping equipment of the proper capacity will supply kitchen and bathroom and the various water-connected appliances of modern living just as efficiently as the water that flows through a city main.

A check list, presented on these and the following pages, covers the important aspects of individual water systems and explains what equipment is needed for homes and how it is installed.

Checking ground water supply

Before succumbing to the charms of land lying beyond a city water system, you should find out about ground water in the area. Reliable information on that can be obtained from well drilling contractors, dealers in water systems, the county agent's office, builders, bankers and homeowners who have had wells drilled.

To keep a check rein on costs, it is wiser to buy a lot where the water can be reached without having to drill too deep; cost of drilling is largely calculated on a per foot basis. Once the availability of ground water has been determined, the selection of a competent well drilling contractor is the next order of business. The National Water Well Association warns homeowners to be on guard against unscrupulous operators whose only appeal is low price and who offer no guarantee of workmanship or quality of materials. (Continued on next page)

Water sources above and below the earth's surface are shown here. In the form of rain, snow, sleet or hail, water falls from the sky to form lakes, ponds and streams. Some of this fall will evaporate and some seep into underground deposits. Often water is trapped in sand or gravel beds that lie near the surface and can be tapped by a shallow well. But a deep well reaching a source of water that lies farther down in rock formations will produce the most dependable supply of water and will seldom go dry.
Choosing a well contractor

The contractor of good reputation works under terms of a written contract. He provides full liability insurance coverage for protection of the homeowner while the drilling is in progress, and his blueprints of the job include a breakdown of materials costs as well as the per foot drilling charge. He keeps a drilling program log and a statement of work performed and materials used.

Kinds of wells

Wells for home water supply are of four types: dug, bored, driven and drilled. Dug or bored wells are found only in areas where ground water is scantly. These are large diameter wells, necessary to provide a storage reservoir where the rate of underground flow is slow.

Driven wells are made by attaching a point, with screened opening, to a 1 ½ to 2-inch pipe and driving it into the ground until the screen is below the water table. Driven wells are limited to areas where water-bearing sand or gravel lies within 15 to 25 feet of the surface without intervening rock strata. A driven well provides a comparatively quick and low-cost way to get water.

Drilled wells are the safest and most satisfactory sources of water supply for a home beyond the water mains. Drilled wells reach the deeper water-bearing formations, and the deeper the source, the safer the supply.

Driven wells are made with a well-drilling rig, which cuts its way through rock and soil. A drilled well can be sunk to any depth. As the well is drilled, the hole is lined with a steel casing. The casing prevents soil from caving in and keeps surface water from entering the well.

Wells should be located at a safe distance from any possible source of surface contamination. As an additional precaution, a well should be sealed at the ground opening to prevent dangerous surface seepage. New wells must be disinfected with a chlorine solution before they are safe to use as a source of drinking water. This has nothing to do with the inherent safety of the water supply. As already pointed out, if the well is deep enough, the water will be safe. However, the mere act of drilling—the introduction of mechanical equipment into the hole as it is being drilled—assumes the presence of bacteria, which must be killed before the well is used. Often it is necessary to chlorinate a well three, four, or five times, before water samples will pass the safety test. The same rule about disinfecting applies whenever an established well undergoes repairs. The chlorine solution should be left in the well for at least 12 hours, then pumped through the entire system and expelled as waste.

Choosing equipment

Once the well is delivering water and has been tested for capacity, it is time to select the pump and storage tank for the water system. No pump can deliver water faster than the well can supply it. For this reason, you should know the well's capacity before you buy a pump. An oversized pump would only pump the well dry. There are many different kinds of pumps, operating on a variety of hydraulic principles. All pumps fall into two basic categories—shallow well pumps, or deep well pumps. The homeowner should rely on the dealer's recommendation of the type best suited to his well. Shallow well

Residential water system is made up of an electric pumping unit with electric motor and a pneumatic supply tank. The pump starts the delivery of water from the well to the tank. This operation continues until the pressure in the supply tank has reached 40 pounds, at which point a pressure switch automatically shuts off the power. The switch will start the pump again only after a sufficient quantity of water has been drawn from the supply tank to reduce the pressure to 20 pounds. Breakdowns are rare.
THE COUNTRY HOUSE

(Continued)
pumps, for raising water not more than 25 feet, are suction pumps. That is, the weight of atmospheric pressure on the surface of water in the well forces water to the surface when the pumping action creates a vacuum. Below 25 feet, atmospheric pressure is incapable of raising water. At such depths a deep well pump, which literally impels or pushes the water out of the well, is needed.

What size pump should be chosen? This will depend upon (1) capacity needed to supply enough water; (2) rate of water yield from the well; (3) capacity needed for fire protection. A water system dealer figures the total peak demand that will need to supply, then recommends a somewhat larger sized pump in terms of gallons per hour pumping capacity, to provide a reserve.

Adequate pumping capacity

It is never advisable to size a pump entirely on the basis of current requirements. As families grow and add appliances for better living to their households, water needs increase. Probable future needs, therefore, must be given due weight in planning a water system. Generally speaking, to protect a country home in a fire emergency, the pump should be capable of delivering 500 gallons of water per hour from a number of strategically-located hose outlets. This capacity would be ample to take care of the average household. A storage tank is used to build up pressure in the system and circulate water to various outlets throughout the home. Pressure storage tanks vary in size from 12 to 3,000 gallons. Pressure is built up by pumping in water to compress the air originally in the tank. When pressure reaches 40 pounds per square inch and the tank is about two-thirds full of water, an automatic switch turns off the pump. When faucets are turned on, pressure in the tank forces water through the system in an even, steady flow. When the pressure drops to 20 pounds per square inch, the pump turns on again automatically. If peak demand for water is prolonged, the pump should have a capacity equal to meeting it. In that case, the storage tank need be of only sufficient capacity to assure automatic operation. Where the demand for

(Continued on next page)

THE BOY WHO NEVER LAUGHS

Little Philippe never laughs. His dark eyes tell of sorrow, misery and hopelessness. He trudges through his poor fishing village begging for scraps of food—filling his basket with bits of firewood. Philippe's father—a crippled war hero—cannot work. His mother is sick. Home is a cold, dirty shack in Northern France. Philippe often goes hungry. He has no warm clothes and shoes—he huddles in doorways to escape winter winds. Philippe is sad and hopeless—old beyond his years. He has never known the joy of being young.

YOU CAN HELP!

A child like Philippe can learn to laugh. Through your Save The Children Federation sponsorship, for just $10 a month—$120 a year—you can provide funds to send food, clothing and many other essentials to a needy child in Austria, Finland, France, West Germany, Greece, Italy, or Korea. You will receive a photograph and the story of "your" child. You may correspond with him. Your generous help will become part of a larger gift of understanding and friendship.

FOUNDED 1932

SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION

Carnegie Endowment International Center
United Nations Plaza, New York 17, N.Y.

I would like to sponsor a needy child in [ ] Western Germany, [ ] Austria, [ ] Finland, [ ] France, [ ] Greece, [ ] Italy, [ ] Korea, or [ ] where the need is greatest. I will pay $120 for one year. Enclosed is payment for [ ] the full year, [ ] $30 for the first quarter, or [ ] $10 for the first month. Please send me my child's name, story and picture.

I cannot sponsor a child, but I would like to help by enclosing my gift of $___.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Contributions are deductible for income tax purposes.

TRIAGE bowl

TRADE 11/" across... $13.00
9/" across... $23.00

HELIADE vase

9/" tall... $12.50
10/" tall... $35.00

Prices slightly higher west of the Mississippi

* Write for illustrated brochure & name of nearest dealer

CRYSTALLERIE, INC., 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10

"Dept. HG-11
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Water is spread out through the day, as it is in most homes, a smaller pump and a larger storage tank and necessary reserve are more economical. It is a false economy, however, to buy too small a pump. It will have to work overtime to meet water needs but in doing so, it will wear out sooner.

For service problems

Properly sized and installed water systems operate efficiently and tirelessly day in and day out. Service problems are infrequent and, more often than not, of a routine nature. If the pump is outside the house it will need some kind of enclosure to protect it against freezing in severe climates. Discharge lines from the pump to the house plumbing system should be buried below the frost-line, to prevent freeze-ups. And, as an important safety measure, a gasoline-powered generator may be installed to power the pumping equipment in the event the house wiring system goes out of commission or if there is a general power failure in the neighborhood. In any case the pump should be on a separate circuit from the house.

If pressure is to be maintained uniformly at several different water outlets in simultaneous use, the supply piping must be of the right size. Incorrectly-sized piping is unhappily common in both urban and country homes. Faucets that give a weak flow are a good indication of inadequate piping. A typical example is pressure failure at a bathroom lavatory faucet when the faucet in the kitchen is turned on. The situation can be dangerous when a well-tempered shower, deprived of cold water by a competing faucet elsewhere in the house, suddenly turns into a scalding spray.

Rule for pipe sizes

All these hazards can be avoided. Here is a helpful rule-of-thumb to follow. Assuming that the pump is capable of delivering water to as many faucets as might be in use at any one time, the supply piping should be large enough so that there will be a variance of no more than five pounds of pressure between points of supply and delivery within the system. A water system with a pump capable of delivering 500 gallons per hour will require one-inch piping for runs from 50 to 150 feet; 1½ inch piping for runs from 150 to 400 feet; 1¾ inch piping for runs from 400 to 900 feet. As the figures indicate, the longer the run, the greater the friction within the piping, and consequently the larger the pipe diameter required to maintain adequate pressure within the system. Inside the house, main supply lines should be ¾ inch pipe. Branch lines to plumbing fixtures can be ½ inch pipe. Short runs to water closets and lavatories can be ¼ inch pipe. These sizes will permit balanced flow and uniform pressure throughout the system.

The number of bends—tees and elbows—in the piping system should be held at the minimum, because every change in direction of water flow builds up resistance through friction. Friction loss at one elbow in the piping is equivalent to friction loss of water running through several feet of straight piping.

Hard water problems

Rain water is apt to pick up a heavy content of calcium and magnesium salts as it passes down through the layers of the earth. This makes the water “hard”—a nuisance in every phase of housekeeping. Hard water deposits scale in boilers, piping, heaters, air conditioning units and other household devices that use water. Hard water salts will combine with soap creating an insoluble film that will weaken textile fibers, the salts dull white linens and leave glass and china cloudy looking.

To reduce this problem of hard water, water softeners are installed. These units are shaped like water heaters and are usually placed alongside the heater.

Softeners are charged with zeolite, a mineral substance which removes the calcium and magnesium from raw, hard water passing through the unit from the supply main. Eventually, the zeolite bed becomes so saturated with minerals that its softening effectiveness is temporarily diminished. At this point, the softener has to be renewed, or regenerated; this requires from ten minutes to half an hour and should be done every two to four weeks as a rule, depending upon the size of the softener and the amount of water a family uses. Regeneration is accomplished by running a salt brine solution through the softener bed to leach out the minerals causing “hardness.” The softener is then ready to soften incoming hard water with unimpaired efficiency.

END
Designed by House & Garden to double as a gift card . . . the tag (left) will identify "Gifts in House & Garden Colors."

BOUTIQUE STORE DIRECTORY

The gifts on pages 73 to 76 may be purchased at or ordered from the following stores only.

ALABAMA
Montgomery: Amy's Book & Gift Shop

ARKANSAS
Little Rock: Foster Cochran Co.

CALIFORNIA
Beverly Hills: I. Magnin & Co.
Fresno: I. Magnin & Co.
La Jolla: I. Magnin & Co.
Los Angeles: I. Magnin & Co.
Oakland: I. Magnin & Co.
Palo Alto: I. Magnin & Co.
Pasadena: I. Magnin & Co.
Sacramento: I. Magnin & Co.
San Francisco: I. Magnin & Co.
Santa Barbara: I. Magnin & Co.

COLORADO
Denver: Neusteters

COLORADO
Fort Lauderdale: Anita Kott
Miami: Richard Plum-Miami
Orlando: The Whistling Oyster
Winter Park: The Whistling Oyster

COLORADO
Macon: Jimmy King Interiors

IDAHO
Ketchum: Country Cousin

ILLINOIS
Burlington: The Blue Parrot
Winnetka: Roberta Village Fair Inc.

LOUISIANA
New Orleans: 20th Century Shop

MASSACHUSETTS
Agawam: Home & Garden Center
Boston: Tallman Shop
Pittsfield: Rosemary Weston

MICHIGAN
Bay City: Boehringer's Greenhouses
Flint: Sanford House
Midland: Whaley Interiors

MINNESOTA
Long Lake: The Red Rooster
St. Paul: Holm & Olson Inc.

MISSISSIPPI
Clarkdale: The Gift and Art Shop
Jackson: The Emporium

NEBRASKA
Jackson: Ransom House

NEW YORK
Beverly Hills: I. Magnin & Co.
Cleveland: Sterling Lindner Davis
Hamilton: The Marimid

PENNSYLVANIA
Bala-Cynwyd: Sis Mullen
Philadelphia: Sis Mullen

TEXAS
Dallas: Tilche-Goettling
Houston: Wells Design

VIRGINIA
Staunton: Sterrett's

WASHINGTON
Seattle: I. Magnin & Co.

WEST VIRGINIA
Parkersburg: Parkersburg Office Supply

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee: Kunzelmann-Esser Co.

CANADA
Toronto: The Robert Simpson Co. Ltd.

Use coupon below for patterns shown on page 77

TO: HOUSE & GARDEN READER SERVICE
420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Please send ( ) sets of H&G Christmas Gift Box patterns at $5.50 per set to:

NAME

STREET

CITY         ZONE         STATE

"Tuesday's Child is full of grace . . ." One of an exquisite figurine series inspired by the charming 7-day verse, breathtakingly beautiful, extraordinarily life-like in appearance. Perfect gifts for those who appreciate fine things. See "The Days of the Week" and a host of other magnificent Royal Worcester Bone China figures at your favorite store.


ROYAL WORCESTER®

The Finest of Fine China Since 1751
ROYAL WORCESTER, 234 E. 46th St., New York 17

Something Wonderful in High Fidelity

Ensemble 1050 FM-AM Radio-Phonograph by Pilot

component quality with console convenience

Wondrous is just the word for Pilot's latest contribution to high fidelity. Here is the supreme performance of a custom installation of quality components with the exquisite beauty of fine furniture. In cordovan mahogany $595. In blond or cherry $665. Other models from $169.50 to $1800 . . . slightly higher west of Rockies.

At better hi-fi salons and music stores, or write Dept. HG-11
PILOT RADIO CORP. • Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Contura... dynamic new shape in BARONET

Phantom Leaves

A triumph of modern design in fine china... dinnerware of outstanding beauty for sophisticated tables today.

Exclusive U.S. Representative
Fisher, Bruce & Co.
221 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

5-pc. place setting, $8.50 (slightly higher in the West).
Send for name of dealer nearest you and free illustrated Baronet folders.

Look
Feel

ELECTRIC MASSAGED FOR
FACE, BODY AND SCALP

FACIALS
Woke up hidden beauty... put new glow in your cheeks... look refreshed

SCALP TREATMENTS
Stimulate scalp for healthier, lovelier hair... release thin-stormed hair... for men, too

BODY MASSAGES
Soothe tired, aching muscles... relax tense nerves... feel vibrant again... all over

SET

4 Scientifically Designed Applicators

Body Sponge Face Scalp

BEAUTY APPLIANCE CORP., Racine, Wisconsin

SHOPING INFORMATION

Dunbar fabrics are used on all the Dunbar upholstered furniture, and the prices given include the particular covering shown.

BUFFET
Buffet with fitted flatware drawer is 66¼" long, 33" high. Separate upper section, 49½" long, 29" high, has adjustable shelves, serves as bar.

Table accessories for a cocktail party and dance combine simplicity with elegance. Shown here are Tiffany's gold-on-silver vermeil service plates and "English King" flatware. (Vermeil flatware costs about $15 more than a similar sterling place setting.)

SHOPPING INFORMATION

Dunbar fabrics are used on all the Dunbar upholstered furniture, and the prices given include the particular covering shown.

BUFFET
Buffet with fitted flatware drawer is 66¼" long, 33" high. Separate upper section, 49½" long, 29" high, has adjustable shelves, serves as bar.

Table accessories for a cocktail party and dance combine simplicity with elegance. Shown here are Tiffany's gold-on-silver vermeil service plates and "English King" flatware. (Vermeil flatware costs about $15 more than a similar sterling place setting.)
$67.80 a dozen. "English King" vernieal 6-piece place setting, $65; vernieal pitchers, $205 and $330; vernieal jigger, $13; vernieal bar knife, $9; large vernieal bowl, $400. Tiffany & Co., Fifth Ave., at 57th St., N.Y.C.

Tablecloth, 64" x 126", $22; linen napkins 16" x 16", 75c each. John Mateau. Royal Worcester round covered entree dishes, gold evenware, 9½" diameter, $19 each. Wescote Royal Porcelain Co.

Red lacquer trays: 14" x 20" x 1½" fits into other, 15" x 23" x 1½"; each has bamboo gallery. $19.50 for the set. Bergdorf Goodman, Fifth Ave. & 58th St., New York, N.Y.

Plate warmer grill has solid brass frame, three Alcohol burners, aluminum platform; 26" x 10" x 5", $45; crystal shrimp server, $20; 3-tier brass server, with crystal tiers, 17½" base, 10½" center, 8½" top. $65. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York, N.Y.

Mexican paper flowers, 13 each; Mexican tin flower spray, $4.25. Fred Leighton, 15 East 8th St., New York, N.Y.

Buffet, 66½" long, oiled walnut, peat brown base, $505; serving cart, 17" wide, 30" high opens to 34" wide, 29" high; oiled walnut, peat brown base, $22½; 18" diameter, oiled walnut has two 18" leaves, $315; chairs, peat brown frame, $83 each. Dunbar Furniture.

Bisone, hand-hammered iron, about 12" high, $72 each. Mauretania Fabrics (through decorators).

Chair, cane back, peat brown base, $103. Dunbar Furniture.

Andirons, $38, fork and poker, $10 each; all black and brass. Edwin Jackson, 105 East 54th St., New York, N.Y.

Console table, 60" long, 22" wide, tapering to 16", peat brown, $156. Dunbar.

Small coffee table, 42" long, oiled walnut, $104. Dunbar Furniture.

Brass epergne, three tiers, $49.50. Bonwit Teller, 725 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

Chair, peat brown frame, upholstered seat and back, $121; desk, 49½" long opens to 63½"; oiled walnut; $439. Dunbar Furniture.

Table, 42" diameter, oiled walnut high; oiled walnut, peat brown base, $65. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York, N.Y.

Goblets in flower spray. $4.25. Fred Leighton, 15 East 8th St., New York, N.Y.

Aqua glass vase, $7.50. Oval pottery tray, $8.50. Oiled lacquer tray, orange and blue; $7.50. Fred Leighton, 15 East 8th St., New York, N.Y.

Tin waste basket, $7.50. Tin letter basket, $1.75, clay head bank, $1. Fred Leighton, 15 East 8th St., N.Y.C.

Curtains custom-designed by Jack Lenor Larsen for Dunbar Furniture.

Top, right: Chests, honey walnut; 33" long, $270; 39½" long, 33" high, $405; 33" long, 40½" high, $328. Dunbar Furniture.

Bottom, left: Chests, honey walnut; 33" long, $119; mirror, peat brown walnut, 33" x 27½", $83. Dunbar Furniture.

Aqua glass vase, $7.50; oval pottery tray, $8.50; lacquered wood tray, orange and blue; $7.50. Fred Leighton, 15 East 8th St., New York, N.Y.

Chinese, hand-hammered iron, about 12" high, $72 each. Mauretania Fabrics (through decorators).

Chair, cane back, peat brown base, $103. Dunbar Furniture.

Andirons, $38, fork and poker, $10 each; all black and brass. Edwin Jackson, 105 East 54th St., New York, N.Y.

Console table, 60" long, 22" wide, tapering to 16", peat brown, $156. Dunbar.

Small coffee table, 42" long, oiled walnut, $104. Dunbar Furniture.

Brass Epergne, three tiers, $49.50. Bonwit Teller, 725 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

Chair, peat brown frame, upholstered seat and back, $121; desk, 49½" long opens to 63½"; oiled walnut; $439. Dunbar Furniture.

Table, 42" diameter, oiled walnut high; oiled walnut, peat brown base, $65. Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57th St., New York, N.Y.
WHERE TO BUY GIFTS

Addresses of stores carrying the gifts in this issue:
ABERCROMBIE & FITCH Madison Ave. & 65th Street New York 17, N. Y.
AMERICA HOUSE 32 East 52nd Street New York 22, N. Y.
AMERICRAFT 903 First Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
MERRILL ANES 41 East 8th Street New York 3, N. Y.
ANDRE SKI SHOP 49 East 72nd Street New York 17, N. Y.
BOB ROBERT BARBER, INC. 6 East 53rd Street New York 22, N. Y.
BREGDORF GOODMAN New York 19, N. Y.
BLACK, SMITH & MORGAN New York 19, N. Y.
BLOOMINGDALE'S New York 22, N. Y.
BONNIE'S, INC. 605 Madison Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
BONWIT TELLER, INC. New York 22, N. Y.
BORGHEZIA NORTH, INC. 44 East Walton Chicago, Illinois
PETE BREITZ Braudei, Pa.
THE BRASS & COPPER SHOP 604 Royal Street New Orleans, La.
BROOKS OF NEW YORK, INC. 5 East 52nd Street New York 22, N. Y.
BROOKS BROTHERS 536 Madison Avenue New York 17, N. Y.
JULIUS CATELLEBACH GALLERY 943 Third Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
CARTIER, INC. New York 22, N. Y.
HELEN COLE, INC. 963 Lexington Ave., New York 21, N. Y.
THE CONTEMPORARIES GALLERY 939 Madison Avenue New York 21, N. Y.
BANECASTLE, LTD. 105 Hudson Street New York 13, N. Y.
BATTY'S Minneapolis 2, Minnesota
DORIS DESSAUER 225 East 57th Street New York 22, N. Y.
DOUBLAY BOOK SHOPS, INC. 575 Madison Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
ALFRED BUNBURY OF LONDON, INC. 620 Fifth Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
ERIKS STUDIO, INC. 40 West 48th Street New York 18, N. Y.
FAR EASTERN FABRICS 171 Madison Avenue New York 16, N. Y.
JULIE'S CAMERON 6th & 33rd Washington, D. C.

Get this new kitchen idea book!

Wood-Mode KITCHEN CATALOG and PLANNING GUIDE

...it's a complete easy-step planning guide to the most beautiful and convenient kitchen you've ever imagined!

It shows — Custom-designed kitchens in Colonial and Contemporary styles. 6 basic kitchen layouts. 12 decorator colors and 19 natural finishes. New-design cabinets for storage and built-in cooking units, and more than 20 working accessories.

It includes — Scores of decorating ideas and step-by-step planning suggestions, with note space for your ideas. Want in your new kitchen?

Send 25c for this Kitchen Planning Guide. Wood-Metal Kitchens, Dept. 21, Kreamer, Snyder County, Pa.

For those who want only the finest in projection screens RAY-TONE Black Beauty

Discover the difference when you show your pictures on the very best

It costs so little more, yet what a difference

For those who want only the finest in projection screens RAY-TONE Black Beauty

HAMMACHER SCHLEMMER 145 East 57th Street New York 22, N. Y.
HANMEN LAMPS 978 First Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
HERON-TEAM 535 S. Lake Avenue Pasadena, Calif.
THE J. L. HUDSON CO. Detroit, Michigan
JAPAN FOLK CRAFT 172 West 8th Street New York 14, N. Y.
GEORGE JENSEN, INC. 667 Fifth Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
JORDAN, MARSH CO. Boston, Massachusetts
E. JOSEPH, INC. Washington Market New York 7, N. Y.
KENT LUGGAGE 743 Fifth Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
KRAUSHAAR GALLERIES 1655 Madison Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
LA CUISINE, INC. 133 East 55th Street New York 22, N. Y.
LEDGER DE PARIS 711 Fifth Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
LORD & TAYLOR New York 18, N. Y.
MAC'S NEW YORK New York 1, N. Y.
DEAN MARSHALL INTERIORS 5719 La Jolla Blvd. La Jolla, California
MARK CROS Fifth Ave. & 55th Street New York 22, N. Y.
MEDITERRANEAN SHOP 676 Madison Avenue New York 21, N. Y.
MELTZER GALLERY 30 West 57th Street New York 19, N. Y.
MITOWN GALLERIES 17 East 57th Street New York 22, N. Y.
PENTHOUSE GALLERY 15 West 55th Street New York 19, N. Y.
THE PALACE 40 East 51st Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
PLUMMER'S 504 S. Lake Avenue Pasadena, Calif.
RANSCALLY & CO. Fifth Avenue & 57th Street New York 22, N. Y.
RAPPAPORT TOYS 1381 Third Avenue New York 21, N. Y.
RAYMOND 285 Fifth Avenue New York 10, N. Y.
RECH'S Atlanta, Georgia
RICHARDS Chicago, N. J.
SACKS FIFTH AVENUE New York 17, N. Y.
BERTHA SCHAEFER GALLERY 32 East 57th Street New York 22, N. Y.
WALTER SCHATZEN 127 East 68th Street New York 22, N. Y.
MAX SCHEIN SEEDS 538 Madison Avenue New York 22, N. Y.
PLANNING A NEW HOME?

Let this MODERN Electrical Protection and forever the nuisance of blown fuses

In planning your new home (or when modernizing the wiring of an old home) be sure you include a Cutler-Hammer Unit Breaker. Then when an overload makes lights blink out, you need only reset a little lever that has snapped out of position ... and service is restored. No hunting fuses, nothing to replace, anything to buy. So simple and so safe a child can do it.

The Cutler-Hammer Unit Breaker is so good looking you need not hide it. Put it in your kitchen or wherever it will be most convenient. Have your new wiring figured two ways, with fuses and with a C-H Unit Breaker. You'll be amazed at the slight difference in cost. Write now for free booklet.

CUTLER-HAMMER, Inc., ... 1957
51 St. Paul Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

BUILDING DATA

House in Seattle

foundation: Reinforced concrete, exterior walls: 1" x 8" and 1" x 6" tongue and groove clear cedar siding—Blackstock Lumber Co., roof: 3 ply built up felt roof with crushed marble surface—Johns-Manville Corp. Insulation: 4" batt type in ceilings; 2" batt type in walls—Johns-Manville Corp.

INTERIOR WALLS: 1" x 4" and 1" x 6" tongue and groove clear cedar siding—Flintkote Co. Entry, slate, all bathrooms—Wall board, FLOORS: Living room, kitchen, bedrooms and hall board—U.S. Superior Fireplace Co.


House in Los Angeles

foundation: Concrete, exterior walls: Grooved 1" x 6" tongue and groove vertical boards and stucco on frame; roof: Built up roof with green gravel finish; Insulation: 6" batt type in walls—Douglas Fir and wool batts in roof—The Eagle-Picher Co.

DOORS: Interior, hollow core. Front door—Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. All other exterior doors of brick—solid core. GARAGE DOORS: Redwood plywood; WINDOWS: Sliding, awning, and glass louvers—Metal Window Corp.


INTERNAL WALLS: 4" mineral gravel finish, roofing: 3 ply roll roof with green asphalt tile—Armstrong Cork Co. Living room, dining room, Entry hall, lower level bathrooms, and upper bedrooms: Douglass Fir plywood.

BETWEEN
LONDON and PARIS

By Night

"THE NIGHT FERRY." London and Paris are just a refreshing night's rest apart by this fascinating night-time sleeping car service (no change required en route). Complete dining facilities in both directions.

By Day

"GOLDEN ARROW." Travel the gay, exciting way—on the favorite train of international celebrities. Pullman, of course, with restaurant cars and smart Trianon Bar. The Channel crossing to Calais... then a swift run on the duplicate "Fleche d'Or" for your evening arrival at Paris (Nord). Equally fine service returning.

31 other cross-channel services between Britain and Ireland and Continental Europe are operated by or in conjunction with British Railways—a wide choice of interesting routes to suit your travel plans.

YOUR TRAVEL AGENT KNOWS OUR SERVICES—OBTAIN HIS EXPERT COUNSEL FOR

For Literature, please write Dept. 15, BRITISH RAILWAYS, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. Other offices in Chicago, Los Angeles and Toronto.

SHEPARD WARNER ELEVATOR COMPANY
5002 Brotherton Road, Cincinnati 9, Ohio

Luxury BROADLOOM
SAVE UP TO 1/2 FACTORY-TO-YOU!

Choice of Soft and Two-tone colors, worsted texture blends, new fabrics, non-allergic, custom made in America, original design, quality, super. Home Lift, press the button... in a few seconds you step out at the next floor. Enjoy one-floor convenience in your multi-story home. Easy to install and operate. Write for descriptive literature or phone your nearest SW elevator dealer.

2 steps between floors

Step in your HomeLIFT, press the button... in a few seconds you step out at the next floor. Enjoy one-floor convenience in your multi-story home. Easy to install and operate. Write for descriptive literature or phone your nearest SW elevator dealer.

MAIL this coupon or a postcard for the
FREE Beautiful Carpet Book in Colors—Write Today!

OLSON RUG CO. Dept. K-99
Chicago 41, Ill. — New York 1, N. Y. — San Francisco 8, Calif.
SABA (Continued from page 57)

path up the inner lip of the crater to the two villages, Windward Side and Hell's Gate, that are perched on the outer rim of the crater. Every beam and brick that was used for the building of the houses had to be man-handled from the beach. It is not surprising that Sabans are very proud of their homes. Before the war when a dance was held in the Rest House, the young people used to walk over from Windward Side carrying their evening clothes with them. They changed in The Bottom; then after the dance they undertook the long 90 minutes climb back to their homes. Soon after the war a road ran from the beach to The Bottom. It is planned to continue it to Hell's Gate. As soon as the first road was built, the first jeep was landed. Now there are seven or eight. No other kind of car could manage the steep gradients of the roads. The jeeps are owned by the Government but can be hired out as taxis.

The arrival of these jeeps has completely altered the life of the islanders. The jeeps naturally were enthusiastically welcomed, and a regular feature of the contemporary Saban scene is a government jeep crowded with young male employees in long-peaked caps and bright American sports shirts honking round the corners. At a first glance it would seem that the life of the islanders had been enormously embalmed by the march of progress, but I am inclined to doubt it. It has made everything too easy. Girls who have once been taken to dances in a jeep are not going to take a 90 minutes walk both ways. But jeeps are expensive to hire; the young men have very little money; they can afford to hire them only upon special occasions; in consequence the practice of holding regular dances at the Rest House has been abandoned. The young men do not think they are worth the cost of a jeep and the girls will not go without one. There is less fun on the island now. I also wonder whether the health of the Sabans will not begin to suffer now that they take less exercise.

Children in Victorian England who had no wireless and cinemas, who had to rely upon their own devices, had busy and happy Christmas holidays organizing nursery theatres; modern children become bored unless they are constantly entertained. I think this will happen to the Sabans. What kept them happy, occupied and healthy was the difficulty that was presented by every project. Everything had to be worked for. It is hardly worth while hiring a jeep to visit a friend that you will most likely run into anyhow in the course of the next few days; but a glass of wine and an hour of talk in a friend’s house were very enjoyable when you had to climb an hour for them. The Sabans had always been entirely dependent upon their own resources. It is for that very reason —though, too, it is part of the Dutch heritage—that their roads are so clean, their houses so pretty. They felt they had been set a challenge. They were happy because they had a lot to do. Now they are all working for the government.

It will be curious to see what happens to Saba in the next generation. The administration of every West India island has its eye upon the tourist trade, and Saba is no exception. If a helicopter service could be maintained —so it is argued —tourists would be attracted to the island: this argument is fortified by the frequency with which yachtsmen put in there. But the very difficulty of reaching Saba and of landing there makes Saba a scalp upon a tourist but the recluse.

I foresee the future of Saba in terms of the hill villages in the South of France, Eze and St. Paul, that are tending more and more to become museums; the young people break away to Nice and Cannes. By day Eze and St. Paul are visited by charabancs, and the squares are crowded with bright dresses, but in the evenings they are dark, gloomy and deserted. I should not be surprised if in 50 years Saba is uninhabited. The young people will get restless and go away.

I wish that I could have seen Saba before the jeeps arrived; but I am glad that I have seen it when it was still possible to reconstruct the life that was lived there for two centuries and a half. Saba is unique in many ways and in this particularly that curiosity should have been aroused in so many travelers by an apparent mistake of the one authority, the Encyclopaedia Brittanica, that is normally held to be above suspicion.

END

Masterscreen
Designed for your fireplace

Adjusts to fit YOUR fireplace. Gleaming solid brass canopy, with black or brass finished curtain. Easily and quickly attached to your fireplace. No holes to drill. Smartly styled canopy top. Selection of 16 finishes.

SO GAY, SO BEAUTIFUL
AND SO VERY, VERY NEW

Butterfly by Hull

Ceramic masterpieces reflecting the skill of America’s finest art potters, styled for your colorful, casual home decoration. Choose any of the 23 graceful pieces in a startling white-on-white, or velvety-smooth turquoise, now at fine stores. Butterfly is crafted by Hull Pottery Co., Crooksville, Ohio.

New Ideas in Screening Your Fireplace

Send 10¢ for our informative booklet... "New Ideas in Screening Your Fireplace". Decorating Ideas featured finishes, etc. 1. Shopping hints, measuring instructions for regular and unusual fireplaces.

PORTLAND WILLAMETTE CO.
802 S. E. Alder St., Portland, Ore.
TRUE Victoriam ELEJCANCE
for present-day living

GRACEFUL DESIGN, GLAMOROUS FABRICS AND SUPERB WORKMANSHIP PLACE THESEPIECES AMONG THE FINEST IN FURNITURE OF THIS ROMANTIC PERIOD.

Contact your nearest dealer. If he is unable to supply you he will write for our latest catalogue.

Pelham, SheU & Leckie
Box 2242 MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA

HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COMPLETE BOOK OF
GARDENS

Small gardens - Wildflowers - Backyard gardens -
Rock gardens - Cut flowers - Terraces - Large
gardens - Steps and paths - Trees - Lawns -
Hedges and shrubs - Perennials - Annuals -
Roses - Bulbs - Greenhouses - House plants -
Flower arrangements - Fruit - Vegetables - Herbs -
Garden calendar.

320 pages, 92 in color . . . only $10.00

At all bookstores or send this ad with your name
and address. When book arrives, pay postman
$10.00 plus postage. If not entirely satisfied,
return book for refund.

WRITE TODAY:
HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. HG-1156, Greenwich, Conn.

WINDSOR PORT-A-TABLE

the folding table
with beauty and utility

* Lightweight . . . sturdy!
* Swedish Lined Oak Finish
* Opens, folds in seconds

Opens at touch of a button, folds for easy carrying on own
handle. Lightweight . . . supports many times own
weight. Perma-Finish on rust-resistant steel, needs no care.
Serves 8 for dining! For bars, entertaining, outdoors, indoors.

At all Macy's-Stores-Mandell
Bros., Chicago-Jordan-March,
Boston, and other leading
department stores . . . or write

WINDSOR METAL PRODUCTS, INC. • PHILA. 46, PA.

THE UNUSUAL GIFT
At $3 to $300 original art—prints, drawings, water colors

1. Delicate water color. Seen from Boat Sailing, by Chinese artist
Chi Kwan Chen has fresh, sweeping line. It costs $175. Weyhe.
2. Bold-patterned black and white woodcut is Gertrude Quastler's
amusing version of Large Poultry Show No. 2. $30. Weyhe Gallery.
3. Ink drawing by Walter Kamys gives the illusion of a Cathedral
in sepia tones against a white background. $175. Bertha Schaefer.
4. Harem Girl is a "metal print" with texture achieved by soldering
wire on a metal plate. Technique was conceived by Rolf Nesch,
A German who became a Norwegian citizen. $150. Mols.
5. Red Cat is one of Helen Siegl's charming woodcuts. $3. Weyhe.
6. Striking black and white etching, Piazza, was created by Rudy
Pozziatti when in Italy on a Fulbright scholarship. $30. Weyhe.
7. Country Fish, a woodcut by Vermont artist Lowell Neave, makes
lively use of color with the impact of a painting. $35. Weyhe Gallery.
9. Stylized eagle by Luman P. Kelsoy is made of Connecticut stone,
which is pulverized and then molded into shape. $40. America House.
10. A handsome piece of black Belgian marble was carved by sculp-
tor Charles Salerno, who calls it Black Siren. $300. Weyhe.
12. Egyptian cat is a fine example of 26th Dynasty bronze work.
This piece dates back to the 8th c. B.C., costs $250. Carlebach Gallery.
13. Fantastic clay figure over 1,000 years old is a collector's item
representative of the Nyarit culture in Mexico. $225. Carlebach.
14. Small bronze figure called Etruscan Lady was cast in Italy by
a contemporary U.S. sculptor, Dean Carter. $75. Contemporaries.
15. Child Resting is a bronze by Marguerite, another of our con-
temporary sculptors, who was born in Europe. $300. Bertha Schaefer.

Addresses of the galleries are included in Store Directory, page 244.
FOR THE ART LOVER
and small sculpture—comes within the Christmas budget

18. Antonio Frasconi's ubiquitous sun is the focal point of Spring. from a series of seasonal color woodcuts. A Uruguayan who has made his home in the U.S.A. since 1945, Frasconi has had a great influence on the revival of woodcuts among today's artists. $50. Weyhe.
19. Nude Bending is one of Isabel Bishop's many small ink drawings done as preliminary study for oil painting. $75. Midtown Galleries.
20. Spirited black and white lithograph of Fishes is an original Matisse that can be enjoyed for $175. At Contemporaries Gallery.
21. Seedlings is Nonin Lacey woodcut. $35. Bertha Schaejer.
22. Stuart Davis abstract called Detailed Study for Cliché is from a "Collector's Print" series of original graphics in limited editions. This is a silk screen, or serigraph, costs $40. Contemporaries Gallery.
23. Brush drawing of The Lamppost is a typical Brooklyn-inspired scene by Dong Kingman, as strong as his paintings. $150. Midtown.
24. Color lithograph by Zao Wou Ki, Voiles a la Mer, has a floating, dream-like quality, resembles a water color. $80. Contemporaries.
25. Stylized antelope headdress was used by the Bambara tribe of Africa during ceremonial dances at harvest time. $250. Carlebach.
27. Shorebirds illustrated in stone by L. E. J. Rhodes are mounted on blocks with metal rods. $130; $24. Bertha Schaejer.
28. Pottery head from Veracruz, Mexico, is a distinctive example of the Totonacan culture, 1,000 to 1,500 years old. $225. Carlebach.
29. Frog carved by Charles Salerno in green stone, $175. Weyhe.

Addresses of the galleries are included in Store Directory, page 254.
after careful and exhaustive comparison tests. Conscientious nurserymen are offering better stock. Gardeners are discovering that a little regular attention to pruning and fertilizing assures superior flowers, handkerchief bushes. A little further study discloses that half a dozen well chosen lilacs may provide blossoms in April, May and June on bushes three feet tall or ten, or on 20-foot trees, in colors ranging from pure white to purplish red to primrose.

There are very few lilac varieties about whose merits there is no disagreement. Two white hybrids, both 50 years old, stand above all the rest: Vestale, with single flowers, and the double flowered Ellen Willmott. President Lincoln is the archetype of the single flowered blue: dainty Louisa Balcet is a pink: single Maréchal Foch, a red double. Lilacs that are universally liked include Victoria Lemoine and Andrea Gembeta, both "Blaze-colored" lilacs; Katherine Hammer, deep pink: Paul Thurion and Mrs. Edward Harrison, purple. In the 1920s the Havemeyer hybuids brought new vigor and openness to familiar types, as did a few Dunbar and Brand introductions. So did the Clarke introductions, beginning in 1941, with special advantage to western gardeners. Miss Isabella Preston in Canada crossed a very hardy late white species with a not-so-hardy pink species whose molding flower trusses were the largest of any. The archetypical variety Isabella is a fine garden lilac, later blooming than most. far too poorly recognized by nursery and gardener alike. One of Isabella's parents, Syringa villosa, valuable for its upright blossoming, extends the lilac season into June. The tree lilac, S. Samurensis, closes the season.

Preceding the common lilacs by a week or more at the beginning of the season, come crosses that have been made, first sporadically by the Lemoines, more recently in America, between S. salicaria, on the one hand, S. oblada, S. oblata giraldii and S. oblata dilatata on the other. But one of the tangible results of this hybridizing is Clarke's Giant, which is early to flower and has immense single flowers that are rosy in the bud, blue when open. Intermediate in flowering time are the Persian lilac, one of the loveliest species, small and graceful, and a cut-leaved form, S. lancifolia, the only one whose foliage has merit of its own after the flowers are gone. Several other species bear investigation as well.

The care of lilacs, after you have bought a good "own root" bush at a fair price and planted it in a well drained sunny location, falls into two parts: annual pruning immediately after flowering time; annual applications of ground limestone (except in neutral or sweet soils), superphosphate (worked carefully into the top inch or two of ground), dried cattle manure (a half-inch layer over the whole root area). The pruning is designed solely to encourage a well branched bush with well spaced terminal shoots on which flower buds can develop each summer. Fertilizing is directed to the same end. With lilacs, flowering is everything. Foliage is of little use except to foster the roots that feed the flower buds.Use any good fertilizer according to the maker's directions, or follow the foregoing HG recommendations. But don't let fertilizing go by default.

Now, for the first time, you can

PROTECT VALUABLE PLANTS
AGAINST WINTER DAMAGE

WHAT IS WILT-PRUF?

WILT-PRUF is a harmless, odorless, plastic liquid coating when sprayed on plants. This coating retards the evaporation of moisture and helps plants withstand transplanting shock, other overwintering problems which reduce their ability to take up water and retain water. Neemwood (a sealed-in, non-polluting, water-soluble, non-toxic, non-poisonous, non-chemical water-soluble product) has been added to the WILT-PRUF formula for this purpose. Neemwood is a specific growth substance that protects the tree's root system from all possible damage, including those caused by cold weather.

ORDER NOW! $1 WILT-PRUF CONCENTRATE

NURSERY SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, Inc. DEPT. HG10 CROTON FALLS, N.Y.

Use WILT-PRUF to protect evergreens, shade trees, flowering shrubs, vegetables, etc. against sunscald and winter burn ... to prevent damage by drought and freezing winds.

Use WILT-PRUF to help newly transplanted trees and shrubs adjust to new locations ... especially those moved in late seasons.

Use WILT-PRUF to improve the appearance of plants by preventing burning of evergreen foliage and by making all plants look fresher and healthier in mild weather.

Use WILT-PRUF to protect the beauty of flowering plants and cut flowers ... the vigor of house plants ... which are exposed to over-daylight indoor still.

Now available to home owners in a handy, easy-to-refill plastic squeeze bottle!

To: House & Garden, Dept. C-7
Boston Post Road,
Greenwich, Conn.

Please send me one set (or sets) of the 26 House & Garden Color Chips.

I enclose $2.50 per set.

Please send me one set (or sets) of the 10 House & Garden Pastel Color Chips.

I enclose $1.00 per set.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY
STATE
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MUSIC FOR DANCING AT HOME

With fall entertaining in full swing and Christmas just ahead, now is the time to vary the cocktail-party round with a small dance at home. According to the latest (if dubious) tally, 39,000,000 Americans took to the dance floor last year and, no doubt, many found that one of the pleasantest places to dance was at home. Those two benefactors of recorded music, hi-fi and LP, have brought all the advantages of the ballroom to the living room.

The recording companies are busily fostering this trend by assembling the big name bands of the dancing years in single albums. Capitol's Dance to the Bonds (TBO 727) gives you the orchestras of Stan Kenton, Ray Anthony, Les Brown, Woody Herman, Harry James and Billy May playing such old favorites as "Tangerine," "April in Paris," "Lover," "Cheek to Cheek," "Dream," on two records. Columbia's Saturday Night Mood (CL 599) is a collection of familiar foxtrots by 12 top orchestras. Decca's Record Hop (DL 8067) ranges from Count Basie and "One O'clock Jump" to Sonny Burke's "Mambo Jambo."

You can take your pick from big band recordings of all types and tempos, tunes of today and yesterday. Mantovani plays The Waltzes of Irving Berlin on the London label (LL 1452). Frank Chacksfield, also on London, recalls The Music of Noel Coward (LL 1062) and Stanley Black The Music of Jerome Kern (LL 579). Ray Anthony's I Remember Glenn Miller (Capitol T 476) is a musical tribute to his old boss; it brings back the magic of one of the favorite dance orchestras of all time with the melodies Miller made famous: "In the Mood," "Moonlight Serenade," "Tuxedo Junction," "Chattanooga Choo-Choo." Present-day nostalgics will like Sammy Kaye Swings and Sways My Fair Lady (Columbia CL 659); Les Elgart (Music for Dancers Only, Columbia CL 803 and Just One More Dance, Columbia CL 594); Wayne King (Smooth as Silk, Decca DL 8353); Jerry Fielding (Sweet with a Briot, Decca DL 8100); Billy Butterfield (Dancing for Two in Love, Westminster WP 6006) and the perennial Guy Lombardo (Lombardoland, Decca DL 8249) and Oh! How We Danced, Decca DL 8255).

Lester Lanin and his Orchestra, the debutantes' favorite, brings you (Epic LN 3242) the background music of the Rainier-Kelly romance. This recording was made at the Monte Carlo Ball and the music was selected by his Serene Highness, whose princely taste encompasses a waltz from Rosenkavalier, "Muskrat Ramble" and C'est Magnifique.

When the dancers need a change of pace, switch from the smooth to the spasmodic. Dance with Xavier Cugat (Columbia CL 537) caps rumba, tango, beguine, conga, samba and bolero rhythms with the Mexican Hat Dance. Cha-Cha, Merengue, Bolero and Mambo by Belmonte and His Orchestra (Columbia CL 802) is for those who want to show off their latest Arthur Murray steps. One way to get a dancing party back on its feet after a break for supper or a change of records is to put on The Lindy Hop by Wally Rose (Columbia CL 782). He plays the music for the dance crazes of the 1920's—Charleston, Black Bottom, Varsity Drag, Ballin' the Jack. See how many they can guess.

For a teen-age dance party, be prepared with everything from sweet and dreamy to rock 'n roll. The Columbia Dance Party Series has good records for teen-age dancing such as Harry James at the Hollywood Palladium (CL 562), Dick Jergens at the Ballroom (CL 563) and Square Dancing with Manning Smith (CL 561). For the most energetic, Rock 'n Roll Stage Show by Bill Haley's Comets (Decca DL 8345) and Leroy Anthony's Teen-Age Party Dances (Epic LN 3244), which includes "The Hokey Pokey," "Virginia Reel." END
Newest “family plan”...
do-it-yourself

Karpet-Squares*

TRADE MARK

by Allen

PATENTS PENDING

Now you can create your own design in carpeting...
and the whole family can have fun installing it!

For the first time! Self-sticking, self-cushioned
carpet units... you just peel, place and pat!

Here's dramatic news in floor fashion... and style and fashion never
before available even in expensive custom carpeting. Now you can have wall-to-wall
carpeting, in any exciting design you want, with ingenious KARPET-SQUARES by Allen.

Any number of beautiful patterns can be devised, in solid or contrasting colors... and KARPET-SQUARES com­plement any room, in any period or style decor.

KARPET-SQUARES are 18" Squares of thick cotton carpeting,
with their own built-in cushion and a pressure-sensitive adhesive
backing that will stick to any clean, flat
surface. They are easily and economically
maintained... in case of severe damage, simply
pull up and replace one Square. Bring your room
measurements to your KARPET-SQUARE
dealer... he will be glad to help you.

KARPET-SQUARE DIVISION
Allen Industries, Inc.
1927 Leland Avenue
Detroit 7, Michigan

Please send additional information including color brochure,
planning chart, and name of nearest dealer.

Name
Address
City Zone State

Please choose from 12 vibrant, fashion-right colors.

*Self-sticking, self-cushioned carpet units.
If you're tired of pulling heavy appliances in and out of cabinets... or if you get upset by cluttered-up work space in your kitchen... and if you're bothered by tangled electric cords from all kinds of appliances... then you'll fall in love with this fabulous NuTone Food Center.

It's Built-in... completely out of sight... ready for instant use as a powerful Food Mixer... or a 6-speed Blender... or a handy Electric Knife Sharpener... or a family-size Juicer... and soon to come... the most sensational Electric Meat Grinder you ever saw! All these 5 full-size appliances use only ONE Motor. You can build this NuTone Food Center into your new home... also into the counter of your present kitchen.

Builders, Architects and Homemakers are saying that our NuTone Food Center is the last word for modern kitchens. A wonderful addition to your own home... and can you think of receiving or giving a more exciting Holiday gift!

Easy to install below any type kitchen counter

Model #206 NuTone Built-In Food Center complete with Mixer, Blender, Sharpener and Motor... ready to install... $69.95. See it at Department Stores, Electrical and Kitchen Modernization Dealers, and Sears Roebuck & Co. (Kitchen Dept.) — Also in Model Homes of best Builders in your neighborhood. Fully guaranteed by NuTone, famous for electrical products used for 20 years in millions of homes.

Send 10¢ for 48-page Recipe Book — NU TONE, INC., HG, Cincinnati 27, Ohio